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HERMOS  HERMAES  HOMOIOS  HOMAEREO  
HOMAEROS

THE FABLE OF PERSEUS
The ancient ones loved to convey knowledge in the form of myth. The entertaining yet complex 
form of the story makes it possible to say a great deal, while using a small number of words. Let me 
explore the possibilities of telling a fable by reinventing some of the early Greek myths on the basis 
of present-day archaeology. 

Facts and speculation: 

     The  megalithic  Snake Pillar  Building  on the  Goebekli  Tepe in  the  (Sanli-)Urfa  region in 
southeast Anatolia was built over 11,000 years ago. Its site is rich in reliefs and statues (excavation: 
Klaus Schmidt). The oldest copper sickle from Zaerzentmihaly, western Hungary, is believed to be 
7,500 years old. I assume that the very first copper sickles were cast in the region of the Caucasus 
8,000 years ago, for the Caucasus and Anatolia were the pioneers of early ceramics and metallurgy. 
The first examples of Old European Script (a term coined by Marija Gimbutas) on vessels and 
figurines from the river valley of the Danube, west of the Black Sea, are about 8,000 years old.

     7,500 years ago the rising level of the Mediterranean caused the Bosporus to gave in, and a mass 
of water corresponding to that of 200 Niagara Falls thundered into the deeper basin of the Black 
Sea, at that time a freshwater sea, making its level rise by 70 meters in the first year and a further 50 
m in the following, increasing its size by 100,000 square meters and expelling over two million 
farmers (Walter Pitman and William Ryan). Many figurines of a rain/bird/snake goddess, possibly 
anticipating Gorgo (a speculation of mine), date from around this time. 

     Cronus was originally an Anatolian weather god. Zeus was an Indo-European weather god, his 
bird the eagle. Zeus' brother Poseidon was originally a god of streams and rivers, and his animal  
was  the  horse.  Zeus'  brother  Hades  ruled  the  underworld,  his  animal  being  the  dog  (Iranian 
followers of Zarathustra even today believe that only a dog can sense if the soul of a deceased 
person lingers or has left the body). - Prometheus was punished for bringing fire to mankind, and 
was chained to a mountain in the Caucasus, where Zeus'  eagle fed on his liver. Heracles freed 
Prometheus. The trident is still the symbol of the Crimea and Ukraine. - Atlas carried heaven on his 
neck and shoulders. According to the Greek geographer Strabo, the pillars  of Heracles are also 
found in the region of the Black Sea, and fleeces were used for washing gold out of the rivers of  
Georgia. - The founders of proto-dynastic Egypt possibly came from the region of the Caucasus and 
conquered Egypt via the Wadi Hammamat in the period from around 3400 till 3200 BC.

     My Fable of Perseus follows: a conglomeration of facts, working theses and free speculation, 
brought together in fable form:

Gaea and Uranus had a son, a titan by the name of Cronus. Cronus lived on Mount Ararat. His 
friend Japetus lived across the valley, on the Ala Dag above Lake Van, then a freshwater lake. 
Japetus  had  two  sons:  a  strong  one  by  the  name  of  Atlas,  and  a  clever  one  by  the  name of 
Prometheus. Atlas helped the Anatolians build their megalithic temples, while Prometheus taught 
the Caucasians how to melt copper and how to cast and hammer copper sickles. Cronus had three 
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daughters: Gorgo of the White Sea, Gorgo of the Caspian Sea, and Gorgo Medusa of the Aral Sea,  
which was by then as large as the White Sea or the Caspian Sea, and all three seas were freshwater. 

     On the Iranian highland lived three brothers: Zeus, creator of the eagle; Poseidon, creator of the 
horse; and Hades, creator of the dog. Zeus had many offspring, among them Perseus, Heracles and 
Jason. 

     Medusa was in love with Perseus, who, however, loved Andromeda from Ethiopia. His brother 
Jason loved gold more than anything; he longed for the Golden Fleece belonging to Gorgo of the 
White Sea. Jason thought up a ruse, and asked Perseus for a favor. Lie to Medusa, he begged him,  
tell  her you love her,  and ask her for the Golden Fleece of her sister  Gorgo of the White Sea.  
Perseus went to Medusa, who loved him, and said: Medusa, Gorgo of the Caspian Sea, you are a 
beauty; if I am to marry you, my beauty must be a match for you. Bring me the Golden Fleece of  
your sister, Gorgo of the White Sea, for me to wear. Medusa asked her sister for the Golden Fleece. 
Gorgo of the White Sea saw that her sister was in love, and gave it to her. Medusa handed it over to  
Perseus.

     Perseus now gave the Fleece to Jason, whereupon Medusa realized that Perseus did not love her,  
and she turned on him in fury. Perseus took a sickle sword he had received from Prometheus and 
beheaded Medusa. Her sea immediately began to shrink, and its fresh water turned salt and bitter. 
Her sister Gorgo of the White Sea turned black, she crashed through the Bosporus, and the waters of 
the Sea of Marmara swept into the basin of the Black Sea, mixing its fresh water with salt, flooding 
its shores, sweeping away fields and expelling farmers. The anger of Gorgo of the Caspian Sea 
sullied her fresh water with salt and bitterness. The waters of all three seas rose in storm, perilous to 
sail on; and the women who lived on the shores of the Caspian and the Aral sea became Amazons.

     Medusa's head lived on but was so hideous with fury that each mortal who looked upon it was  
turned to stone. Zeus took the head and put it on a high mountain peak in the Caucasus where it  
could harm no-one. Zeus and Poseidon felt pity for Medusa, since her love for Perseus had been so 
real. Poseidon made a horse from her blood, Zeus placed wings upon its back, and thus together 
they created Pegasus.

     Cronus loved his daughters the Gorgons dearly, and wished to revenge poor Medusa, her head 
chained to a mountain peak. A titanic fight ensued when Atlas and Prometheus, helping Cronus, 
attacked Zeus, Poseidon and Hades; the latter, however, with the help of Perseus, Heracles and 
Jason, dethroned Cronus and Japetus.  Jason and his dog, a monster with seven heads,  guarded 
Cronus and Jason on the northern shore of Lake Van, whose sweetness had also turned to salt. Zeus 
captured Atlas and transformed him into the mountain Elbrus, obliging him to carry the loads of the 
heavens, and provide company for lonely Medusa. Zeus then chained Prometheus to a flank of the 
Elbrus (where his sickle may still be seen), and sent his eagle to feed on Prometheus' liver. For it  
was Prometheus' sickle sword that caused all the trouble: had Perseus had no sword, he could never 
have beheaded Medusa. 

     Heracles took pity on Prometheus, his former enemy, and freed him from the rock. Poseidon 
observed this and proceeded with angry words to the Crimean pensinsula where Heracles lived. 
Clever  Prometheus  swiftly  moulded  a  trident,  using  the  Demerdshi  as  a  smith's  furnace.  He 
presented  the  trident  to  Poseidon,  and promised to  respect  him,  Zeus  and Hades  forever  after. 
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Poseidon was  pleased  with  the  gift  and made for  the  Aegean,  showing everyone his  beautiful 
weapon. Gorgo of the Black Sea thanked Heracles for freeing Prometheus, who had been an ally of 
her father Cronus, and allowed Heracles to marry the Virgin Snake, princess of the river Dnjeper. 
But Gorgo of the Black Sea was angry with Perseus and Jason, and she ordered Perseus to bring 
Andromeda before her, or she would release another terrible flood. The poor parents of Andromeda 
delivered their daughter, and Gorgo of the Black Sea chained her to a rock on its shore, where the 
head of Medusa guarded her.

     Perseus loved Andromeda so deeply that he feared neither Medusa nor Gorgo of the Black Sea, 
and he freed Andromeda from the rock. Gorgo of the Black Sea realized that Perseus'  love for 
Andromeda was also genuine, and so she allowed Andromeda her freedom from the rock and gave 
her to Perseus, obliging him however to leave the Black Sea and the Caucasus regions and to settle 
in the Nile Valley. 

     While she was thus absorbed, Jason, unnoticed, sailed along the southern shore of the Black Sea, 
passed the perilous Bosporus and Dardanelles, and arrived in Greece. Zeus and Poseidon founded 
Troy by the Aegean, and then moved on to Thessaly and later to the Peloponnese and Arcadia, 
where they found a new home on the mountain Lycaion.

THE FABLE OF TIRYNS
(inspired by Derk Ohlenroth's  translation of the Phaistos Disk;  the pictograms on the disk; the 
former Circular Building of Tiryns from the Early Helladic period; a Mycenaean stucco head and 
several Mycenaean idols; a gold signet ring from a robber's cache at Tiryns; the fresco in the so-
called Throne Room of Knossos; and many Mycenaean vessels from Crete)

In around 3000 BC, Greek speaking Indo-Europeans came from the western shore of the Black Sea, 
reached Dimini in Thessaly and built a fortified palace. In perhaps 2600 BC, people from Dimini 
reached the Argolis and settled in Lerna and Tiryns. They built the House of the Tiles in Lerna, and 
the Circular Building on the gray limestone hill of Tiryns on the then northern bank of the river 
Manesse, near the shoreline of the Argivian gulf. This unique building stood about 24 meters above 
the level of the plain. It combined a fortified palace with store rooms, granaries, a watchtower, and a 
Zeus sanctuary. Over 40 stone pillars, arranged like the petals of a flower, supported the 470 cm 
thick, strong clay wall. The diameter of the rosette measured nearly 32 meters. A wall surrounded 
the acropolis. The main gate lay on the northeast side and was guarded by several soldiers. Those 
allowed entrance turned to the left and followed a spiral causeway leading to the Circular Building 
topping  the  acropolis.  Guardians  in  the  high  tower  overlooked  the  polis  of  Tiryns  below  the 
limestone hill, and the Argivian plain and gulf. The round wall of the tower was plastered, shining 
white, and visible from afar - a welcome to returning sailors.

     In around 2300 BC the Circular Building was destroyed by fire. Ashes, clay and loose stones 
were removed, leaving only the bases of the pillars, which formed a rosette on the limestone hill, in 
the center of the spiraling causeway.

     In around 2000 BC, the Minoans built the palace of Knossos. There were several Greek colonies 
on Crete, and a vivid exchange of ideas was going on between Minoans and Mycenaeans.
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The scene: Arcadia in around 1720 BC. A nobleman from Lycosoura and his hopeful son went on a 
journey to Phigalia, where they visited Elaia's grove (a sanctuary of Demeter / Black Elaia) and 
consulted the oracle of Nyx , noble late Night, Despoina, daughter of Elaia in the guise of a horse 
and Poseidon in the guise of a stallion. Two priests of Nyx, wearing horse masks, walked around the 
fire, beating the ground with bundles of rods, and imitating a pair of neighing horses [following 
Derk Ohlenroth]:

     Aio ae! Hyauax! Come, noble late Night, shadowy one, 

     always born anew by the goddess

Thus they evoked the daughter of Demeter / Black Elaia and Poseidon. Hereupon a veiled priestess 
of Nyx pronounced her oracle:

     lykos ynos phaennos, lykos ynos askios

The priests explained her mysterious words: The shining lonely wolf is a ruler living in glory and 
splendor, but lonely when it comes to making an important decision; the lonely wolf expelled from 
its pack is a banished man living in misery, prowling around in the dark. The father gave these 
words long and careful consideration, and decided to send his promising son to a school in the 
Argolis.  The young man was such an intelligent  and diligent  pupil  that  he won the respect  of 
Eponymous Argos, king of Argos and Tiryns. This one loved the young man as a son, appointed 
him governor and later king of Tiryns. 

     Argos was known for his sharp eyes: he saw every ship nearing the Argivian shore, even by 
night.  In his younger years Argos,  together with Jason of Iolkos,  Laertes of Ithaca,  Castor and 
Pollux, and other daring sailors, had voyaged to Cholkis on the eastern shore of the Black Sea, 
where they bought cheap gold, copper, and the rare tin needed for casting bronze. As an older man, 
he was now much concerned with agriculture in the Argolis, and he could well use a young man 
such as Eponymous Tiryns. Argos always said: We must hold together. He founded an Argivian 
alliance, whose members stamped the sign of their respective polis on their foreheads and cheeks 
when they held an assembly. The sign of Argolis was a dot or a filled circle surrounded by 6 (or 
more) dots, and this symbol was called the Eye of Argos. The sign of Tiryns was a pair of touching 
circles,  symbolizing  the  friendship  of  Argos  and  Tiryns.  The  one  of  Asine  was  a  rhombus, 
symbolizing the Argivian plain, the upper corner being Mycenae.

     A famine menaced Tiryns and the whole Argolis. The new king, Eponymous Tiryns, journeyed 
again to Elaia's grove in Phigalia. The gate in the southeast was guarded by a soldier. The king 
bought an ox, and with it was allowed to enter the oak grove and to follow the spiraling way up to  
the shrines on top of the hill. He passed several beehives, knowing well that the bee was sacred to 
Demeter; a small animal, and yet worshipped in the most magnificent constellation, namely Orion, 
which, in former times, had represented the goddess of the universe. Eponymous Tiryns passed a 
grotto of Demeter-Gaia, symbol of the earth, lying to the west. He passed one spring to the east and 
another  to  the  southwest,  sacred  to  Poseidon.  Near  these  stood  baking  ovens,  decorated  with 
figurines of the pregnant goddess of grain and bread (who had also been so honored four thousand 
years earlier in Thessaly, the enduring breadbasket of Greece). Following the ascending way, taking 
the  ox  with  him,  Eponymous  Tiryns  reached  the  shrine  of  Demeter  Black  Elaia.  She  was 
worshipped in the form of a black statue of a woman with the head and mane of a horse: for 
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Poseidon once had fallen in love with Demeter, who, hoping to ward him off, turned into a horse,  
whereupon he turned to a stallion and violated her, this making her so furious that she turned black 
and made the crop wither,  and people began to starve.  Pan, Zeus and the Moirae succeeded in 
consolating her, and the emmer grew again, and she gave birth to Despoina / Nyx. Eponymous 
Tiryns uttered a prayer, spoke of the famine in the Argolis, and promised to sacrifice an ox. The 
priest's helpers sacrificed the animal; the head was offered to Elaia, and a thigh to Nyx. Finally the 
king reached the top of the hill. Standing on a rock he caught a glimpse of the far away gulf of 
Kyparissia. Next to a pond filled with water from the springs in the oak grove and consecrated to 
Poseidon, stood another baking oven consecrated to Elaia bearing Nyx. The priests lit a fire and 
paced around it, wearing horse masks and evoking Nyx as before. Her veiled priestess pronounced 
another oracle, and the priests translated her words as follows: Take a twig from one of the sacred 
olive trees in our grove, return home and plant the twig: if it grows, your polis shall flourish, but if  
it withers, your polis will perish; be as diligent as a bee (an animal dear to our goddess), use your 
sting if necessary, and share the honey with your people. The king took an olive twig and hastened 
home, keeping it moist, and planted it. He forced the farmers to work twice as hard; savage beasts 
and grazing sheep, goats and oxen were all kept off the fields; hillsides were terraced in order to 
avoid further erosion; wells were dug for irrigation; horses, donkeys and oxen transported all kinds 
of  loads;  young  hawks  were  trained  for  chasing  snakes  on  the  acropolis  so  the  king  and  his 
administrators could work safely. Everyone was busy, the polis a swarm of buzzing bees, so to 
speak. And the olive twig grew, famine was averted, and the harvest was divided equitably among 
the dwellers of the town 

     The grateful king had a temple built for Elaia and Nyx on the southern part of the acropolis, 
placed a shrine for Elaia on the western wall where she looked toward Phigalia, and a beehive on 
the eastern wall. Then he had a relief set into the lintel above the gate of the acropolis, depicting a 
pair of genii who combined the wolf / dog (Arcadian ruler) and the lion (Argivian ruler) together;  
they were dressed in bee skins, held libation jugs filled with mead, and flanked a Tree of Life.  
Instead of wings they had spirals emerging from their shoulders, and in the center of these, rosettes, 
to symbolize the rosette of the former Circular Building in the center of the spiral causeway, and 
hence the Argivian Zeus. (The holiest Zeus sanctuary in the Argolis had never been forgotten by the 
Mycenaeans).

     Meanwhile the king was accepted by all; no one complained any longer that he had come from 
Arcadia and did not believe in the same Zeus as the native Argivians. 

     Another of the king's concern was to develop a useful script allowing better administration of the 
many goods available. He ordered his scribes to invent a sign for every sound produced by the lips 
and tongue, and thus they invented an alphabet. 

     Sseyr (Zeus) was written as follows: a rosette plus a bald head plus an ear of emmer. The rosette 
was another reminder  of the former Circular Building.  The phonetic value of this  sign was an 
emphatic Ss. The bald head with a pair of touching circles on its cheek symbolized Eponymous 
Tiryns, the godlike king, who averted famine; the phonetic value of this sign was ey. The ear of 
emmer symbolized agriculture, Eponymous Tiryns' main concern, and that of Eponymous Argos in 
his later years; the phonetic value of this sign was r. Together, the signs made up the name Sseyr. 
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     Many vocals and consonants were represented by more than one sign [e.g. there were six 
different signs for a; Derk Ohlenroth], allowing to a certain extent the choice of a pictogram suited 
to the meaning of a word or a message.

     The nobles of Lycosoura in Arcadia were proud of their  great son Eponymous Tiryns and 
consecrated to him a shrine in their Zeus sanctuary. A pair of limestone disks, each measuring two 
arms across,  represented in  spiraling and circular  inscriptions Elaia's  grove in  Phigalia  and the 
acropolis of Tiryns.  Phigalia - Tiryns  (many more illustrations in Homer 3)

The Phigalia disk provided instructions on how to ask Despoina / Nyx for an oracle [following Derk 
Ohlenroth]:

     Enter Elaia's grove, kindle barked wood,

     walk around the fire,

     beat the ground with bundles of rods,

     and neigh suddenly like a pair of horses:

     Aio ae. Hyauax.

     Come, shadowy one, noble late Night,

     always born anew by the Goddess.

In the center field was shown an oven belonging to the goddess of grain, and the sign of water, 
meaning the pond of Poseidon, filled with water from the two springs in the oak grove of Phigalia. 
The word for biga, team of horses, i.e. Demeter in the guise of a horse and Poseidon in the guise of  
a stallion, began with a rosette, for Poseidon was a brother of Zeus. Elaia (Black Demeter) was 
shown as  a standing woman with a  protruding face and a  mane (half  woman,  half  horse);  the 
phonetic value of this sign was a. This pictogram, however, was only used in a special context. It 
appears  twice  on the  Phigalia  disk:  in  E.L.AY.A (Black Demeter)  and in  G.AY.A (Demeter  as 
goddess of the earth). It also appeared on the Tiryns disk; once in the spiral: in K.Y.OY.S.A, loved 
by Zeus (Demeter was a lover of Zeus and gave birth to their daughter Kore); and once on the ring: 
in S.A.O.S, without hope for salvation (Demeter, violated by Poseidon, in her fury turned black, 
made the emmer wither, and sent famine over the land). 

     In the gate field of the Phigalia disk were seen offerings to Elaia: the head of an ox; two beehives 
(honey);  a bag (according to Pausanias, unwashed sheep wool was offered to the the Phigalian 
Elaia); and a wine leave (honey and wine gave mead).

Elaia

The spiral of the Tiryns disk honored Zeus, the shining acropolis of Tiryns, and the glory of the 
godlike king Eponymous Tiryns. [Following Derk Ohlenroth again, but in more words:] 

Zeus the Argivian, once worshipped in the Circular Building, is justly called the Radiant. My Zeus 
from Arcadia who lives on the mountain Lycaion is the very same god. He, also, is a radiant one, 
and  if  the  shining  acropolis  of  Tiryns,  visible  from  afar,  resembles  Zeus  the  radiant,  then  I, 
Eponymous Tiryns, ruler of this splendid polis, may be called a godlike man
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The center of this spiral contained a rosette, meaning Zeus; and his name was repeated there. The 
center box contained a rosette, a male head, and an ear of emmer: Ss-ey-r (Zeus). Slryns (Tiryns) 
began with an angle, a building device, with the phonetic value s; this was followed either by a 
column (for the town) or a scepter (for the king), with the phonetic value l; then followed an ear of 
emmer,  symbolizing  agriculture,  phonetic  value  r;  then  a  ship,  meaning  the  harbor  of  Tiryns, 
phonetic value y; then an ox hide, meaning the sacrifice for Demeter (to whom have been offered 
pigs and oxen) and Nyx (to whom have been offered limbs of animals), phonetic value r; then a 
soldier, representing a guardian of the acropolis, phonetic value s.

     Now for the circular inscription along the margin [following Derk Ohlenroth again]:

     Those who dare enter the Zeus sanctuary without permission

     shall be seized by Zeus and be sent lonely forever without hope of salvation.

     They will return without a shadow

The circular inscription symbolized the wall around the acropolis, while the spiral symbolized the 
spiraling way up to the Zeus altar on top of the hill. The box, in which the spiral and ring met, 
symbolized the main gate of Tiryns, to the northeast of the former Circular Building, guarded by 
several soldiers. A beehive on the ring was a reminder of the diligent bees that produce honey but 
also  a  sting.  Wavy lines,  symbol  of  water,  were  shown on the  southern  part  of  the  wall,  and 
symbolized the river Manesse, which by then flowed just south of the limestone hill. Four men near 
the center of the spiral - the heads of the king (twice) and of a soldier, and a walking man - gazed in 
four different directions, symbolizing the king and guardians overlooking the Argivian plain and 
gulf. In the gate box, where the spiral crossed the ring, were depicted a bow (meaning defense, the 
sting of the bee) and an olive twig (meaning life and peace, the Tree of Life). The words ASKIOS 
(without a shadow) and SSGLOS / THIGOS (touched, seized, taken hold of, hit, struck) flanked the 
gate box: an intruder will be seized by god and banished from the polis; from then on he will prowl 
around in the dark, be without a shadow, live the miserable and hopeless live of a wolf expelled 
from its pack. However, the same words ASKIOS and SSLGOS / THIGOS were a welcome for the 
king and his followers: if they enter the Zeus sanctuary, they will be seized by Zeus the radiant,  
partake in his glory and also be without a shadow, for the sun, being light itself,  never sees a 
shadow ...

     The limestone disks in the Zeus sanctuary of Lycosoura in Arcadia were considered a marvel. 
The pictograms as read in Greek were powerful poetry, and read as pictures they conveyed much 
information regarding Phigalia and Tiryns.

     Clay copies of the famous disks were kept in early Mycenaean colonies, for example at Phaistos 
on Crete. [This copy, was rediscovered by Luigi Pernier on July 3, 1908, and successfully translated 
by Derk Ohlenroth one evening in 1981.]  Phigalia - Tiryns

     Crete was a melting pot of various tribes, and the region from Phaistos and Hagia Triada to 
Mallia was kind of a laboratory of early writing. A clay tablet from Hagia Triada, written in Linear 
A, kin to Ugaritic, Eblaitic, Phoenician and Canaanitic, instructs on one side how many measures of 
grain should be offered to Baal, and on the other how many measures of grain should go to his lover 
Dadumata [clay tablet HT 95, translated by Walther Hinz].
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     King Eponymous  Tiryns  founded a  dynasty of  four  kings.  In  around 1640 BC, the great 
grandson of Eponymous Tiryns had a fresco painted in his throne room showing a personal union of 
Elaia and Nyx approached by Eponymous Tiryns, his son, grandson and great grandson (the new 
king himself) in the guise of genii: wolf / dog / lion / bee-men, with spirals and rosettes on their  
shoulders. Above the genii were seen the sun and the new moon, bright and dark. Then came four 
ears of emmer, and flying grains of emmer that also signified raindrops. The same grains or drops 
were seen on the mantle of Demeter-Nyx. Behind her was an eagle, the bird of Zeus. Semicircles 
symbolized the sanctuaries of Zeus and Demeter with the altars in the centers - and as a pair of 
semicircles form an oval, Zeus and Demeter belong together as the supreme deities of the Greek 
Pantheon. A wavy line between the figures and the heavenly symbols represented both the clouds 
and the river Manesse, flowing at that time south of the acropolis of Tiryns.

     Around 1450 BC, a new generation of Mycenaeans took over the Minoan palace of Knossos. 
The conquerors painted a new fresco in the Throne Room, showing a pair of griffins that flanked 
and guarded the throne, combining the lion of the Argivian ruler with the head of an eagle, bird of 
Zeus. Instead of wings, the griffins had spirals on their shoulders. In the center of each spiral a 
rosette was painted, representing Zeus speaking - his winged words, if you like:

     I, ZEUS, SET THE NEW KING ON HIS THRONE; AND I, ZEUS, PROTECT HIM

The rosettes in the palace of Knossos were painted over with spirals containing rosettes in the 
center, and the ceilings were decorated with stucco spirals containing rosettes in their centers. This 
Mycenaean symbol of Zeus was soon adopted by Minoan artists.

     The Mycenaeans took over further Minoan palaces and invited many Cretan artists to visit the 
Argolis. One of those Minoans made a copy of the relief above the lintel of the Tirynthian gate on a 
gemstone, and a copy of the fresco of Tiryns on a golden signet-ring - very fine works, amazingly 
rich in details. [The stone was found in a tomb at Mycenae; the signet ring in a robber's cache at 
Tiryns and is kept in the National Museum of Athens, object no. 6208.]  signet ring  (Reynold 
Higgins, Minoan and Mycenaean Art, Thames and Hudson 1967/1981) /  ring 2 (head, shoulder 
and arm of the first king, from: Lionel Casson, The Greek Conquerers, Stonehenge Press 1981) / 
ring 3 (spiral on the shoulder of the first king, diameter only two millimeters on the ring, here 
magnified by a factor of about 50, shown in the negative, sepia-colored).

     The new generation of Mycenaeans destroyed the former palaces and built new and stronger 
ones, replacing each and every block of the former wall of Tiryns. 

     Above the lintel of the gate of the acropolis of Mycenae was placed a relief that depicted a pair  
of griffins. The animals combined the body of a lion with the head of an eagle. The heads were 
separately  carved  -  the  left  of  reddish  yellow quartzite  amethystine,  the  right  of  bluish  violet 
amethyst  -  and attached to  their  respective bodies with dowels.  The eagles  looked down,  their 
vertical  beaks  resting  on  four  rosettes  on  the  capitel  of  a  Minoan  column.  The  curved  lintel 
symbolized the earth; the tympanum made of four altars (only two visible) symbolized Mycenae. 
The lions symbolized the Mycenaean kings; the eagles Zeus; the column kingship and heaven; 
while the four rosettes symbolized the four heavenly directions, the yellow eagle's head in the east, 
morning, and the violet eagle's head in the west, evening.  Mycenae
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THE FABLE OF TROY
Let me begin with a brief history of Troy, from around 3000 till 750 BC, according to Manfred 
Korfmann and Birgit Brandau:

Maritime culture, Aegaean, Cycladic: Troy I, 2920-2480/20 BC; Troy II, 2600-2480/20 BC, most 
wealthy, treasure from this period found by Heinrich Schliemann; Troy III 2480/20-2300 BC

Anatolian  culture:  Troy  IV,  2200-1900  BC;  Troy  V,  1900-1750  BC Highest  culture  of  Troy  / 
Wilusa / (W)ilios / Ilios / Ilion / Ilium, vassal of Hattusas: Troy VI, 1700-1250/30 BC, destroyd by 
an earthquake between 1250 and 1230 BC; Troy VIIa, 1250/30-1180 BC, Hattusas  fell around 1200 
BC, stormed by Thracians, Troy VIIa burnt in 1183 BC

Balcanian  culture:  Troy  VIIb1-b3,  1180-1000  BC or  later;  then  partly  or  completely  left  until 
around 750 BC

Now for my fable of Troy, blending fact and speculation.

Troy I was founded in around 2920 in eastern Anatolia. It lay at the edge of a fertile plain, on the  
shore of the wide, shallow Trojan bay by the fast-flowing Hellespont, which was also known by the 
name of   Dardanelles,  and near  the  Aegean shore.  Troy was embraced by the  Simois  and the 
Scamander, two rivers running down from the Ida range of many springs and mouthing nearby each 
other into the Trojan bay north of the Hisarlik. In the time of Troy I, this bay measured some 5 
kilometers (S-N) by 3 kilometers (E-W). However, the rivers slowly filled the bay with silt, and the 
shoreline receded by about one kilometer per millennium.

     In around 2200 BC, an Indo-European tribe took over Hatti in central Anatolia, founded a 
powerful empire, named the capital Hattusas, and added a mighty Indo-European weather god to the 
Pantheon of the Anatolian solar goddess. At the same time, a tribe from the Cholkis took over Troy 
in western Anatolia. 

     Troy, favored by geography, was an important commercial center in the Bronze Age. Many 
goods were traded there, including tin and other metals from the Ore Mountains between Germany 
and Czechia, amber from the Baltic, horses from the Ukraine, gold from the Caucasus, tin from 
Tadzhikistan,  copper and lapis lazuli  from Afghanistan,  and perhaps even ivory from the Indus 
valley.

     As the Trojan bay north of the Hisarlik was shallow and hardly navigable, the Trojans built a  
harbor in the Besik bay, on the Aegean shore, some 12 km southwest of Troy [this harbor was 
discovered by Manfred Korfmann in 1985]. Foreign ships and sailors had to pay high duties for 
harboring here, and very high prices for the metals traded in Troy, especially for the rare tin needed 
for casting bronze - and if they wished to obtain cheaper metals on the shores of the Black Sea they 
had to pass through the perilous waterways of the Dardanelles and Bosporus, and if they engaged a 
skillful pilot from Troy, they had to pay high fees. 

     The only ones who dared navigate these waterways without the help of a Trojan pilot were the 
Greek Argonauts led by Jason (who named himself after Jason of the ancient myth) and their no less 
daring and experienced followers. Jason reached the Cholkis as early as 1700 BC.
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     Troy VI was ever-richer. The Trojans were often plagued by pirates, and so they built a fortress 
on the Aegean shore, overlooking the sea some 7 kilometers east of Troy, and made a pact with the 
powerful empire of Hattusas to pay tribute in return for a contingent of soldiers.

     The Hittite empire expanded into the near East and inflicted a disastrous defeat upon Ramesses 
II.

     In around 1270 BC, the Greek sailors were no longer willing to pay the high fees charged for 
lying  in  the  Trojan  harbor,  waiting  for  a  favorable  wind  which  would  take  them through  the 
Dardanelles. So they skillfully navigated reefs and swamps to enter the shallow Trojan bay, and 
beached their ships on its eastern shore near the mouth of the river Simois, a little more than a 
kilometer  north  of  the  Hisarlik.  Here,  plagued  by  mosquitoes,  they  had  to  pay  no  duties,  but 
provoked the anger of the Trojans.

     The Trojans loved their shining diadem of towers (Iliad) and made it look even more impressive 
by coating the brick walls on top of the stone walls with a varnish containing metal flakes which 
glowed in the sun like fire. The scribes of Troy VI, in around 1260 BC, inspired by the discovery of 
gold in caches in the city's walls, invented a glorious past Golden Age when Troy, on the shore of a 
then  wider  and fully  navigable  bay and surrounded by channels  and harbors,  must  have  been 
immensely rich and powerful, not just the vassal of an Anatolian kingdom, but itself the capital of a 
great empire comprising Anatolia, the shores of the Black Sea, the plains of Eurasia; when heaven 
was carried by Atlas who resided on the Elbrus, the highest mountain peak of the Caucasus ... By 
coating the walls  of the Trojan acropolis  with metal flakes and by half  reconstructing and half 
inventing a glorious past, the Trojans impressed foreign sailors and justified their high duties, fees 
and prices. They became richer and richer, despite the tributes they had to pay to Hattusas:

(...) there was a time when the opulence, the gold and bronze, of Priam's city was the talk of all the 
world    (Iliad, book 18; Penguin Classics)

The gleaming walls and the legends of a glorious past impressed everyone except the Greek sailors 
who camped in the Trojan bay and made fun of the Trojans, scoffing that they were nothing but 
vassals of Hattusas, an empire of mountain Cyclopes, with self-fabricated legends of a glorious past 
which made them laugh. The Trojans reply was to accuse the Greeks of being pirates who raid 
foreign shores and sack foreign towns. Several incidents ensued. The Greeks fortified what had 
become their camp on the shore of the Trojan bay. Around 1250 BC, a heavy earthquake destroyed 
both Troy VI and the Greek camp, killing many from both sides.

     The Trojans now built higher and stronger walls than before, and again coated the clay crowns 
topping their stone walls with metal flakes, so that the acropolis of Troy VIIa overlooking the wide 
plain gleamed in the sunshine like the flashing eye of a giant.

     Between 1250 and 1200 BC heavy rains caused the river Manesse to overflow and deposit a 
layer of silt several meters deep around the acropolis of Tiryns. The dwellers of Tiryns built a dam 
10 meters high and 300 meters long about 3 kilometers northeast of their polis, and diverted the 
Manesse around the mountain of Tiryns. 

     Around 1200 BC, Hattusas fell, stormed by Thracian tribes.
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     The Greek sailors camped again on the shore of the Trojan bay, one kilometer north of the 
Hisarlik,  and were joined by soldiers on their  way to the shores of the Black Sea. The Greeks 
needed more soldiers, for they were in conflict not only with the Trojans and their supporters the 
Hittites who survived, but also with Thracians, who partly joined Troy and partly claimed power 
over the Sea of Marmara and the Bosporus. The Trojans felt strong enough to provoke the Greeks, 
but their confidence was fatal: in 1193 BC the prince Paris kidnapped beautiful Helen, wife of King 
Menelaus of Sparta, and sparked off the Trojan War.

     The Danaans protected their camp with a wall, a trench and a palisade along the wall, some 
distance from it, which held horses, riders and charioteers. The Greeks besieged Ilium for ten years. 
In the summer of 1183 BC, Hector and his men stormed the Greek camp on the shore of the Trojan 
bay, near the mouth of the river Simois,  and hell  was let  loose (Iliad,  end of book 12).  In the 
subsequent battles, Patroclus, Hector and Achilles fell. The Trojans then feared no one more than 
Odysseus, the sly king from Ithaca. Odysseus realized that the Greeks would never successfully 
storm the walls of Troy; the only way to win the war was to take the harbor in the Besik bay, the 
well-guarded harbor of the Trojans and their many allies. 

     One morning, following a heavy storm, the guards of the harbor in the Besik bay saw a Greek 
ship drifting helplessly along the shoreline, minus mast or sail, covered with dirt and hung with 
debris. A Greek ship, no doubt, and, yes, it must be that of Odysseus, recognizable by the bow-sprit  
in the shape of the neck and head of a horse. Odysseus must have lost his life in the storm! Trojan 
sailors dragged the empty ship into the Besik bay harbor, chopped off the bow-sprit and brought the 
wooden head of the horse into the acropolis. But they rejoiced too early. Epeius had built a double 
floor  into the broad and deep ship,  allowing a dozen of the most daring soldiers,  among them 
Odysseus, to hide. Now in the harbor of the Besik bay, they left their narrow quarters and sacked 
the port. The Trojans were taken by surprise. The guards on top of the cliffs, using mirrors, alerted 
the guards on the battlements of the Hisarlik. The Trojan army left the town and sped down to the 
harbor, expecting the whole Greek army there. But it had hidden below the Hisarlik, and when the 
Trojan army left the city the Greeks moved in and finally succeeded in storming Troy, pulling down 
battlements, towers and walls, and setting the palace and houses on fire.

     In August 1983 BC a heavy rain fell for nine days and nights, without ceasing (Iliad, begin of 
book 12), and hell broke loose again: the rivers Rhesus, Heptaporus, Caresus, Rhodius, Granicus, 
Aesepus, Scamander and Simois, which flow from the Ida range, swelled and washed away the 
fertile fields of deep-soiled Troy. The united waters of these rivers reached the Greek camp and 
swept away its wall, and their debris blocked the narrow channels between the reefs and swamps in 
the shallow Trojan bay north of the Hisarlik so that these were no longer navigable.

     The surviving Greek soldiers attempted to return home, but were caught in a storm, and several 
ships sank. Odysseus gave the order to return. Now that Ilium had fallen and the Trojan bay was no 
longer navigable, they camped in the comfortable harbor of the Besik bay on the Aegean shore. 
Several incidents with former allies of Troy, e.g. Ismaros on the Thracian shore, followed, forcing 
Odysseus and his men to remain even longer.

     Dorians from the eastern Balcan reached the Peloponnese. 
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     The so-called Sea Peoples from the shores, peninsulas and islands of the Ionian, Aegaean and 
eastern Mediterrannean comprising soldiers,  pirates,  immigrants  and refugees,  including several 
Mycenaean tribes, stirred up the ancient world and even challenged Egypt. Ramesses III turned 
back some of them, while others were allowed to settle in Lower Egypt.

     In 1180 BC Odysseus and his men sailed to the Crimean peninsula, where the Taurians and 
Cimmerians lived as wealthy farmers, tradesmen, smiths and warriors. The Taurians wore amber 
pearls in the fiery gold of their supreme sun god, and amber disks with incised rays in the form of 
crosses and stars. Odysseus ordered his men not to attack foreign ships on the Crimea, but they 
disobeyed him and robbed a Crimean fleet. A disastrous battle ensued, and many Greek ships were 
sunk. Odysseus and a few surviving soldiers fled in  a  single ship and made for the Bosporus. 
Approaching the shore, they were met with volleys of arrows, first from the European and then 
from the Asian shore of the Bosporus, and only with luck could pass the dangerous waterway and 
return to the Besik bay. 

     Now they had new enemies in the region and were forced to stay for seven more years in the 
Troas,  accompanying  Greek  ships  to  and from the  Black  Sea.  Finally,  in  1173  BC,  Odysseus 
returned home. During the long years he has been away his homeland had been vanquished by a 
league of  pirates  and depraved young nobles.  So Odysseus  thus  waged yet  another  war,  until,  
finally, peace was made and the Peloponnese united.

READING THE ILIAD
THE FABLE OF A MANTINEIAN BARD

In ca. 780 BC a boy was born in Mantineia in the Peloponnese who, when he reached adulthood, 
went to Argos and worked there in the royal archives. This young man was a diligent and careful 
scribe, but above all he enjoyed perusing the old clay tablets kept in one particular archive. People 
made fun of him: How many hour did you spend in there today? You'll go blind there in the dark. 
Take a break, join us here in the spring sunshine and tell us what you have found in your dungeon. 
He joined his friends and described what he had seen in the archive: lists of the troops who had 
fought in Troy. He recited names and places, names and places, names and places - at such length, 
that his friends finally sighed and said: Long-gone times; what are all those names good for? let 
them sleep in the Hades of your archive. But the scribe said: You shall see me bring them to life 
again.

     His words went the rounds of Argos. Other scribes, envious of this young man's privileges, 
called him a crazy fool: He can hardly see the people around him, his eyes are so weak, and now he 
wishes to see what happened over 400 years ago. The young scribe paid no attention, and buried 
himself in the archive. A week later he produced a poem made from a list of names - and truly did 
they live again. The king liked the man's poetry, freed him from all common tasks and sent him to 
Pylos, where he was instructed to go through the archives of Nestor and his successors. [This part of 
my fable is nonsense. The bard of the Iliad might have collected recitals of other bards, and perhaps  
written fragements of an earlier epic. FG, July 03] Later the young man undertook a journey to 
Ilium, where he remained for several years, on the Bali Dag. He learnt Luwian, he read everything 
he could find on the Trojan War, and roamed the Troas. Of course was he not blind, just a little  
short-sighted,  allowing him to see Thetis  of the Silver  Feet in a  mist  on the waves.  He began 
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compiling the old records, and wrote a story of 50 days near the end of the Trojan War, filling gaps 
with  his  lively  imagination;  his  goal  was,  however,  to  convey  as  many  facts  as  possible.  He 
reworked his book several times, and called the epic, never really completed, the Iliad. 

     In this are described 50 days in 1183 BC, near the end of the Trojan War (the fall of Troy's 
shining diadem of towers is not included, only anticipated by the first killing described in book 4: 
The spear point, landing in his forehead, pierced the bone, darkness came down on his eyes, and he 
crashed in the melee like a falling tower). In book 18, Hephaestus makes a suit of armor for Achilles 
and decorates the shield with a number of designs representing 

(...)  first  of  all,  Earth,  Sky  and  Sea,  the  in  fatigable  Sun,  the  Moon  at  the  full,  and  all  the  
Constellations with which the heavens are crowned, the Pleiads, the Hyads, the great Orion, and 
the Bear,  nicknamed the Wain,  the only constellation which never bathes in Ocean Stream, but 
always wheels round the same place and looks across at Orion the Hunter with a wary eye.

This shield may, perhaps, be read as a map of the ancient world as seen by the Greeks:

                      Bear or Wain

                        Eurasia

  Castor & Pollux                              Aries-Caucasus

     Argonauts                              Pleiads-Hattusas

                                         Hyads-Wilusa

                Great Orion

                 Achilles

The Pleiads and Hyads were daughters of Atlas and may symbolize Hattusas and Wilusa of the 
Indo-European age (from around 2200 BC on). 

Castor and Pollux were Argonauts, who, in search of the Golden Fleece, succeeded in passing the 
Dardanelles and the no less dangerous Bosporus, to reach the Cholkis on the western shore of the 
Black Sea.

Aries was the ram of the Golden Fleece and may symbolize the Cholkis and the Caucasus. 

Orion chasing the Hyads and Pleiads may symbolize Achilles fighting the Trojans and Hittites, 
while the Bear or Wain may symbolize Eurasia,  where many bears lived (the bear remains the 
symbol of Russia today) and where loads were transported on vehicles. 

A Greek would have seen Aries, the Pleiads and Hyads rise above Anatolia; then the great Orion 
may have symbolized Achilles, Mycenae, Achaia, Greece. 

In the southern sky Orion standing upright: the firm hero Achilles, and in the western sky Orion  
running: the swift runner Achilles. 

In  the  northern  sky  the  Pleiads  dim  and  disappear:  Hattusas  fell  around  1200  BC.  Aldebaran 
vanishes: Hector, prince of Troy, died in 1183 BC. Finally Orion departs: Achilles followed Hector, 
dying in the same year. 
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Gemini:  Ionian  Sea  //  Orion:  Aegean  Sea  //  Auriga:  Sea  of  Marmara  //  Perseus:  Black  Sea  // 
Andromeda: Caspian Sea // Pegasus: Aral Sea.

In the Iliad Zeus aided both the Greeks and the Trojans but finally favored the Greek army. Athene 
was a patroness of Troy, and was worshipped there, but she also helped the Greeks to win the Trojan 
War. - Were the Greeks favored because they were so good and strong? Did the Trojans lack divine 
help because they were so villainous and week? The answer may be that Priam lost the Trojan War 
because  he  stood  in  the  way  of  history  by  hampering  the  Greeks  and  the  rise  of  a  new and 
promising civilization. After Achilles had decided the outcome of the war by killing the Trojan hero 
Hector and dragging him around the walls of Ilium in order to destroy their magical protective 
powers (Eberhard Zangger), Priam, enemy of the Greeks, was shown to be a noble, admirable, even 
godlike man. His only fault was to stay in the way of history, represented mainly in Athene.

May the bard of the Iliad have recognized himself in Patroclus, friend of Achilles? 

The poet probably died in c.730 BC, during the first Messenian War (740-720 BC).

READING THE ODYSSEY
THE FABLE OF MELEGISTES OF SMYRNA

In 712 BC a boy was born in Smyrna (Izmir, western Anatolia) near one of the many sources of the 
river  Meles  (Halka-Pinar),  which gave him his name: Melegistes.  His mother  was a  handsome 
woman, daughter of a poor local farmer, who talked to her dearly beloved boy of her childhood 
home,  where  as  a  girl  she  had  herded  sheep,  goats  and  pigs.  Melegistes'  father  was  a  Greek 
merchant who lived in Phocaia (Eski Foça), an Ionian colony on a peninsula near Smyrna across the 
river Hermos (Gediz Cayi), which at that time flowed into the Gulf of Smyrna. Melegistes' father 
traveled widely in search for business, as far as the Black Sea, Corcyra (Corfu), and to Naucratis, an 
Ionian colony on the Nile Delta. His boy often accompanied him, and thus Melegists as a child saw 
the harbor of Phocaia, the seal-like rocks in its bay (phoka means seal), the rocks that sing in the 
wind (Siren Kayaliklari), and many other distant places.

     Melegistes  was  a  child  who enjoyed listening  to  stories,  which  he  then  recounted  to  his 
comrades. He liked playing on the banks of the river Hermos, where he would hide in a cave, 
disguise  himself  and surprise  his  comrades  and parents.  They nick-named him our  boy of  the 
nimble wits, a name he liked. He was an eager learner and astonished his father by reading a clay 
tablet at the age of five. Growing up, he collected all kinds of songs and poetry, and as a young man 
learned long passages of the Iliad by heart, reciting lines from it on all occasions. 

     One particular trip Melegistes took with his father, was to be very significant for him. On board 
the ship to Naucratis was an Egyptian priest who told him the legend of Isis and Osiris, explaining 
the symbols:

          Osiris  =  Nile

          Isis  =  river oasis, delta, green land

Melegistes was deeply impressed, and he decided to combine the various poems about Troy and 
create a new epic with these new elements. In the new story there would be a loving couple, the 
woman symbolizing the land (Greece), the man the sea; and instead of Seth their enemies would be 
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Laomedon and Priam of Troy. - Troy, however, was not an evil place for Melegistes: as a part of the 
western shore of Anatolia, it belonged to his mother's homeland.

Melegistes' epic began with the end of the Trojan War. Odysseus wishes to leave Troy, but has a 
false start,  falls asleep on the Trojan shore, and re-lives the ten years of the Trojan War in his 
dreams. There he tries to leave Ilium, but never reaches home: he comes to strange places, which 
are Troy in disguise, combined with various Trojan allies. Finally, Odysseus wakes up and does sail 
home, but back in Ithaca he again sleeps on the shore and dreams. In his new dream, his ship is  
wrecked by Poseidon, and he comes to another Troy, this time an early one called Scherie, a lovely 
and wealthy place. He is kindly received by the beautiful princess Nausicaa, by her father King 
Alcinous and mother Queen Arete. A blind singer and seer by the name of Demodocus sings a 
ballad about the Trojan War, a popular ballad everyone likes but does not understand - apart from 
Odysseus, who recognizes what a lovely place he had destroyed (or will destroy), whereupon he 
covers his head and weeps (following Eberhard Zangger).

This was only one level of the epic.  Melegistes told Odysseus'  journeys on three levels, which 
resemble the wind blowing in one direction, the sea flowing in another, and deeper currents of water 
streaming in yet another:

Adventure - a new world in the west: Odysseus' journeys as reconstructed by Ernle Bradford in 
Ulysses Found

History - old world in the east: Odysseus and his men stay for ten more years in the Troas; several 
battles against former allies of Troy, a disastrous one in the Crimea in 1180 BC

Psychology  -  Odysseus  dreams:  he  returns  home,  comes  to  strange  places,  which  are  Troy in 
disguise,  often combined with a former ally of Troy; in his last  dream he visits an early Troy,  
Scherie, and when he wakes up on the shore of Ithaca, the vision of lovely Scherie lingers in his 
mind ...

The title of the epic was the Odyssey. The peaceful Troy of an earlier age was called Scherie,  
meaning commercial center in Phoenician (Eberhard Zangger). Lovely Scherie, the peninsula of the 
Phaeacians combined an early Troy with Phocaia and Smyrna of Melegistes' boyhood. The writer's 
alter ego was Hermes, while his pen name was Homer: 

          Hermos - Hermaes - homoios - homaereo - Homaeros

Hermos: the river where he played as a boy; Hermaes: messenger of the gods; homoios: equal, 
similar (epics Iliad and Odyssey); homaereo: I unite (Homer's goal: uniting Greece).

The Odyssey resembled the Iliad in many ways, and yet was a completely different book, symbolic, 
compiling various legends and ballads, while the Iliad was mainly realistic, compiling ancient lists 
from various archives. 

Melegistes alias Homer honored his predecessor from Mantineia by calling him Mentor,   an alter 
ego used by Pallas Athene.

On his return home, Odysseus was obliged to take up the fight with the league of pirates and young 
nobles who had brought down the Greek islands and the Peloponnese. These events are recounted in 
the second part of the epic. Telemachus, the son of Odysseus and Penelope, was a symbol of the 
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Greek Empire in Homer's time: Telemachus, obeying his father Odysseus and resembling him in 
many ways, was to teach the rulers of Homer's time how to behave during a Messenian War and 
how to hold back Gyges, who was trying to conquer the Greek towns on the western shore of  
Anatolia (among them Melegistes' home, Smyrna).

The opening lines of the Odyssey (Penguin Classics):

Tell me, Muse, the story of that resourceful man who was driven to wander far and wide after he 
had sacked the holy citadel of Troy. He saw the cities of many people and he learnt their ways. He 
suffered great anguish on the high seas in his struggles to preserve his life and bring his comrades 
home. But he failed to save those comrades, in spite of all his efforts. It was their own transgression 
that brought them to their doom, for in their folly they devoured the oxen of Hyperion the Sun-god 
and  he  saw  to  it  that  they  would  never  return.  Tell  us  this  story,  goddess  daughter  of  Zeus,  
beginning at whatever point you will.

Odysseus, attempting to return from Troy, has a false start. Book 3, lines 159-164:

... eager to be home, we sacrificed to the gods. But Zeus had no intention of letting us reach home 
so soon, and he mercilessly stirred dissension among us once more.  As a result,  one squadron 
swung the curved prows of  their  vessels  round and turned back  towards  Troy.  These  were  the 
followers of Odysseus, that wise and subtle king.

Odysseus and his men are caught in a heavy storm. Several ships are lost, and Odysseus returns to 
Troy. Several incidents with former allies of Troy force him to remain there for ten more years. 
Finally, in 1173 BC, he leaves Troy for good. The night before he sails, he sleeps one more time on 
the shore of the Besik bay. Haunted by his memories, he dreams of the Trojan War, as follows:

Leaving Ilium, Odysseus and his men come to Ismarus - Troy disguised, combined with a town on 
the Thracian shore, a former ally of Troy. They sack the town, the Cicones get help from their 
neighbors and Odysseus loses six comrades from each ship. In his next dream, he passes Malea and 
Cythera in the Aegean, and reaches the land of the Lotus-eaters, which may be a combination of 
Troy and Sinop on the southern shore of the Black Sea.  Leaving the land of the Lotus-Eaters,  
Odysseus and his men reach the island of the Cyclops Polyphem. Odyssey, book 9, lines 176ff:

Then I climbed into my ship and told my men to follow me  and loose the hawsers. They came on 
board at once, took   their places at the oars and all together struck the white surf with the blades. It 
was no great distance to the mainland. As we approached its nearest point, we made out a cave  
close to the sea, with a high entrance overhung by laurels. Here large flocks of sheep and goats 
were penned at night, and round the mouth a yard had been built with a great wall of quarried 
stones and tall pines and high-branched oaks. It was the den of a giant, who pastured his flock 
alone, a long way away from anyone else, and had no truck with others of his kind but lived aloof in  
his own lawless way. And what a formidable monster he was. He was quite unlike any man who eats 
bread, more like some wooded peak in the high hills, standing out alone apart from the others

The land of the Cyclopes, who have no ships, may be Hattusas in Anatolia, while Polyphem, the 
hermit Cyclops, may be Wilusa, vassal of Hattusas. His den may symbolize the Trojan harbor in the  
Besik bay, his flock the ships and crews that were forced to pay high duties and prices. Polyphem is  
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called lawless, and later kills and devours two men, this perhaps meaning that the Trojans charged 
very high prices and showed no quarter.

'"Strangers!" he cried. "And who are you? Where do you come from over the watery ways? Is yours 
a trading venture; or are you cruising the main on chance, like roving pirates, who risk their lives to 
ruin other people?" / 'Our hearts sank. The booming voice and the very sight of the monster filled 
us with panic. Still, I managed to find words to answer him. "We are Achaeans," I said, "on our way 
back from Troy - driven astray by contrary winds across a vast expanse of sea - we're making our 
way home but took the wrong way - the wrong route - as Zeus,   I suppose, intended that we should. 
We are proud to say that we belong to the forces of Agamemnon, Atreus' son, who by sacking the 
great city of Ilium and destroying all its armies has made himself the most famous man in the world  
today.

Book 2, 15-20:

Aigyptius, an old lord bent with years and rich in wisdom was the first to speak. His own soldier son 
Antiphus had sailed with godlike Odysseus in the big ships to Ilium the city of horses, only to be 
killed by the savage Cyclops in his cavern home when he made the last of his meals of Odysseus' 
men.

Old lord Aigyptus, bent with years and rich in wisdom, was an Ithacan; however, on the level of  
dreams, he may symbolize Egypt. The name of his son Antiphus might be a contraction of Anti-
Typhon = anti-Seth, enemy of Seth. We may assume that the Trojans also demanded high fees of 
ships carrying goods destined for Egypt.

Driven by contrary winds, Odysseus and his men again take the wrong route: back to Troy. And the 
wrong route in time: backwards ...

My name is Nobody - Odysseus fools Polyphem by saying that he is a nobody.

          me tis = no one

          metis = wily scheme, resourcefulness

He tricked the Trojans by hiding in a wooden horse (perhaps a ship, as explained above in my Fable 
of Troy), making himself invisible and thus pretending to be a nobody. Then he blinded Polyphem, 
a giant resembling a hill. Polyphem could well stand for Troy, his one eye for the Hisarlik, whose 
round and gilded walls gleaming and sparkling in the sunlight may have overlooked the Troas like 
the flashing eye of a giant.

In his next dream, Odysseus comes to the island Aeolia, which may combine windy Ilium, lofty 
Troy with the Aeolian island of Thesos. Odysseus wishes to leave Aeolia. King Aeolus, willingly 
offering his help, summons Zephyr, a breeze from the West, so that Odysseus and his men may 
return home. Ironically, Zephyr, the west wind, would have blown Odysseus and his men back to 
Troy, so that the journey home was just  another dream bringing Odysseus back to Troy. - The 
episode in Telepylus in the land of the Laestrygonians resembles that in the land of Polyphem. But 
the giant is now a woman of mountainous proportions, who appalls Odysseus' men. The harbor of 
Telepylus, described in book 10, lines 87-94:
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Here we found an excellent harbor, closed in on all sides by an unbroken ring of precipitous cliffs, 
with two jutting headlands facing each other at the mouth so as to leave only a narrow channel in  
between. The captains of my squadron all steered into the harbor and tied up in the sheltered waters 
within. They remained close together, for it was obvious that there was never any swell there, slight 
or strong, but always a flat calm.

Telepylos means far away doorway: Troy was kind of a doorway to the Black Sea. The harbor of 
Telepylos may combine elements of the shore and camp of the Trojan bay north of the Hisarlik (by 
the former mouth of the river Simois where the Greeks beached their ships) with a harbor of one of  
Troy's many allies (level of history), and the harbor of Corsica as proposed by Ernle Bradford (level 
of adventure).

Odysseus and his men come to the island of Aeaea, home of Circe, who bewitches the men and 
transforms them into mountain lions, wolves and pigs - animals whose behavior may symbolize 
how the foreign warriors treated the native women. Hermes tells Odysseus how to impose his will 
on Circe: harshly. If Hermes really was the alter ego of Homer, and if my interpretation of the Circe  
chapter is correct, Homer is no less macho than Odysseus and his men, but also poet and honest 
enough to tell the truth symbolically.

The Hades of the following dream may be the cemetery of the Greek camp in the Troas, containing 
the mound of Patroclus and Achilles. How does Odysseus reach the Hades? He has to cross the 
River of Ocean (Aegean), he comes to a wild coast (Trojan shore), beaches by the swirling stream 
(Dardanelles,  Simois,  Scamander),  arrives  in  Hades'  Kingdom of  Decay  (battlefields  of  Troy), 
where the River of Flaming Fire and the River of Lamentation, which is a branch of the Waters of 
Styx, meet and pour their thundering streams into Acheron (Scamander and Simois met in the flood 
of 1183 BC and poured their waters into the Acheron of the Trojan bay - the main rivers of Troy, 
combined, dreamlike, with the fire of burning Troy VIIa in 1183 BC and the heavy flooding of the 
same year). This time, Troy in disguise is combined with the Crimea, island of the Cimmerians who 
lived in the Ukraine, while the town of eternal fog and short days and long nights may refer to 
reports from Scandinavian merchants who sailed along the Dnjeper and sold amber in the Crimea.

The Sirens may combine, again dreamlike, the singing rocks (Siren Kayaliklari) of Phocaia with 
rocks  along  the  Dardanelles.  -  Scilla  and  Charybdis  are  probably  the  Bosporus,  and  perhaps 
Thracian customs posts along the narrow passage between the Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea. 

The island of Helios Hyperion may be the Crimean peninsula. Hyperion's cattle may be a Crimean 
fleet, which Odysseus' men attacked against his orders; the furious gale, hurricane, lightning and 
thunderbolt  may be  the  ensuing battle,  in  which  many Greek ships  sank.  And the  stormy and 
shipwrecking winds blowing from west  (Zephyr),  southwest  and south  (Notos)  may symbolize 
armies on the corresponding shores, and, furthermore, volleys of arrows falling on Odysseus and his 
men when they tried to pass the Bosporus on their way back to Troy.

Helios Hyperion is mentioned at the begin of the Odyssey, while the episode on his island is related  
at the end of book 12, in the middle of the epic. Book 12 of the Iliad begins with a heavy rain and  
swollen rivers sweeping away the Greek camp. Book 12 of the Iliad ends with the words: and hell 
was let loose, meaning the Trojan attack on the Greek camp. Now, in book 12 of the Odyssey, the  
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fury of the elements no longer anticipates a battle but replaces or symbolizes the fighting, which 
may have been a sea battle (perhaps taking place during an actual storm).

The Ionians founded a settlement by the name of Odessos on the eastern shore of the Black Sea 
(near Varna in Bulgaria). Later Odessa / Udyesa was founded near the mouth of the river Dnjeper. 
The name Odysseus comes from odyssomay, to be angry. The Black Sea is often stormy, angry, so 
to speak.

          Odysseus - Odessos - outis emoi g'onoma - Udyesa / Odessa ?

Odysseus lost many of his men and ships. In his dream he loses all of them, and only by good 
fortune reaches Troy again. However, it is a Troy in disguise: now it is Ogygia, home of Calypso, 
who loves him and keeps him for seven years on her island. Book 1, lines 48-54, Athene speaking:

My heart is wrung for Odysseus, the wise and unlucky Odysseus, who has been parted so long from 
all his friends and is pining on a lonely island far away in the middle of the seas. The island is well-
wooded and a goddess lives there, the child of the malevolent Atlas, who knows the depths of all the  
seas and supports the great columns that hold earth and sky apart.

Ogygia is a lonely island far away in the middle of the seas; Troy lies between the Aegean and the 
Black Sea. If the Caucasus was the mountain range of Atlas, and if a tribe from the Cholkis had 
invaded the Hisarlik and founded Troy IV, these people may well have called their lovely new home 
and the Ida mountain range a daughter of Atlas, hence Atlantis (Eberhard Zangger,  referring to 
several British historians of the 19th century, identified Atlantis with Bronze Age Troy).

Odysseus and his men spend a final night on the Trojan shore, and Odysseus re-lives the war in his 
dreams. The next morning they sail, and reach Ithaca within a few days. At home, asleep on the 
shore, Odysseus dreams again, this time of Calypso. In his dream he leaves her and sails west or 
northwest  -  back towards Troy,  in  fact  -  for  seventeen days,  never  closing his  eyes  in  sleep = 
dreaming. He is caught in a heavy storm, his ship is smashed, but he is protected by Athene and 
reaches  a  peninsula:  lovely  Scherie,  wealthy  land  of  the  Phaeacians,  who  are  ruled  by  King 
Alcinous and Queen Arete. According to Eberhard Zangger, Scherie represents an early Troy, and 
Odysseus' travel from the island of Calypso to the peninsula of Scherie is time travel ... Nausicaa 
addressing the girls who flee Odysseus:

Here she turned and called out to her maids: 'Stop, girls. Where are you flying to at the sight of a 
man? Don't tell me you take him for an enemy. There is no man on earth, nor ever will be, who  
would dare to set hostile feet on Phaeacian soil. The gods are too fond of us for that. Remote, we 
are at the edge of the world and come in contact with no other people. This man is an unfortunate  
wanderer who has strained here, and we must look after him, since all strangers and beggars come 
under the protection of Zeus, and to such people a small gift can mean much. So give him food and 
drink, girls, and bathe him in the river where there's shelter from the wind.'

A tragic error, for the very man Nausicaa invites into her town will destroy it, although in a much  
later time. And he, Odysseus, in the evening, guest in the shadowy hall of Alcinous and Arete,  
listens to the blind seer Demodocus, recognizes where he is and what he has done and cannot help 
weeping.
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The events in the shadowy hall of King Alcinous and Queen Arete were perhaps as follows. A blind 
bard, a prophet such as Teiresias, who was able to see the future, sings a well-known ballad about 
the Trojan War (the ballad is known, not necessarily the war itself) and recounts how Odysseus 
fooled the Trojans. At the same time they are being fooled at that moment, for they are sitting with 
the sacker of Ilium, without recognizing him nor the fate of their own city; whereas Odysseus sees 
the loveliness of early Troy, and what he and his man had destroyed or will  destroy (Eberhard 
Zangger). In his dream he covers his head and weeps. Hereupon (still dreaming) he tells colorful 
stories of his own, which are dreamlike versions of the Trojan War, takes a little wine and goes to 
bed (sleeping in his dream). The next morning (still in his dream), he wakes up, boards a Phaeacian 
ship (dreaming) and falls (still in his dream) into a deep sleep. Book 13, lines 70-93:

When they had come down to the ship and the sea, the young nobles who were to escort him took 
charge of his baggage, including all the food and drink, and stowed it in the polished ship. For 
Odysseus himself they spread a rug and a sheet on the ship's deck, well aft, so that he might enjoy  
an unbroken sleep. Then he too climbed on board and quietly lay down, while the crew took their 
seats at the oars in  order, and untied the cable from the pierced stone that held it. No sooner had  
they swung back and churned the water with their blades than sweet oblivion sealed Odysseus' eyes 
in  sleep,  delicious  and profound,  the  very  counterfeit  of  death.  And now,  like  a  team of  four 
stallions on the plain who start as one at the touch of the whip, leaping forward to make short work 
of the course, so the stern of the ship leaped forward, and a great dark wave of the surrounding sea 
surged in her wake. With unfaltering speed she forged ahead, and not even the wheeling falcon, the 
fastest creature that flies, could have kept her company. Thus she sped lightly on, cutting her way 
through the waves and carrying a man wise as the gods are wise, who in long years of war on land 
and wandering across the cruel seas had suffered many agonies of spirit but was now lapped in 
peaceful sleep, forgetting all he had endured.

The Phaeacians laid the still-sleeping Odysseus on the shore of Ithaca and returned to Scherie. Just  
before they reached harbor, angry Poseidon hammered their ship into the ground. Ship like rocks 
are indeed found off Troy (Eberhard Zangger). A rock resembling a ship is also found in a bay of 
Corcyra (Corfu), a lovely island north of Ithaca, and the locals believe that Corcyra was Scherie. 
Bradford  Ernle,  following  ancient  authors,  came  to  the  same  conclusion,  while  I  believe  that 
Scherie was both an early Troy in Odysseus' last dream and a vision of a New Scherie in Greece, 
presumably  inspired  by  Corcyra:  Homer's  wish  that  Greece  may  become  as  lovely,  wealthy, 
prosperous and powerful a place as Troy (Anatolia) in former times.

Book 13, Poseidon complaining:

But now these people [the Phaeacians, dwellers of Scherie] brought him over the sea in their good 
ship and landed him asleep in Ithaca, after showering gifts upon him, countless gifts of bronze, gold 
and woven stuffs; far more than he could ever have won for himself from Troy, even if he had come 
back unhurt with his fair share of the spoils.

If Odysseus were dreaming, the gifts he brought back from Scherie were conceptual: a vision of 
early Troy, a wish to turn his home into a new Scherie ... The possible meaning of the gifts:

     clothes, golden decorations: a royal garment: kingship

     a tripod: islands, peninsulae, mainland: the power and ability to unite Greece
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     cauldron: symbol of the sea: ruling the oceans

     packed in a polished strong-box: lasting for a long time

Poseidon had helped to build Scherie. He warned the Phaeacians to be careful of strangers. They 
ignored his advice and accumulated wealth by allowing foreign ships in the Besik bay and guiding 
them through the perilous passages of the Hellespont and across the Aegean as well in return for 
high fees, which made them rich but also brought their downfall. Poseidon was the Earth shaker, so 
the fall of Troy VI during an earthquake must have been his work, a powerful warning. But the 
Trojans  did not heed,  and continued their  practices,  and Poseidon went over to  the side of the 
Greeks, who finally sacked Troy. However, Poseidon had to see Ilium burning, his son Polyphem 
blinded, the walls of Troy tumbling down, and took revenge by sweeping away the Greek camp on 
the shore of the Trojan bay, persecuting Odysseus and wrecking his ship. But Odysseus survived. 
He arrived in Scherie, an early Troy, an idyllic place. The Phaeacians brought Odysseus back to 
Ithaca. This again aroused the anger of Poseidon, and he hammered the returning ship into the 
seabed, just before it reached harbor, thus repeating his past advice and again foreseeing the fall of 
Troy. His anger does not help the Trojans. However, he has much reason to be angry, especially 
about Odysseus, for Poseidon had built Scherie, and Odysseus sacked holy Ilium, a later Scherie, 
and then upon his returning home united Greece and founded a new Scherie, while Poseidon saw 
his own work destroyed forever. Poseidon was thus angry with the Phaeacians, with Odysseus, and 
also with Athene, who helped him.

Odysseus returns home. He sleeps on the shore of Ithaca. In his dream he returns to Troy again, this 
time to an early, idyllic, peaceful and prosperous Troy. Waking in the morning, Scherie lingers in his 
mind. He does not recognize his home, which appears to him as an outlandish place / rugged, unfit 
for  driving  horses,  unlike  Scherie,  horse  loving  Troy.  However,  he  still  possesses  the  gifts  he 
received from the Phaeacians. If one can keep a gift from a dream, then it must be a vision, a  
feeling, a wish - hence Odysseus keeps in his mind an image of early Troy, a longing for Scherie, 
and a wish to turn Greece into a new Scherie, as lovely and prosperous as the former. - Corcyra 
(Corfu), a lovely green island, blooming in spring, may well be an alternative Scherie, model of a 
new Greece on the level of adventure, and in book 24 of the Odyssey Odysseus' father the old 
Argonaut Laertes reminds his son of their own gardens and their many trees ...

However, turning Greece into a new Scherie was everything but an easy task. During Odysseus's 
absence his home had been invaded by the shameless suitors of Penelope, who had besieged her 
house.  The  Archipelago  and  Peloponnese  had  been  brought  down by  a  league  of  pirates  and 
depraved young nobles. Athene told her hero to confront his wife's suitors, and inflamed him to the 
Battle in the Hall and the ensuing feud. Finally, Zeus himself put a stop to her fury, whereupon 
Athene

still using Mentor's form and voice for her disguise, established peace between the two sides.   (End 
of epic)

And now her resourceful hero, wise Odysseus, may unite Greece and lay the foundations of a new 
civilization.
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In around 680 BC, in Homer's time, Greece and the Greek colonies in Anatolia must have been in 
danger again. Homer was thus advising the rulers of his time to follow the ways of Odysseus, to be 
worthy of him, and to keep his wish to unite Greece.

The real conclusion of the Iliad: the fall of Troy (anticipated by the first killing)

The real conclusion of the Odyssey: the rise of Greece (may Greece become a new Scherie)

Let me go on speculating:

Homer completed the Iliad and worked over several passages in the epic. He paid homage to his 
precursor by calling him MENTOR in the Odyssey - Mentor whose form and voice are used by 
Athene. Homer's own alter ego was HERMES, herald and messenger of the gods; god of roads, 
commerce, invention, cunning, and theft. Homer 'stole' legends, songs and poems for his own epic, 
and even 'annexed' the Iliad. He was a cunning writer, no less ruseful than his hero, always playing 
a  double  game with  his  readers.  He may also have been a  wealthy  man who traveled  widely. 
Hermes owns a pair of gold sandals that transport him everywhere as swiftly as the wind, while 
Homer's mind may be on the Mount Olympus and a few lines later in Scherie. From books 5 and 
15:

he bound on his feet the lovely sandals of untarnishable gold that carried him with the speed of the 
wind over the water or the boundless earth; and he picked up a wand which he can use at will to 
cast a spell upon men's eyes or waken them from sleep

Hermes the Messenger, who gives grace and dignity to every kind of common labour

Thus Hermes might well symbolize Homer the poet, who can cast a spell upon his characters' eyes 
or waken them from sleep, and who made a swineherd one of his most likeable figures.

Hermes was called argeiphontaes both in the Iliad and Odyssey. He was the god of roads and a 
watchful killer of snakes, like Argos of the many eyes. The myth of Hermes overcoming Argos may 
be an ancient misinterpretation of the word 'argeiphontaes'; Odysseus' faithful dog is also called 
Argus, and this name is certainly meant in a positive sense. 'Argeiphontaes' as an epithet for Hermes 
/ Homer may imply that Homer was an observer of the political events of his time. Telemachos, the 
son of Odysseus and Penelope, may represent the Greece of Homer's time, for 'Telemachos' means a 
'far away war', possibly the First Messenian War, 740-720 BC, much later than the Trojan War (and 
far away from Troy). Telemachus may symbolize the kings of Homer's time who, Homer may have 
felt, ought to emulate Odysseus and Penelope. What Telemachus says and what he is taught may 
form a political program. Mentor appears in book 2 and gives a speech. Penelope's Suitors call him 
a crazy fool, and ignoring his advice meet their downfall. In book 1, Zeus complains:

What a lamentable thing is it that men should blame the gods and regard us as the source of their 
troubles, when it is their own transgressions which bring them suffering that was not their destiny.

Not all is fate. One may hope to avoid or overcome un unfavorable situation by considering the 
words of wise. For example by listening to Mentor, speaker of Athene, and Hermes, herald and 
messenger of Zeus ...

Homer  (4/4)  /  Reading  the  Odyssey  (part  b)  /  The  Fable  of  Moses  /  ©  1990-2002  by  Franz 
Gnaedinger, Zurich, fg@seshat.ch / www.seshat.ch
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A speculative glossary:
CRONUS --- symbol of time (both creating and destroying)

ZEUS, son of Cronus --- father of mankind, ruler of all peoples, patron of both Anatolia and Greece

ATHENE, daughter of Zeus --- symbol of history: once protrectress of holy Ilion, lovely Troy; now 
protectress of the upcoming Greek civilization

ILIAD --- perhaps written between 750 and 730 BC in Argos, Pylos and on the Bali Dag in the 
Troas. Based on tablets in royal archives, and on various Mycenaean and Anatolian records and 
legends. Recounting 50 days in the Trojan War. Athene on the side of the rising Greek civilization, 
helping  the  Greeks  to  win  the  war.  Fault  of  the  Trojans:  having  stood  in  the  way  of  history, 
symbolized by Athene. Written by a poet from Mantineia, finished by the author of the Odyssey, 
who was known as Homer. - Philosophical problem of the Iliad: do we humans have an free will? or 
do we behave according to a higher will, that of the gods and goddesses? (In modern terms: do we 
have  a  will  of  our  own? or  is  our  life  determined by the  many  and  various  laws  of  biology,  
psychology,  chemistry,  physics,  economy,  sociology,  history,  and  so  on?)  The  motif  of  human 
behaving and heavenly will is already apparent in the opening lines of the Iliad, while an answer to 
the philosophical problem is provided by Achilles in his reply to Athene and Here in book 1: 'Lady,' 
replied Achilles the great runner, 'when you two goddesses command, a man must obey, however 
angry he may be. Better for him if he does. The man who listens to the gods is listened to by them.'

PATROCLUS, friend of Achilles --- did the author of the Iliad see himself in Patroclus? In the 
Odyssey, book 13, 110, Achilles and Patroclus are called wise in council as the gods'

ODYSSEY --- perhaps written between 680 and 650 BC; a compilation of old songs and poems 
held together by an ingenious framework: Odysseus, departing from Ilion, has a false start, sleeps 
on  the  shores  of  Troy  and  dreams  of  the  war;  the  acropolis  of  Troy  appears  as  a  woman  of 
mountainous proportions, as a one-eyed giant resembling a hill ... Back home in Ithaca, Odysseus 
again dreams of Troy. He comes to Scherie, peninsula of the Phaeacians, an early Troy combined 
with the Phocaia and Smyrna of Homer's boyhood. Odysseus recognizes how lovely Troy had been 
in former times and what he and his men had destroyed, and weeps (Eberhard Zangger). Back at 
home he is forced to lead a war against a league of pirates and depraved young nobles, following 
which Greece may unite. On another time level, the Battle in the Hall may symbolize the first 
Messenian War (740-720 BC). The epic can be read on many levels (history, psychology, adventure, 
politics)

MENTOR --- Homer's alias for the author of the Iliad, used by Athene for her disguise (Homer 
paying homage to his precursor)

HERMES --- alias of the bard from Smyrna who finished the Iliad and wrote the Odyssey; Greek 
name Hermaes

HOMER –-- pen name of the poet who finished the Iliad and wrote the Odyssey; a pun on the 
names  and  words  Hermos  (river),  Hermaes  (Greek  messenger  of  the  gods),  homoios  (equal, 
similar), and homaereo (unite); Greek name Homaeros

GIANTS such as the Cyclopes and Cicones --- tyrants (such as Gyges)
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CYCLOPES --- Anatolia around 1200 BC, Hattusas, vassal Wilusa

HYPEREIAE, previous home of the Phaeacians --- Cholkis?

PHAEACIANS  ---  neighbors  of  the  Cyclopes  (Hattusas),  came  from Hypereiae  (Cholkis?)  to 
Scherie (a former Troy)

SCHERIE ---  Troy  IV,  from around  2200  BC on,  combined  with  the  Smyrna  and  Phocaia  of 
Homer's boyhood

ANIMALS such as sheep, goats, oxen, horses --- boats and ships

TROJAN HORSE --- Odysseus' ship? with a wooden bow-sprit in the shape of the neck and head of 
a horse? a voluminous ship modified by Epeius? furnished with narrow cases allowing the warriors 
to hide and enter the well-guarded Trojan harbor in the Besik bay?

WINDS --- real winds; or dreams transporting Odysseus back to Troy; or a dream sending him via 
time travel to an early Troy; or attacking armies and volleys of arrows, as in the key-episode on the 
island of Helios Hyperion (Crimea?)

NAUSICAA --- Anatolia around 2200 BC

LAERTES --- Greece around 1700 BC, the Argonauts

CALYPSO, her cavern and lovely garden --- Anatolia around 1200 BC

OGYGIA,  island  of  Calypso  ---  Troy  around  1200 BC,  in  combination  with  Cholkis;  name a 
reminder  of  King Gyges  who subjected  western  Anatolia  (680-652 BC)  with  the  exception  of 
Smyrna, Milet, and others

PENELOPE, her house and bedroom built around an olive-tree, --- Greece; weaving and unraveling 
her work: a timeless land; Helen - Hellas? Penelope - Peloponnese?

ODYSSEUS --- son of Laertes, the seafaring skills and military power of Greece around 1200 BC; 
more of a symbol than a real person? his name is Nobody; he returns home and no one recognizes 
him; Penelope says that there are no more leaders of men as was Odysseus, if ever there was such a 
man

TELEMACHUS, son of Penelope and Odysseus - Greece of Homer's time; telling name meaning 
'far away war': Messenian Wars 740-720 and 660-640 BC, battles in between (Hysiai 669 BC), war 
against Gyges; Homer concerned about Greece (strength of the Greek mainland, security of his 
home in western Anatolia): will Telemachos equal his father? Homer not really sure but optimistic, 
Odyssey, book 2, lines 270-280, Athene speaking through Mentor:

Telemachus, you will be neither a coward nor a fool in the future, if your father's manly vigor has 
descended on you - and what a man he was in word and deed. 

It is only if you were not the true son of Odysseus and Penelope that I would think your plans might 
come to nothing you are by no means lacking in Odysseus' resourcefulness, and since you will be 
no fool or coward in the future, you can hope to succeed ...

We may well doubt that Odysseus was a historical person (if ever there was such a man), yet I am 
fairly sure about the message of the Odyssey.
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THE FABLE OF MOSES

reading the Bible

Rolf  Krauss,  on  the  base  of  recently  rediscovered  hieroglyphic  inscriptions,  has  been  able  to 
reconstruct  the  life  of  an  ostracized  Pharaoh by the  name of  Amunmasesa  (created  by Amun) 
heqawaset (ruler of Thebes), as follows. The royal Seti II married his aunt Tachat; and their son 
Amunmasesa was born in 1229 BC. In 1214 BC, at the age of 15 years, Amunmasesa was sent to 
Kush (Nubia), where he spent 10 years as viceroy and married a Kushite princess. In 1204 BC, Seti 
II was enthroned as Pharaoh. His 25-year-old son Amunmesa, however, conquered Upper Egypt, 
resided at Thebes and caused tomb KV 10 to be built. A war ensued, and four years later, Seti II 
gained victory over his son. There are strong parallels between the life of young Amunmasesa and 
that of Moses as described by Philo, Josephus Flavius and several rabbis. According to their record, 
Moses was an Egyptian prince who lived in the 13th century BC. His parents were related: aunt and 
nephew; he spent several years in Kush; and he had to leave Egypt after a violent struggle for the  
throne.  Rolf  Krauss  believes  that  the  5th  century  Jahwist  invented  the  Exodus,  discovered  the 
history of Amunmasesa in the same sources later used by Manetho, and chose him as a model for 
Moses. In the following fable I arttempt to link Amunmasesa with Moses, tentatively taking him for 
a  historical figure.  My primary sources are  the excavation of Ashkelon by Lawrence Stager  of 
Harvard;  the  Canaan  scenario  in  ca.1200  BC according  to  Israel  Finkelstein,  as  well  as  other 
authors. Notes: The Canaanites in Goshen worshipped a Serpent. The burning bush is a natural 
phenomenon: a certain bush in the Sinai produces a gas when its seed are ripe, and if a falling stone 
creates a spark the gas ignites and the bush and the plants around it burn, causing the hard seed 
capsules to break and new bushes to grow.

Abraham lived in the kingdom of Ur, by the then shoreline of the Persian Gulf. In around 2005 BC 
Ur collapsed. Abraham left his home and went to Harran in Syria, where he spent many years, 
gathered a tribe around him, and then settled in Canaan. Around 1950 BC, a Canaanite tribe took 
over the old port of Ashkelon, and hundred years later their descendants built a strong, 45 meters 
thick and 2.2 kilometer long wall around the town. 

     The Canaanite population expanded southward, and many of them went to Egypt, where they 
were known as Hyksos. In Egypt they grew so numerous that between 1650 and 1610 BC they took 
over the country. Ahmose defeated the Hyksos / Hapiru / Hebrews in around 1450 BC, but in spite 
of this many remained in Egypt, where although forced to pay high taxes or to work for the Pharaoh 
they lived well. Many became scribes, a few even viziers.

     Ramesses II, whose name means Favored by Ra, was born in 1304 BC. He became Pharaoh at 
25, and had a long reign. His son Merenptah was the father of Seti II, who (as above) married his  
aunt Tachat and begot a son, who was born in 1229 BC. Ramesses was fond of his great-grandson 
and called him Amunmasesa, Created by Amun. 

     Amunmasesa had a friend, three years older than he, whom he loved as dearly as a brother: 
Aaron, son of a Canaanite scribe. 

     In 1214 BC, at the age of 15, Amunmasesa was sent to Kush, where he spent ten years as viceroy 
and married a Kushite princess. 
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     Ramesses died in 1212 BC, and Merenptah, over fifty years old, became Pharaoh. He ruled for 
eight years, and died in 1204 BC, whereupon Seti II ascended the throne. 

     Amunmasesa was now 25 years old - the same age at which Ramesses, who had been so fond of 
him, had become Pharaoh! Amunmasesa considered this a sign, and declared: Now has come my 
time. I will rule Egypt together with my father; he may rule Lower Egypt, I will rule Upper Egypt,  
the land of Amun.

     But Seti refused to share power. So Amunmasesa conquered Upper Egypt and lived at Thebes. A 
four-year war ensued. Finally Seti defeated his son and erased his memory from the records. 

     Amunmasesa fled to Midian, the region east of the Gulf of Aqaba, where he married a woman 
called Zipporah and for many years concealed his true name and origin. When he was asked where 
he came from he said that he had been found as a baby in the rushes by the riverbank and was raised 
by a noble Egyptian family; that he had worked as an overseer for Pharaoh; and that when he had 
seen an Egyptian treat a Hebrew worker rudely he has slain him and had to flee, so coming to  
Midian, where he had been kindly received. 

     He made himself useful in many ways, he helped to build channels, dikes and cisterns, but when 
his work was done, he would climb a mountain, gaze out over the Red Sea, and ponder his former 
life. He knew he had been wrong to fight the army of his father - although he felt would have made  
a better king. He should not have lied to Zipporah and the Midians - he was so wrong in many 
ways. 

     His memories haunted and shamed him, and he grew silent. He still believed himself the true 
king of Egypt, but he would never again have a chance to rule. 

     He  became  more  and  more  religious,  although  he  doubted  the  gods  of  Egypt,  who  are 
worshipped  in  so  many  persons.  There  is  only  one  god,  he  felt,  and  that  God  is  the  same 
everywhere. 

     When he was feeling sad, he remembered his friend Aaron. Where might he be now? He recalled 
the stories Aaron had told him: how Abraham had come from Ur, gone to Harran, gathered together 
a new people, and then led his people to Canaan. One evening, on a hill, he saw a bush burning - 
and at that moment he had a vision: he saw himself as a new Abraham, leaving his land, gathering a 
new people, and founding a new kingdom. His vision was most frightening. He saw his walking 
stick turn into a snake, the serpent worshipped by the Canaanites, who were to become his new 
people. He went pale, his skin looked leprous, and he saw the water of a well turn to blood, sign of 
coming battle. He trembled and asked his God: Have you sent me this vision? Are you telling me 
that I should gather the Canaanites and lead them to their former home in Canaan? Who are you? 
Amun? Baal? But no, every image we create of you is wrong. You are that you are. But will I be 
able to go carry out this mission? How can I, a man grown silent, convince my new people, the 
Canaanites who live in the land of Goshen, to follow me? My heavenly Lord: let me find Aaron 
again, my friend whom I love as dearly as a brother, who is eloquent, and we will accomplish this 
task together ...
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     From this day on, the man was changed. He had a mission and found his speech again; and  
when, soon after, he heard from Aaron and was rejoined with him he felt relieved and sure. He 
thanked the Lord, and he changed his name to Moses, omitting the name of Amun:

          Moses  /  ( ) Masesa   =   created by  (I am that I am)

     No one recognized Moses. The long years and hard work in Midian had made a new man of him. 
Aaron and Moses gathered some 600 Canaanites - Hapiru/Hebrews, or Israelites - who were willing 
to leave Egypt for Canaan, where they would hopefully multiply, become 6,000, 60,000 and then 
600,000 people, and found a new kingdom. Aaron and Moses visited Ramesses III, who became 
Pharaoh  in  1182  BC,  and  told  him that  they  wished to  leave  Egypt  with  their  600  Israelites. 
Ramesses shook his head: Some of you can go, but not all of you, for among them are several 
scribes we need here. Aaron recounted to Pharaoh a dream he had the previous night: he had seen 
the Serpent of Canaan swallow a great number of Egyptian snakes. And Moses said: Let my people 
go. Ramesses replied: My good men, I rule a large country, I need your scribes, and I need all my 
precious time, and neither do I care about your dreams. I cannot let all of the 600 Hapiru go; please 
understand me and leave, for there are many visitors waiting.

     A vizier, however, was frightened by Aaron's dream and considered it a bad omen.

     In  1180  BC  a  wave  of  immigrants  and  refugees  and  warriors  from  the  Great  Green 
(Mediterrannean) arrived, another in 1177 BC, yet another one in 1174 BC, followed by a famine.  
The dwellers of the Nile Delta groaned: The strangers come, as numerous as frogs and flies and 
locusts and grains of hail. They steal our emmer and barley, they devour our small harvest, they 
suck our blood as if they were dust turned to lice, they kill our cattle, they let burning arrows rain  
fire on our houses and villages, our firstborn sons in the army are killed, the water is turning to 
blood, we are plagued with fevers, we live in a miserable time.

     The vizier remembered Aaron's dream and told Pharaoh: Aaron's vision has come true, so let him 
and Moses and the 600 Hapiru go. Pharaoh finally gave in, and Moses was able to leave. 

     As there were battles raging along the shoreline of the Great Green, Moses and Aaron decided to 
take the long way through the Sinai. The Israelites took all they owned and traversed the marshes 
and Bitter Lakes between Goshen and the Sinai. A strong wind blowing from the east parted the 
waters of a shallow lake, baring the lakebed and allowing the Israelites to pass, but when a group of  
Egyptian soldiers, attracted by the riches the Hapiru were carrying, followed them, the wind ceased 
to blow, the waters returned and stopped the soldiers. The Israelites were saved and thanked the 
Lord for this wonder.  They followed the shore of the Red Sea, reached the southern Sinai and 
camped below the mountain Horeb. 

     There Moses again encountered the Lord. His memories returned to him: how he had conquered 
Upper  Egypt,  how he  had called  himself  Amunmasesa  heqawaset,  ruler  of  Thebes  favored  by 
Amun, how he had fought the army of his father, been defeated and ostracized as an usurper, and 
how his memory had been erased in Egypt. Moses felt ashamed. He went off for a time alone into 
the wilderness - but finally he returned with a clear mind and wrote down laws for his new people.

     Yet many of the 600 were troubled. Although Moses had brought them through many hardships, 
they felt his laws to be almost too severe; they had worshipped Baal for so long that they wondered 
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why they should now worship a god of whom they had no image, and whose name they were not 
even allowed to pronounce. They gave Aaron some of their silver and gold, and asked him to cast a 
bull, the symbol of Baal, that they might carry it with them: Then we shall have two gods, the God 
of Moses, and our own. But Moses was angry, and he had several of the Baal worshippers killed.

     Moses led his people with a hard hand along a dangerous route. He appointed an experienced 
soldier, by the name of Joshua, his successor. Moses died before he reached the promised land, but 
Joshua led the Israelites to Canaan, where he founded a dozen villages,  one for each group of 
Israelites; these, later, became the 12 tribes of Israel. The villages lay geographically far from each 
other but were joined the bonds of marriage, and by an another of which I will say more later on. 

Now for the eastern Great Green (Mediterrannean, Aegean) and its islands (any shore across the sea 
in the Egyptian usage of the word) near the end of the Bronze Age.

     Troy VI, called Wilusa in Luwian, was subject to Hattusas. In order to make their city more 
glorious, the scribes from early Troy VI invented a splendid past: in a former Golden Age, Troy was 
surrounded by channels and harbors and was the capital of Eurasia, a large continent comprising the 
Ore Mountains in Czechia, the rivers of Georgia, rich in gold, the copper mines in Anatolia, the 
precious tin mines in Tazhikistan; and the sky overarching Eurasia was supported by Atlas, who 
resided on the mountain Elbrus, the highest peak of the Caucasus. The legend contained elements of 
the real past of Troy and Eurasia, for example the age-old memory of a flood that had swept away 
the shores of the Black Sea. It was meant to impress the foreign sailors who paid high prices for the 
metals traded in Troy, especially for the rare tin needed for casting bronze; high duties for camping 
in the harbor of the Besik bay while waiting for favorable winds; and high fees for the Trojan pilots 
who navigated the  foreign  ships  safely  through the  perilous  waters  of  the  Dardanelles  and the 
Bosporus. The legend impressed all sailors except the Mycenaeans, who camped for nothing in the 
shallow bay north of the Hisarlik: skilled,  experienced and daring sailors who made fun of the 
Trojans, who, in return, considered them mere pirates.

     In the early years of his reign, Ramesses II had led several campaigns in Canaan and Amurru. he 
destroyed the Ashkelon of the Canaanites; he was defeated by the Hittites at Kadesh and barely 
saved  his  own live,  but  using  bombastic  language  managed  to  turn  a  disastrous  defeat  into  a 
triumph. Later he made peace with the new Hittite emperor Hattusili II. 

     Troy VI was destroyed by an earthquake in around 1230 BC. Thracians stormed Hattusas and in 
around 1200 BC felled the Hittite empire. A powerful alliance of Mycenaeans besieged Troy VIIa 
for ten years. Troy's shining diadem of towers burnt in 1183 BC. From then on, the Mycenaeans 
ruled in the eastern Mediterranean. 

     Several Mycenaean tribes were among the Sea Peoples (about six groups from the shores, 
peninsulas and islands of the Ionian, Aegean and Mediterranean: soldiers, pirates, immigrants and 
refugees). One such Mycenaean tribe, called the Philistines, took over Ashkelon in around 1175 BC. 

     Canaan was controlled by Egypt.  The Canaanites lived in its  valleys,  while  nomads from 
Transjordania built small villages in the mountains. While the early Troy might be called the Bronze 
Age focus of Eurasia, long favored by geography, the region of Israel might be described as a  
vortex of history, surrounded by powerful empires, exposed to many dispersing forces.
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     Joshua, successor to Moses, led the Isrealites to Canaan. He was not able to establish a kingdom, 
so had a dozen villages built, appointed as many leaders, and allotted to each leader a group of 
people, who later became the twelve tribes of Israel. The villages were located far from each other. 
The twelve groups swore to stay united forever, and to overcome all inevitable rivalries. Their first 
bond was intermarriage. Their second was the word: they held in memory all the important names 
of their common history, and to each name told a story. 

     David, son of Saul, father of Salomon, succeeded in establishing a transitory kingdom which 
comprised all the 12 tribes of Israel. He asked his scribes to record the story of his people; how 
Noah had saved his loved ones; how Abraham came from Ur to Harran, and from Harran to Canaan; 
how the Hebrews lived and multiplied in Egypt, how Moses led them back to Canaan and promised 
them a kingdom of their own in a land that flows with milk and honey. The scribes recorded all; the 
genealogies were kept in the ark, and stories were told to every name. Thus we see that while other 
peoples  relied  on pictures,  the Hebrews relied on the  word.  It  was  the  word which  kept  them 
together in Egypt, in Canaan before the time of Saul and David, and again after the time of David 
and Salomon - and also in the Babylonian exile, where all the names had been remembered, and 
where all the stories had been told and retold. After the return to Canaan, the old stories had been 
written down again - farther away from reality than ever, and yet retaining the memory of times 
long gone. The Sea Peoples were symbolized in the plagues coming upon Egypt; the reasoning of 
Moses was conveyed in the form of dialogues with the Lord; Mycenaean / Philistian Ashkelon was 
symbolized in Goliath (just as Homer's Polyphem, resembling more a hill than a man eating bread, 
symbolizes Troy). Symbolic stories were the best way to hand down history, as they were easily 
remembered. Each generation made them a little more heroic, more splendid. Stories of a glorious 
past conveyed experience, the law, wisdom and hope, and acted as a fertile soil,  nourishing not 
bodies but minds and souls. These stories kept the Hebrews together with the powerful band of the 
word.
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CALYPSO
Odysseus, while staying in Troy and roaming the Aegean shoreline, the Dardanelles, the Sea of 
Marmara, and the Black Sea, had many women - among them Circe, the sirens, and his Trojan 
mistress Calypso. Having spent 20 years in Troy he longs for home, but Calypso, who loves him 
still ardently, begs him to stay: her land is more fecund than his, and as king of Troy, with her as 
queen by his side, he may even gain immortal fame. But his mind is made up, he shall leave for 
good.

In his dream, beautiful Calypso turns into a goddess. She swears a holy oath, promising that she 
won't plan a mischief against him. She wishes only his very best. And she keeps word by providing 
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him with tools for making a raft, by summoning a wind and blowing him across the sea. Now he 
sails homeward, never sleeping, never closing an eye for seventeen days and nights.

But he is fooled by his dream. Actually he sleeps all the time. He wakes up only for a few moments,  
and then he looks out for the stars, keeping the constellation of the Great Bear on his left side, as he 
had been advised by Calypso. And thus he is heading back for Troy ...

What happened? Did Calypso break her holy oath? No. She really planned his very best. Which is,  
of course, his returning to her and becoming king of Troy.

Zeus allows Odysseus to return home as soon as he has absolved his dream-journeys. These bring 
him back to Troy over and over again: to a Troy in disguise, and blended with other places. On his  
last journey he shall reach lovely Scherie, which is a better Troy, a peaceful Troy co-operating with 
a peaceful Mycenae. And then, when he worked through the war, he shall be released and allowed 
returning home, where he shall see his friends again.

But where is his true home? Calypso asks herself. Ithaca, where he was born and which he left a 
long time ago? No, it  is  Troy, which he conquered,  and where he may rule  as king,  with me, 
Calypso, by his side.

Poor nymph, your ruse must fail. Poseidon, upon returning from Ethiopia, sees Odysseus nearing 
Scherie,  which  is  his  (Poseidon's)  foundation.  Never  shall  his  enemy rule  that  place.  Poseidon 
makes sure that Odysseus won't meet Calypso again. He summons a gale that makes Odysseus go 
astray. And astray he goes --- but not in space, as intended by Poseidon, but in time: Odysseus 
reaches an early Scherie, which is an early and again a better Troy. Here he meets another nymph by 
the name of Nausicaa. He is warmly welcomed by her, by her parents, and by all the other nobles, 
and when he realizes where he is and what a lovely place he had destroyed he can't help weeping.

POLYPHEM
Odysseus reached Scherie, which, according to Eberhard Zangger, is an early Troy. The blind bard 
Demodocus (teacher of people) sings a lay on the Trojan War. He had been taught his lay by the 
Muse, the Child of Zeus. Or by Apollo? Odysseus wonders. The same Muse, however, deprived him 
of his eye-sight: he can't see anymore what goes on around him, while he can see far into the future. 
He is kind of a prophet, lending his voice to the decisions of the gods, and thus he is justly called  
his name. Having been taught by the Muse - or even by Apollo, who was a god of music, poetry and 
prophecy - he knows a lot on the Trojan war, although this one shall happen in remote future, and as 
Demodocus is such a gifted singer, owing to the same Muse, his lay is famous all over the world. 
Everybody enjoys it --- apart from Odysseus, who realizes where he is, namely in an early Troy, and 
what a lovely place he had destroyed (or will destroy in the Scherian perspective of time), and so he 
weeps like a woman. And then, perhaps fearing that Demodocus might know more and reveal him 
as enemy, he tells his fables, which are parables on the Trojan war. For example his famous fable of 
Polyphem: a giant who makes cheese from the milk he gets from his sheep and goats, and who 
devours several Achaeans, whereupon Odysseus blinds him. Everybody must agree that Polyphem 
deserved  his  horrible  fate.  What  Odysseus's  noble  audience  doesn't  know:  Polyphem,  who 
resembles more a wooden hill than a man who eats bread, is a later Troy; his sheep and goats are 
foreign ships, waiting for favorable winds in the Trojan harbor, or passing the Dardanelles; the milk 
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he gets from his animals are fees and duties; the Achaeans, unwilling to pay him (not being sheep 
and goats he can milk) are getting attacked; and the blinding of Polyphem is the sack and burning 
down of Ilium, citadel  of Troy. By telling his  fable,  Odysseus  justifies  the war,  and in  such a 
convincing  way  that  he  has  everybody  on  his  side.  He  conquers  Troy  again,  being  there 
unrecognized, once again unrecognized, and while we readers of the Odyssey are well aware of him 
we are fooled in another way, as Troy is hidden behind names like Scherie, Ogygia, Telepylos, or 
Polyphem's cave.

And then he gets a sword by a noble,  which may symbolize military power; a strong box and 
beautiful robes by Alcinous and Arete, which may symbolize long-lived kingship; and moreover a 
cauldron on three legs, wherein water is boiled: the three legs may symbolize the Greek mainland,  
the islands, and the Ionian colonies; the boiling water may symbolize the foaming Aegean; and the 
fire under the geological cauldron revealed itself during the eruptions of the Thera volcano.

The gifts mean that Greece shall rule the Aegean from now on.

I can only admire Homer for how easily he combines politics with geology, and hides a wagonload 
of information and messages behind a couple of pleasant words.

HELEN
Nausicaa's  love  and Alcinous's  and Arete's  admiration and friendship are  moving and poignant 
when we understand Scherie as an early Troy, and Odysseus's time travel is more impressive than 
every time travel on TV: Hos ara min eipont elasen mega kyma kat arkaes ... (book 5, line 313 ...)

Shrewd, wily, ruseful and resourceful master-schemer Homer crafted his Odyssey in such a manner 
that we can read it in two completely different ways, either like a Trojan gawking at the Wooden 
Horse,  never  suspecting that  it  might  be something else than it  seems to be,  or  like Odysseus 
peering out from the Wooden Horse ... If we read the epic in the former way, we take Scherie, 
Ogygia, Telepylos, Polyphem's cave, etc., for different places; yet when we read the Odyssey in the 
latter  way  we  understand  them  as  Troy  blended  with  other  places,  thus  gaining  plenty  of 
information the Trojan war. 

You may for example compare Scherie with Polyphem's cave. The dwellers of Scherie have salient 
ships  that  carry  them swiftly  anywhere  they  wish.  This  means  the  Phaeacians  were  honorable 
sailors and traders. The Cyclopes, on the other hand, have no ships. They symbolize the Anatolians, 
former  Hittites,  whose  empire  fell  apart  in  1190  BC.  Troy,  once  belonging  to  the  Aegean 
civilization, became a vassal of Hattusas, and - following the Polyphem fable - gave up seafaring 
and honest trading. Instead, the Trojans asked fees from the foreign ship-owners who camped in the 
Trojan harbor, waiting for favorable winds allowing them to sail along the perilous Dardanelles, and 
duties from ships passing the Dardanelles. And if they were not willing to pay, they have been, as 
Homer puts it most drastically, devoured by Polyphem. 

The  Mycenaeans  were  in  need  of  tin,  which  was  required  for  casting  bronze.  Tin  came from 
Afghanistan and from the ore mountain up the river Danube. The Mycenaean bronze contained 
more tin than modern bronze, and the cheapest way to get the precious metal was by sailing to the 
Black Sea, passing Troy, passing the cave of that formidable monster Polyphem, son of Poseidon, 
who also was the founder of pleasant Scherie, early Troy, member of the Aegean civilization.
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And what  if  beautiful  Helen  of  the  white  arms (book 22,  line  227),  cause  of  the  Trojan  war, 
symbolizes the white metal tin, more precious than silver and gold, since being rare and so very 
hard to obtain?

The palace of Menelaus, husband of Helen, gleams of metals. Book 4: this lofty hall of illustrious 
Menelaus was lit by something of the sun's and moon's splendor. Sun and moon might be gold and 
silver, their alloy being electrum (wooden panels covered with electrum foil along the walls could 
have reflected oils lamps and torches,  thus brightening up a large hall),  but they could also be 
copper and tin yielding bronze, by far the most important metal in the Bronze Age.

Royal Helen may well be a symbol of precious tin. Her husband king Menelaus is called xanthos, 
meaning that his  hair  is  yellow,  blonde or auburn,  what  goes along with the shades of copper. 
Hermione, their child, would then symbolize bronze, the alloy of copper and tin:  that lovely girl 
Hermione, resembling golden Aphrodite  (book 4, line 14, meaning Aphrodite wearing the magic 
golden necklace kestos). 

Helen had only one child, Hermione. Menelaus had a second child with a slave, a son,  late come 
strong Megapenthes. The slave-woman may stay for aurichalcite, a mineral containing a natural 
alloy of copper and zinc (zinc in an enslaved form, so to speak), while her son would stay for brass. 
(The Greek geographer Strabo mentions oreichalkos from Andeira in the Troas, some 80 kilometers 
southeast of Troy; it was mined from the surface, what, according to Eberhard Zangger, hints at 
aurichalcite and not zincblende.)

In Egypt, gold and silver stood for sun and moon (Richard H. Wilkinson). If the same was true in 
Achaia, copper and tin, personified by Menelaus and Helen, might have been royal counterparts to 
the divine metals and heavenly bodies.

Electrum was gold with a percentage of silver, but also amber. In the Odyssey it is mentioned three 
times:  a)  belonging  to  the  bright  palace  of  Menelaus,  where  it  must  occur  as  metal,  used  for 
reflecting the lamps and brightening up the hall; b) and c) belonging to a necklace Eurymachus 
offers to Penelope, here it must be amber. Eurymachus = wide fighter was the principal suitor for 
Penelope.  Amber  as  part  of  his  offer  points  to  the  north,  where  the  people(s)  came from that 
intruded the Peloponnese from around 1180 BC on, four years after the sack of Troy (1184 BC). 
Odysseus kills all suitors for Penelope = invaders of the Peloponnese, but mourns them and says 
they were the best. How come? The Dorians played an important role in the rise of later Greece, and 
although Homer favors the line of Father Zeus – Arkeisios Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachos (Zeus 
– Argos – eponymous Tiryns … in Pausanias) he has to honor the Dorian contributions to the rise of 
Greece.

Helen was a beautiful woman, tin dioxide cassiterite is a jewel of an ore. Two pieces of cassiterite 
from Malaya  ore  

Helen of the white arms, lovely cheeks, lovely hair, with her yarn and spindle, may refer to several 
forms and sizes of ingots, their shimmering, and tin wire coiled up on spools. Interesting enough, 
Helen gets her artfully crafted threads from Egypt, what may mean, that the art of making tin wire 
came from there, presumably via Crete, wherefrom the Achaeans imported all kinds of jewelry. 
More precisely, the spindle and yarn (artfully crafted threads) come from Thebes in Upper Egypt, 
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certainly an allusion to Boeotian Thebes, meaning that Greece is the rightful successor of Egypt (as 
it rivals Anatolia, becoming a new Scherie).

Menelaus would stay for copper - also for the copper contained in bronze weapons: Menelaus of the 
loud war-cry. Helen would stay for tin - also for the tin contained in bronze needles: the beautiful 
robes Helen wove with her own hands.

These are long and richly decorated robes, glittering like stars, which may again refer to cassiterite. 
Picture a black freight ship loaded with glittering ore and shimmering ingots of the precious metal,  
coming from the Black Sea, gliding down the Dardanelles, nearing Troy ...

All figures in the Odyssey are symbols, even Menelaus, Helen, and their lovely daughter Hermione, 
who stay for copper, tin, and their alloy bronze. There was no real Menelaus, no Helen and no Paris, 
but there might well have been a Spartan ship returning from the Black Sea, transporting cassiterite, 
passing the Dardanelles, and getting confiscated or seized by the Trojans, whereupon men(e)laos, a 
strong and decided warrior people living in southwest Peloponnese, joined forces with Hellas in 
northeast Greece, built a wooden fortress a couple of kilometers northwest of the Hissarlik (Ilium, 
citadel of Troy), on the then shore of a shallow bay. The Greek soldiers staying there protected the 
Greek  ships  heading  for  and  returning  from the  Black  Sea.  A long  series  of  incidents  finally 
escalated into the Trojan war and sack of Troy, which was followed by a deluge that swept away the 
Greek camp (Poseidon's  revenge for  the  blinding of  his  son Polyphem).  Most  important,  even 
crucial for the rise of Greece was the union of Menelaus + Agamemnon / Achaia / Peloponnese and 
of Helen / Hellas / Thessaly / Achilles, a political union, or alloy, if you like. And it was a most 
precarious union, as we are told in the Iliad. Its danger of failing is even the basic topic of the Iliad.

Tin  came  from  the  ore  mountains  and  from  Afghanistan   tin /  A piece  of  cassiterite  from 
Ehrensfriedersdorf on the German side of the ore mountain  tin 1 / The same piece of cassiterite 
and a pewter mug – I informed a tin artisan about my discovery, he was pleased and gave me the 
mug for free  tin 2 / Other crystals from the same mine and from mines on the Bohemian side of 
the ore mountain resemble more two pieces of cassiterite from Malaya  ore / When I look into my 
pewter mug I can see the moon  tin 3 / tin 4 / tin 5  Picture an Achaean attending a feast and 
calling upon his waitress:  Helen of the lovely cheeks, come over here and pour me some wine, or 
must I look forever at the moon in my mug? I’d sure prefer the sun in your eye, and rosy Eos on 
your cheek, but alas, your heart is elsewhere bound, leaving me to the drink, so please come over 
here and pour me some of that red wine … 

PS. Helen may well be a symbol of tin; her abduction by Paris, however, might refer to common 
practice of  those days,  namely the abduction of women and workers  from foreign shores.  The 
Achaeans did it  (Briseis  in  the Iliad,  for  example)  and the Hittites (Helen).  We should always 
consider the possibilities of several meanings combined in a single person or symbol.

MENELAUS
There is something of the sun’s and moon’s splendor found in the palace of Menelaus, and in book 
4, line 73, Homer mentions gold, electrum, silver, and elephant ivory. Electrum was an alloy of gold 
with a percentage of silver, as it often occurred in the gold ore, and also amber, both materials being 
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of a shining pale yellow. So we have three pairs of materials that reflect the relation of sun and 
moon:

GOLD and SILVER --- divine metals, regarded as flesh and bones of the gods by the Egyptians

COPPER and TIN --- royal metals, personified by Menelaus and Helen

AMBER and  ELEPHANT IVORY --- precious materials  coming from the wide plains of Eurasia 
behind taelepylos = far away door Troy, as did tin. The land of the Laistrygones combines Troy with 
the Crimea, the Balticum, origin of amber, and Finland of the winter sun, while Eurasia, from the 
ore mountain in the east to Afghanistan in the west, remains the only valid candidate for Atlantis, 
with Troy as its nautical focus. Atlantis = a corpus of legends from Eurasia, cast in the mould of a 
story by the Egyptians. The Greeks must have known the same or similar legends, though in a 
different form, and the splendor of Menelaus’s palace can be seen as the enthronization of Greece as 
the new leading civilization: the era of Eurasia and its nautical and commercial focus Troy is over, 
from now on we shall rule, we Greeks, legitimate successors to the Egyptians (Boeotian Thebes – 
Egyptian Thebes).

A few words on Atlantis. Eurasia, from India to Germany, got the required size. It is rich in metals,  
and there are elephants (India). The Greeks understood the Caspian Sea as a gulf of the Atlantic 
Ocean (world map of Hekataios, around 500 BC; world map of Erathostenes, around 250 BC). 
According to Strabo one encounters the pillars of Heracles also when sailing along the Black Sea. 
So the sky bearer Atlas and the pillars of Heracles might have been present in the mountain range of 
the Caucasus, between the Black Sea (pontos) and Caspian Sea (gulf of the okeanos). There might 
have  been some dark memories  of  a  flooding of  the  Black Sea  occurring  in  around 5500 BC 
(perhaps recorded in Old European Script? c.f. Marija Gimbutas); and a deluge followed the sack of 
Troy (Iliad, end of book 12, center of the epic), roughly 10,000 lunar years before Plato wrote his 
Timaios and  Critias. The capital of Atlantis might well have been Troy, as revealed by Eberhard 
Zangger in 1990, while the rings of harbors around Wilusa / (W)Ilios / Atlantis would have been a 
romantic invention of a Trojan scribe (here I contradict Eberhard Zangger), meant for glorifying the 
Trojan past and intimidating the foreign sailors into paying every fee and duty. The Greek sailors, 
however, unwilling to pay, provoked a series of incidents, besieged and finally sacked Troy. Thus it 
came to happen that the Athenians (Greeks) gained victory over Atlantis. I may also bring to mind 
that British historians paralleled Scherie with Atlantis over hundred years ago. Poseidon founded 
both Atlantis and Scherie, and revenged the blinding of his son Polyphem (told in the Odyssey) by 
releasing a terrible flood (in the Iliad), which swept away the Greek harbor and camp a couple of 
kilometers  northwest  of  the  Hissarlik  (turned into Polyphem throwing a rock and a  boulder  at 
Odysseus in the Odyssey). Did I forget something? Yes, the Egyptians called every shore across the 
Great Green (Mediterrannean Sea) an island.

And if there was a Trojan epic by the name of ATLANTIS, composed by a native bard who spoke 
Luwian?

World Map after Hekataios, c. 500 BC, with the author’s suggestion of Atlantis  Atlantis

For the palace of Menelaus again, which can rival the one of Atlantis. Odyssey, book 4, lines 71-75 
(capitals by me):
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        "phrazeo, Nestaeridae, to emo kecharismene thymo,

     CHALKOU te steropaen kata domata aechaeenta

     CHRYSOU d' AELEKTRU te kai ARGYROU aed' ELEPHANTOS.

     Zaenos pou poiaede g' Olympiou endothen aulae,

     hossa tad' aspeta polla. sebas m'echei eisoroonta."

“Look round this echoing hall,  son of Nestor,  friend of my heart.  The whole place gleams with 
bronze, gold, electrum, silver and elephant ivory. What an amazing quantity of treasures. The court 
of Zeus on Olympus must be like this inside. The sight fills me with awe.”

Here we have the following materials: Chalkos = COPPER, but also bronze, the alloy of copper and 
TIN. Chrysos = GOLD. Electrum: this material was an alloy of gold and silver. Trojan electrum, for 
instance, contains four parts of gold on one part of silver; or at least two parts of gold on one part of 
silver. Electrum is of a shining pale yellow, and so is AMBER, which was called by the same name 
electrum (amber can also be of an intense orange or red, reminding of the setting sun). Argyros = 
SILVER. Trojan silver was hardened with 5 per cent of copper; Trojan silver ingots were hardened 
with 3.5 per cent of copper. Elephantos = IVORY. So we got six elementary materials that can be 
arranged in pairs: gold and silver, copper and tin, amber and ivory. These pairs of precious materials 
reflect sun and moon Amber can also be of an intense orange and red, then reminding of the setting 
sun, and so do the reddish shades of copper. Odyssey, book 4, lines 45 and 46:

     hos te gar aeeliou aiglae pelen aee selaenaes

     doma kat hypserephes Menelaou kydalimoio.

It seemed to them that this lofty hall of illustrious Menelaus was lit by something of the sun's or  
moon's splendor.

Atlantis and Scherie are (I believe) poetical reflections of early Troy as nautical and commerical 
focus of Eurasia. Hekataios, in around 500 BC, placed the Aegaean with Greece and Troy in the 
center of his world map. Atlantis and Scherie had been founded by Poseidon, while the palace of 
Menelaus on the Peloponnese evokes the court of Zeus on Olympus. Here we are again confronted 
with a rivalry: Zeus and Poseidon are brothers, but Zeus is the supreme god, and although he brings 
quite some suffering upon the Greeks he finally makes them win the war. Throughout the Odyssey 
we find the same message: Greece shall become a new Scherie, and, with Boeotian Thebes, the 
legitimate successor of Egyptian Thebes, hence of Egypt itself, in short: the new leading civilization 
of the world. Poseidon's anger is well understandable. He and his Trojans do not only loose a war 
but a struggle of civilizations.

DEMODOCUS
Goethe called reading a highly demanding art, and he wrote that he conceives his books in such a 
manner that one can read them in two different ways, either along the surface, like going on a 
pleasure walk, or delving deeper, and those who like to delve deeper will easily find the entrance 
door. I claim that the Odyssey was written in the same manner and can be read in two completely  
different ways. The Polyphem episode, for instance, can be read as an adventure, or as a parable on 
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the Trojan war. Is there a 'door' allowing the second reading? Yes, there is such a door. Consider  
what blinded Polyphem begs from his father Poseidon: Hear me, Poseidon, Sustainer of the Earth, 
god of the sable locks. If I am yours indeed and you claim me as your son, grant that Odysseus, 
sacker of cities and son of Laertes, may never reach his home in Ithaca. But if he is destined to see 
his friends again, to come once more to his own house and reach his native land, let him come late,  
in wretched plight, having lost all his comrades, in a foreign ship, and let him find trouble in his 
home. The troubles Odysseus goes through in the Odyssey are the troubles that follow the sack of 
Troy are the troubles that follow the blinding of Polyphem. Same trouble same cause, hence the 
sack of Troy and the blinding of Polyphem are the same event, only told in different ways.

My version of the Trojan war (how it could have happened)

The Achaeans are in need of tin, which they use for hardening copper, and whose principal ore 
cassiterite comes from the ore mountain up the river Danube, and from Afghanistan. The Achaeans 
purchase the precious ore and metal along the shores of the Black Sea. However, the Dardanelles 
between the Aegaean Sea and the Sea of Marmara are a perilous waterway. The sailors have to wait 
for favorable winds in the Trojan harbor. Now the Trojans demand high fees for the use of their 
comfortable harbor in the Besik bay on the Aegean shore. The Achaeans, unwilling to pay fees, 
camp somewhere else: on the shore of a shallow bay between the mouth of the eastern arm of lovely 
Scamander and the mouth of the river Simois, a couple of kilometers northwest of the Hissarlik 
(Wilusa Wilios Ilios Ilion Ilium / Truwisa Troy); among swamps. Here they have to pay no fees, but 
are  plagued  by  mosquitoes  that  cause  an  early  form  of  malaria.  In  order  to  keep  away  the 
mosquitoes  they  burn  lotus,  rushes  and  the  aromatic  roots  of  the  Old  World  galingale  species 
Cyperus longus. The Trojans charge high duties from ship-owners upon their returning from the 
Black Sea. The Achaeans are neither willing to pay fees nor duties. Moreover they make fun of the 
Trojans, who are so proud of their city, which was praised in a famous Luwian epic by the name of 
Atlantis. Now the Trojans are really provoked and look out for a chance to state an example. And 
then, one day, a large and proud Achaean freight ship returns from the Black Sea, loaded with 
gleaming  tin  ingots  and  glittering  cassiterite.  As  it  sails  along  the  Dardanelles,  the  Trojans 
confiscate it. And this means war. The Achaeans build a fortress behind a wall of bricks baked by 
the river Scamander and form an ally of soldiers from all parts of Greece. The Trojans try to storm 
the wall and nearly succeed. The Greek, alliance,  endangered by rivalries between the kings of 
Hellas and Achaia, besiege Troy for a long time. In vain. In around 1190 BC, the formerly powerful 
empire of Hattusas fell apart, probably due to family dispute. So Troy was no longer protected. In 
the summer of 1184, master-schemer Odysseus (if there ever was such a man, Homer) comes up 
with  a  ruse.  One  night,  a  terrible  storm washes  over  land  and  sea.  On  the  next  morning  the 
guardians of the Trojan harbor see an Achaean ship drift helplessly along the Aegean shore, hanged 
with shrubs; mast broken, sail missing. Lo and behold: there is the bow in the shape of a stallion! 
the wooden horse! the famous ship of Odysseus! he and his men must have died in that horrible  
storm! The Trojans fetch the wrecked ship and haul it into their harbor. But Odysseus and his men 
are well alive, hidden in narrow wooden cases inside the ship, and as they reach the harbor they 
jump out and take the Trojan guard by surprise. An urgent alarm is signaled to the citadel, and the 
Trojan army, fearing the Greek soldiers by the Trojan harbor, speeds toward the Aegean shore. But 
no, the Achaeans hide near the citadel, and when the Trojan army has left the Hissarlik behind them, 
helpless now, the Achaeans storm and sack it, on a summers day (1184 BC), and in the fall of the 
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same year a deluge sweeps away the Achaean camp (and since then the Trojan rivers filled the 
former shallow bay by one meter every year, or about one kilometer every millennium).

     Strategic map of Troy in 1184 BC  Troy / Troy 2

What happened at home, in the Argolis? The palace culture had already declined from around 1230 
BC on, probably due to erosion. In the wake of a devastating flood the dwellers of Tiryns had built a 
several kilometers long and ten meters high dam east of Tiryns, diverting the river Manesse and 
making it flow along the other side of the near mountain. A truly Herculean labor. Furthermore, the 
Achaean had taken over Crete, the former Cretan basis in Milet, many islands in the Aegean, and 
this expansion of the Achaean influence absorbed many people who were missed at home. While 
the Achaeans gained victory over Troy, their palaces at home whre neglected, and the Dorians took 
over the Peloponnese. And so the Achaeans won a war and lost their home. 

Demodocus, author of a Luwian epic by the name of Atlantis?

Demodocus = teacher of people is a famous bard at the court of king Alcinous, queen Arete, and 
princess Nausicaa in pleasant Scherie. He sings a ley on the Trojan war he has been taught by the 
Muse, Child of Zeus. Or by Apollo? Odysseus wonders. Apollo was the god of music and poetry, 
but also of prophecy. And since Scherie is an early Troy, the ley Demodocus performs is in fact a  
prophecy. Nobody knows of the Trojan war, but everybody knows the famous ley on the Trojan war, 
owing to the art of Demodocus. Odysseus finds the ley amazingly accurate: as if Demodocus had 
been there. Homer reflects his own work in the ley of Demodocus, for also he writes on the Trojan 
war as if he had been there. One bard is looking several centuries ahead, the other one is looking 
several centuries backward in time. Now Homer, who mirrors himself in Demodocus, might honor 
him in the Odyssey. Was the blind seer, famous bard from Scherie = early Troy a historical person, 
composer  of a Luwian epic? Let  us assume so,  and call  this  hypothetical  epic  by the name of 
Atlantis. It would have been a praise of Troy and the Trojans, who came from Georgia below Mount 
Ebrus, bearer of the sky, known as Atlas, therefore the old name of the Trojans =  Atlantians. In 
Georgia they were neighbors of the Cyclopes, dwellers of Anatolia. The Atlantians wandered along 
the northern shore of the Black Sea and finally came to Troy, where they were again neighbors of 
the Anatolians (and later  became a vassal of Hattusas).  The epic  might  have included a  dream 
containing a romantic vision of the past, and warnings regarding the future. It could really have 
been known all over the world -- at least the dream passage glorifying Troy, surrounding it with  
rings  of  harbors,  and making it  the  focus  of  Eurasia,  while  the  dream would have  ended in  a 
warning regarding Troy's future: Atlantis, ideal Troy, was the center of a large continent, while Troy 
as nautical and commercial focus of Eurasia was placed on the edge of wide Eurasia and therefore 
highly vulnerable. In the Iliad, a river by the name of Xanthos fights Achilles. Xanthos reminds of 
xanthos Menelaos, Menelaus of the copper hair, and so the river xanthos was in fact a Trojan army 
marching along the river Simois or Scamander, bronze armors blazing. In a similar way the flood 
sinking Atlantis was a foreign army sacking Troy, as feared by Demodocus long ago, as Homer 
feared a breaking apart of Greece in his time. While Demiodocus's fear came true, Homer was more 
lucky with his prophecy of Greece becoming a new Scherie and the legitimate successor of Egypt, 
in brief the new leading civilization in the world ... Who knows if a copy of the Luwian epic (if 
there was such an epic) survives in a buried Hittite archive somewhere in Anatolia?

Polyphem and Telemos
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I read the episode of Polyphem as a parable on the Trojan war. Ilium, which was called ophryoessa 
= having eyebrows in the Iliad, turns into a giant who resembles more a wooden hilltop than a man 
who eats bread; the shores and harbors of Troy turn into a cave, the ships sailing to and returning 
from the Black Sea and staying in the Trojan harbor turn into sheep and goats, whom Polyphem 
milks, and if someone is not willing to pay fees for using the harbor and duties for passing the 
Dardanelles he confronts a horrible fate: getting devoured by the monster. In the logic of dreams, 
one thing can appear as its opposite: while Odysseus and his men invaded Ilium hidden in a horse 
(or the Trojan harbor in a ship with the bow of a stallion, as explained above), they now leave 
Polyphem's cave hidden under goats and sheep --- the wish of leaving Troy is so urgent that a secret 
invading turns into a secret leaving. Polyphem throws a rock at Odysseus, who only makes fun of  
him, and then Polyphem begs assistance from his father Poseidon and throws a boulder at Odysseus 
and his men, what in the same logic of dreams may symbolize the Trojans' attempt to storm the 
Achaean wall, and the deluge following the sack of Troy = blinding of Polyphem. A noble and great 
seer by the name of Telemos, son of Eurymos, had long foreseen the fate of Polyphem. Could this 
seer Taelemos, son of Eurymos, be Daemodokos, teacher of people, author of a Luwian epic by the 
name of Atlantis or perhaps Atlantide? (More than two millennia of Atlantis research led to no 
conclusion, and so we should perhaps begin to look out for an indirect solution.)

INO
While Odysseus was on his way to Scherie, he meets Ino:  But there was a witness of Odysseus's 
plight. This was the daughter of Cadmus, Ino of the slim ankles, who was once a mortal woman 
speaking like ourselves, but now lives in the salt depths of the sea, and, as Leucothea the White  
Goddess, has been acknowledged by the gods. She took pity on the forlorn Odysseus, rose from the 
water like a sea-gull, and settled on his raft. Ino gives Odysseus a veil to wind around his waist. It 
will protect him from injuries and death. He shall sail along with the four winds, leave his raft, 
swim to the shore, throw his veil into the sea, and never look back.

Ino's father Cadmus was the brother of Europa, a Phoenician prince from the Lebanon. He brought 
writing to Greece and co-founded Thebes in Boeotia. If Cadmus's daughter Ino was a historical 
person who gained merit in spreading her father's grammata (letters, alphabet), her presence in the 
Odyssey might be a homage to her. She could well be an allegory of writing. Ino rose from the 
water like a sea-gull on the wing: one thinks of the Homeric formula winged words. Ino once was 
mortal and spoke like ourselves, now she is immortal: spoken words are transitory, while a written 
epic has a long live and may become quasi immortal. Her second name White Goddess reminds of a 
freshly prepared papyrus,  her  veil  of  a  scroll.  If  so,  our reading of the Odyssey resembles  the 
dangerous time travel of Odysseus to an early Scherie: in books we can read of long gone events, 
which may shake us, but we are never really in danger. Like Odysseus we should drift along in the 
four winds, leave the raft, swim, and, when reaching the shore throw the veil into the sea without 
looking back: we should follow the story, forget about the medium (scroll  book screen), forget 
about our own life circumstances, and completely immerse in another time and landscape ... Ino 
comes from the salt depths of the sea: the past may be seen as a deep ocean; salt is a well-known 
preservative, and words preserve long gone events. Ino rose from the water like a sea-gull on the 
wing: a beautiful metaphor of how events rise from the 'waves' of written lines. Achilles of the swift 
feet is a runner, while Ino of the slim ankles might be an allegory of writing, which is done at a  
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table, and yet a writer is swifter than Achilles, moving from one place to any other place in no time,  
much like Hermes on his winged feet. And wings are not far, since Ino rose from the water like a 
sea-gull on the wing. And again: winged words are probably the most famous Homeric formula. 
May this formula be a reverence and homage to a historic person, queen Ino of Boeotia? Did Homer 
make her immortal by mentioning her in a key episode of his epic? Her stepchildren Hellae and 
Phryxos, however, who are not mentioned in the Odyssey, must be allegorical, meaning Hellas and 
Phrygia, Greece and Anatolia, the Greek mainland and the Ionian colonies along the Aegean shore 
of Anatolia, where Greek was spoken and written.

LAERTES
How did the olive elaia arrive in the Argolis? I believe it was introduced there in around 1700 BC 
by eponymous Tiryns, who is commemorated on the Phaistos Disk, on the later gold signet ring 
from Tiryns, and as Lord Laertes in Homer’s Odyssey.

 Phaistos Disk, featuring Tiryns (or the Argolis?) Tiryns / Gold signet ring from Tiryns, showing 
Zeus as an eagle, Demeter, eponymous Tiryns and three of his successors  Ring

Derk  Ohlenroth,  former  teacher  of  Middle  High  German  at  the  University  of  Tübingen,  now 
emeritus, deciphered the Phaistos Disk in the early 1980s. One side refers to Elaia’s grove and 
instructs a visitor how to address Despoina, whose secret name was Nyx (Night), and how to get her 
oracle. Here is my provisional English version of Derk Ohlenroth’s translation into classical Greek 
and German:

Enter Elaia’s grove, kindle round about polished wood, beat the ground round about the smoke of 
the offering, and neigh suddenly like a pair of horses: “Aio ae! hyauax! Come, o noble late Night, 
always born again by the goddess!”

The mythical story behind that surprising archaic formula goes like this: Poseidon fell in love with 
Demeter, who fled him and turned into a horse, whereupon he turned into a stallion and raped her. 
She got angry and turned into Black Demeter Melaina or Elaia and made all plants whither, thus 
causing a famine. Poseidon was by then the god of rivers. His raping of Demeter / Elaia might refer  
to a flood. In the center of the Elaia side or disk (the Phaistos Disk is actually made of a pair of clay  
disks) you see an oven, which is a very old symbol of Demeter, combined with a river, symbol of 
Poseidon.  By  raping  Demeter,  Poseidon  begot  Despoina  /  Nyx.  The  strange  rite  in  the  above 
formula repeats that event, evoking Despoina / Nyx, bringing her to life again. The rosette on that 
side or disk belongs to the word ksynoris, pair of horses, referring to Poseidon and Demeter. 

The entrance field is guarded by a soldier, behind him the Argos sign of watchfulness (a circle with 
a central dot and six dots along the circumference, reminding of the similar symbol on the cheeks, 
on the forehead and chin of the staring plaster head from Mycenae). In the entrance field are shown 
the head of a pig or an oxen, two portable beehives, a bag, and a vine twig. These were offerings to 
the goddesses  involved:  pigs,  oxen, and wine mixed with honey had been offered to  Demeter; 
unwashed sheep wool, perhaps in linen bags, to her daughter Despoina / Nyx. (If the head of the 
animal should belong to a cat, it would be the guardian of the goddesses’ supplies in cereals.) The  
presence  of  Demeter  is  suggested by the  oven in  the  center  of  the  spiral,  while  the text  itself  
mentions  Elaia’s  grove.  Demeter  and  Elaia  might  have  been  the  same  goddess  of  vegetation, 
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Demeter caring for cereals, Elaia for olives (elaia = olive). A gold ring from Mokhlos in Crete 
shows Elaia perched on a boat, whose bow grows into a horse; behind her an olive tree, in front of  
her a large bee:

     Gold ring from Mokhlos  Elaia

Edible olives grew in Crete as early as 3500 BC. They might have reached Phigalia in around 1800 
BC, and the Argolis in around 1700 BC. 

Now let us have a look at the more complex side or disk. My provisional English version of Derk 
Ohlenroth’s translation into classical Greek and German:

(Spiral text, beginning with a rosette:)  Zeus is the shining one, also when Zeus is the Lycaion one, 
to whom children are born his equal, and if Tiryns is a god-like town, then also I,  eponymous 
Tiryns, am the shining one’s equal.

(Margin text, beginning with the rosette:)  Who enters the sanctuary (without permission) shall be 
marked (by God),  and be lonely forever, and be without hope for salvation, and return without a 
shadow (live the miserable life of an outcast, lonely, sneaking around by night, deprived of the sun’s 
light and warmth, and of society’s benefits).

Eponymous Tiryns refers to Lycaion Zeus. Phigalia is placed below Lycaion mountain, home of 
Achaean Zeus. Eponymous Tiryns might have come from that region, perhaps from Lycosoura in 
Arcadia. He might have been the founder of early Middle Helladic Tiryns. He could have built a 
palace and wall. His main concern would have been agriculture in the Argolis, and he might have 
averted a famine - thanks to the oracle of Nyx in Elaia’s grove at Phigalia? He might have been the 
one who introduced the olive elaia in the Argolis.

He  would  have  been  a  highly  important  figure  in  the  rise  of  Achaia,  and  was  therefore 
commemorated on the Phaistos Disk. This one could be the clay copy of a pair of large marble disks 
kept in a shrine at Lycosoura. Or, perhaps more plausible, a clay copy of a pair of gold disks worn 
on the shoulders. Have another look at the very finely worked gold signet ring from Tiryns, which is 
only 57 millimeters wide. The four kings worshipping Demeter / Elaia wear gold disks on their 
shoulders. The disks of the two first kings measure less than two millimeters in diameter and yet 
form clearly visible spirals (here strongly magnified,  the first  spiral  shown in the negative,  the 
second one in the positive):

     ring / ring 2 / ring 3 / ring 3a / ring 4

The four kings might commemorate eponymous Tiryns and his followers. The men combine a lion 
with a wolf and a dog and are clad in bee skins. The lion means kingship. The wolf (lycos) may 
refer to Lycosoura and Lycaion mountain, home of Achaean Zeus. Dogs protected the Bee Goddess 
(and perhaps beehives). The bee accompanied Elaia (see the above ring from Mokhlos) and would 
have a pair of complementary meanings: the industry required for an agrarian society, and the will 
to defend it, even at the risk of life. A clear will of defending Tiryns can be deduced from the harsh 
banning formula on the margin of the ideal acropolis.

     Phaistos Disk  Tiryns
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Derk Ohlenroth considered only the linguistic aspects of the Phaistos Disk, while I believe that the 
signs also convey visual information. The spiral would represent the acropolis, the margin would 
stay for the wall, and the entrance field for the main gate. (Or the spiral stays for the Argolis, and  
the margin for its borders.) Look how many soldiers watch out from the acropolis (or from the 
Argolis), and how many guard the main gate (or the northeastern access to the Argolis)! 

Circular Building on the hill of Tiryns  Circular Building / Soldiers looking out from Tiryns or 
the Argolis, many of the accompanied by the ideogram of the Argos Eye  Tiryns, Argos Eye, 
soldiers / The Phaistos Disk as Argos Eye, compared with the staring plaster head of Mycenae 
Tiryns,  Argos Eye, staring plaster head /  The  Argos  Eye  as  ideogram of  the  Argolis 
Tiryns Argolis

The Argos signs are displayed in regular spaces along the wall, forming a large sign of the same 
meaning. The center  of the spiral  and the begin of the margin are marked by a rosette,  which 
belongs to the name of Sseyr / Zeus, and to the word Sslgos = marked by God. The rosette must 
have been a sacred sign and could well have referred to a large rosette on the acropolis of Tiryns, 
namely the stone basis of the former Circular Building in the shape of a large rosette. There is a 
hawk with a snake in his talons: may the early farmers have trained hawks for catching snakes? Two 
river signs on the margin / wall indicate the then course of the river Manesse. An oven sign marks 
north: hinting at Thessaly, where Demeter came from. A fish sign marks south: hinting at the sea 
(gulf of Argolis). A portable beehive marks east: hinting at the fields east of Tiryns. A woman marks 
west:  hinting  at  Elaia’s  grove  in  Phigalia.  Have  a  close  look  at  the  woman  with  her  mane,  
protruding face and meager breasts: she is Black Demeter / Elaia who turns into a horse and makes 
the plants whither. Averting a famine would have been a first merit of eponymous Tiryns. He might 
have introduced the olive  elaia into the Argolis. And later on he would have invented a playful 
alphabet …

His fame and influence might have reached Vaphio in Laconia. A seal from there shows a pair of so-
called Genii, actually lion-wolf-dog-bee men raising libation jugs above a young olive tree. Such a 
scene might have decorated the field above the lintel of the main gate of Tiryns, The influence of 
Eponymous Tiryns could even have reached the island of Ithaca.  Vaphio / Gate of Tiryns

Homer would have commemorated Eponymous Tiryns as Lord Laertes in his Odyssey, where he 
stays for the time level of around 1700 BC. Odysseus and Penelope build their immovable bed = the 
Greek civilization around the trunk of a former olive-tree, which had been planted by gardener 
Laertes,  father  of  Odysseus.  When  this  one  reaches  pleasant  Scherie  -  according  to  Eberhard 
Zangger an early Troy - he sleeps under an olive-tree that grows out of a wild olive. An early reader 
of the Odyssey might have understood this as a hint to an early period of time, when planting and 
breeding edible olives were still in an experimental phase.

The  lion-wolf-dog-bee  men  gate  of  Tiryns  would  have  inspired  the  much  later  Lion  Gate  at 
Mycenae, which was built only in around 1240 BC. The bodies of the lions are still there, while the  
attachable heads are lost. The spaces left by the upper blocks are way too small for lion heads, but 
large enough for eagle heads:

     Lion-eagle Gate  Mycenae
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The lions mean kingship, the eagles would refer to Zeus, ruler over the heavens. The eagle heads 
might have been made of gold, inlaid with chips of citrit and violet amethyst, or yellow and blue-
violet enamel, symbolizing day (left animal) and night (right animal), but also life and death (the 
tombs of Mycenae are on the left hand side of the gate).

ARKEISIOS
Arkeisios, father of Laertes, marks the time level of around 2200 BC. He may give a name to the 
Greeks who first  arrived in the Argolis,  where they built  the House of Tiles at  Lerna,  and the 
Circular  Building  on the  hill  of  Tiryns.  The stone  basis  of  the  Circular  Building  formed  (and 
remains of it still form) a large rosette. The Circular Building combined a palace with a granary, a 
sanctuary, and a watchtower. The rosette in the center of a spiral - a well known decorative element 
of Tiryns and Mycenae, present in Crete from around 1450 BC on - might have been the symbol of 
Argivian Zeus; also of his wife Demeter and his brother Poseidon. The opposing half ovals along 
the  lower  margin  of  the  gold  signet  ring  from Tiryns  could  symbolize  the  altars  of  Zeus  and 
Demeter. You see Demeter on her throne, Zeus as an eagle behind her.

Some more pictures:  Circular Building / Rosette in a spiral, an ideogram of Zeus?  Rosette 
Spiral /  The Achaean swastika as a simplified ideogram of the rosette in a spiral   Achaean 
swastika // Gold signet ring from Tiryns, showing Zeus as an eagle, Demeter, eponymous Tiryns 
and his  successors  Ring /  Detail  of  eponymous Tiryns  Ring 2 /  Spiral  on the shoulder  of 
eponymous Tiryns  Ring 3 / the same picture with a small rosette added in the center of the spiral, 
as a reminder of the stone basis of the Circular Building in the shape of a large rosette   Ring 3a / 
Spiral on the shoulder of the first successor  Ring 4 / The same figures on the seal from Vaphio, 
with spirals on their shoulders  Vaphio / Hypothetical gate of Tiryns  Tiryns Gate / Throne of 
Knossos, flanked by a pair of griffins  Knossos  The lion-bodies of the griffins mean kingship, 
their eagle-head mean Zeus, ruler over the heavens. There are rosettes in spirals on the shoulders of 
the griffins. If this symbol was the ideogram for the presence and energy of Zeus their flanking the 
Mycenaean throne in the Minoan palace may say:

     I, Zeus, enthroned the new Mycenaean king of Knossos,

     who was born my equal; and I, Zeus, will protect him

A synopsis of symbols from Old Europe, Achaea, Crete, Hattusas and Egypt  symbols

Cretan Zeus was born in the Dictean cave.  A seal from this cave shows the mountain and rain 
goddess Diktynna flanked by a pair of griffins. Zeus, originally a weather god, has thus been her 
successor  Knossos 2

Ki-Ri-Ke
Homer’s Kirkae (Circe) might be a reminiscence of the vegetation goddess of Old Europe:

Kirike 01 /  Kirike 02 /  Kirike 03 /  Kirike 04 /  Kirike 05 /  Kirike 06 /  Kirike 07 / 
Kirike 08 /  Kirike 09 /  Kirike 10 /  Kirike 11 /  Kirike 12 /  Kirike 13 /  Kirike 14 / 
Kirike 15 /  Kirike 16 /  Kirike 17 /  Kirike 18 /  Kirike 19 /  Kirike 20 /  Kirike 21 / 
Kirike 22 /  Kirike 23 /  Kirike 24 /  Kirike 25 /  Kirike 26 /  Kirike 27 /  Kirike 28 / 
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Kirike 29 /  Kirike 30 /  Kirike 31 /  Kirike 32 /  Kirike 33 /  Kirike 34 /  Kirike 35 / 
Kirike 36 / Kirike 37

What is language? / Homer’s Odyssey / Making sense of 
the Bible / and much more
© Franz Gnaedinger 2014    (test version)

Magdalenian would have been the lingua franca of the last Ice Age, preserved for a long time in 
shamanic double formulae that were actif until the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age, and Iron Age. In the 
spring of 2005 and mainly in the spring of 2006 I mined a good four hundred words along four laws

   1)  inverse forms have related meanings

   2)  permutations yield words around the same meme

   3)  D-words have comparative forms in S-words

   4)  important words can have lateral associations

Test cases from August 2008 onward

   bear as the furry one vs bear as the brown one

   deus theos / Zeus vs deus Zeus / theos

   words for horse

   first Indo-European homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya,

   center the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'upe,

   second IE Homeland Uralic steppes east of the Rha Volga,

   third IE homeland Pontic steppes west of the Rha Volga,

   long double formula naming the supreme sky and weather

   god of the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age and Iron Age ...

   and more

I  carried  out  and coumented every step of  my Paleo-linguistic  experiment  since early  2005 in 
sci.lang on the Usenet (Wild Wild West of the World Wide Web). Here are some new messages 
from 2014. I worked an average of a day on each message (now short chapters) but they are still  
drafts noted in my limited English.

triangular definition of language
Probably the most important scientific flair is a feeling or sense for the complexity of a problem. It 
makes us look out for solutions of matching complexity patterns and narrows down the range of 
possible answers. We train it by looking and going in many directions. Machines can support but 
not replace it (computers won't really take over). I discovered that sense in primary school where it 
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helped me solve mathematical exercises with a minimum of calculating. Then it guided me for half 
a century in piecing together my definition of language.

What is language?

Here my definition from 1974/75:

Language is the means of getting help, support and understanding from those we depend upon in 
one way or another -- and every means of getting help, support and understanding may be called 
language, on whatever level of life it occurs.

Language, in my opinion, is a basic feature of life, and may be considered the intelligence of life: 
using language we achieve more than all on our own, or the same with less energy.

Language mirrors life. The more things we use, the more words we need.

Word language can be understood as a triangle whose corners are life with our needs and wishes; 
mathematics, logic of building and maintaining, based on the formula a = a; and art, human measure 
in  a  technical  world,  based  on  Goethe's  world  formula  and  ever  turning  key  'all  is  equal,  all 
unequal ...'

Equations of the mathematical corner become symbols and metaphors in art , and the maintaining of 
a dynamic and productive balance in life.

Calendars, I believe, were the beginning of mathematics, joining the Earth on which we live and the 
sky above seen as canopy or ceiling or vault, making the world our home, the house of humankind, 
as it were.

Language, one might say, makes this house habitable. We lead uncertain lifes in an unstable world, 
yet owing to language that balances uncertainties we feel at home and save.

We ride logs in a mountain river, yet believe to sail peacefully across a lake. Language performs 
that miracle for us.

Homer’s Odyssey
We read the Odyssey in school. I liked the Greek language and the colorful adventures of the hero, 
especially his dramatic arrival at the coast of the Phaeacians, followed by an idyllic morning in 
pleasant Scherie (end of book five, beginning of book six). But I never understood what the epic is  
about. Until Eberhard Zangger published his Atlantis book, wherein he identifies pleasant Scherie 
as an early Troy, and the arrival there as a time travel 'avant la lettre'. When Odysseus realizes 
where he is, and what a lovely place he destroyed, or will destroy in the time perspective of the 
natives, he can't help weeping ... This gives the epic a perspective. Maybe there is a story line we 
can  follow?  Could  Polyphem  be  Troy  VIIa  seen  through  Achaean  eyes?  The  one-eyed  giant 
resembles more a wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread. So his eye might have been the  
acropolis overlooking the river plain? And all the strange places Odysseus encounters might again 
be Troy, Troy in disguise, blended with other places and periods of time? visited in a long series of 
dreams? A further

major insight was the Homeric family of metals (Helen tin, Menelaos copper, Hermione bronze). 
By and by the epic made sense. Below a list of symbols and Magdalenian readings.
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(Homeric symbols)

Polyphem -- Troy, his one eye the acropolis overlooking the river plain, his body downtown Troy 
VIIa providing protected shelter for five to ten thousand people, vulnerable after the Hittite empire 
collapsed

his cave -- Trojan harbor in the Besik bay

his goats and sheep -- foreign ships waiting in the harbor for favorable wind, asked for high fees 
and tributes, tolls on their cargo

horses -- ships of the early Trojans (Phaeakians), and of the Achaeans who avoided the harbor in the 
Besik bay and instead maintained an improvised harbor in the mouthing area of the Trojan rivers 
near the mosquito infested swamps (malaria episode)

Helen  and  her  extended  family  --  tin,  copper,  bronze,  andrasit  and  brass;  Mycenaean  bronze 
containing twelve or even fifteen per cent of tin, no tin in Greece, tin came from Central Asia, 
bound to pass the Hellespont where the Trojans laid hands on the precious cargo, abducting Helen, 
as it were

Trojan horse -- a beautiful and apparently abandoned Achaean ship dragged into the Besik harbor 
by Trojan sailors, Achaean soldiers hide within, leave the ship in the dark of the night, overcome the 
Trojan guards, acropolis alarmed via a chain of signals, Trojan troops hasting to the Besik bay, 
meanwhile  Achaean troops  storm the  acropolis  of  Troy,  probably  in  the  summer  of  1184 BC, 
blinding Polyphem, the one eye of the Much Famous cyclops who resembles more a wooded hilltop 
than a man who eats bread (Homer)

oxen of Helios -- freight ships on the Black Sea

transgression of Odysseus' men -- a raid on the Crimean fleet, prolonging the series of conflicts in 
the east

travels to strange places -- Odysseus dreaming, reaching Troy in disguise and blended with other 
places and periods of time (Homer anticipating Freud's dream logic)

pleasant Scherie -- early Troy, Phaeakians able pilots offering their good service to foreign sailors in 
the perilous waters of the Hellespont (Eberhard Zangger), Odysseus recognizes where he is, what a 
lovely place he destroyed, or will destroy in the time perspective of the Phaeakians, and can't help  
weeping, then arrives home for good (Zangger) where another task awaits him, taking it up with the 
shameless suitors of his faithful wife Pnelope

Penelope -- Peloponnese

her shameless suitors -- those who profit from the land without meeting their obligations

Athene -- history personified

Telemachos -- Far-away-war, far away from the Trojan war in time, Messenin wars, Homer of the 
Iliad living in the time of the first Messenian war, Homer of the Odyssey in the time of the second 
Messenian war, both compiling rich bardic material, both fearing for the unitiy of Greece
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Plagues befalling Egypt in the Bible -- invasion of the Sea Peoples, testifying  to turmoils in the 
time of the Trojan war.

Homeric family of metals. Beautiful Helen was the symbol of tin, by then most precious, her white 
arms tin ingots, her long glittering robes she made herself the glittering tin ore cassiterite, her thread 
tin wire, by then cut out of hammered tin sheet. Her husband xanthos Menelaos was the symbol of 
copper, the color xanthos covering all hues of copper ore, yellow brown red. Their daughter was 
lovely Hermione who resembled golden Aphrodite, Homeric symbol of bronze, of a golden shine 
when freshly cast. Menelaos had a slave woman for a mistress, andrasit, a natural alloy of copper 
and  zinc  found  in  the  Troas  -  zinc  in  enslaved  form,  as  it  were.  Their  son,  strong late  come 
Megapenthes, was the symbol of brass, harder than bronze, arriving late in the 'family' of metals. 

When the world mountain was swept away in the deluge the beautiful reliefs on the walls and 
ceilings of the hall within, made of metals and gems, became loads and veins in our present-day 
mountains

(Magdalenian reading help)

ITA CA, young bull  ITA sky CA, under  the sky of the young Zeus bull,  ancient  name of  the 
Peloponnese, Ithaca, surviving in the name of a relatively small island

ATI CA, mature bull ATI sky CA, under the sky of the mature Zeus bull, Attica

POL PAS and PAS LOP, fortified settlement POL everywhere in a plain PAS enveloping wall LOP, 
fortified  settlements  everywhere  enveloped  in  walls,  ancient  name  of  the  Peloponnese  and 
especially the Argolis personified in Penelope

AD LAS, toward AD mountain LAS, land oriented toward the former mythical world mountain, 
Atlantis  or  Eurasia,   world  mountain  swept  away  by  deluge,  became  present-day  mountains, 
possible Atlantis epic by Trojan bard Demodokos 'Teacher of People', warning Trojans of hubris

KAL LAS, cave Underworld KAL mountain LAS, mythical hall inside former world mountain, 
home of metal people, Hellas, mythical home of the Greeks

KAL KOS,  cave  Underworld  KAL heavenly  vault  KOS,  beautiful  hall  inside  former  world 
mountain mirroring the heavenly vault, a memory of this hall surviving in the lofty hall of Menelaos 
(Odyssey book 4), Greek kallos 'beautiful' chalkos 'copper, bronze'

KAL EN, cave Underworld KAL in inside EN, Helen, beautiful Helen of the white arms, Homeric 
symbol of tin; Hellenes, originally miners from the banks of the Amu Darya in Central Asia, first  
Indo-European homeland

MAN LAS,  right  hand MAN mountain  LAS,  Menelaos  who  got  rich  by  commanding  copper 
miners who got the precious ore with their right hand MAN from mountains LAS

GRA KOS, painted cave GRA heavenly vault KOS, Graekoi Greeks, named for the beautiful hall in 
the former world mountain according to a myth of the early miners in Central Asia,  'paintings' 
carried out in metals, reliefs along the walls

TYR, to overcome in the double sense of rule and give, emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos 
Disc, Derk Ohlenroth)) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus
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PAS, everywhere (in a plain), here, in the south and north, east and west

TYR PAS, overcomer everywhere, Zeus overcoming everybody everywhere in weather and time, 
TYR PAS temps, French for weather and time, also TYR PAS Taruwisa Troy, the mightys town 
once ruled by Zeus, itself an overcomer, exerting power over the Troas, fertile plain of Troy

POL LAD and POL LAs, fortified settlement POL on a hill LAD heightened by awe to a mountain 
LAS, consider the Palatin of Rome, also Pallas Athene, former patroness of POL LAS Wilusa Ilios 
Ilion,  alternative  name of  Troy;  Athene became a fierce  enemy of  Ilion  and was  the  Homeric  
personification of history; her name from AD DA NAI, to find a new home on a river that flows 
toward AD the sea while coming from DA the hills and mountains, also a new home on trading 
routes that lead to one place while coming from another place, NAI AD DA accounting for Naiades, 
genitive and plural of naiax 'Naiade'

AD POL LOP, toward AD fortified settlement POL enveloping wall LOP, Apollo shooting an arrow 
of light or a sun beam toward the place of the gate of a future settlement, marking the place for a 
seer; faithful patron of Troy

PAD AD DA PAS TON, activity of feet PAD toward AD from DA everywhere in a plain PAS to 
make oneself heard TON -- he who follows PAD rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming 
from DA hills and mountains, wherefrom Doric Poteidas, and everywhere PAS he and his horses 
come to they make themselves heard TON, wherefrom Greek Poseidon, originally the god of rivers, 
creator  of  the  horse,  faithful  patron  of  Troy,  although angry with  Trojans  for  having been too 
hospitable,  way  more  angry  with  Odysseus  for  blinding  Polyphem,  Homeric  symbol  of  Troy, 
especially Troy VIIa

CO OC LOP, attentive mind CO right eye OC wall LOP, naming the organization of a fortified 
settlement, ruler of the focused mind in the center surrounded by watchful guards along the wall,  
Cyclops,  cyclopic  wall,  the  most  famous  Cyclops  having  been Polyphem 'Much Famous'  who 
resembled more a wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread, Homeric symbol of Troy

PIR RAG, fire PIR towering RAG (a word of many meanings and derivatives, originally naming 
the line of head and back of an animal in cave art), signal fire on the hill Montmartre in Paris,  
France, guiding Neolithic boats on the Seine, while Paris prince of Troy overlorded the smiths and 
kept the signal fire on top of the acropolis, abducted beautiful Helen of the white arms, wife of 
Menelaos, confiscated Mycanean tin and thus caused the Trojan war.

making sense of the Bible  
foreword)  Hebrews, named by a Magdalenian double formula

BIR SAP named Beersheba in present-day Israel. BIR means fur, a word of very many derivatives, 
among them Hebrew beer 'well' in reference to fur and leather bags filled at wells, while SAP means 
everywhere in space, here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above me, in all  
seven  places  wherefrom  words  for  seven  in  many  languages  including  Hebrew  sheba,  also 
accounting for Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 'worldly wisdom' acquired by exploring 
the world in all seven places.
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BIR SAP Beersheba was a place of seven wells, inhabited by people who found water everywhere. 
The Chalcolithic culture of Beersheba comprised Meggido in the north, Beersheba in the south, and 
Telelilat Ghassoul across the Jordan in the east. You can find pictures of the amazing art of this 
culture  in  books  by Jean  Perrot  who led  several  archaeological  campaigns  in  that  region.  The 
elegant figurines and symbols are similar to the ones from Predynastic Egypt, raising the question 
whether the mysterious people of the Beersheba culture contributed to the rise of Ancient Egypt?

Consider the parallels between ShA SAP Joseph, ruler ShA of the (BIR) SAP (Beer)sheba people 
and Imhotep, vezir of King Djoser. Beersheba people might have been among the founders of the 
school of Imhotep. "Joseph is a fruitful bough, even a fruitful bough by a well; whose branches run 
over the wall" (Genesis 49:22). Joseph called his second son Ephraim "For Godhath caused me to 
be fruitful" (Genesis 41:52). The name Ephraim contains BRI meaning fertile.

SAP BIR apiru  named descendants  of  the  BIR SAP Beersheba people  in  the  Nile  Valley  who 
worked on water projects, led by Aaron in the time of Ramesse II. Aaron was a believer in the  
ancient sky god from the Göbekli Tepe, AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind 
NOS,  implored  for  rain.  Aaron's  rod  turned  into  a  snake,  ancient  water  symbol,  meaning  he 
surpassed the water engineers or magicians of Ramesse II.

We can't read an epic or the Bible in the way we read modern books of history and sociology and 
geography.  We  have  to  understand  the  symbols.  For  example  the  plagues  that  befell  Egypt 
symbolize the invasion of the Sea Peoples in the time of Ramesse II. DA PAD David, away from 
DA activity of feet PAD, was the generic name of the early rulers of Judaea and Israel, delivered 
from the paw of the lion (Egypt) and bear (Hattusas), and from the 'paw' of Goliath (Sea Peoples). 
Another generic name would have been SAL MAN Solomon, overseer of water works, of those 
who worked in the watery ground SAL with their right hand MAN.

Israel derives from AS RAA )  or AS RAA L, the Lord up above AS in an aureole of light RAA has  
the say  )  or L, while Judaea derives from ShA DhAG, the ruler ShA is able DhAG, meaning the 
heavenly ruler ShA CA DhAG CA Jahwe, abbreviation of the double formula naming the supreme 
weather god of the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age and Iron Age

 

  ShA PAD TYR AS CA

  DhAG PAD TYR AS CA

Now we might look out for a double formula naming the Hebrews

  SAP PIR NAM

  SAP BRI MAN

  'They find water everywhere'

     is their name NAM

  'and make the land fertile'

    working with their right hand MAN
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Israel  (aleph)  Göbekli Tepe and Beersheba

First part of the Göbekli Tepe creation myth, as told by the hieroglyphs on the 'throat' of the female 
central pillar of temple D, 11 600 BP

  )OG BIR AC CA   or   LOG BIR AC CA

The fire giver PIR GID called out to her sister the fur giver BIR GID. This one took her cosmic fur 
and scooped the primeval hill out of the primeval sea. PIR GID called out to her sister the fertility  
giver BRI GID. This one took the primeval hill and formed it into a ring, the ring itself being the 
primeval earth AC and the hollow in the middle the primeval sky CA. In the hollow of the ring 
appeared a male face, the sky god whose eyes were moon and sun, AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR 
and light RAA with a mind NOS ...

The big limestone ring on the Göbekli Tepe shows him ex negativo, in the round hollow, as a head 
or face with ears on the sides, consisting of nothing than air and light.

The archaeological excavation of the Göbekli Tepe began in 1996. Ten years earlier a large karstic 
cave was discovered in Samaria, in the middle between Beersheba and Hazor (almost exactly in the 
middle of their connecting line), a mysterious cave, rich in stalagmites and stalactites, used as a 
burial cave, the ossuaries containing bones of more than twenty people, and then, in Grave X, in the 
passage from the main hall to the lower cavities, eight heavy rings, two of pure gold, one of a darker 
and  five  of  brighter  electrum  (natural  alloy  of  gold  and  silver),  earliest  gold  artefacts  in 
theChalcolithic period of the Beersheba or culture, some 6,000 years old. In my opinion, these rings 
are  connected  to  the  above  creation  myth,  representing  the  stage  when  BRI  GID  formed  the 
primeval hill into a ring, the boss marks on the hammered surfaces of the eight rings suggesting the 
impressions of her fingers, the rings themselves representing the earth AC andthe hollows the sky 
CA, together AC CA, alternative name of the fertility giver BRI GID who formed the primeval 
earth around the primeval sky and planted the seeds of life -- AC CA Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all 
life' English Eve.

An  ivory  figurine  from  Safadi  near  Beersheba,  between  6,000  and  5,500  years  old,  shows  a 
pregnant woman, her womb a hemisphere. Instead of a navel she has a hole in the form of an exact 
circle, indicating that she is the fertility giver BRI GID alias AC CA Hawwa Eve.

Israel  (beth)  Jacob and Joseph

Jacob left Beersheba, heading for Haran (forty kilometers south of the Göbekli Tepe), and sleeps on 
a hill, under the open sky, at a place called Luz, then Beth-el 'House of God'. In a dream he sees the  
Lord on top of a heavenly ladder, we may assume in an aureole of light, and the Lord speaks to  
Jacob, appointing him ruler of this wilderness, and making the promise that he will have many 
children and become the father of a people (Genesis 28:14)

  And thy seed shall be as the dust of the earth,

  and thou shall spread abroad to the west,

  and to the east, and to the north, and to the south;

  and in thee and thy seed shall all the families be blessed.
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An angel gives Jacob a new name, Israel, Jacob Israel

  ShA AC ABA

  ruler ShA

  expanse of land with water AC

  father ABA

  AS RAA )   or   AS RAA L

  upward AS

  light RAA

  to have the say ) or L

Jacob saw the Lord up above AS, we may assume in an aureole of light RAA (consider the former 
place name Luz, from Magdalenian LIC for light and luck, Latin lux), and the Lord spoke ) or L to 
Jacob

  ShA AC ABA   Ja'aqob  Jacob

  AS RAA )    AS RAA L   Israel

Jacob Israel would have been the founding father of the Chalcolithic Beersheba culture, while the 
eight heavy gold and electrum rings found in the cave Nahal Qanah may have been the Israel rings 
of his followers - average weight 124 grams, average outer diameter 45 mm, average inner diameter 
27 mm. Imagine to hold one of those rings in your hand, to hold it upward AS to the light RAA of  
the sky, and imagine the Lord speak to Jacob, appointing him ruler of a wilderness and promising 
him to become the father of many children that will be called Children of Israel ...

Israel  (gimel)  water of life

Jacob owned a deep well at Sychar, from which he and his children and his cattle drank, so it was a  
big and yielding well, near a parcel of land Jacob gave his son Joseph. Sychar is near the Nahal 
Qanah cave. The name Sychar may go back to SAI GAR, life SAI fissure in rock GAR, water of 
life SAI from a hole in the ground GAR (allowing Jesus the metaphor of living water, John 4).

Pebbles with red ocher signs were found on floors of subterranean houses at Beersheba, Abu Matar 
and Safadi, arranged in arcs that evoke fur bags filled with water at a well. BIR meaning fur named 
a well  -  Hebrew beer -  as place where fur and leather  bags were filled.  So the pebbles might 
represent wells, and the ocher signs inform about their size and quality, for example the frequent 
cross might indicate a big well over which a cross of beams was placed, allowing to fix ropes. We 
may imagine the same signs on rocks by the actual wells (long faded, of course).

Jacob would have been the mythical founder of the Chalcolithic BIR SAP Beersheba culture, and 
Joseph the leader of the SAP BIR 'apiru engaged in water works. "Joseph is a fruitful bough, even a 
fruitful bough by a well; whose branches run over the wall" (Genesis 49:22). Joseph called his  
second son Ephraim 'the fertile one'. This name would go back to SAP BRI MAN, everywhere SAP 
he makes the land fertile BRI working with his right hand MAN. The short form SAP BRI would 
have become Aramaic 'Ibhraij gentilized Ibri English Hebrew, and would have been confounded 
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with a word meaning across - they across the Jordan (from the perspective of Assyria), they who 
came across the Jordan (from the perspective of Palestine).

Israel  (daleth)  Asherah and her tree of life

Jacob  Israel  would  personify  the  Chalcolithic  Beersheba  culture,  and  his  son  Joseph  the 
contributions  of  this  culture  to  the  rise  of  Egypt.  Ivory  figurines  from Beersheba  and  Safadi 
resemble Predynastic Egyptian figurines. Less obvious are the numerical connections.

The original Göbekli Tepe sanctuary would have been a circle of a dozen poles around a pair of 
larger poles in the center, each pole representing a month of 30 days, and the space between the 
central poles 5 and occasionally 6 more days, in all a year. 63 continuous periods of 30 days are 
1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months (count 15 and 17 lunations in the 30 
29 30 mode each, and double the numbers).

Replace the central poles by a tree of life in the middle of the circle and an altar of four horns beside 
the tree and you get the Asherah sanctuary encoded on pendants from Teleilat Ghassul and on a 
curved ivory box from Safadi, showing either a circle of 12 or 9 poles around the tree of life in the  
center, branches pointing upward, and an altar near the tree, slightly off the center. The circle of 12 
poles represent the Göbekli Tepe calendar, numbers given above, while the 9 poles represent long 
months of 40 days and lead to another and even better definition of the lunation that was found as  
follows, the ratios meaning lunations to long months

  11/8 (plus 4/3) 15/11 19/14 23/17

  19/14 (plus 23/17) 42/31

  23/17 (plus 42/31) 65/48 107/79 149/110

110 contiunous periods or 4,400 days are an excellent value for 149 lunations.

Asherah was a fertility goddess. Her calendar sanctuary would have been called

  ASh AAR RAA

  AS AAR RAA

Enter the sanctuary of the fertility goddess and her tree of life ASh whose branches point upward 
AS to the one of air AAR and light RAA ...

Asherah would have personified the tree of life, as the Egyptian sky goddess Nut personified her 
sycamore.

The month of 30 days was adopted by Egypt while the lunisolar relation was conveyed by the story 
of Horus and Seth and wise Thoth. AAR RAA CA Horus, he in the air AAR and light RAA of the 
sky CA, was a falcon, his left eye the moon and his right eye the sun. Seth destroyed his lunar eye.  
Wise Thoth healed it, adding up the numerical parts '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 to The Whole One. Multiply a  
month of 30 days by the series of the Horus eye '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 and you obtain 29 days 12 hours 
45 minutes for a whole lunation of 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes 2.9 seconds (modern average from 
1989 AD).

Israel  (he)  fable of Moses
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The Desert Princes known as Hyksos kings ruled Egypt from Avaris in the eastern part of the Nile 
delta, where they employed Minoan artists, why not also a Hebrew workforce?

Centuries later, Pi-Ramesse was built on the runis of Avaris. Merenptah recorded his victory over 
Canaan on a stele. "Israel is ruined, and has no more seed." Ideograms of a man and a woman make 
clear that Israel is a people, not a country, the people of Israel in Canaan, which would also have 
affected the Hebrews or children of Israel in Goshen.

Ramesses III is inthroned. A Hebrew child is born in the outskirts of Pi-Ramesse, abandoned by his 
desperate mother, placed in an ark of bulrushes in the flags by the river's brink, found by a princess,  
raised at court, and simply called ms(w) 'child', Magdalenian MmOS meaning offspring.

MmOS ms(w) Moses believes to be a son of Ramesses, but this one wouldn't know him. Once the 
boy hides on a stairway, and sees the great man pass by, but only from behind. Why doesn't he 
know me and allow me to come near and see him in the face? am I a bad boy? in some way guilty 
of the problems that absorb him?

The so-called Sea Peoples invaded Egypt in year eight of Ramesses' reigning time, soldiers and 
refugees coming along the shore of Asia Minor and across the sea. I believe that the consequences 
of their invasion are symbolized by the drastic plagues that befell Egypt. In the Bible, these plagues 
are effected by Moses in the name of the Lord who planned to free the children of Israel via Moses.  
We may then assume an imaginary guilt of the child Moses, later turned into a divine mission.

Moses  discovers  affinities  with  the  Hebrews,  finds  a  'brother'  in  Aaron,  commits  an  act  of 
compassion and rebellion, flees via the Sinai to Midian, sees how seven (!) maiden draw water from 
a well, protects them from an assault, marries Zipporah - whose name might be one more derivative 
of SAP BIR -, daughter of a priest, and learns about Jahwe, storm god and rider of clouds from 
Mount Seir.

He returns to Egypt, meets Aaron, and together they gather a few families that are willing to leave 
Egypt. Moses and Aaron regard them as founders of a future people of 600,000 men - seeing the 
tree in the seed, as it were, a seed they hope to plant in the promised land, where it may grow to a 
tree of twelve boughs, a people of twelve tribes ...

430 years after a Hyksos king engaged a Hebrew workforce, Moses and Aaron and a few families 
and scholars and priests left Egypt, Goshen, and wandered toward the southern tip of the Sinai. 
Moses got water out of the rock or mountain Horeb.

Ramesses III died, the last one of the great pharaohs.

The heavenly Lord appears above Mount Sinai, in a glory of brightness, and speaks to Moses. He 
combines Jahwe and Ramesses III. This time he knows Moses, invites him to climb the mountain, 
where he shall see him from close, but he must hide between rocks, and look at the him through a 
cleft, and only from behind. The Lord reveals that he sent the plagues that befell Egypt in order to 
free the children of Israel. Moses realizes that he has a chance to free himself from his guilt by 
obeying the Lord and making the children of Israel obey the Lord as well. He receives the laws, and 
the ten commandements, which he writes on two tables, five one each table. He spends forty days 
and forty nights on Mount Sinai. Then he descends. All children of Israel see him come, his face 
shining. Still above them, up above AS, his face a light RAA, he talks to them ) or L ... He became 
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the voice of AS RAA ) or AS RAA L Israel, leader of the children of Israel, the rightful successor of 
Jacob and Joseph.

Israel  (vav)  ark of wisdom

 

The Israel ring symbolized creation (primeval earth AC around primeval sky CA), birth and rebirth,  
AC CA Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve, consider also the Indo-European earth 
goddess akka mentioned by Julius Pokorny, and CA AC Gaia the Greek earth goddess), mother and 
child, present and future, body and soul, realitiy and hope ...

The children of Israel, spending time in the desert, made an ark that was 2.5 cubits long, 1.5 cubits 
broad and again 1.5 cubits high.  Use these measurements for an Israel ring, inner diameter 1.5 
cubits, outer diameter 2.5 cubits

  0.5 - 1.5 - 0.5 sum 2.5 cubits; proportion 1 3 1 sum 5

It has the same proportion as the average of the eight Israel rings from the Nahal Qanah cave

 

  9 - 27 - 9 sum 45 mm; proportion 1 3 1 sum 5

Use the numbers 5 and 3 from the proportion of the ring. Draw a circle of radius 5. Draw the 
horizontal axis and the vertical axis. Draw parallel lines to the axes in the distance 3. The lines will  
cross the circumference of the circle in eight rational points defined by the Sacred Triangle 3-4-5. 
Draw a circle of radius 25. Eight more rational points of the circumference are defined by the triple 
7-24-25. Draw a circle of radius 125. Eight more rational points o the circumference are defined by 
the triple 44-117-125. Draw a circle of radius 625. Eight more rational points of the circumference 
are defined by the triple 336-527-625. And so on. The subsequent triples can be obtained via a 
linear algorithm. If you connect the points, you get a sequence of rounder and rounder polygons that 
never really exhaust the circle but provide good values for pi, symbolic of human wisdom that can 
get closer and closer to the divine wisdom without ever really reaching it.

Israel  (zayin)  combined measures

Consider the following measures of length based on the fingerbreadth or simply finger of 1.875 cm 
from the New Kingdom of Egypt

  Jacob cubit 21 fingers or 39.375 cm

  Joseph cubit 22 fingers or 41.25 cm

  Moses cubit 35 fingers or 65.625 cm

Combine these measures and you can get several practical formulae

  If the diameter of a circle measures 1 Jacob cubit

  the circumference measures 3 Joseph cubits

  If the radius of a circle measures 1 Jacob cubit
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  the area measures 3 Joseph cubits by 1 Jacob cubit

  If the diameter of a sphere measures 1 Jacob cubit

  the surface measures 3 Joseph cubits by 1 Jacob cubit

  If the diameter of a sphere measures 2 Jacob cubits

  the volume 2 by 2 Jacob cubits by 1 Joseph cubit

  If the diameter of a circle measures 1 Moses cubit

  the circumference measures 5 Joseph cubits

  If the radius of a circle measures 1 Moses cubit

  the area measures 5 Joseph cubits by 1 Moses cubit

  If the side of a square measures 4 Moses cubits

  the diagonal measures 9 Joseph cubits,

  and if the side measures 9 Joseph cubits

  the diagonal measures 8 Moses cubits

The ark was 2.5 cubits long, 1.5 cubits broad, and again 1.5 cubits high, in Joseph cubits 55 by 33 
by 33 fingers. Assuming the boards were 2 fingers thick or strong, we get 51 by 29 by 29 fingers for 
the capacity which would correspond to a cube measuring 1 by 1 by 1 Moses cubit, with a very  
small mistake

  51 x 29 x 29  equals  35 x 35 x 35 plus 16

Use the Jacob cubit and the Moses cubit as inner and outer diameters of an Israel ring

  inner diameter 1 Jacob cubit or 21 fingers

  inner circumference 3 Joseph cubits or 66 fingers

  ring 7 fingers

  outer diameter 1 Moses cubit or 35 fingers

  outer circumference 5 Joseph cubits or 110 fingers

  area 1 Joseph cubit by 1 royal cubit of 28 fingers

  (the sum of 1 Joseph cubit and 1 Moses cubit being

  2 royal cubits or 56 fingers)

  proportion 7 21 7 sum 35, or 1 3 1 sum 5

The resulting ring has again the same proportion as the average of the eight rings from the Nahal 
Qanah cave. One might say the ark, by its own numbers, contained a virtual Israel ring.

Israel  (cheth)  numbers and names
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The children of Israel in the desert lived by the two calendars of Jacob (Chalcolithic Beersheba 
culture).  A year  had  12  months  of  30  days,  plus  5  and  occasionally  6  more  days,  while  63 
continuous periods of 30 days are 1,890 days - or 270 weeks of 7 days, the week given to Moses by 
the Lord on Mount Sinai - and correspond to 64 lunations. Or a year had 9 long months of 40 days,  
plus 5 and occasionally 6 more days, while 110 continuous periods of 40 days are 4,400 days - or  
440 long weeks of 10 days - and correspond to 149 lunations. 12 also numbers the tribes of Israel, 
40 the days Moses spent on Mount Sinai and the years the children of Israel spent in the wilderness 
- 40 years or 25 Venus years or 495 lunations -, avoiding the heat of the day, watching the moon by 
night.

The Magdalenian way of counting lunations was: 3 nights of the young moon, 6 nights of the 
waxing moon, 9 nights of the full moon, 6 nights of the waning moon, 3 nights of the old moon, 
alternately 3 and 2 nights of the empty moon. NEG for the old moon could have named the Negev, 
inverse GEN for the young moon the desert of Sin or Zin, and GEN NAI, young moon GEN to find  
a good place for a camp NAI, the Sinai.

The children of Israel were a few families and scholars, regarded as the seed of a people to come: 
may they reach the promised land of milk and honey, prosper, multiply, and grow to a people of 
600,000 men ... The big number, a dream number, as it were, has many meaningful factors: 2 of 
earth and sky /  3 of Jacob and Joseph and Moses and their  cubits  /  4 cardinal directions /  10 
commandments, 5 on each table / 12 months in a year, poles of the Asherah sanctuary, tribes of 
Israel, corners of the polygon of rational corners in the circle of radius 5, four corners defined by the 
cross of the axes, eight more by the Sacred Triangle 3-4-5 sum 12 / 30 days of a month / 40 days of 
a long month / 64 lunations in the shorter lunisolar cycle / radii 5 25 125 625 3125 of the circles 
with inscribed polygons of rational corners.

The children of Israel spent a long time at Kadesh-barnea. From there they reached a place called 
Beer "... the well whereof the Lord spake unto Moses, Gather the people together and I will give 
thee water. Then Israel sang this song, Spring up, O well ..." (Numbers 21:16,17). Beer might have 
been a well near Kadesh-barnea whose original name might have been CA DhAG BIR NE, sky CA 
able DhAG fur BIR out of NE - the heavenly one CA who is able DhAG spoke from a well, from a 
place where bags of fur BIR are filled with water, out of NE a well spoke the Lord.

BIR NE KAL, fur BIR out of NE cave Underworld KAL, might have been the full version of -
barnea, BIR Beer as place where the bags of fur BIR were filled with water out of NE a hole KAL 
in the ground, NE KAL Hebrew Nahal (pronounce the h like the ch in Scottish loch) naming a river  
or brook that springs from a well German Quelle.

Another name of Kadesh-barnea was or still  is En Mishpat,  perhaps from MmOS PAD, Moses 
walked.

South of Kadesh-barnea is a mountain that was or still  is called Sapher or Shapher or Shepher,  
perhaps one more derivative of SAP BIR, the mountain at whose base the SAP BIR 'apiru camped.

Israel  (teth)  Polyphem and Goliath

Polyphem was a cyclops, a one-eyed giant, wearing his eye on the forehead. He resembled more a 
wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread. His name means Much Famous. He lived from 
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sheep and goats he milked in his cave. Polyphem was the Homeric symbol of Troy, his one eye the 
acropolis overlooking the river plain of the Troas, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided 
protected shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people, his cave the Trojan harbor on the Besik bay, the sheep 
and goats foreigns ships, and the milk he lived on were high fees asked from foreign sailors waiting 
for favorable winds in the Trojan harbor on the Besik bay.

Polyphem has a parallel in the Bible, Goliath, mentioned in 1 Samuel 17, a giant Philistine from 
Gath. He stood on a hill and shouted across the valley to another hill on which the army of Israel 
gathered. Young David, herding sheep, was ordered to join the army of the Israelites. His weapon 
was a sling and stones. Goliath asked him whether he considers him a dog he can chase away by 
throwing stones? Then Goliath cursed David, and attacked him. David slung a stone, hit Goliath in 
the forehead, the giant fell, David severed his head and brought it home, as trophy and sign of  
victory, while the Philistines fled.

Now the same story deciphered along the symbols.

The Philistines were a Sea People that settled on the southern shore of Asia Minor. Gath was their 
forteress highest up in the hills, where the Israelites lived, semi-nomads dwelling in small tents that  
may have looked like grazing sheep. The Philistines planne to conquer the hills of Palestine. They 
built a camp on a hill, opposite a hill of the Israelites. The main tent had four corner posts or legs  
and was compared to the 'sheep' tents of the Israelites a 'dog'. It had sort of a tower for a neck, and a 
standart of shining metal for a head, visible from afar,  shouting the message WE COME AND 
CONQUER THE HILLS ... Around the 'neck' of the big tent was wound a long strip of leather with 
5,000 shekel of mail, some fifty kilograms of metal, contributing to the message, and naming the 
main tent, GO) IAT or GOL IAT Goliath, GO) for mouth or neck and IAT for a strip of leather. The 
weapon of David was a sling and clay bottles filled with a burning liquid, perhaps on the basis of 
asphalt and sulphur which set

the Goliath tent afire and made the Philistines flee, whereupon David got the standart, former 'head' 
of the big tent, and brought it home as trophy and sign of victory. His name goes back to DA PAD,  
away from DA activity of feet PAD - David delivered from the lion, delivered from the bear, and 
delivered from the hand of Goliath. While the lion symbolizes Egypt and the bear Hattusas, Goliath 
symbolizes the Philistines who planned to conquer the hills of Palestine.

As the story of Polyphem summarizes the Trojan war from the viewpoint of the Achaeans, the story 
of David and Goliath summarizes the failed expansion of the Philistines into the hills of Palestine 
from the viewpoint of the children of Israel.

Israel  (yod)  house of the Lord

And it came to pass that Solomon began building a house of the Lord (1 Kings 6), 60 cubits long, 
20 cubits broad, and 30 cubits high. Remember the three combined measures

  Jacob cubit 21 fingers or 39.375 cm

  Joseph cubit 22 fingers or 41.25 cm

  Moses cubit 35 fingers or 65.625 cm
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If the basic numbers of the temple are Jacob cubits we have a room measuring 60 by 20 by 30 Jacob 
cubits, or 36 by 12 by 18 Moses cubits, or 23.625 by 7.875 by 11.8125 meters, diagonal exactly 70 
Jacob cubits or 42 Moses cubits or 27.5625 meters.

Floor and ceiling might have been consecrated to Moses, diagonals practically 38 Moses cubits; the 
long walls to Joseph, diagonals practically 64 Joseph cubits; and the short walls to Jacob, diagonals 
practically 36 Jacob cubits.

The ark was kept in the so-called oracle, a cube measuring 20 by 20 by 20 Jacob cubits or 12 by 12  
by 12 Moses cubits,  occupying the hind third of the temple,  diagonal square 27 Joseph cubits, 
diagonal cube 33 Joseph cubits. No walls were needed for the oracle, just a curtain, 20 Jacob or 12 
Moses cubits long and high and away from the rear wall, a curtain of precious material, a pair of 
cherubs embroidered on them with gold thread, charged with static electricity as magic protection 
of the ark behind the soft wall.

The entrance was in the short eastern wall, a Jacob wall. The window above the entrance may have 
been an Israel ring of these numbers

  height of center 20 Jacob or 12 Moses cubits

  inner diameter 1 Jacob + 1 Joseph + 1 Moses cubit

  circumference 7 Moses cubits

  ring 1 Jacob cubit

  outer diameter 120 fingers

  c. 35 22 35 22 35 22 35 22 35 22 35 22 35 sum 377 f

 

The implicit pi values 245/78 (7 Moses cubits divided by the sum of the three cubits) and 377/120 
are found as follows

  4/1  (plus 3/1)  7/2  10/3  13/4  16/5  19/6  22/7

  3/1  (plus 22/7)  25/8  47/15  ...  245/78  ...  377/120

Jacob saw the Lord up above AS in a glory of light RAA and heard him speak ) or L, together AS 
RAA ) or AS RAA L Israel that became Jacob's  byname. Luz was renamed into Bet-el 'House of 
the Lord'. From the hill of Luz or Bet-el one sees down on the hill of Jersualem, where the hous of  
the  Lord  was  actually  built,  commemorating  the  dream  vision  of  Jacob  Israel,  marking  the 
northeastern corner of a triangular prozession way, the other two corners having been a pair of 
columns commemorating Joseph in Egypt and his dreams of seven fat and seven meagre years, to 
the southwest of the temple, and a flat rock with a carved stone ring and a carved basin in the 
hollow of the ring, commemorating the miracle at Beer near Kadesh-barnea in the wilderness, also 
on the temple hill, to the south of the temple. The procession way led back to the house of the Lord, 
which, this time, celebrated the united kingdom of Israel and Judah in the era of Solomon, heir of 
the combined legacy of Jacob and Joseph and Moses.

Israel  (kaph)  pair of pillars and molten sea
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From the house of the Lord on the Temple Mount at  Jerusalem, in the northeast of the sacred 
precinct, where the dream vision of Jacob at Luz or Bet-el had been commemorated, the pilgrims 
walked to a pair of columns in the southeast of the sacred precinct - one column bright, the other 
dark, each crowned by a band of brass, commemorating Joseph in Egypt and his dreams of seven 
fat  and  seven  meagre  years;  in  1  Kings  7  a  pair  of  pillars,  18  cubits  high  apiece,  while  the 
cirumference measured 12 cubits, and they were entirely made of brass by the skilled metal worker 
Hiram of Tyre. Here a modified and more realistic version

  height 18 Moses or 30 Jacob cubits

  circumference 12 Joseph cubits

  diameter 4 Jacob cubits

  height of brass band at top 2 Jacob cubits

  remaining height 7 times 4 Jacob cubits

  for the fat (bright) and meagre (dark) years

Then the procession went to a flat rock south of the house of the Lord, gathering together around a 
stone ring carved on the top, the vertical rim decorated with the carved horns of 3 and 3 and 3 and 3 
oxen marking the cardinal directions. In the middle of the horizontal stone ring was carved a basin, 
and coated with brass by Hiram, called the molten sea. 1 Kings 7 gives 10 cubits for the diameter of 
the molten sea, and 30 cubits for the circumference, yielding 30/10 or 3 for pi. Here again a more 
realistic version

  diameter stone ring 10 Jacob or 6 Moses cubits

  circumference 30 Joseph cubits

  660/210 or 22/7 for pi

  diameter basin 6 Jacob cubits or 236.25 cm

  circumference 18 Joseph cubits

 

The basin,  coated with brass,  and filled with water,  commemorated the miracle  of  Beer  in  the 
wilderness, near Kadesh-barnea. The Lord spoke out of the ground, telling Moses to gather his 
people together, whereupon he will provide them with water. Israel (the children of Israel) gathers 
together and sings a song, Spring up, O well. The nobles dig a hole, and really, it fills with water 
and becomes a well from where the people and the cattle drink. The story is told in Numbers 21.

Now imagine the pilgrims on the temple mound at Jerusalem gathering together around the molten 
sea, around the stone ring framing the basin filled with water, watching the sky up above AS and its 
light RAA mirrored in the surface of the water, listening to the voice ) or L of a priest reciting the 
words the Lord spoke out of the well at Beer, and singing the song of Beer: Spring up, O well ...,  
feeling as children of  AS RAA )  AS RAA L  Israel.
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Why a sea and not a well? The sea is filled by rivers that begin as brooks that spring as wells, and in 
like manner the numerous people of the united kingdom of Israel and Judah descended from the 
children of Israel who gathered together around the well at Beer in the wilderness.

Israel  (lamed)  pool below Gihon spring, menorah

The molten sea with a diameter of 10 cubits, a circumference of 30 cubits, a brim of one hand, a  
depth of 5 cubits, and an enormous capacity of 2,000 baths might combine two places: a ring and 
basin carved in a flat rock on the Temple Mount, commemorating the miracle of the well at Beer 
near Kadesh-barnea in the wilderness, and the pool below the Gihon well in the Kidron Valley, east 
of the citadel, "unto the place against the sepulchres of David" (Nemehia 3:16).

The cubit of the pool might combine the three measures of length in yet another way

  3 Jacob and 2 Joseph and 1 Moses cubits

  21 21 21 plus 22 22 plus 35 sum 142 fingers

  outer diameter 10 combined cubits

  inner circumference 30 combined cubits

  outer diameter 32 1356 32 sum 1,420 fingers

  brim or 'hand' 32 fingers (60 centimeters)

  inner diameter 1,356 fingers (25.425 m)

  inner circumference 4,260 fingers (79.875 m)

  pi value 355/113

  3/1  (plus 22/7)  25/8  47/15  ...  355/113

  depth 5 Joseph or 3 Moses cubits or 105 fingers

  (196.875 cm)

  bath 2 by 2 by 2 or 4 by 2 by 1 Jacob cubits

  (filling of a tub, 488 liters)

  capacity a little more than 2,000 baths

  (brimful 2,047 baths)

A circle on the brim (dividing it from the outside into seven and eleven parts) has a circumference 
in fingers that equals 12 years in days. Imagine a dozen poles marking the New Years, indicating the 
poles of the Asherah sanctuary, the months in a year, and the tribes of Israel - each pole the standard 
of a tribe, bearing a torch by night.

An emblem of the Asherah sanctuary would have been the menorah in the house of the Lord, MAN 
AAR RAA menorah, right hand or simply hand MAN air AAR light RAA, symbolizing the children 
of Israel led by Jacob and Joseph and Moses, rising their arms and hands MAN toward the heavenly 
one of air AAR and light RAA, upward AS to the light RAA from where the Lord spoke ) or L ...
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Numbers of the (brazen) menorah

  height 1 Jacob and 1 Joseph and 1 Moses cubit

  21 22 35 sum 78 fingers (146.25 cm)

  radii semicircles 7 14 21 fingers

  arcs 1 2 3 sum 6 Joseph cubits

  poles and arcs 10 Jacob or 6 Moses cubits

Israel  (mem)  royal pool and orchard

Between the Gihon spring (or springs) and the large pool of the 12 tribes of Israel, each represented 
by a brazen standard on the brim, their circle in fingers 12 years in days, might have been a small  
royal pool of these numbers

  diameter 10 Jacob or 6 Moses cubits

  circumference 30 Joseph cubits

  (393.75 and 1,237.5 cm respectively)

  depth 6 Jacob or 3 Moses cubits

  (196.875 centimeters)

  capacity 2,000 times 12 liters

  (half an amphore of 23.8 liters)

The royal pool might have been surrounded by a wall in the shape of a dodecagon, inner numbers

  diameter 510 fingers

  3 Jacob 6 Joseph 9 Moses cubits

  or 4 Jac 3 Jos 6 Mos 3 Jos 4 Jac

  height 99 fingers

  2 Jacob 1 Joseph 1 Moses cubits

  side 132 fingers or 6 Joseph cubits

  diagonal side 165 fingers

  2 Jacob 4 Joseph 1 Moses cubits

  proportion side 99-132-165 or 3-4-5

  periphery wall 72 Joseph cubits

  area wall 18 by 18 Joseph cubits

Imagine the pool surrounded by the wall of twelve sides in an orchard of pomegranates, Punica 
granata,  a shrub or small  tree,  with red blossoms of six petals  followed by 'love apples'  of six 
chambers rich in seeds, branches hanging over the wall. Genesis 50:22 and Solomon's Song 8:2
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  Joseph is a fertile bough,

  even a bough by the well;

  whose branches run over the wall

  I would make thee drink spiced wine

  of the juice of my pomegranates.

Israel  (nun)  Solomon

DA PAD David,  away from DA activity  of  feet  PAD, named the  David people  in  the  hills  of 
Palestine, delivered from the paw of the Egyptian lion, from the paw of the Hittite bear, and from 
the hand of the Philistine Goliath.

SAL MAN Solomon, watery ground SAL right hand MAN, named those who worked in the watery 
ground SAL with their right hand MAN, also the overseers of waterworks, and personified the 
united kingdom of Israel and Judah between around 900 and 835 BC.

Ahab ruled from 871 to 852 BC. He was a great builder. We may assume that he employed the best 
achitects. Among them the unknown genius of the Temple Mount at Jersualem?

In 867 BC, year four of his reigning time, Ahab might have given order to plan a temple. The first  
ideas might have been rather trivial and little satisfactory. Then the 'unknown genius' might have 
presented an appealing and convincing new concept: a house of the Lord commemorating Jacob's 
vision at  Luz or Bet-el  'House of the Lord'  in the wilderness;  a pair  of pillars commemorating 
Joseph in Egypt and his dreams that prophesized seven fat and seven meagre years; and a molten 
sea  commemorating  Moses  at  Kadesh-barnea  and  the  miracle  of  the  well  at  Beer  in  the 
wilderness ...

The building of the temple might have begun in 854 BC, toward the end of Ahab's reigning time.  
This would have been 480 years after the Exodus (1 Kings 6:1) - a first Exodus occurring in 1334 
BC, at the end of Akhenaten's reigning time?

Israel  (samekh)  fable of Ezekiel, heavenly Jerusalem

Ezekiel  was  a  priest,  astronomer  and  mathematician  from  Jerusalem,  deported  to  Upper 
Mesopotamia in 597 or 587 or 582 BC, held captive by the river (channel) of Chebar, east of Haran 
and the Göbekli Tepe.

One late morning he witnessed a rare phenomenon, a double rainbow high in the sky, the inner bow 
a full circle around a sun veiled and unveiled by thin clouds - up above AS a glory of light RAA 
wherefrom the Lord spoke to Ezekiel in the divine voice ) or L of an inspiration, together AS RAA ) 
or  AS RAA L Israel:  he may regard the double rainbow as  a  heavenly Israel  ring,  a  heavenly 
Jerusalem composed of time-space,  of days and years and lunations and Venus years,  heavenly 
cycles revolving within each other, wheels in wheels ...

He then calculated a model of the heavenly Jersualem, based on a flexible unit of time, a measure 
that slightly varied around 63/64 of a day. 30 measures were one lunation or synodic month, 371 
measures a year, and 1,484 measures were 1,461 days or 4 years.
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The wall around the heavenly Jerusalem was 4 times 4,500 measures or 18,000 measures long, with 
12 gates, one for each tribe of Israel, each gate 12 measures wide, framed by a pair of gateposts, 

each gatepost 2 measures strong, while the arcs of the wall from one to the next gate were 1,484 
measures or 1,461 days or 4 years long. Three arcs and gates yielded 1484 2 12 2 1484 2 12 
2 1484 2 12 2 sum 4,500 m, The circumference of the outer circle (wall) had a length of 
18,000 measures or 600 lunations, while the diameter had a length of 191 lunations

  6/2  (plus 22/7)  28/9  50/16  72/23  ...  600/191

Four opposite gates marked a square of the side 135 lunations

  3 7 6, 10 13 20, 23 33 46, 56 79 112, 135 191 ...

Turn the area of the square into the circle around the Temple Mount. Its diameter will be 
4,500 days.

The 12 gates defined a dodecagon whose periphery was 30 Venus years, nearly 48 solar 
years, while the dozen arcs of the wall between neighboring gates had a total length of 48  
solar years, mirrored in the 48 chapters of Ezekiel's book.

May the heavenly Jerusalem descend on earth, and may the measure of time turn into a 
measure of length, a Jacob or Joseph or Moses cubit. May the divine Jerusalem become real, 
with an outer wall of 12 gates around the city mentioned at the end of Ezekiel's book, and an 
inner wall around the Temple Mount ...

The ark is not lost. It survives in the Bible, a book of symbols, a treasure of memories.

Homer and the Bible had been taken literally, then rejected as mere fiction. Now the time 
has come for  a middle  way.  We may look out for  symbols and study the  logic  of  oral 
tradition.

Israel  (ayin)  heavenly Jerusalem on earth

Let one measure be one Moses cubit (M) or 35 fingers or 65.625 centimeters, and combine 
it with a Moses rod (R) of 125 centimeters, defined as follows

  35 fingers or one Moses cubit

  40 Moses cubits are 21 Moses rods

  200 fingers are 3 Moses rods

  finger(breadth) 1.875 cm

  measure or Moses cubit M 65.625 cm

  Moses rod R 125 cm

The combined measures allow again practical definitions

  diameter circle 20 M circumference 33 R
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  side equilateral triangle 20 R height 33 M

  edge cube 20 R diagonal volume 66 M

  double square 27 by 54 R diagonal 115 M

The Moses rod also turns the heavenly Jersualem of Ezekiel's vision into an ideal earthly 
Jerusalem

  circumference outer wall 18,000 measures

  or 9,540 Moses rods or 11.8125 kilometers

  diameter outer wall 3,008 R or 3.76 km

  side inscribed square 2,127 R or 2.65875 km

  diameter inner wall 2,400 R or 3 kilometers

  circumference inner wall 7,540 R or 9.425 km

If the outer wall was 4 R or 5 meters strong (at the base), 300 R or 375 meters remain for  
the ring, area nearly four square kilometers. Guards would have walked along the top of the 
outer wall, whose 12 gates were named for the tribes of Israel. Guards would have lived and 
workers and artisans and traders worked inside the ring, where also stores and magazines 
would have been found, while most people would have lived inside the inner wall, around 
the Temple Mount. Above the 12 smaller gates of the lower inner wall could have stood 12 
towers for the poles of the Asherah sanctuary, while the tree of life would have grown on the 
Temple Mount - a tree whose branches pointed upward to the light wherefrom the Lord 
spoke.

Israel  (pe)  logic of the Bible

Oral tradition fixed in early writing loved symbols, telling names and numbers, turned inner 
qualities  into outer  decoration,  inner  features into attributes,  blended similar  events  and 
places,  and,  if  possible,  encoded  built  structures  in  telling  numbers  that  were  easily 
memorized  (like  the  Magdalenian  double  formulae  of  the  Ice  Age,  surviving  until  the 
Chalcolithic and Bronze Age and Iron Age) and allowed their basic reconstructions, turning 
embellishments,  finery and flourishes back into the beauty of ingenious and meaningful 
solutions along the formula 'simple yet complex'. While we enjoy the luxury of gigabytes, 
the early scribes had little writing space for saying it all.

God created the world in six days - not at once, but step by step by step, which is a hallmark 
of evolution. Moreover the number six ikeeps a memory of the female triad and male triad 
engaged in the process of creation according to (my interpretation of)  temple D on the 
Göbekli Tepe. The Bible is deeply rooted in the past. Reading it properly we can regain the 
wisdom, and reconcile it with modern science and historiography.

(note for the ethnomathematical community)
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What is mathematics? In my opinion the logic of building and maintaining. And what is 
ethnomathematics? I use a wide and pragmatic definition: mathematical ideas, approaches 
and methods from all over the world, and from all periods of time; simple yet complex; 
admirable and intriguing; helpful and useful one way or another. When asked for examples I 
mention  the  beautiful  African  fractals,  patterns  of  the  Sona,  or  two  African  fans  of 
wickerwork I have at home, one made of a palm leaf, the other from colored plastic strips - I 
never tire studying them. Concerning Bible maths I'd say we can profit from studying the 
artful  combination  of  systematic  early  methods  based  on addition,  of  exact  results  and 
approximations, which, in a way, denote our human condition: we know some things, of 
many others we have rather vague ideas and hunches, yet when we combine them in an 
artful way we manage to feel at home in the world ... 

Israel  (sadhe)  Gihon spring, markings

You may remember the fertility giver BRI GID who shaped the ring of the primeval earth 
AC and the hollow of the primeval sky CA wherein the sky god AAR RAA NOS appeared,  
he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS, visualized by the big limestone ring on the 
Göbekli Tepe. 

BRI GID in her emanation of AC CA, she of the earth AC who made the sky (god) CA 
appear, became the Indo-European earth goddess akka mentioned by Julius Pokorny, and 
Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve, while inverse CA AC named the Greek 
earth goddess Gaia.

Priestesses of BRI GID in her AC CA emanation asked the sky god for rain. Prayers for rain 
and  the  smoke  of  sacrificial  fires  imploring  rain  were  symbolized  by  snakes  heading 
upward, while falling rain rewarding the sacrificial fires, filling river beds and water holes, 
was symbolized by snakes heading downward. Snakes are by far the most frequent symbols 
on Göbekli Tepe pillars. AAR RAA NOS had a believer in Aaron whose rod turned into a 
snake,  meaning  that  he  excelled  at  finding  water,  and  even  surpassed  pharaoh's  water 
engineers (magicians). AC CA in this context accounts for Latin aqua 'water' Spanish agua.

The four large signs carved in a floor of the Gihon spring may read AG V'

  AC CA   akka   AG V'   Hawwa   Eve

  AC CA   aqua   AG V'   agua

They indicate a zigzag band, ideogram of water, abstract version of a winding snake, ancient 
water symbol. Moreover the signs reading AG in the lower line, from right to left, evoke a 
pair of mountains, while the V sign of the upper line V' again from right to left is inserted 
into the space of the 'mountains' along the ancient idea of AAR RAA NOS filling the  empty 
space between hills and mountains with air and light, accounting for valley names like Val 
d'Aran, Arundel, and Val d'Hérens in the Swiss Alps, while the short vertical line ' would 
add falling rain to the picture.
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We may then assume that the Gihon spring was consacrated to Hawwa 'mother of all life',  
and this would explain how it became the source of the river of life in Ezekiel 47: "... and 
everything shall live whither the river cometh."

Israel  (koph)  Adam and Eve, a heavenly fish

AD DA MAN belonged  to  the  male  triad  of  the  Göbekli  Tepe  and participated  in  the 
creation of the world. He made rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming from DA 
hills and mountains, and made them with his right hand MAN. His byname SAL MAN says 
that he worked in the watery ground SAL with his right hand MAN. His favorite guise was a 
fish that swam in the heavenly river or lake CA LAK overformed by Greek Galaxy 'Milky 
Way',  a  SAL MAN salmon in the  northern regions,  or a  LAK *loks  'salmonid,  salmon 
(trout)' Old Norse lox Old English leax New English lox and German Lachs for salmon,  
Tocharian B laks 'fish', and a simply a fish in the southern regions, PIS meaning water in 
motion but also bodies moving in water, fish, while the constellation of the heavenly fish in 
the celestial river was called 

  KOS PIS

  KOS OC CO

heavenly vault KOS fish PIS right eye OC attentive mind CO, together something like: wise 
fish  in  the  heavenly  vault,  looking  down on  creation.  The  fish  became  the  Salmon of 
Knowledge in Celtic mythology, separated from the creator of rivers, now a being of its 
own; and LAK Loki in the Norse AD DA Edda, a trickster and shape shifter, once a great  
help to the gods, then mocking the gods,  fleeing, turning himself into a salmon, hiding 
beneath a waterfall, but discovered, caught, and held in a firm grip by Thor, which is why 
the salmon's tail is tapered. In southern regions, KOS PIS KOS OC CO became Cassiopeia, 
queen of Ethiopia.

AD DA MAN and the fertility giver BRI GID whose alter ego was AC CA were consorts.  
AD DA MAN Adam as human being was the early farmer digging irrigation channels, while 
SAL MAN Solomon was the overseer of waterworks. BRI GID in her emanation of AC CA 
akka AG V' Hawwa Eve cultivated cereals. Next to the AG V' sign carved into the floor of a 
cave in the Gihon spring at Jerusalem was found a cereal press. The deep grooves of the AG 
V' sign evoke irrigation channels. CA for sky became V' in the upper line of the Gihon 
spring markings, written ' V (from right to left), reminding of the Cassiopeia constellation 
near the zenith, in a narrow passage of the heavenly river.

Israel  (resh)  Bath-sheba

Here is how the constellation of Cassiopeia can be seen as a fish 

  beta Cas  (right eye)

  alpha Cas  pectoral fin  (breast of Cassiopeia)
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  gamma Cas  spineous dorsal fin

  delta Cas  anal fin

  eta Cas  caudal fin  (eye of Cassiopeia)

This would have been the Celtic Salmon of Knowledge.

One of the Jewish personifications of Cassiopeia was Bath-sheba, mother of Solomon, wise 
king Solomon whom the Lord loved.

Bat or bath 'house' may derive from PAD for the acitvity of feet. We go out of the house and 
return to the house that is in a way the center of our steps. Making a bed and building a  
house require a flat ground, achieved in the simplest way by padding around.

Sheba derives from SAP meaning everywhere (in space), here, south and north of me, east 
and west of me, under and above me, in all seven places, wherefrom words for seven in 
many languages including Hebrew sheba, also Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 
'worldly wisdom' acquired by exploring the world in all seven places.

Bath-sheba  combining  the  two  words  would  name  the  heavenly  (spiritual)  abode  of 
Solomon's mother, in the apex of the heavenly river CA LAK Galaxy Milky Way, a river 
that passes the four horizons, south and north, east and west, changing with the revolving 
sky,  descending  toward  AD  the  Underworld  KAL,  then  again  emerging  from  DA the 
Underworld, and in the middle of the wide circle of that river is the world in which we live,  
Jerusalem ruled by wise king Solomon.

Picture Jerusalem in the era of Solomon, at midnight of the spring equinox. Cassiopeia, 
abode of Bath-sheba, is in the zenith, while the heavenly river rises from the eastern and 
descends  to  the  western  horizon.  At  midnight  of  the  summer  solstice  it  rises  from the 
northern and descends to the southern horizon.

In the Celtic belief rivers and lakes and the Underworld were connected, so the Salmon of 
Knowledge, epitome of knowledge and wisdom, SAP sophia sapientia, swum both in the 
earthly rivers and lakes and in the heavenly river, his image in Cassiopeia representing the 
'above ' among the SAP seven places of the world.

Israel  (shin)  Solomon Jedidiah

Bath-sheba, wife of David and mother of Solomon, had been the wife of Uriah the Hittite 
whose death was instigated by David (2 Samuel 11,12) - in my opinion one more symbolic 
story, perhaps combined with a real occurrence. The name Uriah the Hittite reminds of AAR 
RAA (NOS) from the Göbekli Tepe in Anatolia. David taking away his wife may refer to the 
collapse of the Hittite empire and rise of the David people in the hills of Palestine, another 
heir of the Göbekli Tepe culture.

The Lord gave Bath-sheba and David a son who was called Solomon. His byname was 
Jedidiah 'whom the Lord loves' 
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  SAL MAN  ShA -: I -:

ShA accounting for Je- in Jedidiah is the beginning of a double formula invoking the widely 
worshipped supreme weather and sky god of the Bronze Age

  ShA PAD TYR AS CA

  DhAG PAD TYR AS CA

  ruler ShA activity of feet PAD to overcome

  in the double sense of rule and give TYR

  upward AS sky CA,

  The ruler ShA goes ahead PAD and overcomes

  in the double sense of rule and give TYR

  up above AS in the sky CA,

  the able one DhAG ... 

The formula contains many names, for example ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove; 
DhAG PAD TYR Dis  pater,  byname  of  Jupiter;  TYR emphatic  Middle  Helladic  Sseyr 
(Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus; DhAG Dios, 
genitive of Zeus, perhaps a former byname; ShA CA DhAG CA Jahwe, storm god and 'rider 
of clouds' from Mount Seir (!) in the Negev; ShA PAD Shiva ...

  ShA CA DhAG CA  Jahwe    ShA  Ja- Je-

The lip lick  -: I -:  or LIL (produce the consonant given as  -:  by touching both lips with the 
tip of the tongue) is present in the name of the Divine Hind or Hind Woman who called life 
into existence, her main sanctuary being Altamira where she appears as a large and very 
beautiful hind, licking the horns of a small bison under her  hind1.JPG , calling moon bulls 
into life, thus creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 ... days. CER 
-: I -: has a derivative in herd, series, another in the name of Hera, cow eyed Greek goddess.  
Among the derivatives of  -: I -:  are lyoba, call of herdsmen to their cattle in the Swiss 
canton of Fribourg, from a similar Celtic call; German Leben English life, German Liebe 
English love, Latin libido 'desire', English lip (licking the lips may once have been a sign of 
love and desire, still can be a sign of appetite and lust), Latin bibere 'to drink' (thirst being a 
mighty  desire),  the  female  given name Lily and the  flower  lily,  Ukrainian lyalka 'doll', 
Ugaritic dd 'loved (by)', Phoenician Dido 'Loved one', dadu- of dadumatha 'loved by the 
heavenly master' (Linear A tablet Hagia Triada 95 deciphered by Walther Hinz in the wake 
of Cyrus H. Gordon) and d-d in the Hebrew form of the same name or title d-d-ym-sh (on a 
Hebrew seal from Tell Djemmeh, found 1960 by Yigael Yadin), the ending -dida in Jedida 
(2 Kings 22:1), and -didiah in Jedidiah (2 Samuel 12:25)

  SAL MAN  ShA -: I -:    Solomon Jedidiah
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MAS named the Magdalenian master hunter,  then any master,  also the heavenly master,  
Linear A ma-tha, Hebrew m-sh, while inverse SAM named a Magdalenian hunting group, 
then any company, also a gathering in the name of the heavenly Lord, SAM  )  or SAM L 
Samuel the speaker of a gathering in the name of the heavenly ruler and master who has the 
say  ) or L, the word  )OG or LOG.

Israel  (sin)  etymology of Jerusalem

Jerusalem was inhabited from the fourth millennium BC onward (Gofel south of the old part 
of town), called Urusalim on clay tablets from Ebla, between ca. 2 400 and 2 150 BC, a 
name composed of uru 'town' and salim 'hail'.  The origin of uru 'town' might have been 
AAR RAA, naming an acropolis as place of air AAR and light RAA, while salim 'hail'  
might go back to SAL MAN, watery ground SAL right hand MAN, indicating those who 
worked in the watery ground and cared for clean water on which the well-being of a town 
depended  and  still  depends.  We  have  then  AAR  RAA SAL MAN  Urusalim  jrwshljm 
Jerushalajim Hierosolyma Jerusalem, place of air AAR and light RAA belonging to those 
who work in the watery ground SAL with their right hand MAN (note that AAR RAA 
would have one more derivative in Greek hieros 'holy')

   AAR RAA SAL MAN     uR u SAL iM

This would go along with the inscription of the Gihon spring, the four large signs that may 
read AG V' and name the ancient fertility giver BRI GID in her emanation of AC CA akka 
AG V' Hawwa Eve, in the context of AC CA aqua AG V' agua, consecrating the well to 
Hawwa 'mother of all life' and thus explain how it became the source of the majestic river of 
life in Ezekiel 47.

Egyptian and Biblical mathematics

defining the meter, a historical joke  (new version, written while working 
on the Bible series, contribution for the ethnomathematical project My 100m)

David Eugene Smith wrote and compiled one of my all  time favorite  histories  of mathematics 
(1925, 1953, Dover New York 1958) and says in the chapter on the Metric System (pages 648ff in 
volume II of the Dover reprint from 1958) that the meter was originally conceived as 1 / 40,000,000 
of the Earth's circumference, but "Owing to a slight error in finding the latitude of Barcelona, the 
original idea of the unit was not carried out, but a standard meter was fixed ..."

How did this happen? Let me tell you a fable.

Napoleon  in  Egypt  was  accompanied  by  a  trail  of  167  great  scholars,  among  them  21 
mathematicians, and among them several royalists who either hid their opinion, or were tolerated as 
long as they kept silent because they were needed for the ambitious project of the "Description de 
l'Egypte." Now imagine the royalists among those mathematicians, returned to France, holding a 
secret meeting, and discussing the new measure of length:
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-- Measuring the distance from Dunkirk to Barcelona failed, so we need another idea to fix the new 
unit of length. How about using the royal cubit we found in the measurements of the Great Pyramid 
at Giza, monument of the sun king of all sun kings, and thus honor our own late sun king? Let me  
define the unit as diameter of the circle the circumference of which measures 6 royal cubits of the 
Great Pyramid, and call it mètre 'meter', short for diamètre 'diameter' ...

The royal cubit of the Great Pyramid measures 52.36 cm (confirmed to me by Prof. Dr. Rainer 
Stadelmann in a letter from the 1990s). If the circumference of a circle measures 6 of these cubits or 
314.16 cm, the diameter 100,00023 cm or 1.0000023 meters or simply 1 meter.

  6/2  (plus 22/7)  28/9  50/16  72/23  ...  600/191

If  the  circumference  of  a  circle  measures  600  of  those  cubits  or  314.16  meters,  the  diameter 
practically 191 cubits or 100.0076 m or simply 100 meters.

(By the way, my experimental reconstructions of early and very early mathematics paved the way 
for Magdalenian.)

African invention of mathematics

Lebombo bone, Ishango bone, Blombos cave

Magdalenian and modern understanding of the soul

KA in  thge  language of  Southern  Africa in  the Middle Stone Age would have named what  is 
beyond, in the sky, inside rock, in a well, and deep inside ourselves, accessible to a shaman or 
shamaness in a trance induced by a spezial breathing technique (hypothesis from the late spring and 
early summer of 2005). Animals in European cave art and in the rock art of Southern Africa are 
often shown as if emerging from or disappearing into clefts and niches in the rock, anticipating 
Vladimir Vernadzky's famous dictum of life being the metamorphosis of stone.

The very ancient KA would have become Magdalenian CA for sky, inverse AC for an expanse with 
land, and KAL for cavity, cave, Underworld, inverse LAK for lake, in the ancient belief connected 
with the Underworld.

PIR GID the fire giver lit the solar eye and lunar eye of the sky god from the Göbekli Tepe, and 
warmed the seeds of life her sister the fertility giver BRI GID had planted in the primeval earth, 
whereupon animals emerged from clefts and niches in the rock. PIR SAI KAL named the soul as 
spark from the fire PIR of life SAI in a cavitiy KAL of rock, then in the hull of body and womb 
(kalyx 'hull of the fruit, capsule), and became Greek psychae Gothic saiwala

Old English sawl New English soul

  PIR SAI KAL   P SAI KA   P Sy chAe     psychae

  PIR SAI KAL   SAI KAL   SAI wALa     saiwala

  PIR SAI KAL   SAI KAL   SA wL     sawl soul

Psychae also names a shadow on the wall, cast by a fire in the cave or hall. Psychein 'to breathe,  
blow' and psychos 'winter, frost' may have been named thus for they prove that a fire PIR of life 
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SAI in the hull KAL of the body exists: we inhale cold air and exhale warm air, heated by the fire 
within (actual fire, slow and controlled combustion of oxygene).

I am not really certain about this etymology, but fairly sure that SAI for life is part of psychae 
sailwala sawl soul, and that English sex derives from the emphatic doubling SAI SAI life life ...

DhAG meaning able,  good in  the  sense  of  able,  is  the  Magdalenian  word  of  by  far  the  most 
numerous  and most  widely varied  derivatives,  indicating  that  life  may be seen as  a  bundle of 
abilities, and the soul as halo around them.

Sigmund Freud explained the soul via three basic biological abilities: nourishing oneself (gaining 
energy); getting rid of waste (shedding entropy); and procreating (multiplying and shuffling genetic 
combinations, genes being enablers).

The soul, we may say, coordinates abilities. Why can music affect and move us, even touch the 
soul? rhythms and melodies coordinate activities of our brain, connecting (I presume) the modern 
human areas with the ancient animal cores of the brain.

animus atman pneuma spirit

Latin animus 'breath, soul, spirit'  may derive from ANI MmOS, spirit of a place ANI offspring 
MmOS, naming the spirit or better spirits of a place approaching a newborn child.

Sanskrit atman 'breath, self, soul' may derive from IAD MAN, healer IAD right hand MAN, naming 
a shamaness or shaman inviting a good spirit of the place to approach the newborn child and wake 
up the young soul, while warding off the bad spirits of the place, and doing that with the right hand  
MAN.

Greek pneuma of the same meanings may derive from RIP ANI MAN, to fan RIP spirit of a place  
ANI right hand MAN, naming a shamaness or shaman in the same function, fanning good spirits 
toward and bad ones away from a newborn child, and doing so with the right hand

  RIP ANI MAN   RIP NI MA   IP NI MA   P Neu MA     pneuma

Latin spiritus covers the same range of meanings and includes high spirit, fire, and liquid. The word 
may derive from SAI PIR RYT, life SAI fire PIR archer RYT, referring to the fire archers PIR RYT 
of the fire giver PIR GID who provided the fire of life PIR SAI, the fire givers PIR RYT shooting 
'fingers of light and luck' DIG LIC along the rivers PIR RYT Firat Euphrates and DIG LIC Dicle 
Tigris in the night of the fire giver in the wider region of the Göbekli Tepe, on New Year's Eve, also  
in rituals invoking the rain from the sky god. The resulting compound has affinities to the fire PIR 
of life SAI in the hull KAL of the body, accounting for Greek psychae (also for Gothic saiwala Old 
English sawl New English soul)

  SAI PIR RYT   S PIR RYT    S PIR iT     spirit

  PIR SAI KAL   P SAI KA   P Sy chAe     psychae

ANI has a derivative in German Ahne 'ancestor'. The spirit or rather spirits of a place would then 
have  been  ancestors.  Our  ancestors  are  still  present  in  our  genomes.  Inviting  some  spirits  to 
approach a newborn child and warding off other spirits has a counterpart in the epigenetic switches 
turning on and off genes. A variety of shamanic rituals performed around a newborn child would 
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have supported the parents, perhaps even on the epigenetic level. The name given to a child could 
have mentioned a spezial feature of the place, providing a link between the child and the good spirit 
who had been invited by the shamaness or shaman to animate the young soul. A well chosen name 
could then have become a lifelong spiritual guide and help.

(I was named for Francesco d'Assisi who spoke with the animals. As boy I read a book about him, 
and was impressed. It may well have stimulated my interest in the basic features of language.)

origin of the gods

Worshipped ancestors, remembered for a long time, revered, implored for help from the beyond, 
became divine beings, deities, gods and goddesses, good ones in the sense of able DhAG, Latin 
deus dea, Greek theos thea (incompatible with deus dea in PIE, well compatible

in Magdalenian), Sumerian dingir, the early deities from the sacred Duku mountain of Sumerian 
mythology, and the supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god, from 
DhAG DhAG able able. Now the ancestors have a real presence in our genome, in our genes that 
can be seen as enablers. When reading The Selfish Gene by Richard Dawkins (second edition from 
1989) I had the impression that he might as well be describing Homeric deities ...

Dawkins mentions a gene that is helpful to the young body but can turn obnoxious to the old body, 
so he proposes that we might find a way to fool that gene into believing we were still young. I 
might have experienced such a instance, my body talking to the genes on the epigenetic level. Once 
I got a bad medical diagnosis, fainted, and had a dream visiion. I was a boy, with my family on a 
Sunday pleasure walk in the nearby wood, all very pecaeful, the sun slanting between the tall and 
slender trunks of the firs … Then I woke up, lying on the floor, surrounded by nurses. The fir trunks 
of my vision were the vertical blinds, between them the sslanting sun of zhe summer afternoon. 
Why was I a boy again? Years later I got my anwer in Dawkins, a gene useful to the young but 
potentially harmful to an old body. So my brief moment on the floor might have been a message to 
my genome: This body is still young, got many ideas, and a lot to do, let him live … The doctor 
gave me two years, the report siad highly recidive. Meanwhile I survived for nearly twenty years,  
no recidive. Shamanic rituals may work in a similar way, imploring the able ones in nature and the 
beyond, reaching the enablers within. Religion can make sense even in the hard light of science.

The problem with religion, in my opinion, is a betrayal of transcendence We know exactly who God 
is  and what  He wants.  He wants  what  we want.  He is  our mighty henchman ...  However,  the 
betrayal of transcendence also occurs in the sciences, where successful paradigmata are all too often 
turned from hypotheses into the truth, eternal and complete truth, nothing beyond.

love and work, our place in the world

The possibility of life may be ingrained in the fabric of the cosmos, allowing life to bud where the 
conditions are right, in a balance of the cosmic powers, maintaining and expanding a comfort zone 
by means of what we may call the intelligence of the lock - a small amount of energy needed for 
opening and closing the gates can lift a heavy ship from the lower to the higher level of a channel.

What Freud said of the conscious mind - a little king awake among slumbering giants, "ein kleiner 
wacher König unter schlummernden Riesen" - may also hold for life, no longer in the center of the 
world  but  still  in  the  eye  of  the  cosmic  powers,  visualized  by the  Sumerian  pair  of  antithetic 
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seropards (combining serpent and leopard), the long intertwined necks leaving a small free cirlce 
for the world of colors and warmth of life in between the blinding heat of the sun and freezing 
darkness of deep space.

DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, is the Magdalenian word of the most widely varied 
derivatives, indicating the harsh conditions of the Ice Age that challenged Homo sapiens, triggered 
inventions and asked for a range of new abilities on top of the basic abilities of life in the beautiful 
but mostly hostile vastness of space.

Freud summarized the human abilities in love and work. Love holds life together and secures the 
succession of generations, work maintains and expands our place in the world, our comfort zone 
where the cosmic powers are almost perfectly balanced, love and work themselves a balance among 
our abilities.

oscillations within the verbal morphospace

 

Magdalenian is a novel approach to early language and introduces a couple of new concepts, for 
example the verbal morphospace, a loan from evolutionary biology. There are no woodpeckers on 
the Galapagos islands,  whereupon one of the finches took over the free place in the biological 
morphospace, developed a long beak and a cushioning of the brain, and hammers away at the bark 
of trees in search of larvae. Some fish became amphibia, then reptiles, then mammals, and some of 
the mammals returned to the sea and the life of fish, became dolphins and whales, explored and 
conquered new places in the marine morphospace.

 

Magdalenian KOD meaning tent, hut, and the comparative form KOS naming the heavenly vault as 
metaphorical ceiling of the world, have many derivatives, among them English cot cottage hut shed, 
German Kate 'hut' Hütte 'hut', German Haus English house, French château English castle, French 
cité English city, French cosme English cosmos, then also English coat as casing of the body, hood 
and hat as casings of the head, and head as casing of the mind, German hüten 'to guard' Hüter 
'guard', and many many more. English neighborhood became hood among hip hoppers and rappers, 
which can be seen as an oscillation within the verbal morphospace, Magdalenian KOD returning to 
a close variant in hood.

 

Another example of an oscillation within the verbal morphospace is English fur. Magdalenian BIR 
means fur, especially the fur on which a newborn was placed (a Greek custom reported by Porphyry 
in  the  second  century  AD,  surviving  in  parts  of  the  Slavic  world  until  the  twentieth  century 
according to Marija Gimbutas). BIR has very many derivatives, among them Greek byrsa 'hide, fur, 
leather', Latin pella German Fell and Pelz English pelt, also English wool, a younger word from a 
time when furs were replaced by woven textiles. Also wear and weave derive from BIR. The bear 
was a  furry one.  The ancient  custom of placing a  newborn on a bear fur was replaced by the 
bearing-cloth in which a barne (bairn, child) was carried to be christened (Edward de Vere alias 
William Shakespeare in The Winter's Tale, Act 3 Scene 3 where also a bear is encountered). As the 
many derivatives of BIR drifted away,  the place of the original word was left  empty,  but  then 
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French fourrure was borrowed into English and shortened to fur, with a general meaning, contrary 
to the specialized meaning of the French word, so that we can speak of another oscillation within 
the verbal morphospace.

 

My explanation is that Magdalenian words like KOD and BIR are still active in an unconscious 
layer of the English mind, where they are able to trap words in order to fill a vacant place within the 
verbal morphospace.

 

The branching of words is a genuine concern of the Magdalenian approach to early language. We 
can hope for more insights in the coming years, or even decades?

etymology of English fur

Eric Hamp (?), in the Webster's Unabriged, gives this etymology of English fur: Middle English 
furre (noun), derivative of furren 'to trim with fur', from Anglo-French furrer, Old French fo(u)rrer 
originally 'to encase', derivative of furre 'sheath', from Germanic; akin to Old English fodder 'case,  
sheath'.

I see two Magdalenian words

  BIR  fuerre  fo(u)rrer  furren  fur

  PAD   pad  feet  ---  feed  food  fodder

BIR meaning fur has a derivative in Greek byrsa 'hide, fur, leather', naming the material out of 
which  a  fuerre  'sheath'  was  made.  Another  derivative  is  French  bourse  English  purse  German 
Geldbörse, also French bourse German Börse 'stock exchange', originally fur and leather bags filled 
with precious goods and tokens.

PAD means activity of feet, while the comparative form PAS means everywhere (in a plain). Close 
derivatives are to pad and foot feet, distant ones feed fodder food, referring to cattle grazing on a 
pasture,  moving on their  feet,  and to hunters,  gatherers, farmers, herdsmen, traders, and so on, 
gathering and gaining their food on their feet as well. German füttern 'feed' also has a metaphorical 
sense: placing something into something else, for example glasses into a Futteral 'case', or you can 
füttern  'feed'  the  inside  of  a  coat  with  a  soft  and  silky  cloth,  and  you  can  füttern  'feed'  a 
parkingmeter with coins, the old sense kept alive in a humoristic parlance.

Fuerre 'sheeth'  and fodder 'case,  sheath'  are then not akin but derive from different words, one 
mentioning  the  material  out  of  which  a  sheath  was  made,  the  other  the  function  of  placing 
something smaller  into  something bigger,  in  analogy to  food gathered  and gained on the  feet, 
animals grazing, humans working, both walking around. The biological reason for evolving legs 
and feet  has  been the  gathering  of  food.  PAD accounting  for  both feet  and feed  is  not  just  a 
coincidene or a superficial parallel.

comment for beginners
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Magdalenian words come in pairs and groups. I mined them along my four laws of Magdalenian in 
the spring of 2005 (using my first pair of laws) and mainly in the spring of 2006 (using two more 
laws)

  inverse forms have related meanings

  permutations yield words around the same meme

  D-words have comparative forms in S-words

  important words can have lateral associations

BIR means fur, especially the fur on which a newborn was placed - a bear fur in Hellenistic Greece 
(Porphyry) and in parts of the Slavic world until the twentieth century (Marija Gimbutas). The 
special meaning is own to the meme of the permutation group of six words. BIR has very many 
derivatives,  for  example  English  bear  as  the  furry  one  (versus  bear  as  the  brown  one,  first 
Magdalenian  test  case,  from August  2008).  An  important  permutation  is  BRI  meaning  fertile, 
naming the fertility giver BRI GID, also present in Greek Aphrodite

  BRI GID   a BRI GID e   Aphrodite

while the powerful Celtic triple goddess Brigit combines the fire giver PIR GID and fur giver BIR 
GID and fertility giver BRI GID.

PAD PAS belong to a permutation group of a dozen words. PAD means activity of feet (look out for 
derivatives),  inverse  DAP activity  of  hands.  PAD  has  a  comparative  form  in  PAS  meaning 
everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five places, Greek 
pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'. Inverse SAP means everywhere (in space), here, south and 
north of me, east and west of me, under and above me, in all seven places, wherefrom words for 
seven in many languages, also Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 'worldly wisdom' acquired 
by exploring the world in all seven places. English sap names the fluid circulating in plants, in a 
tree: here, in the trunk we can touch, below in the roots and above in the crown, in the branches and 
roots that point and grow toward south and north, east and west. A tree seen that way inspired the 
ancient idea of a world tree.

genetics and word language

Drawing parallels between genetics and word language

  stasis and oscillations

  occasional branching of species and words

  genetic 'words' of three 'letters and Magdalenian

    words of three phonemes

  double helix and shamanic double formulae

    that may have anticipated our rhymes

  power of compounds

Word language might be what Richard Dawkins calls an extended phenotype.
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Stasis in biology was the big topic of Stephen Jay Gould ("stasis is data") who marveled that certain 
features persisted in phyla basically unchanged although they were separated five-hundred million 
years ago. The analog in language might be micro- and macro-oscillations, both keeping language 
stable. As example of micro-oscillations you may consider the following spellings of the annual 
item 'Gaol and Hospital' by the Constables of Bozeat in the late 17th century: Gel and Aspitol, Jeal  
and Quartridge, Jail and Hospittle, Gayll and Ostetall, Gele and Asptol, Jayl and Aspetell (from the 
charming booklet Bozeat - Your Village History,  kindly sent to me by Marc Logan who wrote 
hilarious  parodies  in  sci.archaeology).  Words  oscillate  while  their  phonetic  'centers  of  gravity' 
remain fairly stable. Vacant places in the verbal morphospace filled by loans are then examples of 
macro-oscillations.

We still don't know how words are stored in the brain. And we don't really know how stasis works.  
A vague idea of mine is a genetic masterplan, a biological computer, internal equations checking on 
variants and guiding evolution to some degree from the inside,  going beyond mere chance and 
preventing life from being thrown against every cliff.

missing from the picture

The problem with religion is a betrayal of transcendence

  We know exactly who God is and what He wants.

  He wants what we want. He is our mighty henchman ...

And the problem with science is that successful paradigmata are generalized, absolutized, turned 
into dogmata and imposed as the only truth. Consider the most successful paradigm of mechanics 
that led to the clockwork universe, and to animals as mere automata unable of feeling – every child 
knows better. Now for evolution. Darwin discovered gradual evolution by natural selection. His 
model was highly successful but not complete. A friend informed him about the fossile record of 
crocodiles that survived unchanged for hundred-and-fifty million years, through all the slow and 
cataclysmic changes of the environment over that long period of time. Darwin could not explain 
this,  and ignored  the  problem.  He had a  right  to  focus  on  the  mechanism he  had discovered. 
However, Ernst Haeckel and others made selection the only principle of evolution and thus paved 
the way for the eugenic programs of the past century.

Darwin ruled out Lamarck. Meanwhile Lamarckism is partly rehabilitated by the great discovery of 
epigenetics. What else will be discovered in the coming decades and centuries? Richard Dawkins 
and  others  should  not  make  fun  of  everybody  who  looks  beyond  the  fence  of  the  current 
understanding.  "Stasis  is  data"  wrote  Stephen  Jay  Gould.  As  long  as  it  remains  unexplained, 
something very big is missing from the picture.

oscillations in early mathematics

Word language can be seen as a triangle of the corners life with needs and wishes, mathematics as  
logic of building and maintaining, based on the formula a = a , and art as human measure in a 
technical world, based on Goethe's formula ‚all is equal, all unequal ...’

We encountered oscillations in language. They also occur in mathematics, right from the beginnings 
in Africa.
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Lunations were counted by laying out patterns of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... pebbles, later on by 
adding groups of 17 15 17 15 17 lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode each.

The lunisolar calendar of Lascaux was laid out as a syncopic square of 365 pebbles (14 13 14 ...), 
subdivided into nine small syncopic squares, five of 41 pebbles each (5 4 5 ..., center and corners of 
the big square) and four of 40 pebbles each (4 5 4 ...). Begin with the center and midsummer, go to 
the top corner on the right side, and proceed in clockwise direction. Any eight subsequent periods 
correspond to eleven lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode (325 days) or in the 29 30 29 mode 
(324 days).

Early definition of the regular square

  if the side measures 5 paces

    the diagonal measures 7 paces

  and if the side measures 7 paces

    the diagonal measures 10 paces

From there you can get a number column

  1 1 2

  2 3 4

  5 7 10

  12 17 24

  29 41 58

  70 99 140

  ...

based on an oscillation - compare the squares of the central numbers with the products of the lateral 
numbers.

Oscillations  are  fundamental  in  modern  physics  where  they  appear  in  the  form  of  quantum 
fluctuations of the vacuum. Such a fluctuation might even have been the origin of our universe.

I have a hunch that oscillations of proteins could play a role in biological computing. Decoding the 
proteome  is  way  more  challenging  than  was  the  one  of  the  genome.  We  might  profit  from 
correlating different realms also in this task.

is mathematics a language?

Word language can be seen as a triangle of the corners life with needs and wishes, mathematics as  
logic of building and maintaining based on the formula  a = a , and art as human measure in a  
technical world based on Goethe's formula ‚all is equal, all unequal ...’

Galilei famously wrote that the book of nature is written in the language of mathematics ... God 
may understand all of nature in mathematical terms whereas we just deciphered the first lines on the 
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first page, so to say. For our understanding the world falls apart into contrary perspectives that  
mutually exclude each other while each one is indispensable.

Between the logic of mathematics (a = a) and the wider logic of nature and life and art (equal 
unequal) appear paradoxa, the infinite that is equal and unequal itself, and can't really be tamed, 
there is always the other side of logic.

Mathematics per se is no language, but it can be seen as a corner of language in the above map of 
word language.

(several mathematical chapters omitted)

Magdalenian revival  (part1)

Magdalenian would have been the lingua franca of shamans and shamanesses in the last Ice Age, 
fully developed stage of an older shamanic language that goes back to Chauvet (32 000 BP) and the 
earliest level of Altamira (41 000 BP) and perhaps to northern India and the Aran Valley in Nepal 
(60 000 BP ?) where Homo sapiens sapiens, having left Africa (100,000 years ago) and slowly 
traversed Arabia felix  (a  resting place dated to  75,000 years  ago),  coming from the hot  south, 
encountered the cold and icy north, which would have triggered both technological and cultural 
progress including the one of word language.

Cave art and rock art and mobile art are essential for Magdalenian. The oldest element of cave art 
identified so far is a red ocher dot on a wall of the Altamira cave, dated to around 41,000 years ago.  
Ceilings and walls of a cave often represented the sky, Magdalenian CA, while dots, especially red 
ones, had the meaning of SAI for life, existence. The oldest red ocher dot on a wall of the Altamira 
cave would have claimed a new life SAI in the sky CA for a worthy soul

  SAI CA   pSAI CA     psychae 'soul'

A more elaborate version of the same claim is the large inscription in the Brunel chamber of the 
Chauvet cave, some 32,000 years old, a domino five and an additional dot in elevated position, in 
all six dots, big red ocher dots applied with a palm. Around Easter 2006 (as I remember) one Holly 
identified the domino five with Magdalenian PAS for everywhere (in a plain). The additional dot in 
elevated position may then read CA for sky. Together, and combined with the scene on a stalactite in 
the rear hall of Chauvet: May the bull man, the supreme leader of the Lower Rhone Valley, be born 
again by the goddess above, may he roam the heavens in his next life as he roamed the land in this  
life, may he get everywhere PAS in the sky CA ...

  PAS CA   Paskha  Pascua  Pâques

  Russian Italian French for Easter

Magdalenian would have been preserved - conveyed, commited to memory, and kept stable - in 
shamanic formulae, often double formulae that remained active until the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age, 
and even Iron Age, accounting for many words we are still using today.

Magdalenian revival  (part 2)

The amazing lunisolar claendar of Lascaux, reconstructed from ideograms in early 2005, asked for a 
matching language. I remembered Richard Fester and his five ur-words BA KALL TAL ACQ TAG, 
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and his map of villages in the Guyenne whose names end on -ac and -acq, for example Rouffignac 
and Cognac. ACQ has the meaning of water. I modified it to AC for an expanse of land with water, 
inverse CA for sky, Old Latin caelum.

In the beginning I merely played. What can be said with very short words? For example I invented a 
love formula, OC LIC MA OC, I see light and am lucky, apple of my eye, I love you and see the  
light in your eye ..., OC meaning eye and to see, LIC meaning light and luck, MA meaning my 
mine. Already Richard Fester noticed how close the words for light and luck are. I postulated LIC 
for light and luck, with a derivate in Latin lux lumen for light, lumen explaining -lum in Old Latin  
caelum Latin coelum for sky, so that we may assume the original form CA LIC sky light, while the 
second meaning luck (Latin felix 'lucky') may tell us how much daylight was valued in early times 
when there was no eletric light, and the nights pitch black.

Richard Fester gave each ur-word a wide range of meanings, occasionally noticing that inverse 
forms and permutations have related meanings. I made the same observations with my words, and 
postulated a pair of Magdalenian laws

  inverse forms have related meanings

  important words can have lateral associations

Using these laws I mined words in the spring of 2005. Two more laws followed in early 2006

  D-words have comparative forms in S-words

  important words can have lateral associations

These laws, together with the first ones, allowed me to mine some four hundred words in the spring 
of 2006, many groups of a dozen words, and a very large group of seventy-two words around DAI 
for protected area and SAI for life, existence.

Consulting Richard Fester again I see how much I owe him. His ur-words have many meanings, and 
some hold in the Magdalenian form, KALL = Höhle 'cave' while Magdalenian has KAL for cave, 
Underworld,  or  TAG  and  the  gods,  Magdalenian  DhAG  for  able,  good  in  the  sense  of  able, 
accounting for very many derivatives, among them Greek theos and Latin deus (incompatible in 
Proto-Indo-European, well compatible in Magdalenian), English deity and divine, Sumerian dingir 
announcing a deity, also naming the sacred Du-ku mountain of Sumerian mythology where the 
early gods came from (identified with the Göbekli Tepe by Klaus Schmidt), and the supreme Celtic 
god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god, from the emphatic doubling DhAG DhAG 
able able.

Magdalenian revival  (part 3)

In all I mined a good four hundred words that allow many meaningful compounds, power and pride 
of Magdalenian.

Test cases from August 2008 till March 2014

  bear as the furry one versus bear as the brown one

  deus theos / Zeus versus deus Zeus / theos
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  DhAG  deus theos Dis Dios

  TYR  Sseyr Sseus Zeus

  words for horse

  AS PAC  aspa asva   PAC AS AS  Pegasos Pegasus

  AC PAS  *h1ekwos hippos equus, Epona

  RYT  Ritter, Ross und Reiter, horse and rider

  Indo-European homeland

  fist IE homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya

  center the triangle Termez - Kunduz - Kurgan T'upe

  second IE homeland Uralic steppes east of Rha Volga

  third IE homeland Pontic steppes west of Rha Volga

  double formula naming the supreme sky and weather

  god of the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age, and Iron Age

  ShA PAD TYR AS CA

  DhAG PAD TYR AS CA

 

  (...)

  etymology of English fur

  BIR ... fuerre fo(u)rrer forre fur

  PAD ... fodder

BIR meaning fur has a derivative in Greek byrsa 'hide, fur, leather' and another in fuerre 'sheath' 
made of these materials, while the general meaning and short form of BIR is regained in English fur 
via an oscillation. PAD meaning activity of feet named the feet, Latin pedes Greek podoi, then also 
the food gathered and gained on our feed, fodder in the case of grazing animals, while fodder 'case, 
sheath' names a small container 'fed' with an object. From the vantage point of Magdalenian fuerre 
'sheath' and fodder 'sheath' are not akin.

Magdalenian works best for thematic and epic complexes. The novel approach to early language 
requires  a  change  of  perspective,  along  the  flow  of  time.  Helpful  are  stories  that  reveal 
impossibilities and gaps of a historical hypothesis. Everybody loves a story, a fable, a fairy tale.  
They represent the way our brain works most easily.

Magdalenian revival  (part 4)

I mined Magdalenian words in the springs of 2005 and 2006, wondering whether spring was my 
linguistic season? Now I saw a tv documentary on song birds from which I learned that not only 
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male but also female birds whistle or sing, and that a certain bird grows more neurons in the song 
area of the brain in spring ...

Then there was another tv documentary on a neurological phenomenon. When we watch an action 
the same neurons are activated as if we carried out that action ourselves. A woman neurologist 
(discoverer of that phenomenon?) asked an experimental archaeologist to first fabricate a simple 
hand axe, universal tool for millions of years, and then a fine symmetrical hand axe as we know 
them from the Upper Paleolithic, and filmed the farbrication of each hand axe. Then she showed the 
films to probands in the MRI (tube). When they watched the fabrication of the simple hand axe,  
their  Broca  area  lit  up  to  seven  per  cent,  and  when  they  watched  the  fabrication  of  the  fine 
symmetrical hand axe, their Broca area lit up to fourteen per cent ... This proves what I claimed in 
1974/75, that word language develops together with the fabrication of tools and other objects, and 
that symmetry plays a role not only in mathematics but also in language (sentences being basically 
equations). Now, watching this report, I thought of symmetry in Magdalenian, inverse forms having 
related meanings and permutations yielding words around the same meme. For the first time I see a 
glimpse of neurological evidence for the pair of Magdalenian laws from the spring of 2005.

Magdalenian revival  (part 5)

The time was ripe for Magdalenian.

In 1996 Derk Ohlenroth published his decipherment of the Phaistos Disc - of the Elaia disc and 
Tiryns disc baked together.

A real decipherment is a window on the past (contrary to a window painted on the wall) and offers 
surprises.

The Elaia disc led me to Old Europe in the sense of Marija Gimbutas while the Tiryns disc allowed 
me to link the Middle Helladic Argolis personified in eponymous Tiryns with Lord Laertes the 
gardener and father of Odysseus in Homer's epic.

The big surpise for me is the name of Zeus in the center of the Tiryns disc, Sseyr. oldest version of 
the Zeus name known so far, from around 1 650 BC.

Douglas G. Kilday wrote many inspiring messages and replies. One of them helped me establish 
TYR for overcomer, as verb to overcome in the double sense of rule and give. TYR is present in 
Greek tyrant (- a tyrant in our sense when he turns the maxime 'rule and give' into the strategy 'rule 
and take'). Inverse RYT meaning spear thrower, archer, named a Greek rhytaer 'archer, protector'. 
TYR would have become emphatic  Middle Helladic  Sseyr,  Doric  Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) and 
Homeric Zeus

  TYR  Sseyr  Sseus  Zeus

while DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able - the Magdalenian word of by far the most 
varied derivatives - became Latin deus and Greek theos, also Latin Dis and Greek Dios, the latter 
the genitive of the Zeus name, perhaps originally his byname

  DhAG  deus  theos  Dis  Dios

(essentially my second Magdalenian test case).
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Magdalenian revival  (part 6)

In the same year 1996 Klaus Schmidt began excavating the Göbekli Tepe, archaeological sensation 
of my lifetime.

Among the many sculptures is a big limestone ring. The inner circle is minimally sculpted, in such a 
way that if you place the ring against the sky, the hollow evokes a male head en face, confined by 
the arc of the skull, a pair of ears, and the arc of the chin, a male face composed of air and light, 
AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS ...

AAR RAA NOS became the Greek sky god Ouranos (whose name inspired the above reading) and 
Varuna, the sky god of the Indus Valley later relegated to the Underworld. AAR RAA, he of air 
AAR and light RAA, presided over AAR RAA AD DA Harappa on a river that flows toward AD the 
Arab Sea while coming from DA the Himalayas. AD DA became a river formula, a generic river 
name, also accounting for Indus.AAR RAA CA, he in the air AAR and light RAA of the sky CA 
named the golden boy muruku, Tamil Murukan, and the Egyptian Horus falcon whose left eye was 
the moon and whose right eye was the sun, while AAR RAA AC, he in the air AAR and light RAA 
on the earth AC named Horus Horakhty, Horus on the horizon. RAA became the supreme god 
manifesting himself in the solar disc. AAR became German Aar, König der Lüfte, Aar a name of the 
eagle, king of the sky, literally of the airs. AAR RAA is found in English aura, and in Rumantg aura 
'weather' (language of the eastern Swiss Alps). AAR RAA NOS named valleys like the Val d'Aran, 
Arundel, or the Val d'Hérens in the western Swiss Alps, a valley being a hollow between hills or 
mountains filled with air and light ...

Magdalenian revival  (part 7)

One of the hieroglyphs on the Göbekli Tepe is a lying H whose horizontal bars represent earth and 
sky, earth AC and sky CA together AC CA - where earth and sky are meeting, or where they had 
been separated in the act of creation ...

The Egyptians recorded a Syrian province by the name of aqa, not yet identified, perhaps the region 
of the Göbekli Tepe in southeast Anatolia and northern Syria?

AC CA named the Indo-European earth goddess akka mentioned by Julius Pokorny, earth AC under 
the sky CA, the Egyptian earth god Aker, Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve, and via 
the form CA AC the Greek earth goddess Gaia, under the sky CA the earth AC.

The slim vertical bar of the lying H indicates exchanges between earth and sky, especially prayers 
for rain and sacrificial fires imploring rain, symbolized by snakes heading upward, and falling rain 
rewarding the prayers and sacrificial fires, symbolized by snakes heading downward, rain filling 
water holes and river beds, rivers symbolized by snakes undulating horizontally. Snakes are the 
most frequent symbols on the Göebkli  Tepe.  AC CA in the context of water related exchanges 
between earth and sky became Latin aqua 'water'.

12,000 years ago the region of the Göbekli Tepe was a paradise of lush meadows, groves, and game 
galore, heading for the cool Anatolian hills in spring, returning to the warm Syrian plains in fall.  
Agriculture was invented in the area and era of the Göbekli Tepe. However, that

region was on the southern margin of the Fertile Crescent, rain not always granted.
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A drought gave way to a heavy rain that fell for forty days and forty nights, washed away the fertile 
soil, made rivers swell and overflow, fords unpassable, drowned people and animals. NOS AAR 
RAA Noah, he who knows and obeys the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA, left the  
Göbekli Tepe region. One NOS AAR RAA Noah tribe followed the Euphrates upward and settled 
north of the AAR RAA RYT Mount Ararat, abode of the one of air AAR and light RAA who was 
the sun archer RYT (and later became the Armenian sun archer Tir from inverse TYR in the Bronze  
Age), while the other NOS AAR RAA Noah tribe followed the Euphrates downward and founded 
AAR RAA CA Uruk, a settlement presided over by the one of air AAR and light RAA in the sky 
CA,  Uruk  of  the  cattle  enslosure  that  became the  ark  in  the  Bible,  contracted  with  the  Noah 
settlement north of Mount Ararat for the sake of brevity and poetical vigour that helped a story 
survive.

Magdalenian revival  (part 8)

AD means toward, inverse DA away from. AD DA named a river flowing toward the sea while 
coming from the hills and mountains. DAL means valley, dale, inverse LAD hill, accounting for 
English land as rolling hills. AD has a comparative form in AS for upward, inverse DA in SA for 
downward, DAL in SAL for watery ground of a valley, and LAD in LAS for mountain, Greek laas 
'stone, rock, cliff'.

AD LAS named the Eurasian plains oriented twoward the very long mountain range from northern 
Spain and southern France via the Alps to the Himalayas, in reference to AD LAS Atlantis, an oral 
epic and moralic tale about the beginnings of the Bronze Age in the Alai Mountains, where copper 
and tin  is  found associated in the same mines,  above the banks of the Amu Darya,  first  Indo-
European homeland.

TYR who became Sseyr Sseus Zeus and his eagle resided on top of the primeval world mountain. 
Inside the mountain was a beautiful cave or hall,  KAL LAS, cave KAL in the mountain LAS, 
decorated with reliefs of metals and precious stone, also known as GRA KOS, decorated cave GRA 
under  a  ceiling  of  shining  metals  and  glittering  gems  evoking  the  heavenly  vault  KOS.  The 
beautiful hall was inhabited by the metal people, while the humans of the first world lived around 
the mountain, in the plains and hills oriented toward the world mountain, AD LAS Atlantis.

The epic told how the good life was ended by rebellion and transgression, followed by a terrible 
flood drowning all people, sparing one single couple, tearing apart the world island, stretching the 
world mountain into the long Ripaean mountain of Eurasia, and the precious reliefs into veins and 
loads in our mountains of the second world ...

Two miner tribes left the Alai Mountains and first Indo- European homeland on the banks of the 
Amu Darya some 5,500 years ago, wandered westward, settled in the southern Balkans, and called 
the  land  KAL LAS Hellas  and  GRA KOS Greece,  themselves  Hellenoi  Hellenes  and Graekoi 
Greeks. The beautiful hall is also remembered in the magnificient hall of Menelaos mentioned in 
book four of Homer's Odyssey, inhabited by a family of metals. Beautiful Helen is the Homeric 
symbol  of  tin,  her  white  arms are  tin  ingots,  her  long glittering robes  she made herself  is  the 
glittering tin ore cassiterite, her thread tin wire cut out of hammered tin sheet. Her husband xanthos 
Menelaos is the Homeric symbol of copper,  the color xanthos covering all  hues of copper ore, 
yellow brown red.Their daughter lovely Hermione who resembles golden Aphrodite is the Homeric 
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symbol of bronze, alloy of copper and tin, of a golden shine when freshly cast. Menelaos had a 
slave woman for a mistress, andrasit, a natural alloy of copper and zinc found in the Troas - zinc in 
enslaved form, as it were.

Their son strong late come Megapentes brass, harder than bronze, arriving late in the family of 
metals. KAL EN Helen, tin found inseide EN caves or mines KAL.  MAN LAS Menelaos,

commander of copper miners working with their right hand MAN in mountains LAS.  CER MAN 
Hermione, shamans CER manipulating MAN the precious ores from the Alai mountains, copper 
and tin associated in the same mines, thus obtaining bronze, which was a historical achievement of 
great consequence.

Magdalenian revival  (part 9)

Copper and tin associated in the same mines of the Alai Mountains above the banks of the Amu 
Darya, first Indo-European homeland, allowed to cast bronze, make bridles, tame horses, and use 
them for transporting loads up a hill or a mountain slope, AS PAC aspa asva, Avestan and Sanskrit 
for horse, upward AS horse PAC, emphatic PAC AS AS Pegasos Pegasus, horse up up, winged 
horse of poetry, originally personifying the hot summer wind Afghanetz blowing from the Aral Sea 
along the Amu Darya up to the AD DA KOS Hindu Kush, mountain of many rivers AD DA under 
the heavenly vault KOS ...

The horse of the second IE homeland in the Pontic steppes east of the Rha Volga and of the third IE 
homeland in the Pontic steppes west of the Rha Volga was named by a phonetically similar but 
semantically different compound, AC PAS *h1ekwos hippos equus, expanse of land with water AC 
everywhere (in a plain) PAS - riding a horse you can get everywhere on earth ...

AC PAS also accounts for the name of the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona. Her main sanctuary 
was Alesia / Alise St. Reine at the base of Mont Réo, near one of the sources of the River Seine.  
Epona rode a horse in lady fashion, accompanied by a bird, a foal, and a dog. She was an alter ego 
of the river goddess REO Rheia Rhea (Rha Renus Rhine Rodanus Rhone), mother of Zeus Poseidon 
Hades, their emblematic animals eagle horse dog.

TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus overcame in the double sense of rule and give, and overlooked the land in 
the guise of an eagle. PAD AD DA Poteidas PAS TON Poseidon named the Doric and Greek river 
god (who only later became the god of the seas), he who walks PAD along rivers that flow toward 
AD the sea while coming from DA hills or mountains, and everywhere PAS he and his horses come 
to, they make themselves heard TON. Hades would have been the proto-type of a metal worker,  
from KOD DhAG, hut KOD German Hütte, here Hütte in the sense of smelting works, verhütten 'to 
smelt',  a  demanding  sort  of  work  requiring  an  able  one  DhAG,  the  percious  ores  and  ingots 
protected by watchful dogs, also English dog from DhAG.

Magdalenian had PAC for horse, PEC for cattle, PIC for bird. CA LAB named the winter sun horse, 
accounting for gallop, and for German Klepper, an old and tired horse. CA BEL named the spring 
sun horse, sky warm, in a longer form CA BEL IAS, sky warm healing, the warm sun of spring  
healing ailments of a long and harsh winter, ABelios AFelios Helios, Greek sun god with a quadriga 
of horses. CA BAL named the summer sun horse, sky hot, Latin caballus and Spanish caballo. Hear 
them run
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  CA LAB   CA LAB   CA LAB   CA LAB   ...

  CA BEL   CA BEL   CA BEL   CA BEL   ...

  CA BAL   CA BAL   CA BAL   CA BAL   ...

Magdalenian revival  (part 10)

Altamira belongs to my favorite caves. By far the largest painted animal therein is a beautiful hind, 
three meters long, licking the horns of a small young bison under her, while the walls and ceilings 
are covered with bisons in rounded, compact forms.

The beautiful hind is the Divine Hind CER -: I -: or CER LIL (pronounce the consonant given as  -:  
by touching both lips with the tip of your tongue). She called life into existence, also moon bulls,  
thus creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... 
days. Her name has a derivative in Hera, cow-eyed goddess, another in *kerdeh- 'herd, series', -: I -:  
alone in the loba call of Celtic herdsmen to their cattle, surviving in the locally famous lyoba call of 
herdsmen in the Swiss Canton of Fribourg.

The Divine Hind was the goddess of life and love,  -: I -:  having further derivatives in German 
Leben English life, German Liebe English love, German Lippe English lip (licking the lips once 
was a sign of love and desire, can still indicate appetite and lust), Latin libido 'desire', Ugaritic dd 
'loved one' and Phoenician Dido 'Beloved one', Ukrainian lyalka 'doll', the female given name Lily 
and flower lily, German Laub 'foliage' and Laube 'arbor, bowery', indicating arbors made in honor 
of the goddess. While some bisons have reular tail in the form of 'paint brushes' others have tails in 
the form of 'fir twiglets'.

The Divine Hind Woman had been worshipped in the winter constellation ORE EON Orion, she on 
the beautiful ORE shore or bank EON of the heavenly lake or river CA LAK overformed by Galaxy 
'Milky Way'. Her husband was the Divine Stag or Stag Man CER KOS, the stag or shaman CER of 
the heavenly vault KOS, his proud antlers seen in the summer constellations we know as Sagittarius 
and Scorpio, his tree the oak, Latin quercus, Gaulish érkos 'oak-forest'.

How can we hope to  not  only  receive  but  also decipher  signals  and messages  from an extra-
terrestrian civilization if we don't even understand the legacy of our ancient forebears?

Magdalenian  began  as  an  experiment,  became  an  adventure,  and  is  now  a  revival.  I  see  the 
Magdalenian spirit still at work. We cast out verbal filaments around which ideas materialize.

Ararat  Masis  Judi

The male triad of the Göbekli Tepe region would have been AAR RAA NOS and GIS BAL CA 
MmOS and AD DA MAN. He of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS would have been the 
sky god residing on the Karacadag at whose base the oldest breeded einkorn was found, 10,000 
years old. The sky god was implored for rain. One of his helpers would have been the gesturing GIS 
hot(headed) BAL heavenly CA offspring MmOS who became GISh.BIL.GA.MISh Gilgamesh in 
Sumer, BAL Baal, and CA MmOS Kemosh in Moab. His other helper would have been AD DA 
MAN who created rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills and mountains, 
and did so with his right hand MAN.
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The sky god in the form of the (sun) archer AAR RAA RYT would have resided on the mountains  
of  Ararat  mentioned  in  the  Bible,  overlooking the  region  called  Ayrarat  north  of  the  beautiful 
mountain where the AAR RAA MAN Armenians dwelled, carrying out the will of the one of air 
AAR and light RAA with their right hand MAN, while the worshippers of the AAR RAA Hurri bull 
wandered from the northwest to the south of the mountain range where they settled on the shores of 
Lake Van, calling themselves Hurrites and their land Urartu, again for the sun archer AAR RAA 
RYT. Another name of Mount Ararat was mountain of the beautiful king Ara, AAR RAA MAN 
Araman Ara. North of the range flows the river Araxes, from AAR RAA KOS, filled with rain sent 
by the one of air AAR and light RAA who dwells in the heavenly vault KOS.

If the Armenian name of the mountain, Masis, doesn't go back to a personal name, it may derive 
from a short  form of  GIS BAL CA MmOS, MmOS Masis,  the more so as  Mount  Ararat  is  a 
volcano.

Semitic /  Arabic Judi Dagh may go back to the double formula invoking the supreme sky and 
weather god of the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age, and Iron Age

  ShA PAD TYR AS CA

  DhAG PAD TYR AS CA

ShA CA DhAG CA named Jahwe - ruler ShA in the sky CA, able one DhAG in the sky CA - while 
ShA DhAG would have named the mountain as abode of the ruler  ShA who was able  DhAG, 
together ShA DhAG Judi.

DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, accounts for mountain dag dagh dagi, also present  
in Judi Dagh, and for the sacred Du-ku mountain of Sumerian mythology where the early deities 
came from, identified with the Göbekli Tepe by Klaus Schmidt.

Azzi  Hayasa  Armenia

AC CA named the Göbekli Tepe as hill where the earth AC and sky CA were meeting, or where 
they had been separated from each other in the act of creation.

AAR RAA NOS was the  sky god,  he of  air  AAR and light  RAA with a  mind NOS. He was  
implored for rain with prayers  and the smoke of sacrificial  fires.  Water  was most  important,  a 
synonym of life SAI. Prayers for rain and the smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain rose upward 
AS while the rain rewarding the prayers and sacrificial fires fell downward SA, together we have 
SAI AS SA for the Göbekli Tepe, where the rain imploring rituals took place.

NOS AAR RAA Noah knew and obeyed the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA, he  
recognized the signs, a series of droughts followed by heavy rains, and decided to leave the region 
of the Göbekli Tepe some 9,500 years ago. Several Noah tribes followed the Euphrates downward, 
others upward.

AC CA Azzi and SAI AS SA Hayasa were Bronze Age tribes and vassals of Hattusas, the former 
dwelling north of the Euphrates and the latter south of Trabzon. King Hayk, named for the Hayasa 
tribe, united the neighbors and founded a nation that was called Armenia by the Iranians and Greeks 
in  the middle of the first  millennium BC. Hayk was a  descendant  of  Noah and had himself  a 
descendant in Aram named for the ancient AAR RAA MAN people, they who carried out the will of 
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the  one of  air  AAR and light  RAA with  their  right  hand MAN, a  compound also  naming the 
Aramaeans.

AAR RAA NOS became the Greek sky god Ouranos, and Varuna of the Indus Valley, originally a 
sky god, then relegated to the Underworld (comparable to the sun god Sol of Latium who became a 
chthonic god). He named valleys like the Val d'Aran and Arundel (Crown's evidence of the Vasconic 
theory of early language) and the Val d'Hérens in the western Swiss Alps, a valley being a hollow 
between  hills  and  mountains  filled  with  air  and  light  ...  The  Val  d'Hérens  is  joined  by  the 
neighboring Val d'Hérémence whose name I derive from AAR RAA MAN

  AAR RAA NOS   Ouranos  Varuna  Aran  Arun-  Hérens

  NOS AAR RAA   Noah

  AAR RAA RYT   Ararat  Ayrarat  Urartu

  AAR RAA   Hurri

 

  AAR RAA KOS   Araxes

  AAR RAA MAN   Aram  Armenia  Aramaean  Hérémence

What are now isolated names had once been elements of a widespread and long lasting religion. 
Several  religions  followed  each  other  while  the  basic  pattern  remained  remarkably  stable 
considering the opening lines of the Swiss national anthem that invokes God high up in a sea of 
light rays ...

NOS AAR RAA Noah became in our days a climatologist who watches for telltale signs, droughts 
followed by heavy rains, revealing that we change the climate, only that we can't leave our home, 
the planet on which we live. - show quoted text -

land of Kar-da  (etymology of Kurd)

The Divine Hind of Altamira called life into existence, out of clefts and niches in the rock, also 
moon bulls, thus creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 
29 30 ... days. KAL means cave, Underworld, and GAR named clefts and niches in rock where 
animals emerge from and disappear into, both in the cave art of Europe and rock art of Southern 
Africa, anticipating Vladimir Vernadsky's famous dictum of life being the metamorphosis of rock. 
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, named mountains as abode of the able ones, deities, 
in the form of da dag dagh dagi.

  GAR DhAG   Kar-da   Qurda   Kurd

The Kurds are from western Asia. A Sumerian text mentions the land of Kar-da which is read as 
mountain da of Kar. In the light of Magdalenian we can read this name as GAR DhAG and translate 
is as follows: they who (or land of those who) worship the life giving goddess in a cave, and the 
able sky god on a hill or mountain.
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The sky god may have been LIC AAR, he of light LIC and air AAR, counterpart of AAR RAA 
NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS, and would have beome Lur, naming the 
Kurdish tribe called Lur, and Luristan as land of the Lurs, worshippers of LIC AAR Lur

   LIC AAR     LI AR     L u R

KAL named the Kurdish tribes Kalhor and Kulmani, and GAR the Guran.

A bronze disc from a grave in Luristan, diameter 11.5 cm, around 1 000 BC, goes along with the 
above readings. A seated woman wearing a roof-like hat of twigs gives birth to a man whose round 
head and face emerge from her womb, from her vagina, under her, upside down. She is flanked by 
six star-flowers in the Orion pattern, and by a pair of antithetic ibices, midwinter emblem according 
to Marie E.P. König. In my opinion the goddess is a descendant of the Divine Hind Woman who 
called life into existence, also moon bulls, was honored with arbors and boweries, worshipped in the 
winter constellation of Orion, and flanked by a pair of antithetic ibices. The round head and face of 
the man may indicate the moon, or the sky god whose eyes were moon and sun. The life giving 
goddess would make the promise of a  next  life  in the beyond for a  worthy soul,  equating the 
beginning of a life with the one of a year.

New Year followed the two and sometimes three days of the midwinter festival in the lunisolar 
calendar of the Göbekli Tepe, and is the main festival of the Kurds, although not - or no longer -  
coinciding with midwinter.

(on the reception of new ideas)

The so-called Impressionists (originally an abusive name) were banned from the Salon de Paris. A 
French art critic famously warned people from looking at their paintings: a labile person will have a 
fit,  and a  pregnant  woman loose her  child  ...  I  can The so-called Impressionists  (originally  an 
abusive name) were banned from the Salon de Paris. A French art critic famously warned people 
from looking at their paintings: a labile person will have a fit, and a pregnant woman loose her child 
... I can imagine what he would have posted on Usenet: A decent painter works in the atelier, only a 
fool goes and paints en plein air where the glaring light ruins his eyes. These morons claim they 
paint  what  they  see.  Hell  yes,  they  ruined  their  eyes  and now smear  on  their  canvasses  what 
sickness befell their retina, an eye sore for normal people, and a shame pour la Grande Nation, such 
a bunch of pseudos imposing themselves on us who know what real art is and wot is not, merde 
alors ...

Meanwhile most Salon painters are forgotten, their paintings lost, or banned to museum cellars, 
whereas the paintings of the Impressionists (now a name of honor) yield highest prices at auctions 
and belong to the most beloved art  in the world.  The public learned to see in a new and most 
rewarding way, learned that the Salon paintings were for the most part shadows of shadows of 
shadows  of  Rembrandt  and  other  geniuses  of  the  past,  while  the  once  ridiculed  and  despised 
Impressionists really painted what they saw, in the open light of a day in the field, with healthy eyes 
and a clear mind.

Turning things around one might say that a novelty is only really new and of consequence if it can 
make some people foam at the mouth, in the way of the above art critic.
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While the Impressionists left the sombre ateliers and painted in the open light and fresh air, I change 
the  perspective  on language development.  Instead of  looking back on early  language from the 
height of our time I make an educated guess about a remote past and then proceed forward in time, 
along the flow of time, and report what I see and encounter on my linguistic journey.

perception and language recognition,

We open the eyes and see. We wake up and hear. Very simple ...

Actually, perception is far from being simple. We don't just see and hear but we rather construct an 
image of the world in our mind on the basis of knowledge and a minimum of information we pick 
up from the senses, just enough so that we can fabricate a coherent image.

I remember an afternoon on an alp in the Engiadin. We sat in the grass, on a fairly steep slope, 
looked down on the valley, and made a funny discovery. When we used our binoculars, in turn, and 
found the sawmill far below us, we heard the noise. When we handed the field glasses over the 
noise disappeared, and when we got them back again and found the sawmill in the small vision field 
of the lenses it was back!

Apparently we reduce what we hear to a minimum, economy of perception. In the case of language 
recognition we reduce consonants to not much more than micro-pauses, and vowels to 'colors', and 
we do so without noticing. Most often the various agents of perception work together very well, 
only sometimes we get a glimpse of what really happens, and then most often in the form of a mild 
and temporary puzzlemment we can even find amusing.

If you delve deeper, as I did and do for meanwhile forty years, you can only marvel. We don't just 
wake up and hear, we don't just open the eyes and see. We construct an image of the world in our 
mind. We form the world according to our inner measure, each of us an artist. Remember the best 
and happiest and most hopeful moments in your life. Those are masterpieces in the museum of your 
memory, alive and real, and bearing a promise of eternity, for others will be born and see or form 
the world in the same way as we do or did.

Ebla in the wheat growing land of Minut

  founded a colony at Knossos ruled by Minos

A double formula named Ebla in the land of Minut

  SAP BIR LAC

  MUC NOS DAI / SAI

They who find water everywhere SAP (here,  in the south and north,  east  and west,  below and 
above, in all seven places) and fill their bags of fur BIR (the SAP BIR apiru Hebrews from BIR 
SAP Beersheba) came here and built an irrigation system and ponds and a lake LAK

  SAP BIR LAK    A BI LA    e B LA    Ebla

here, in the land of astronomers who observe the bulls MUC of the moon and sun, and study the 
lunar and solar cycles with their mind NOS in a proteced area DAI, within the massive wall of 
Ebla / under the tree of life SAI
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  MUC NOS DAI   MU Nu tI   mu-nu-ti-um   mnt   Minnit

  MUC NOS SAI   Mi Nu the   Min-Nu-The   Minos

  MUC NOS SAI   C NOS SAI   Knossos

Ebla was inhabited from around 3 500 BC onward and in full bloom under Abur-lim in 2 520 BC 
who might have been Eber mentioned in the Bible (Genesis 10:24) whose father Salah might have 
commanded waterworks in the watery ground SAL of the land AC

  SAL AC    SAL Ah    Salah

  SAP BIR    AP BIR    A BuR    Abur    Eber

  SAP BIR    AP BIR    AP IRu    apiru    Hebrew

Wheat was grown in the region of Ebla since 9,000 years ago. A region called mu-nu-ti-um is 
mentioned at Ebla in around 2 200 BC, Ugaritic mnt, while the Bible speaks of wheat from Minnit 
(Ezekiel 27:17) and Linear A tablet Hagia Triada deciphered by Walther Hinz lists up amounts of 
wheat from Mi-Nu-The given to the priests of Adu and the priestesses of Dadumatha, she loved by 
the master.

Ebla was the trading center of Syria, with connections to far away countries like Egypt. We may 
assume that Ebla founded a colony on Crete, Knossos, ruled by Minos

  MUC NOS SAI    C NOS SAI    Knossos

  MUC NOS SAI    Mi Nu the    Mi-Nu-The    Minos

Mi-Nu-The is given the same way in Hieroglyphic Minoan (ca. 2 800 BC) and Linear A and B 
(considerably younger), Mi by the head of a bull, Nu by the visual pun of a bull leaper standing on 
the feet hands feet, and The by a tree of life. Mi derives from MUC for bull, here the bulls of moon 
and sun; Nu derives from NOS for mind, here the mind of an astronomer coping with lunar and 
solar cycles; and The derives from SAI for life, here a tree of life.

DAI for protected area named Daidalos, builder of the labyrinth at Knossos, home of Minotaur. The 
legend of Minotaur and Theseus encodes a lunisolar calendar which anticipated the Metonic cycle 
of 19 years or 235 lunations (as explained in my previous Magdalenian thread, in a message of the 
long series 'tying up loose ends -- epic mind of the past', you may also consult my old page on very 
early  calendars,  a  page  I  should  work  over   calendar.htm )  while  Ariadne's  thread  was  an 
additive number sequence relating years and lunations and days

3-37-1092  8-99-2944  11-136-4016  19-235-6940  30-371-10956

The above may be seen as a further Magdalenian test case, one that offers a real, physical test. Ebla 
is being excavated since 1964, no longer than fifty years. We may expect more findings. I predict 
remains of an artifical lake in the vicinity of Ebla.

Ur  Ebla  Knossos

An inlaid front panel of the Great Lyre with bull's head from Early Dynastic Ur shows a belted hero 
grasping a pair of human-headed bulls. "The concept of the intertwined hero and human-headed 
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bulls is not fully understood today, but here the image is related to the deceased" (Julian Reade, in:  
Art of the First Cities, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 2003).

My assumption is that one round-headed animal represents the moon, the other the sun, and their 
hair time, lunations and months of 30 days respectively, gained by the hero for the dead in the 
beyond.

Each bull  has a beard of four tresses,  plus a pair  of locks hanging from the ears,  in all  6 hair 
elements, while the hero has again a beard of four tresses, plus three and three large locks on his 
head, in all 10 hair elements

  6  10  6

Additive number sequences may tell us what intervals of time the hero gains from the moon bull 
and sun bull

  10  times  4  (plus 9)  13  22  31  40  years

from the moon bull

  6  times  41  (plus 92)  133  225  317  409  lunations

and from the sun bull

  6  times  41  (plus 92)  133  225  317  409  months

Longer periods of time

  10  times  9  (plus 31)  40  71  102  133  164  195  years

from the moon bull

  6  times  92  (plus 317)  409  726  1043  1360  1677  1994  l

and from the sun bull

  6  times  92  (plus 317)  409  726  1043  1360  1677  1994  m

10,062 lunations plus 10,062 months of 30 days are 1,640 years minus ten hours, a tiny mistake on 
such a long period of time.

The magnificient lyre dates from between 2 550 and 2 400 BC. Abur-lim ruled Ebla in 2 520 BC 
where  the  same  belted  hero  grasped  a  human-headed  bull.  The  human-headed  bull  became 
Minotaur in Knossos, half bull half  man, the hero Theseus, and the additive number sequences 
became Ariadne's thread.

What is now mythology had once been science at the fore front.

seminal year (answering a question)

1974/75 (summer to summer) was my seminal year. I outlined a book  abc  on perception, language, 
and culture.

a) perception
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We see what we look at with open eyes, we see really and magnified what we cover with our mobile 
attention, and we see clearly with a tiny spot of vision the size of moon or sun in the sky (central ray 
of vision according to Leonardo da Vinci, fovea in retina). We construct an image of the world in 
our mind based on knowledge and 'colored' by emotion.

Mona Lisa an allegory of seeing. John the Baptist in the work of Leonardo da Vinci the symbol of 
the artist who praises nature, work of God, greatest artist of all.

Marcel Duchamp understood Leonardo, wondered why nobody else did, made this the topic of his 
own work, developed a language of symbols.

b) language

Language is the means of getting help, support and understanding from those we depend upon in 
one way or another, and every means of getting help, support and understanding may be called 
language, on whatever level of life it occurs ... Word language evolving with tools and all the other  
human made things.

Visual language in art. John the Baptist in the last painting by Leonardo da Vinci addressing his 
pupils: I arrive at the end of my career and life, already half swallowed by a dark wall of dense air.  
But don't be sad when I go from you, and if you loose a great artist in me, look at nature, which I 
observed and studied and drew and painted, but my work is incomplete, and only a weak reflex of 
nature, brillant work of God above ...

c) culture

The word culture names a both natural and artificial  circle of life,  way of life,  and the task of  
integrating our human made things and the conditions we create into life and nature. Mathematics 
based on formula a  = a  (logic of  building and maintaining).  Nature and life  and art  based  on 
Goethe's wider formula 'all is equal, all unequal ...' (art as human measure in a technical world).

My various interests came together in Magdalenian that relies on visual language and on symbols,  
cave art and rock art and mobile art, and on calendars for the mathematical part.

symmetry in art

Word language can be seen as a triangle defined by the corners language with needs and wishes, 
mathematics as logic of building and maintaining based on the formula a = a , and art as human 
measure in a technical world based on Goethe's formula and ever turning key, exemplified in his 
metamorphoses  of  plants  and animals,  also in  his  interpretations  of  art  works:  all  is  equal,  all 
unequal ...

Here a passage from his essay Heidelberg (my translation)

  All that should please must be structured, in a higher sense,

  in such a way that it consists of parts which are mutually

  correlated. This requires a center, an above and below,

  an over here and over there, out of which arises symmetry,

  decoration on the lowest level if completely understood.
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  The more varied the parts become, and the more that first

  symmetry - intertwined, hidden, alternated in contrasts -

  stands as an open secret before our eyes, the more we are

  pleased, and completely so if we don't think of those first

  prinicples anymore but are surprised as if by something

  arbitrary and coincidental.

This  wonderful passage (marvellous  in the original)  helped me understand compositions of the 
Renaissance  and  other  periods  of  art  history.  You  may  try  yourself.  Name  the  center  of  a 
composition, then what is equal on either side, or above and below, then what is unequal in the 
equal, and then how the differences complement each other.

Mathematical  symmetry based on the formula a  = a  holds a composition together,  variations  - 
unequal in the equal - render it lively, and the way the differences complement each other may be 
considered a symbol of love, Eros once having been a cosmic principle.

The  name  Eros  goes  back  to  Magdalenian  ERO,  inverse  ORE  meaning  beautiful,  and  the 
permutation REO naming a river, personified in Rheia Rhea.

Considering symmetry in Magdalenian word forming one might wonder whether the principle of 
equal unequal and complementation also played a role in language development and the filling of 
the verbal morphospace, perhaps also for oscillations that mediate between the shifting of words 
and the requirement of a stable language?

Lascaux in the light of equal unequal

Marie E.P. König identified the bull of Lascaux and many other caves as moon bull, the horse as 
sun horse, the line of descending horses in the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery as winter  
sun, giving way to a pair of antithetic ibices, midwinter symbol (December 21).

Applying the principle of equal unequal we may then see the glorious rotunda as midsummer (June 
21), the red mare rising above the ledge as midsummer sun rising above the horizon in the early 
morning, the magnificient bull by her side as a full moon occurring at the same time, and the stags 
before him as Divine Stag whose proud antlers had been worshipped in our summer constellations 
of Sagittarius and Scorpio. The Divine Stag guarded the entrances to and exits from the Underworld 
passed by the sun horse and moon bull.

No moon bull in the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery, his absence indicating the contrary of 
the full moon, the empty moon German Leermond.

No  Divine  Stag  either,  but  an  allusion  to  his  wife,  the  Divine  Hind  or  Hind  Woman  whose 
constellation  was  Orion,  winter  constellation  across  the  sky from Sagittarius  and Scorpio.  The 
Divine Hind called life into existence, also moon bulls, thus creating time, lunations or synodic 
months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days.  Orion as constellation of the Divine  
Hind Woman is indicated by the arcs of the horns and heads of the antithetic ibices, her emblematic 
animals, midwinter symbol.
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The axial gallery connecting the rotunda of midsummer and niche of midwinter is then a year, the 
pair  of  lovely  'Chinese'  horses  in  the  middle  of  the  axial  gallery  spring  -  also  they  move  in 
clockwise direction, direction of the celestial bodies, heading from the niche of midwinter to the 
rotunda of midsummer ...

Next messages in sci.lang, also on Lascaux, the principle of equal unequal applied to the rotunda 
and thge other gangways.  You can find sci.lang via Google (mkany thanks for maintaining the 
archive), also my earlier Magdalenian threads, for example the last one with an American adventure 
…

Phaistos Disc
A concise interpretation of the Elaia disc and Tiryns disc, relying on 
the translations by Derk Ohlenroth, proposing a different historical 
background, with many illustrations // © 2008 Franz Gnaedinger

tiryns.GIF  /  kirike11.GIF  kirike07.GIF  kirike08.GIF  kirike36.GIF  kirike37.GIF  /  
tirynsar.GIF  tirynsa.JPG  tirynsas.GIF  /  ring.gif  ring2.JPG  ring3.JPG  /  elaia.GIF

Provisional English translation of the inscription on the Elaia disc as deciphered 
by Derk Ohlenroth: Enter Elaia’s grove, kindle peeled wood (stripped from the 
bark), beat the earth round about the smoke rising from the sacrificial fire, and 
neigh suddenly like a pair of horses: Aio aé! come, Noble Late ‘Night’, always 
born anew by the goddess … The disc shows Elaia’s grove in Phigalia, in the 
center field a baking oven (Evans 7) symbolizing Demeter Elaia, resembling the 
oven of the Bird Goddess in the shrine at Sabatinovka in the Southern Bug 
Valley,  Moldavia,  Early  Cucuteni   kirike11.GIF  Next  to  the  oven  is  a  wave 
(Evans 45) representing Poseidon who was originally the river god. Poseidon 
followed Demeter Elaia, she fled him and turned into a mare, whereupon he 
turned into a stallion and raped her.  Demeter Elaia became Black Demeter 
Melaina the angry one and caused a famine. She bore a child and gave birth to 
a daughter by the name of Despoina, Her secret name was Nyx ‘Night’, and 
she was an alter ego of Gaia. The above formula evoked her and made her 
speak through her priestesses and thus give oracles.

The author of this paper believes that the Vinca culture of Old Europe, a term 
coined by Marija Gimbutas, partly survived in Arcadia. A Vinca spiral meant life. 
A rectangular spiral is found in the center of the loaf-shaped clay plaque from 
Banjica near Belgrade, Early Vinca  kirike07.GIF  kirike08.GIF . Round spirals 
appear on another loaf-shaped clay plaque from Vrshac, Vinca culture, c. 5000 
BC or early fifth millennium BC  kirike36.GIF . A double spiral is seen on the 
womb of the pregnant goddess from Medvednjak, Vinca culture, between 5000 
and 4500 BC  kirike37.GIF . The spiral on the disc has the same meaning of life: 
performing the horse ritual brings Nyx to life …

Now for a fable.
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The priestesses of Demeter Elaia the friendly one and Black Demeter Melaina 
the angry one knew a lot about gardening. They imported edible olives from 
Crete and planted them in their grove. Around 1700 BC a hopeful young man 
was raised in Lycaion. He worshipped the supreme god at an altar on top of 
Mount Lycaion, wherefrom he had a splendid view over the Peloponnese, and 
spent considerable time in Elaia’s grove learning about agriculture. As a young 
man he traveled to the Argolis, where he was considered such a prodigy that 
the king of Tiryns who resided in the beautiful Circular Building on top of the 
limestone hill  and had no son adopted him for  his  prince.  The Mycenaeans 
worshipped Sseyr, Middle Helladic name of Zeus. The young man said: ‘We 
worship a supreme god residing on top of Mount Lycaion, he resembles your 
Sseyr, he must be the same god …’ It came to happen that a famine menaced 
the Argolis, whereupon the young man traveled to Elaia’s grove, evoked Nyx, 
and got her oracle via her priestesses. The wise women told him to plant edible 
olives in the Argolis, and to be as industrious as a bee. Well, the young man 
took olive twigs and portable beehives from Phigalia to Tiryns, and, with the 
help of willing and laborious people, turned the Argolis into a flowering garden 
that nourished everybody. He declared Sseyr from Tiryns and the god from top 
of Mount Lycaion to be one and the same god. He worshiped Sseyr in a shrine 
in  the  Circular  Building,  and Demeter  Elaia  in  a  complementary  shrine.  He 
placed portable  beehives on the walls  in  honor of  Demeter Elaia,  and kept 
falcons and eagles in honor of Sseyr, even tamed some of the birds and made 
them hunt for snakes. He was very inventive and found a solution to almost 
every practical problem. Thus he luckily averted the famine, and when the old 
king died he was appointed new king of Tiryns. People liked him, some feared 
him, and a few said he was no genuine Argivian, just a stranger from Lycaion. 
He tried to convince the latter by caring about the safety of Tiryns and of the 
Argolis in general. He installed guards on top of the Circular Building and along 
the  walls  of  Tiryns.  Moreover  he founded a  union for  the protection  of  the 
Argolis  tirynsar.GIF . The emblem of this union was the watchful Eye of Argos: a 
circle of dots around a central dot  tirynsa.JPG . The king presented himself as 
the lion-wolf-dog-bee king – the lion being the Mycenaean emblem of power, 
the wolf being the Lycaian emblem of power, the dog a useful guard, and the 
bee an emblem of industry, sacred to Demeter Elaia.

Eponymous Tiryns also introduced an ingenious lunisolar calendar from Asia 
Minor: a year has 12 months of 30 days, plus 5 and occasionally 6 days, while 
63 continuous periods of 30 days – or 270 weeks of seven days – yield 1,890 
days  and  correspond  to  64  lunations.  Actually  he  used  a  variant  of  this 
calendar: a week has nine days, five weeks are 45 days, 8 periods of 45 days 
are 360 days, add 5 and occasionally 6 days and you get a year of 365 and 
sometimes 366 days. 21 continuous periods of 45 days – or 105 weeks of nine 
days  –  are  945  days  and  correspond  to  32  lunations.  This  calendar  was 
visualized in a simple yet appealing way: as a flower of eight petals, each petal 
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representing 45 days or five weeks, while the 5 and occasionally 6 additional 
days of the solar year were represented by a small circle in the center. The 
flower was at the same time a symbol of the sun that rules the year and makes 
the cereals grow and the flowers bloom …

Now the king had good friends in southern Central Crete, where he liked to 
spend winter. Crete in the Middle Helladic / Middle Minoan period of time was a 
laboratory of writing. So the king consulted a good friend among the scribes, 
elaborating an idea of his own, telling him he would like to convey Elaia’s grove 
at Phigalia and his beloved Tiryns on a pair of gold discs that he could wear on 
his shoulders. The Tiryns disc should also tell about his success as king. The 
pair of gold discs should bear inscriptions conveying stories in a double form, 
both as texts and as pictures. How can this be achieved? with a new script that 
renders single sounds like A or E or S or L in the form of tiny pictures that can 
be assembled to  visual  messages.  The same sound can be represented by 
several different pictures, allowing for more graphic possibilities. For example S 
may be given by several signs, among them a soldier [Evans 2], O can again be 
written by more than one sign, one of them being the shield of a soldier, and 
this shield may be decorated with the emblem of the Argos Eye [Evans 12]. On 
the linguistic  level,  shield O followed by soldier  S would yield the frequent 
Greek ending –OS, while on the visual level a shield and soldier represent a 
guard. Guards must bee seen all over Tiryns, protecting the polis, especially the 
gate, and watching over the sea and plains (Tiryns, by then, was close to the 
shore). Spirals would be nice. The Tiryns spiral should begin with Sseyr in the 
center --- emphatic Ss given as the calendar flower of eight petals [Evans 38], 
Ey as profile of the king, bearing a tattoo on the cheek, a pair of tiny circles for 
sky and earth [Evans 3], and R as ear of grain, speaking for the king’s concern 
about the Argivian fields [Evans 10]. The spiral text must unify Sseyr with the 
supreme god residing on top of Mount Lycaion, a shining god reflected in the 
shining town, while he, the king, personifying the town, may be equated via the 
godlike polis with the shining god himself. The text along the margin should be 
a magic enforcement of the protection granted by the walls around Tiryns. And 
here is what the king and his friend the scribe managed to write on the Tiryns 
disc. Spiral text:  Sseyr is the shining one also when Sseyr is the Lycaian one 
whose  women  give  birth  to  his  equal,  and  if  shining  Tiryns  resembles  the 
shining god, also I,  personifying Tiryns, resemble the god … Text along the 
margin:  Marked  by  the  god  and  lonesome evermore  and  without  hope  for 
salvation and deprived of  a shadow shall  return  who tries  to enter  without 
permission … The banning formula warding off potential intruders begins again 
with the emphatic Ss of Sseyr. The visual message conveys how well Tiryns was 
protected, by so many guards:  tirynsas.GIF  There are more visual messages, 
for example two waves on the margin indicating the former course of the river 
Manesse (Evans 45), the woman with the mane and protruding face showing 
Demeter Elaia as she turns into Black Demeter Melaina (Evans 6),  portable 
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beehives on the wall (Evans 24), a falcon catching a snake (Evans 31), and so 
on  tiryns.GIF

The king and later his successors wore the pair of gold discs on their shoulders, 
recognizable as minute spirals on the gold signet ring from Tiryns, where we 
see Eponymous Tiryns before Demeter Elaia, raising a libation jug, appearing 
as lion-wolf-dog-bee king, behind him three successors, in between the kings 
three olive twigs growing out of olives, practically the same sign as Evans 13. 
Ears of grain are seen on Demeter Elaia’s gown, and as rain in the sky. Behind 
the happy goddess hides the eagle of Sseyr  ring.gif  ring2.JPG  ring3.JPG . The 
gold discs are lost – perhaps waiting for discovery in an as yet unexcavated 
part of Tiryns? Luckily the scribe and friend of Eponymous Tiryns made a clay 
copy of the pair of gold discs and baked them together into a single disc. The 
copy was kept in the palace of Phaistos in the fertile Mesara plain in southern 
central Crete, where Luigi Pernier found it in the evening of July 3, 1908. The 
scribe of the discs, or one of his colleagues, inscribed a bronze double axe that 
was placed in the cave near Arkalochori and devoted to Lousia the angry one, 
Cretan equaivalent of Black Demeter Melaina. Translation by Derk Ohlenroth: I 
belong to the goddess Lousia. This short inscription shares three signs and the 
so-called thorn with the signs on the discs. Elaia in her boat with the bow in the 
shape of a horse can be seen on the gold ring from Mokhlos in Crete, and the 
bee as her industrious companion does not miss on this charming work of a 
Cretan goldsmith  elaia.GIF

Homer, finally, paid homage to Eponymous Tiryns in the Odyssey, where he 
appears as Lord Laertes the gardener who planted the olive tree around whose 
trunk Odysseus and Penelope build their immovable bed, symbol of the ever 
lasting Greek civilization. 

Franz Gnaedinger, September 2008 (written for a conference)

Postscript (October 2008)

In  my fable  I  say  that  the  kings  of  Tiryns resided  in  the  beautiful  Circular 
Building on top of the limestone hill, close to the former shore of the bay and 
the  former  mouthing  of  the  river  Manesse.  Actually,  the  Circular Building 
burned down by the end of the Early Helladic period of time, but I assume that 
a wooden structure replaced the former version in the Middle Helladic period of 
time –  sort  of  a palace combined with storage rooms, a Zeus sanctuary,  a 
lighthouse, and a watchtower. A big rosette of supporting blocks at the base of 
the  former  Circular Building is  still  extant  in  situ,  one  more  reason  for  the 
rosette in the center of  the Tiryns disc. My formula for understanding early 
civilization – simple yet complex – also helps in the case of the two discs, and in 
shedding light on the Middle Helladic period of time in the Argolis, on which we 
still know so very little.
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Owing to the wonderful decipherments by Derk Ohlenroth – Elaia disc, Tiryns 
disc, inscription on the bronze double axe from Arkolochori, inscription on the 
altar stone from Mallia – we can now have a glimpse behind the veils of time. 
The first Greeks, coming from Dimini in Thessaly, arrived in the Peloponnese in 
around  2  800  BC  and  settled  in  the  Argolis.  The  clash  between  the  old 
civilization  of  the  goddess  (revealed  by  Marija  Gimbutas)  and  the  Indo-
Europeans, fond of their bridled horses, are evoked on the Elaia disc, by the 
baking oven as emblem of the goddess and the river as emblem of the god in 
the center field, by the Elaia text, and the underlying myth. Poseidon, originally 
the god of rivers who created the horse, fell in love with Demeter Elaia from 
Phigalia, chased her, she fled him, turned into a mare, he turned into a stallion 
and  raped  her,  whereupon she  caused  a  famine,  becoming  Black  Demeter 
Melaina in Phigalia and Lousia the angry one in Crete. Eponymous Tiryns, hero 
of the Tiryns disc, reconciled the two civilizations and thus enabled the Greek 
wonder. He and his successors are commemorated on the Tiryns disc, on the 
gold signet ring from Tiryns, on numerous seals from various regions in the 
Peloponnese, and as Lord Laertes the gardener in Homer’s Odyssey, along the 
lineage Zeus – Arkeisios – Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachos. Let me propose 
the following timetable:

Zeus  2700 BC – the Middle Helladic name of the god was Sseyr (Doric Sseus), 
which  I  see  as  emphatic  form  of  Magdalenian*  TYR  meaning:  he  who 
overcomes in the double sense of rule and give. Tyr- may have been the name 
or title of the first Greek king arriving in the Argolis

Arkeisios  2200 BC – Magdalenian* ARK means bear, Ark- may have been the 
name of a big and strong Argivian king ruling with a powerful ‘paw’

Laertes  1700 BC – gardener, would have introduced the edible olive in the 
Argolis,  Argos  Eye,  watchful  union  of  Argivian  towns,  Argonauts,  gold,  gold 
discs worn on the shoulders by Laertes and his successors

Odysseus  1200 BC – the root of the name means hate (Ialian odio), Trojan war 
caused by beautiful Helen, symbol of tin that came from the Ore Mountains in 
Middle Europe or from Central Asia and was in either case bound to pass Troy, 
which  was symbolized in  Polyphem.  Odysseus and Penelope (a  pun on the 
Peloponnese)  build  their  immovable  bed,  symbol  of  the  eternal  Greek 
civilization, around the trunk of the olive tree that had been planted by Lord 
Laertes

Telemachos  700 BC – Homer’s time, Messenian wars, Homer fearing for the 
unity and stability of the Greek civilization, Gyges on the horizon, danger of a 
new Polyphem as motivation for uniting the material of dozens of bards into the 
Iliad and Odyssey that mark the begin of the European literature

* As for Magdalenian:  lascaux.htm /  lascaux2.htm  (having reconstructed an 
amazing lunisolar calendar from ideograms in the Lascaux cave in early 2005 I 
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need a matching language and try to reconstruct one, relying on the approach 
to early language by Richard Fester.  For example his KALL became my KAL 
meaning Underworld, once a beautiful place – Greek kalos means beautiful –, a 
word of  many derivatives,  among them Helen Hellenes keltoi  Celts  Helvetii, 
referring to ancient miners who got precious metals from the ground)

Voynich 
Francis Bacon, author of the Voynich manuscript ? © 2009 by Franz 
Gnaedinger, www.seshat.ch

Foreword May 2014. The vellum of the Voynich manuscript was recently dated to around 1430, 
while the inks could not be dated. In principle it is possible that Bacon got a stack of old virgin 
vellum from an Italian monastery on which he wrote the MS.

H.R. SantaColoma, on his great page  www.santa-coloma.net Drebbel/Voynich theory, 
links the Voynich manuscript to Francis Bacon’s Nova Atlantis, an utopian island west of Peru, and 
interprets the circular drawings via cilia as they may have been observed through a microscope 

fabricated by the Danish alchemist and inventor Cornelius Drebbel at the begin of the 17th century. 
And in an online forum one Dr. HotSalt wrote that the five vertical vents at the top of 77r could 
represent the four classical elements plus aether (the quinta essentia introduced by Aristotle). Using 
this  hint  I  transcribed  four  words  that  may  name  the  four  elements  water  earth  fire  air in 
heightened, energized and organic form:

Water akuvà – combining Latin aqua ‘water’ with Italian uva ‘grape’, the latter evoking vine and 
wine, Mass wine being transformed into the blood of Christ in the Catholic church. We have then a 
triple liquid, water wine blood, explaining the triple beam spouting out of the first vertical vent on 
the left side

Earth  akasl –  combining Latin ager ‘field’ and German Acker ‘field’, an old form being achar, 
while akka was the Indo-European earth goddess (Julius Pokorny) with s for sun and the solar metal 
gold and l for luna ‘moon’ and the lunar metal silver, both concealed inside the earth

Fire akan – combining Latin accendo ‘I kindle, set on fire, light’ and German Vulkan ‘volcano’, a 
highly energized form of fire, suiting the red cloud emerging from the second vertical vent from the 
right side

Air vivà – combining Old English wawan ‘to blow’ and English wind with Latin viva ‘may he or 
she live’, thus denoting the air in the lungs, organic air, breath and breathing

The six words under the long tube at the top of 77r from left to right: anlis akuvà akasl vivà 
sasen, and the names of the three women and of the man, in clockwise direction:  Akaneroà 
Akivà Vasives Vakuvà.

I believe that the Voynich manuscript was written and drawn by Francis Bacon in 1622, as a private 
sequel to the highly successful Nova Atlantis, written in a pseudo-Polynesian idiom allowing page-
filling automatic writing, and drawn in a deliberate retro-style honoring Francis Bacon’s ancestor 
Roger Bacon. The text is gibberish but makes allusions. Here is the first paragraph of 77r:
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Panveseroan dalan iuà dapiuvà dapiuvà vàniuu anluvà nanà

kanivas inuà dalero dakuvà dalan ivà dalero iukuà sen

dakuuvà dalero ihuvà ian ihuvà ihuvà ihikiuà daluuvà akuuvà ian

sankuuvà daluuvà daluuvà ihuvero iuvà ihuvero ihuanan iuv

daluuvà danihuavà ihan kuvà iuvà nihuuvà daluvà dalen iuvà

daluvà ihuvà dakan ihuvà dalero ihuuà daluuvà niuvà nan

sihuvà dalero iuvà dalero ihuvà daniuuvà daluuvà nan

dakuvà dakuuvà daluvà ihuuvduà sero ihuukà daluuvà nan

vero iuuvà nihuà danasiuus ihiliuvà dan iuuvà dakero

daluuvà niuà nihuuà daluuvà daluuvà dales daluuà nero iua

dakero ihuan daluuvà daluuà dalero ihuuà daluvà daniuvà

iuvero ihuvà daluuvà daluvà daluuà iuvà aluvà dalà

ihualà dalero iuvà anihuà daluvà iuvà dalan

vero vanihas ipiuà npiuan ihues dalià

In line ten occurs the word danusiuus, perhaps a pseudo-Polynesian-Latin reference to the Danish 
alchemist and inventor Cornelius Drebbel. Among the gibberish are a few words that make sense, 
iuvà reminding of Latin iventus ‘youth’ and Italian giovane ‘young’, niuà reminding of new, and 
daluvà evoking Italian dall’uva. Francis Bacon may have dreamt of a magic herbal wine that may 
rejuvenate him, make him young again, give him new life, going along with the rejuvenating baths 
in Nova Atlantis and in the medieval imagination. The second paragraph of the text on 77r begins 
with  akuvà meaning water wine blood (as explained above), then we have a line reading  sero 
iuuan daluuvà daluuvà dalan which may be a melodic form of: I will be young again thanks 
to the magic wine from then on … But we also have vanin evoking vain, in vain, and in the first 
paragraph vanihas, vero vanihas, evoking Latin vanitas, vanity, true vanity …

In his main work Novum Organum Francis Bacon explains that spirits “less than air” are present in 
all tangible objects and cause alteration, quick or slow decay, but also, we may assume, healing and 
evolution,  favorable  changes.  Herbs  can  be  combined  to  healing  infusions,  why not  also  to  a 
rejuvenating herbal wine? We just have to find out what plants and which parts thereof must be 
combined in such a way that their inherent spirits less than air do us the favor of making us young 
and lively again … The dwellers of New Atlantis combine various plants, and the many plants in 
the Voynich manuscript are combinations of existing plants. Francis Bacon may really have hoped 
to concoct a magic herbal wine of rejuvenation, but he also knew that his hope was in vain. 

87r shows one of the many flowers in the Voynich manuscript, and the text reads:

Paenihihen ihuaipas àpiapiuasero akuaven sero

viuuilias iukà ikiaven àkuavero ipiuipià sàkà
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kias akuuvà àluuvà ikiuavà luas ihiuuliuà servà

sasero dailias iuavas iliualuà ikiavà sasero

kas ihu luavero piuas ihua sa ihluavà sasero

àkuuaven ia luuavà ihàlansens iulan

sanihuas àsero ias iuasà dakà

sas ihaikiuà akuavà vian sasero

iha ikias iuaven ikiuavà dakà

Pihuavihà ven ihuu senven ihan envà

àihuuus iukià kuaves akiuan kailia

luas iliuà ihavà kauuuukà s iavà vero

vero ihan ikuà aluan iuas aluua vero

ihas iuan iuas iliuà sero dailiuan vero

àquuas ihuan viuuan

The last line may simply mean: water of youth and life.

What makes the Voynich manuscript exiting for me is the drawing on 77r, an amateurish but highly 
philosophical illustration of an early idea of evolution from microbes, a stack of paramecia on the 
left margin, to plants; the woman Akaneroà below, standing next to a tree trunk on a river bank, 
the trunk hollowed, filled with the deep blue water of life; and animals: the woman Akivà in the 
middle, next to her a strange animal composed of tubes and vents, evoking an armadillo (see also 
the real armadillo in the Voynich), its legs again symbolizing the four classical elements, its head 
aether, the irregular shape indicating change over time, the primeval animal evolving into all the 
various animals we know today, and the woman at the top representing the human world rooted in 
the animal kingdom. The woman named Vasives has her main root in the animal kingdom, plus 
four lateral roots in the spiritual world, while the man named Vakuvà has two strong roots in the 
spiritual world, probably symbolizing experimental and theoretical reasoning. The elements earth 
and water are on the female side, and the elements fire and air on the male side, according to the 
alchemistic understanding. We have a lot of old superstition, on the other hand we see biological 
science emerge from alchemy,  a  first  idea of  evolution that  may even be reflected in  the ever 
mutating  pseudo-Polynesian  idiom  ...  The  page-filling  automatic  writing  could  well  be  an 
experiment in paleo-linguistics: how do words change and evolve when repeated over and over and 
over again?

Edward de Vere
An essay on poetical logic, Nineteen plays by Edward de Vere alias 
William Shakespeare / © 2010/14/15/16 by Franz Gnaedinger 
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When a man’s verses cannot be understood, a good wit not seconded by the forward child 
Understanding, it strikes a man more dead than a great reckoning in a little room.    Edward de 
Vere in the guise of the clown Touchstone, As You Like It

Kurt Kreiler, in his book Der Mann, der Shakespeare erfand  vere1.JPG  The Man who Invented 

Shakespeare, convincingly shows that Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford  vere2.JPG  wrote the 
plays that sail under the name of William Shakespeare, pen name of the earl, alluding to  quaint 
Bellona (Philip  Spenser)  viz.  Pallas  Athene who sprang in full  armor from the head of  Zeus / 
Jupiter, wielding her lance, shaking her spear,  Shake-Speare, as war goddess protecting the polis, 
also worshiped as goddess of art and wisdom … From the end of February till May 2010 read and 
interpreted seventeen plays, in this order: Romeo and Juliet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The 
Two Gentlemen of Verona, Titus Andronicus, The Merchant of Venice, Hamlet, Cymbeline, The 
Winter’s Tale, The Tempest, As You Like It, The Taming of the Shrew, King Lear, Twelfth Night, 
Measure for Measure, Love’s Labour’s Lost, All’s Well That Ends Well, and the Comedy of Errors, 
always  looking  out  for  the  playwright,  finding  him  in  many  guises,  a  veritable  Proteus  … I 
published my messages online. Here is a worked over version, the seventeen plays in the same 
order, dating partly according to Kurt Kreiler. Appendix: The Adventures of Master F.I. – young 
Edward de Vere meeting Pierre de Ronsard.

Romeo and Juliet    1581-82
Romeo is first mentioned in Act 1 Scene 1, here in the version of the First Folio from 1623

     O where is Romeo ?

Considering the Norman origin of the name de Vere, pronounced something like dö Wör, we can 
read the question as an exclamation

     O Vere is Romeo !

The opposite joke occurs in The Merry Wives of Windsor, where the French physician Caius calls 
out for his knave in Act 1 Scene 4

     Vere is that knave Rugby ?

Edward de Vere signed a couple of early poems E.O. for Earl of Oxenford, also Edward Oxenford. 
Now the letters EO, pronounced in the English way, yield io, and this, read in the Italian way, 
means  I,  me.  The  letters  EO  are  present  in  the  name  of  Rom-eo,  signing  the  play  ever  so 
clandestinely at the very end

     For never was a story of more woe

     Than this of Juliet and Romeo.

If Romeo mirrors young Edward de Vere, the Tybalt incident may allude to the Thomas Brincknell 
accident, Thomas Brincknell, T.B. Ty-Balt.

On a sublevel of the play, Romeo personifies the playwright, Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford. His 
beloved Juliet personifies the audience – perhaps inspired by Anne Vavasour, with whom Edward 
de Vere had a secret affair in 1580; and finally Paris personifies the actor, “valiant Paris” – “gentle 
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Paris” – “a flower; in faith, a very flower” – “By heaven, I love thee better than myself” (the latter 
said by Romeo, alter ego de Vere’s).

Romeo and Paris are also rivals: both loving Juliet – playwright and actor love the audience and 
want to be loved by her.

In those days, a nobleman who wrote plays had to stage them under a pseudonym. In the case of 
Edward de Vere, raised from the age of 12 years onward at the court of Queen Elizabeth, one might 
envision a further reason for the obligation to use an alias: the Queen loved him well, protecting 
him whenever possible, but she must have feared the scandals he caused and therefore obliged him 
to veil  his  authorship in the plays and poems. One such scandal  might have been the Thomas 
Brincknell  incident;  another  the  secret  affair  of  the  married  earl  with  Anna Vavasour  in  1580, 
revealed when she gave birth to a son in 1581. The Queen, angry, put both in the Tower (where he 
might have written a draft of his famous play).

Now let us have a look at the sonnets by William Shake-Speare, pen name of Edward de Vere. The 
beautiful young man of the sonnets 1-126 is Henry Wriothesley, Earl of Southampton; the rival poet 
of the sonnets 80-89 Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex (Peter P. Moore); and the dark lady of the 
sonnets 127-154 Elizabeth Trentham, Edward de Vere’s second wife (Kurt Kreiler). However, some 
of the sonnets might be ambiguous. Number 20 may also address Queen Elizabeth, combining high 
praise with mild chiding (the too hot summer days referring to her power and some hard decisions 
she has to make). Number 83 could again address not only Henry but also the Queen. If so, the 
following line is meaningful

     This silence for my sin you did impute

indicating a sin as reason for the obligation to hide his true name as author of the plays and poems, 
perhaps the affair with Anna Vavasour while he was married to Anne Cecil? Sonnet 83 ends on 
these lines

        There lives more life in one of your fair eyes

        Than both your poets can in praise devise.

When Henry is meant, “both your poets” are de Vere and Devereux, and when the Queen is meant,  
“both your poets” are the playwright and his actors who cooperate in shaping the play, making it in 
the sense of Greek poieo ‘I make’ and poiaesis, English poetry and poet.

On the sublevel, Romeo is the playwright and Paris the actor: valiant Paris, gentle Paris, a flower, in 
faith, a very flower, whom Romeo loves better than himself. The actors help him develop the play, 
bring it to life and make it bloom. On the other hand, playwright and actors are rivals for the love of 
the audience. Paris challenges Romeo toward the end of the play, whereupon Romeo stabs him, 
indicating the final supremacy of the playwright over the actor. An actor dies while the play lives 
on. However, Romeo promises him a “triumphant grave” and a “feasting presence full of light” – 
namely the play in which the first actors live on, those who helped him shape the play, “both your 
poets” in the alternative sense of sonnet 83.

Paris, called “a flower; in faith, a very flower” would make a good husband for Juliet, however, she 
prefers Romeo, and when it comes to him she mentions the rose, flower of flowers, indicating the 
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ultimate superiority of the playwright over the actor. Juliet, audience personified, tells Romeo in a 
beautiful speech

     What’s a name! that which we call a rose

     By any other name would smell as sweet;

     So Romeo would, were he not Romeo call’d,

     Retain that dear perfection which he owes

     Without that title:–Romeo, doff thy name;

     And for that name, which is no part of thee,

     Take all myself.

The poet’s name doesn’t count, important are his plays, and the audience loves them, is all for him 
to take. Romeo replies

     … I take thee at thy word

     Call me but love and I’ll be new baptized;

     Henceforth I never will be Romeo.

Edward de Vere abandons his name and adopts a new one

     …never will … -ver will … Vere Will-I-am

     Henceforth I never will

     Henceforth I n.e.ver will

     Henceforth I n. E. Ver Will

     Henceforth I not Edward de Vere, Will I am

     William who shakes the spear, William Shake-Speare

And then, perhaps in 1589, he found a young country fellow of a similar name, engaged him for the 
Chamberlain’s Men, whose cashier he was in 1594, and gave him minor roles, the best one being 
the ghost in Hamlet … Kurt Kreiler identified the country fellow William from Arden in Act 5 
Scene 1 of the play As You Like It with William Shakspere from Stratford-upon-Avon, son of Mary 
Arden whose father was the landowner Robert Arden of Wilmscote. Romeo – Juliet – Paris of the 
tragedy from 1581/82 get parodied in the clownish trio Touchstone – Audrey – William of the 
romantic comedy As You Like It from 1593 (first version). Everybody is made fun of in this play, 
also the author who exaggerates his own diction in Touchstone’s tumble of words, but still, the way 
this one menaces William proves that Edward de Vere hated the obligation to hide his name and 
authorship. While he loved his actors, calling Paris “gentle Paris” and making him a count, a noble, 
his equal.

Paris was the prince of Troy, an allusion confirmed by Helen, most beautiful girl from Verona. The 
conqueror of Troy was sly Odysseus, mentioned as Ulysses in the poem Lucrèce

     But the mild glance that sly Ulysses lent
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     Show’d deep regard and smiling government.

giving us a hint at how de Vere directed his plays, not openly (being obliged to hide his authorship), 
but by showing deep regard for the actors and rewarding the right understanding of his intention 
with  an  encouraging  smile.  Joining  the  audience,  he  may  have  observed  many  a  young  lady 
laughing and weeping while the fancies of his mind unfolded on the stage.  Also observing the 
audience from close up must have helped him shape his plays, a practice revealed by Hamlet who 
observes his uncle during a play staged within the play, especially during an inserted speech. We 
shall encounter an inoculated satire of a similar sort later on, when discussing the second version of 
the play As You Like It from 1600.

Romeo and Juliet, a wider interpretation from 2014
In the spring and summer of 2010 I interpreted a series of plays by Edward de Vere alias 
William Shakespeare, beginning with Romeo and Juliet seen as playwright and his 
audience. Now, a good four years later, I widen my interpretation.

Juliet may be a more complex symbol than the audience of a play - poetry mediating 
between nature and a lively audience.

In Act 2 Scene 1 Romeo compares Juliet in her window to the sun rising in the east. Later 
on, in the same monologue, Romeo looking up to her

  See, how she leans her cheek on her hand!

  O, that I were a glove upon that hand,

  That I might touch that cheek!

Sigh of a lover and poetological program in one. Genuine poetry emerges from the 
unconscious and quasi writes itself - her cheek held by her own hand - while the conscious 
ego of the poet is but a glove upon that metaphorical hand

     O, that I were a glove upon that hand

     I, Vere, a glove upon that hand

Here again the key equation from 2010

     Edward de Vere  (12 letters)

     bound by one letter  E...e

     O, where is Romeo?

     O, Vere is Romeo  (12 letters)

     bound by one letter  O...o

     Earl of Oxford  (12 letters)

     Romeo -eo  E.O.
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     above binding letters

Expanding the key equation

     O gentle Romeo  (12 letters)

     bound by one letter  O...o

     Why, where the devil should Romeo be?

     Vere the devil  (12 letters)

     O, I am fortune's fool!

     fortune's fool  (12 letters)

Young Edward de Vere stabbed another young man in the leg, so very unfortunately that 
this one died. Only a little to the side and he would have survived. This incident, on top of 
other minor ones, would have been the reason why Queen Elizabeth obliged Edward de 
Vere to use a pseudonym - banishing Romeo, as it were, taking him away from his one 
true love Juliet. Having slain Tybalt, Romeo calls himself a fool of fortune; later on he 
confesses that he murdered Tybalt. We may assume that also Edward de Vere had mixed 
emotions, feeling guilty and being fortune's fool. But he held out. Bravely looking into the 
depths of his own soul he would have becomne the great poet and playwright.

Prince Escalus, ruler of Verona, would stand for Queen Elizabeth fearing the escalation 
between young Edward de Vere in her care and his opponents. Maybe the charming dare-
devil called her Lady Verona? Allow me a pun

     Vere, o no!   Vere o no   Verona

Edward de Vere's mother

Lady Montague, mother of Romeo, speaks up in the opening scene of the play

     Thou shalt not stir one foot to seek a foe.

Her Mosaic line is followed and contrasted by an edict in the language of the court, given 
by Prince Escalus, alter ego of Queen Elizabeth. Also Edward de Vere whose alter ego in 
the play is Romeo acquired court speak, but he avoided empty formalism, his language 
remained basically simple, its amazing richness and complexity own to a lively mind, 
plenty interwoven thoughts, feelings and images - the formula of all great works being 
simple yet complex.

Lady Montague says two more lines, also in the opening scene of the play

     O where is Romeo?--saw you him today?

     Right glad I am he was not at this fray.

Here we have two puns

     O, Vere is Romeo

- a mother knows her child
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     I am he

- referring to early pregnancy when he was part of her, transformed into motherly care, 
while the short line, semantically broken up, still held together, became an archetypical 
sigh of a mother

     I am he

     Right glad I am he was not at this fray

Lady Montague speaks only the three above lines, in the entire play. One line plus two 
lines. Prolong the pattern by doubling and doubling the numbers and soon you get more 
lines than in the complete works of Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare. A similar 
progression leads from zygote to foetus and child in the womb of a pregnant woman and 
expectant mother.

Lady Montague, barely speaking, unobtrusive, makes me think of the camouflage of a 
brood animal or dam protecting her young.

From all this we may glean that John de Vere's wife in the guise of Lady Montague was 
Edward's real mother (not a foster mother), a pious woman, her language simple and 
direct, however, she loved a good pun, and she cared for her son Edward.

Lady Montague and Prince Escalus

What I call the Mosaic line by Lady Montague

     Thou shalt not stir one foot to seek a foe

is followed by an edict of twenty-three lines in the language of the court, given by Prince 
Escalus, wordy equivalent of the single line by Lady Montague, mother of Romeo

     Lady Montague  1 line  (1.1.76)

     Prince Escalus  23 lines  (1.1.77-99)

     together 24 lines

The 24 lines of Lady Mantague and Prince Escalus have a parallel in the 24 letters of 
Edward's name and title combined

     Edward de Vere  12 letters

     Earl of Oxford  12 letters

     together 24 letters

The 24 letters correspond to the 24 hours in a day and the 24 letters of the classical Greek 
alphabet - 'alpha and omega' (from alpha to omega) being a formula of completeness.

The language of Lady Montague, alter ego of his mother, and the one of Prince Escalus, 
alter ego of Queen Elizabeth, are combined in the powerful language of the great poet and 
playwright who packed the whole world into the nutshell of his work and became, as Ben 
Jonson said, the soul of his age.
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structure of the play

Word language can be seen as a triangle of the corners

     life with needs and wishes

     mathematics as logic of building and maintaining

     based on the formula a = a

     art as human measure in a technical world

     based on Goethe's world formula and ever turning key

     all is equal, all unequal ...

The roles of life and art in the language of Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare are 
obvious. What about mathematics? We found the number 12 in word plays, doubled in the 
number 24 of completeness, and the implicit numerical progression 1 2 (4 8 16 32 64 ...). 
What about a mathematical structure of the entire play?

The first half of the play is rising action, the second half is falling action, suggesting an 
equilateral triangle as underlying geometrical model.

The play has 5 acts and 5 5 5 5 3 sum 23 scenes. In the middle we find Act 3 Scene 2, 
and the 3 middle lines of that scene (3.2.71-73) are spoken by Juliet (J) and her nurse (N)

     (J)  O God, did Romeo's hand shed Tybalt's blood?

     (N)  It did, it did, alas the day, it did.

     (J)  O serpent heart, hid within a flowering face!

Middle word of middle line of middle scene: alas. The play itself is a big alas, "an 
exclamation to express sorrow, grief, pity, concern, or apprehension of evil" (Webster's).

The corners of the equilateral triangle are then the prologue mentioning an ancient grudge 
that breaks into new mutiny; the three lines in the middle of the middle scene, middle word 
alas; and the last lines ending the woeful story with a ray of hope, the ancient grudge is 
gone, the feud overcome by the love of "Juliet and her Romeo."

The 23 scenes of the play correspond to the edict of 23 lines given by Prince Escalus in 
the opening scene while the basis of the equilateral triangle would correspond to what I 
call the Mosaic line by Lady Montague, mother of Romeo - in all 24 lines, number of 
completeness, alpha and omega.

a stepped bridge 

Remember the equilateral triangle. You may lay it out with pebbles or coins, 3 for the 
corners, 10 and 10 and 10 in between, sum 33 pebbles or coins, 23 for the 23 scenes of 
the play, also for the 23 lines of the edict given by Prince Escalus, 10 for the 10 
commandements in the Bible, alluded to by the Mosaic line given by Lady Montague. 
Replace the 10 pebbles of the basis by a stick and you have in all 24 elements forming the 
equilateral triangle, the ascending side and descending side counting 12 pebbles each, the 
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pebble at the top counted twice, marking both the end of the ascending and beginning of 
the descending side.

Another illustration is a double stairway, the basis representing the Mosaic line by Lady 
Montague, mother of Romeo, 12 steps leading upward, 12 steps downward, the top 
counted twice again, height of the stairway 12, numerical signature of the poet and 
playwright

     Edward de Vere  12 letters

     Earl of Oxford  12 letters

as Romeo in the play the son of

     Lady Montague  12 letters

The woeful story of Romeo and Juliet ended the feud between the Montagues and 
Capulets. Imagine their love as a stepped bridge from the bank of one family to the bank of 
the other family.

Verona is near Venice where the famous stepped bridge Ponte di Rialto was constructed 
of marble in 1590. I date 'Romeo and Juliet' in the version of Quarto 1 to 1581/82. If the 
Ponte di Rialto should have inspired the underlying geometry of the more elaborate 
version of the play in Quarto 2, the second version would have been written some ten 
years later, when the playwright reached the height of his art.

the more I give the more I have

6 1 6 marble arches of the Ponte di Rialto frame the view on the Canal Grande and Venice 
(on either side of the bridge). 11 1 11 scenes frame the love story of Romeo and Juliet in a 
firm and shiny language.

     My bounty is boundless as the sea,

     My love as deep; the more I give to thee,

     The more I have, for both are infinite.

Venice owed her riches or boundless bounty to seafaring, to sailing across the wide and 
deep sea, while the Ponte di Rialto has a counterpart in a verbal bridge connecting a pair 
of lines

     the more I give to thee the more I have

Many people go over the bridge, many people come over the bridge, ever more go and 
come, come and go, so many that one can hardly count them. Venice and the Ponte Rialto 
may well have inspired the beautiful love metaphor given by Juliet in the version of Quarto 
2, Act 2 Scene 1 lines 176-8.

to hide, alas, I am laid

Another partition of the 23 scenes

     5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5
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yields a small triangle

     2.1 and 3.2 and 4.3  or  6 12 18

with a couple of correspondences along the principle of equal unequal

     2.1 Romeo separating himself,

     Juliet compared to the rising sun,

     night toward morning

     3.2 day, sun traveling across the sky

     4.3 Juliet separating herself,

     setting sun, sleeping potion,

     evening toward night

Looking out for the middle words in 2.1 and 3.2 and 4.3 I found a meaningful message.

2.1 has 235 lines, ergo the one in the middle is line 118

     I have night's cloak to hide me from their eyes

from which I take the middle words

     ... to hide ...

3.2 has 143 lines, ergo the one in the middle is line 72

     It did, it did, alas the day, it did

from which I take the middle word (middle word of middle

line of middle scene)

     ... alas ...

4.3 has 57 lines, ergo the one in the middle is line 29

     How if, when I am laid into the tomb

from which I take again the middle words

     ... I am laid ...

and combine them with the previous ones

     to hide, alas, I am laid

My Webster's Unabridged gives the second meaning of lay laid as follows: "to knock or 
beat down, as from an erect position; strike or beat down to the ground: One punch laid 
him low." A further meaning is to impose as a penalty. So we'd have

     to hide (behind a pseudonym)

     alas (I am obliged, being
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     punched punished banished,

     knocked down, laid low)

     I am laid (for all my dear life)

Edward de Vere, laid low, humbled (a further meaning of laid), hid his authorship in the 
play Romeo and Juliet, and in the entire work sailing under the name of William 
Shakespeare

     to hide

      alas

     I am laid

The participle of lay was also given as layd, in that case we almost have a rhyme

     to hide

      alas

     I am layd

However, he didn't really lie low, as we can glean from his pseudonym

     William

     will I am

     a strong will personified

     Shakespeare

     shaking my spear

     wielding my sword

     which is my word

     my elegant and powerful word

owing the queen

The word of the playwright can be sharp as the blade of a sword or point of a spear 
(Shakespeare), shine like polished marble (Ponte di Rialto inspiring the second version of 
the play), or chime like bells rich in overtones

     Romeo   O Rome   Omero

The names Romeo and Juliet evoke Rome and Julius Caesar whose family traced 
themselves back to the Roman love goddess Venus, born from the sea, her name akin to 
Veneti, dwellers of the Veneto, Verona in its western tip, and to  Venexia Venetia Venezia 
Venice, marvel of a town that rose from the sea, Rosaline, gossip Venus (2.1), the Ponte di 
Rialto having been a market place where, me may imagine, also gossip was exchanged, 
perhaps near a pair of marble statues of Mars and Venus adorning the bridge?
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Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare may have seen himself as literary version of 
Julius Caesar who conquered Rome then the world, and as heir of Homer, Italian Omero, 
Juliet being loved by both Romeo and Paris, the latter in Homer a prince of Troy, husband 
of the abducted beauty Helen.

Edward de Vere in the guise of William Shakespeare is no less wily than Odysseus hiding 
in a wooden horse.

Athene, wise Athene, in Homer the symbol of history, guided and protected Odysseus. 
Edward de Vere found his mentor in Queen Elizabeth. She handled him well, considering 
the rough time and the many dangers awaiting a free spirit like his. We owe her.

Whetstone of witte

Romeo and Juliet have an echo in Touchstone and Audrey in the play As You Like It - he 
the playwright and she his audience (Audrey audire audience).

Robert Recorde, in his algebra book Whetstone of witte, London 1557, chapter The Arte, 
introduces the equality sign as a pair of long parallel lines  ======  "bicause 
noe.2.thynges, can be moare equalle." Edward de Vere may have read it as a teenager (in 
the later 1560s) and may have told himself: Nothing is really equal, not even twins are. 
One line is above, the other below. I can find something unequal in everything that is 
equal, and something equal in everything unequal. And nothing remains unchanged 
forever - panta rhei. With my writing talent I might become a poet and playwright. If so, my 
work shall be an alternative Whetstone of witte: full of symbols and personifications, 
metaphors, analogies and similes, many layers of meaning woven together, overtones and 
undertones, word playing, ambiguities and contradictions, metamorphoses, 
transformations and changing identities, in short an algebra of life based on the equation 
of my life.

Queen Elizabeth compelled him to use a pseudonym for his and her own safety. He 
loathed being restricted in his ambition (to hide, alas), feeling knocked down, laid low, 
humbled (I am laid). However, he obliged - and took revenge by making a colossal joke. 
First he chose a telling nom de plume

     William

     will I am

     a strong will personified

     Shakespeare

     shaking my spear

     wielding my sword

     which is my word

     my elegant and powerful word
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Then he looked out for a young analphabet of a similar name and appointed him the 
official author of his work!

Touchstone and Audrey meet William in the forest of Arden (5.1)

     Then learn from me:--to have, is to have (poetic talent);

     for it is a figure in rhetoric that drink, being poured

     out of a cup into a glass (plays ascribed to someone else)

     by filling the one doth empty the other; for all your writers

     consent that ipse is he: now, you are not ipse (the author),

     for I am he.

And then in sonnet 76

     almost every word does tell my name

Only he can write in such a way.

business and literature

The Merchant of Venice 1.3

     ... he hath an argosy bound to Tripolis,

     another to the Indies; I understand, moreover,

     on the Rialto, he hath a third at Mexico,

     a fourth for England,--and other ventures he hath,

     spander'd abroad.

     What news on the Rialto?

Back to Romeo and Juliet. 'Gossip' has then the meaning of business rumors, while 
Rosaline of the red lips may refer to courtesans accompanying wealthy merchants, 'gossip 
Venus' hinting at their possible involvement in spreading rumors and weaving intrigues.

The play has many levels of meaning. On one of them Rosaline quickly abandoned for 
Juliet may symbolize an early business vocation soon abandoned for literature.

I didn't read the historical plays. However, the associative link to Rome and Julius Caesar 
made me look up the first pages of that play (Julius Caesar). The opening scene struck me 
as a possible satire on the literary circle of contemporary England transferred to Ancient 
Rome, Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare flying (writing) on

     Caesar's wing

the cobbler another playwright, and the feathers plucked from the wing imitations of 
Shakespeare

     These growing feather pluckt from Caesar's wing
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No biographical traces of the 'bard' whereas Edward de Vere is omnipresent once we open 
the doors. I won't go on reading the play, nor will I read the other historical plays (fearing to 
find more and be occupied for the rest of my life). Now it's your turn. I gave you the keys.

The Oxford Shakespeare

Remember the partition 5 5 5 5 3 transformed into 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 and the concealed 
message composed from the middle words of 2.1 and 3.2 and 4.3

     to hide, alas, I am laid

The interwoven sigh would confirm the enlarged version of the play as presented in The 
Oxford Shakespeare (edited by Jill L. Levenson 2000 reissued 2008) on which my 
interpretation relies. 'Romeo and Juliet' would have been a key play, at least on the 
autobiographical level, copied with such care and diligence that the secret 'watermark' was 
preserved.

August Wilhelm Schlegel used a different partition in his German translation, 5 6 5 5 3, 
splitting 2.1 into a short scene (Mercutio speaking about Rosaline) and a long one (so-
called balcony scene) while omitting several vulgar passages. He is wrong in splitting up 
2.1. Rosaline and Juliet belong in the same scene, as a deliberate contrast, Rosaline 
personifying Venice that rose from the saline (lagoon), business and rumors on the Rialto, 
gossip Venus, with her scarlet lips a courtesan (harlot) accompanying wealthy merchants, 
furthermore an early business vocation of young Edward de Vere, soon abandoned for his 
true love Juliet personifying poetry. Moreover, 2.1 is mirrored in 4.3 insofar as Romeo 
separates himself from his friends and Juliet separates herself from her mother and her 
nurse at the beginning of the respective scene.

I trust the play in the version of The Oxford Shakespeare and thank generations of 
scholars for their excellent work.

divine love

Is there a parallel of a numerical 'watermark' ? Yes, possibly in the cycle of 154 sonnets.

Wilhelm Pötters made a connection between the medieval formula

     Deus est sphaera

     God is present in the perfect shape of the divine sphere

and the fixed form of the Italian sonetto invented by Giacomo da Lentini. Picture a circle of 
diameter 14 as projection of the divine sphere. The rectangle 14 by 11 has practically the 
same area (22/7 for pi) and provides the metric pattern for the sonetto, 14 lines of 11 
pronounced syllables each, in all 154 pronounced syllables (also the ideal of the English 
sonnet, only that lines of 11 pronounced syllables are easily found in the melodic Italian, 
less easy in English).

Now let us visualize the cycle of 154 sonnets by Edward de Vere alias William 
Shakespeare as a circle of the circumference 154 (number of pronounced syllables in the 
sonetto). How long is the circumference? 49, partition 24 1 24, middle number 25.
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Sonnet 25, here in my interpretation, can be seen as core message of the entire cycle 
(both in the center and on the circumference of the imaginary circle). Edward de Vere 
mourns his fate, still Fortune's fool, obliged to hide behind a pseudonym, deprived from 
enjoying fame, however, he finds joy in the divine miracle of love, in loving and being 
loved, and where he can't remove and be removed from his juvenile guilt, which is the 
reason why he must hide, the reason why he had to adopt a pseudonym he can't remove 
nor be removed from, he can neither be removed from his place, being the actual author of 
his beloved work

     Then happy I, that love and am beloved

     Where I may not remove and be removed.

The poet seeks and finds redemption by the divine gift of love, pagan version of God's love 
prevailing over the original sin.

love thrives in freedom

Out of curiosity I looked for a numerical 'watermark' in the love poem Venus and Adonis, 
199 verses of 6 lines each, in all 1194 lines. Consider them the circumference of a circle. 
How long is the diameter? 380. Line 380 or verse 63 line 2

     'Give me my heart,' saith she, 'and thou shalt have it(')

Venus lost her heart to young Adonis, but he, having other things on his mind, is not ready 
for love. She wishes that she were the man and he the woman, so that he would 
understand her desire, and takes his hand. He, unwilling, wants it back. She replies that he 
can have back his hand if she gets back her heart ...

Now picture that we had only that one line, as tiny fragment of a lost poem. In this case the 
final 'it' would refer to 'my heart' and we'd have a psychological puzzle

     Give me my heart, and you shall have it

What can this mean? A woman speaking, so apparently her heart had been stolen. She 
wants it back, and if she can decide in freedom, she will give her heart gladly - don't force 
me to love you, don't cage me, don't steal my heart, set me free, give back my heart, and 
you shall have it really ...

Line 380 in the alternative reading, in many ways contrary to the actual meaning, evokes 
the love formula in Romeo and Juliet

     ... the more I give to thee, The more I have

Love is a beautiful paradox. The more we give the more we have. Let freedom be the 
bond.

Maybe I go too far? Line 380 in the alternative reading might be a poetic misunderstanding 
(often invited by real poesy) and the numbers a mere coincidence. Yet if the alternative 
and contrary meaning was intended as a psychological pun and a humanistic message 
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(with more impact in the negative version of Othello) the number game supporting the 
word play can be justified.

Wilhelm Pötters found the number pi not only in the forma fissa of the Italian sonetto 
(Nascita del sonetto, Metrica e matematica nel tempo di Federico II, Longo Editore 
Ravenna 1998) but also in the works of Petrarca and Dante where it has theological, 
philosophical and cosmological implications. He contacted me (via a colleague who found 
me online) and asked for advice regarding early calculating methods. I told him about 
additive number patterns and sequences - universal tool of pre-Greek mathematics, still 
used in the Renaissance - including a pair of pi sequences that now also apply in our case

     4/1  (plus 3/1)  7/2  10/3  13/4  16/5  19/6  22/7  25/8

     3/1  (plus 22/7)  25/8  47/15  ...  311/99  ...  377/120

     ...  597/190  doubled  1194/380  used in Venus and Adonis

Edward de Vere may have learned about Renaissance art and poetology including the 
numerical aspects on an Italian journey. Remember that also mathematics belongs to the 
triangle of word language: life with needs and wishes, mathematics as logic of building and 
maintaining, art as human measure in a technical word.

flower springing from Adonis' blood

In the poem A Lover's Complaint a woman aged from sorrow accuses her false lover, 
easily recognizable as the author praising and mocking himself, while she may personify a 
play - each time he writes a play he cares for it as his one and only great love, and once in 
a lifetime romance, yet when the play is finished he leaves it for to write a new play, having 
another affair ... She would fall for him again, and really, this happened when he wrote the 
second version of Romeo and Juliet, inspired by Renaissance art, Italian poetology, and 
the audacious Ponte di Rialto at Venice.

The poem A Lover's Complaint has 47 verses (of seven lines each), the one of Venus and 
Adonis 199 verses (of six lines each), numbers from a golden sequence

     1  3  4  7  11  18  29  47  76  123  199  ...

Consider a circle of the circumference 47. How long is the diameter? 15, according to an 
early value of the pi sequence a later value of which led to the hidden paradox of love in 
Venus and Adonis

     3/1  (plus 22/7)  25/8  47/15  ...  597/190 or 1194/380

Verse 15 reveals a double aspect of the author. He can be like a sweet maiden, writing 
mellifluous love lyrics, or he can be a storm, writing sharp satires and harsh polemic, 
sometimes veiled as comedy. However, he doesn't spare himself, bravely looking into the 
depths of his own soul. In himself he finds the human measure to shape the world with, 
genuine task of an artist.

Maybe the two aspects are mirrored in the two relations of Adonis, one to Venus, the poet 
writing love lyrics, and one to the boar, the playwright coping with the world? Love is 
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ambivalent, as we read close to the end of the long poem. However, there are moments of 
freedom in love worth living for. Line 380 in the alternative reading may then be the flower 
springing from Adonis' blood, cherished by Venus, kept in her bosom, near her heart - 
freedom in love and in art being the legacy of this poet and playwright. Give me my heart 
and you shall have it. Set me free and you shall have my very best.

achieving the best in freedom

The poem A Lover's Complaint uses the pi value 47/15 in marking verse 15, and the long 
poem Venus and Adonis the value 597/190 in singling out line 380. Both values are 
provided by the same pi sequence

     3/1  (plus 22/7)  25/8  ...  355/113  ...  597/190

Moreover, the numbers 47 and 199 of verses belong to the so-called Lucas sequence 1 3 
4 7 11 18 29 47 76 123 199 252 ..., counterpart of the so-called Fibonacci sequence 1 1 2 
3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 144 ..., both part of a very ancient number column approximating the 
square root of 5, the first lines being 1 1 5, 2 6 10, 1 3 5, 4 8 20, 2 4 10, 1 2 5, 3 7 15, 10 
22 50, 5 11 25, 16 36 80, 8 18 40, 4 9 20 ..., based on the model of the number column 
approximating the square root of 2, first lines 1 1 2, 2 3 4, 5 7 10, 12 17 24, 29 41 58, 70 
99 140 ...

Now let us combine the above pi values 47/15 and 597/190 by adding the nominators and 
denominators. We obtain the better value 644/205, and if we add the value 22/7 of the 
sonetto and cycle of sonnets in the form of 66/21 analogously we obtain the still better 
value 355/113 that belongs as the best value to the above sequence.

Building the Ponte di Rialto of white marble on a single arch across the wide Canal Grande 
was a daring enterprise requiring a lot of careful calculations. Why shouldn't also one or 
another complex and many-layered poetic work rely on a numerical structure?

Pi, the number we call pi (from Greek peri-) held symbolic meaning for the Italian school of 
poetry, most notably Francesco Petrarca (Petrarch) and Dante Alighieri. We can 
approximate the mysterious little number, getting close and closer, with more and ever 
more effort, never coming to an end. We will never know the complete truth, all of nature's 
laws, God's mind. Yet we came far, achieving the best in freedom.

Rialto Bridge

The former bridge across the most narrow passage of the Canal Grande was made of 
wood and nicknamed Ponte di Moneta, Money Bridge. Michelangelo proposed a stone 
bridge. Palladio, Sansovino and others took part in a later competition for a stone bridge 
that may replace the old wooden structure. The competition was won by the Swiss 
engineer Antonio da Ponte who surprised with an audacious plan, a single span bridge of 
white marble. The work was begun in 1588 and proceeded slowly because of the soft 
underground. The new Ponte di Rialto was opened in 1591. Most people found the marble 
arch and superposed triangle of small arches ugly. And it will crumble ... But no, it stood 
the test of time and became a romantic icon, a must for a visitor of Venice.
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Along the Canal Grande one can see beautiful façades of prestigious houses and palazzi 
rise from the water, among them rose-colored ones, a further facet in the name of Rosaline 
who personifies the rich town that rose from the sea, from the lagoon, from the saline, rose 
(color) rose (verb) saline (lagoon) Rosaline, also personifying a hypothetical early business 
vocation of Edward de Vere (that would explain his ample knowledge in matters of the 
law), soon abandoned for his true love, poesy and plays, a world of words, or rather a 
verbal bridge between human nature and the world we live in.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream    1584-87
The tragedy  Romeo and Juliet was followed by a poetical farce,  A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
where Romeo turned into jealous Oberon, and Juliet  into proud Titania,  king and queen of the 
fairies,  Titania  symbolizes  the  general  audience  preferring  popular  plays  of  a  mechanical  sort 
Edward  de  Vere  apparently  despised,  and  so  he  gave  a  parody  of  that  sort  of  theater:  the 
mechanicals Peter Quince and his actors stage a classical tragedy, interfere unknowingly with the 
fairies, turn things upside down, doing harm and well at the same time, bringing one true couple of 
lovers apart, another together, and, to the big delight of Oberon, his wife Titania falls in love with 
an ass, Peter Qunice’s leading actor Bottom wearing the head of an ass [“translated” into an ass], of 
which Titania will soon be ashamed and return to her husband Oberon, as audience personified 
realizing that those popular mechanical plays are  not  the real thing.  Edward de Vere gives  the 
audience a pedagogical lesson in form of a funny, highly poetical and fantastic play, without any 
pedagogy at all.

The Two Gentlemen of Verona    1576-78
If there is a subtext in the play The Two Gentlemen of Verona, it may concern the relation between 
art and power, Julia symbolizing art, Silvia power, Proteus the poet and playwright, and Valentine 
the one destined by virtue to exert power, Latin valere meaning ‘to be worthy, having value, virtue’ 
being present in the name Valentine. Proteus would then symbolize de Vere. Homer tells us about 
Proteus in book 4 of the Odyssey: an old man (de Vere relying on a very long tradition), honest (the 
poet’s motto pronounced in sonnet 105 is “Fair, kind, and true,” being true an equivalent of being 
honest), of infallible lips (the poet claims the same in the sonnets), he sees and knows everything 
(and so does the playwright in his god-like position as creator of his plays), he metamorphoses into 
everything that walks on earth, but also into water and divine blazing fire, becomes a lion with a 
mane, a snake, a panther, liquid water, a tree of a towering crown (while the playwright can assume 
every guise in his plays), he knows the depths of all seas (he knows the depths of human nature), his 
daughter is Eidothea, literally the goddess of pictures (while the playwright creates living pictures 
on the illuminated stage), he knows what happens in the palace (while de Vere knew the court, 
having been raised in the care of the Queen), good or bad (the achievements and crimes of five 
hundred years of the empire’s history). De Vere matches Valentine with Silvia and Proteus with 
Julia, not without pointing out a temporary aberration of Proteus who was seduced by power.
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Titus Andronicus    first version 1573, second version 
1588
Titus Andronicus might be a surrealist play avant la lettre, a tragic satire, methodical insanity used 
in  describing a  mad time,  the natural order of the human cosmos dissolving,  held together  for 
appearances by a stern logic of violence, five hundred years ending in doom

1086  Domesday Book  or  Doomsday Book

1588   second version of Titus Andronicus  “This is our doom”

Titus Andronicus --- ‘builders’ of the English empire, William the Conqueror, the Earls of Oxford, 
others, Henry VIII as military leader

Bassianus --- Henry VIII as humanist

Saturninus --- Henry VIII as king

Lavinia --- Anne Boleyn

Lucius --- Queen Elizabeth

Young Lucius --- Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford

Marcus Antonius --- Arthur Golding / Lord Burghley (John Golding was the half-brother of Edward 
de  Vere’s  mother  Margery  Golding,  young  Edward  helped  his  uncle  John  translate  Ovid’s 
metamorphoses / William Cecil, Lord Burghley, helped Elizabeth to the throne, was her minister of 
finance, raised young Edward de Vere at the court, and was the father of Anne Cecil, first wife 
Edward’s; Anne died in 1588 and was praised as angel in euloges)

Tamora, queen of Goths --- Mathilde, widow of the German Kaiser Heinrich V, imposed as queen of 
England by her father, Saxon king Henry I, in 1127, her arrival in England in 1139 the begin of the 
age of anarchy (civil wars) / Mary Tudor “Bloody Mary” supporting the German Kaiser Karl V and 
marrying Philip II of Spain

Aaron the Moor --- Black Prince, waged war on France in 1369 / Philip II of Spain, prosecutor of 
the Moriscos ‘Moors and Maranos ‘pigs’ Jews, turned into a Moor of a Jewish name in the fiction 
of the play (turning persons around is a means of satire; according to Kurt Kreiler, John ‘false stuff’ 
Falstaff  is a turned around puritan,  Martin Marprelate,  see my interpretation of As You Like It 
below)

The play, – a political allegory, condensing five hundred years of English history and focusing on 
then recent events – was real enough to ban the audience and unreal enough to avoid censorship. In 
all the mess of lost reality and upturned human relations one aspect becomes apparent: Edward de 
Vere’s political position. He welcomed the collapse of Karl’s Reich, indicated by the initial speech 
of Young Lucius, demanding the sacrifice of a Goth who must be dismembered before being placed 
on the pyre, symbolizing the breaking apart of Karl’s empire. He supported the English empire, 
indicated by the final speech of Young Lucius, honoring Titus Andronicus. And he welcomed the 
breaking up of the Spanish hegemony, indicated by Lucius condemning the Moor of a Jewish name, 
Philip II as one of his own victims … What appeared to be racism before is now a sharp satire used 
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as weapon in defending the Moors and Jews against the ‘Christian’ monster Philip II,  bow and 
arrow of his biting wit, indicated by the two lines of Horace written down in Act 4 Scene 2

     Integer vitae, scelerisque purus,

     Non eget Mauri jaculus, nec arcu

by Young Lucius and handed over as weapon. A literary weapon, the play itself. The verse means: 
Those integer of life and free of stains don’t need the arc and arrows of the Moors – here the Moor 
is Philip II turned into one of his own victims. The promise of a new order is given in the two last  
lines of the play, delivered by Queen Elizabeth in the guise of Lucius

     Then, afterwards, to order well the state,

     That like events never it ruinate.

The Merchant of Venice    1578-79
What about Shylock? Isn’t he evidence for a latent anti-Semitism in the playwright?

Bassianus in the play Titus Andronicus represented Henry VIII as humanist, while we have a close 
Italian  version  of  Latin  Bassianus,  namely  Bassanio  in  the  play  The Merchant  of  Venice,  and 
accordingly  Bassanio  proposes  a  humanist  view,  for  example  when  he  speaks  about  law  and 
religion in Act 3 Scene 2

     In law, what plea so tainted and corrupt,

     But, being season’d with a gracious voice,

     Obscures the show of evil? In religion,

     What damned error, but some sober brow

     Will bless it, and approve it with a beat,

     Hiding the grossness with fair ornament?

When I read the convoluted second sentence I was baffled by the grammatical pun

     religion, what damned error

If the sentence is parsed correctly it proposes a humanist view, so I believe that ‘Christian’ in the 
play, when used in a positive sense, means Humanist. Jessica, daughter of Shylock, converts to 
Christendom, but really she remains a Jew, a humanist one. Shylock is sentenced to lose all his 
money, but he keeps it and reinstalls Jessica as his heir; he is also sentenced to become a Christ, but,  
we may infer, he remains a Jew, now a humane one, a humanist … In the poet’s opinion a truly 
humanist society has to give equal rights to women. In the play a woman, Portia, wife of Bassanio – 
the two married on their word, no priest and church involved – turns the play around and solves the 
dire conflict by telling Shylock that he is not allowed to shed one single drop of Christian blood. 
Now Christian blood is a nonsense term, Christians and Jews having the very same blood, human 
blood, so the word Christian has the meaning of human, humane, humanist … I see a variety of 
humanist messages enfolded in the play, in the dialectical way this poet loved so much.
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Cymbeline    1603
Cymbeline and the Queen --- Britain

Imogen --- Queen Elizabeth

Posthumus Leonatus, introduced as a poor but worthy gentleman, a former playfellow of Imogen, 
called a base thing and a beggar by Cymbeline, an eagle and a luster to the court by Imogen ---
Edward de Vere, raised at the court of Queen Elizabeth, wood by her as he claimed, begged her for 
an annuity, she remained without husband, in the memory of time the Queen and her poet belong 
together, the name Posthumus Leonatus would anticipate the posthumous fate of Leo- ‘the lion’ –
natus ‘born (again)’ into a second life of literary fame … 

The introduction as “a poor but worthy gentleman” provides another pun, wor-thy – Vere-thy – thy 
Vere – thy worthy de Vere …

I dare say that Cymbeline is a late play, destined to be staged posthumously. Scholars wonder why 
de Vere wrote no poem as eulogy on the passing away of his Queen in 1603. Well, he wrote an 
entire play.

Act 1 Scene 5, characterizations of Posthumus Leonatus

     the Briton reveler  /  the jolly Briton

     He sits amongst men like a descended god;

     He hath a kind of honour sets him off,

     More than a mortal, seeming

The poet and playwright anticipating posthumous fame. In Act 2 Scene 2 he is contradicted

     Leonatus! A banished rascal

Banished in a second sense means obliged to hide his name and authorship in the plays and poems.  
The second Lord, in his asides, retorts to the accusations, and in his speech at the end of Act 2 
Scene 2 defends the legacy of Queen Elizabeth (Imogen) and Edward de Vere (her banished lord)

     … Alas, poor princess,

     Thou divine Imogen, what thou endurest

     … The heavens hold firm

     The walls of thy dear honour, keep unshaked

     That temple, thy fair mind, that thou mayst stand

     T’enjoy thy banisht lord and this great land!

The final words of the play – “this great land” – make clear what the play is about: Britain that may 
be ruled in the spirit of the late Queen and her poet, for centuries to come.

Toward the end of Act 2 Scene 2

     Though this is a heavenly angel, hell is here
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The heavenly angel is Queen Elizabeth, and hell the political situation of her time. Act 3 Scene 2, 
Imogen is called

     More goddess-like than wife-like

Act 3 Scene 5, more praise for her

     … from everyone

     The best she hath, and she, of all compounded,

     Outsells them all

Posthumus Leonatus is called “most true” while the Oxford motto VERO NIHIL VERIUS, nothing 
truer than truth, is another pun on the family name de Vere and reminds of the triple formula “Fair,  
kind, and true” of sonnet 105. The coat of arms of Edward de Vere, by the way, show two lions on 
their hind legs, while the name Leonatus is explained toward the end of the play, Leo-natus, born a 
lion whelp, a born lion, born again into a second life of literary fame, as the king of poets, the lion 
being a royal animal, and so is the eagle, Imogen’s epithet of Leonatus.

The play Cymbeline is the missing eulogy on Queen Elizabeth. Act 3 Scene 5

     By Jupiter, an angel! Or, if not, an earthly paragon!

Act 4 Scene 2

     O sweetest, fairest lily!

Act 5 Scene 1, Posthumus Leonatus speaking

     … Let me make men know

     More valour in me than my habits show

Edward de Vere correcting his reputation.

Imogen dies as Fidele, is mourned, and wakes up again – Queen Elizabeth died in 1603, is mourned 
in moving lines of the play, and wakes up to posthumous fame owing to her poet. Also he dies, as  
Posthumus Leonatus, and wakes up again to a posthumous life of literary fame. While he sleeps – 
dies, actually – Jupiter himself descends on his eagle and holds a speech, Act 5 Scene 4

     Whom best I love I cross, to make my gift,

        The more delay’d, the more delighted. Be content;

     Your low-laid son your godhead will uplift:

        His comforts thrive, his trials well are spent.

     Our Jovial star reigned at his birth, and in

        Our temple he was married.

‘Married’ to Queen Elizabeth, ideal union of the Queen and her poet in the Elizabethan legacy.
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When Edward de Vere was born in 1550, an astrologer predicted the fall of the earldom in the earl’s  
lifetime. Now, toward the end of Cymbeline, a soothsayer names the concern of the play: “Britain 
be fortunate, and flourish in peace and plenty.”

The play is unreal enough to avoid “censure rash” (Act 4 Scene 2) “And Art made tongue-tied by 
Authority” (sonnet 66) but real enough to move the audience. The moving moments for me are 
those that praise and mourn Elizabeth via Imogen

     … O Imogen!

     My queen, my life, my wife! O Imogen,

     Imogen, Imogen!

Edward de Vere mourning the Queen, speaking right from his heart.

Hamlet    1585-86
Act 2 Scene 2

     O God, I would be bounded in a nut-shell,

     and count myself a king of infinite space,

     were it not that I have bad dreams.

What is that mysterious nut-shell? The human brain resembles a walnut,  so the nut-shell is the 
human skull. With our eyes we behold the world, and our rational mind, a king of infinite space, 
imposes one or another system on the sensual impressions, be it religion or philosophy or science or 
the law, yet every closed system raises problems at the margin that cause bad dreams. Darwin’s 
‘nightmare’ was the eye, hard to explain via gradual evolution alone, yet his followers turned his 
model into evolution per se, which gave raise to eugenic programs, the very nightmare of the past  
century. Sigmund Freud showed that we are not lord of our own house,  Wir sind nicht Herr im 
eigenen Haus. Our consciousness, the rational mind, king of infinite space, isn’t really king; every 
closed system of beliefs and rules, internalized, must exclude one or another aspect, and what is 
suppressed will sooner or later return as a bad dream or symptom, Freud’s return of the repressed,  
Wiederkehr  des  Verdrängten.  Hamlet  is  forced  to  act  along the  rules  and beliefs  of  the  feudal 
society, also a closed system, and the result is madness, played madness on his side, actual madness 
on the side of  poor  Ophelia  who must suffer  from Hamlet’s  behaving.  Act  4 Scene 5,  Laertes 
witnessing the suffering of his dear sister Ophelia

     Do you see that, O God?

How can a good God allow so much suffering in the world, and why does an almighty God not end  
it? Religion as a closed system that claims to know all answers has caused another bad dream in 
form of the Malleus Malificarum and the Unholy Inquisition.

Edward de Vere pleads for an open mind in two famous lines of the play, Act 1 Scene 5

     There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

     Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.
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For example the unconscious, (re)discovered by Freud. Hamlet, Freud says, reproaches his uncle for 
doing what he wishes to do unconsciously. The unconscious has a logic of its own. A peculiar logic 
is found in the dream dialog of Hamlet which may be understood as follows. We behold the world 
with our eyes and apprehend it with our mind “in god-like manner.” By night, when we close our 
eyes and sleep, we may dream. Our dreams are but shadows of the real world we see by day. Now 
the word dream also has the meaning of something we desire, as in the case of the famous dream of 
Martin Luther King. Ambition, the poet says, is the shadow of such a dream. By equating both 
dreams, the shadow of the world and the sun of our ambition, he comes to the conclusion that  
ambition is the shadow of a shadow. Now the world, in the view of the ancient ones – a belief still  
cherished in the Renaissance – is the macro-cosmos, while a living being is a micro-cosmos, a 
mirror-image of the world, yet while the world is self-sufficient we are depending in many ways, 
and so we are not really mirror images of the universe but shadows – the body is a beggar, the poet  
says, full of desires, and desire is expressed in dreams, so we have the world, below it shadow and 
dream and body. Now the shadow of a dream is ambition, as explained above. The fiercest ambition 
lives in a king, so the king is the shadow of a beggar … what is highest becomes lowest, everyday 
logic  doesn’t  work  anymore,  the  conscious  mind  fails,  something  else  takes  over,  and  if  it  is 
madness it has nevertheless method, as another famous line of the play states.

While mathematical logic – the logic of building and maintaining – is based on the equation

     a = a

the logic of the play anticipates Goethe’s ever turning key

     All is equal, all unequal …

Edward de Vere is Hamlet not Hamlet who is himself and not himself and loves Ophelia loves her 
not loves her more than everybody else. (More on this logic in my interpretation of the play As You 
Like It.)

The Winter’s Tale    1603/4
Leontes, king of Sicily --- playwright, Edward de Vere, close to the end of his carrier and life, Sicily 
a reference to the birthplace of Italian poetry, Giacomo da Lentini’s invention of the Italian sonnet 
at the court of Frederick II in Palermo (while Henry Howard, an uncle Edward de Vere’s, invented 
the English sonnet)

Hermione, his wife, a former Russian princess --- art personified; in early Italian poems (Lentini, 
Petrarca,  Dante) the worshiped woman also personifies love and transcendence,  an icon, really, 
therefore the reference to Russia. There is also a subtext in early Italian poetry, an apparent and a 
concealed level, the first one the body, as it were, the veiled one the soul.  As painter we have Julio 
(Giulio) Romano, pupil and helper of Raphael (who, I believe, was an unofficial pupil of Leonardo 
da Vinci; another influence on Romano was the great sculptor Michelangelo)

Maximilian, son to Leontes and Hermione, dies --- the poet has no heir; being a singular genius he 
remains without a real successor

Pauline, a woman, but also an old turtle, and has wings --- life personified, moving in water, on  
earth, and in the air
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Pauline’s accusation of Leontes --- the poet gained insight into human nature, often by watching 
people suffer, and he contributed to some of their suffering himself

Perdita ‘the lost one’ --- the plays and poems, in danger of being lost, also lost in a second sense, 
known under the name of William Shakespeare, this a reason for Leontes to be jealous

Polixenes, king of Bohemia --- actors, leading actor, perhaps honoring Kempe who died in 1603? 
Bohemia in the sense of French bohème, English version first used between 1570-80, designating 
vagabonds, also wandering theater companies, Edward de Vere might have met his leading actor in 
1582/83 (obtained by subtracting 31 years from 1603/4), the name Polixenes evokes Poly-xenos, 
Much Strange, indicating that an actor reveals elements and layers in a play the author was unaware 
of, and thus helps him form and shape the plays, raise them, as it were

Florizel, falls in love with Perdita, his father doesn’t approve of the liaison, and so the loving couple 
elopes --- while the poet, being a singular figure, has no real successor, the leading actor has many 
successors, ever new generations of brilliant actors who shine in the roles and fill them differently, 
which may make the previous generation jealous, not approving of the new ways of interpreting a 
role, yet every generation has a right to see and give a play in a fresh manner, and highlight other 
aspects of the multi-faced gem, making the plays bloom, so to say, indicated by the name Florizel,  
Latin flor floris ‘flower’ (remember Paris in Romeo and Juliet, actor personified, called “a flower, 
in faith; a real flower”)

Camillo --- perhaps a reference to a scribe who helped Edward de Vere to note his quick flowing 
verse in the last years, encouraging him to go on, hindering him from burning his work when seized 
by a bad temper and the futility of his attempts; may have carried away the sheets in order to save 
them

Antigonus, husband of Pauline, deposits Perdita on the shore of Bohemia, is then followed by a bear 
and  devoured  by  this  one  ---  the  human  struggle  to  save  the  cultural  achievements,  and  the 
sacrifices  we bring  in  doing so (a  modern  term for  the bear  would  be entropy,  Antigonus our 
struggle against entropy)

The poet, near the end of his life, reveals himself as a jealous tyrant, in the play and via the oracle of 
Apollo, while everybody around him is true and full of the best intentions, trying to save his work 
(the actors save them, having them written down, laid down, so to say). The name Leontes reminds 
of  Posthumus  Leonatus.  In  the  play  Cymbeline,  the  poet  –  effecting  his  own  apotheosis  via 
Posthumus Leonatus – makes himself shine in bright colors. Now, in The Winter’s Tale, he shows 
his dark colors, in amazing honesty (though veiled in the subtext of the play), perhaps feeling that  
his apotheosis and a second life of literary fame require full sincerity.

The second part of the play, sixteen years later, would anticipate the years 1619/20. The First Folio 
was published in 1623, under the name of William Shakespeare. The playwright’s work was saved 
for good, but belongs now to the actors who perform the plays in their own way. Saved for good by 
well meaning people who forgave the jealous tyrant for the beauty of his work, for his gentle praise, 
and for his honest confession – “Fair, kind, and true” (sonnet 105).
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The Tempest    1604
Prospero  in  The  Tempest  symbolizes  cultural  progress  that  makes  the  world  prosper,  art  and 
science, the poet and playwright again; Prospero being from Milan perhaps an allusion to Leonardo 
da Vinci who spent many years at the court of the Sforza in Milan); Miranda his admirable work; 
Ferdinand political  power (King James;  also a  reference  to  the  Sforza of  Milan,  Italian  sforzo 
meaning effort, and forza power) that shall make good and not overhasty use of the “rich gift” (Act 
4 Scene 1); Ferdinand playing at chess with Miranda indicating an always complicated relation 
between political power on the one side, art and science on the other side; the island seems to be far  
away, in the West Indies, but is very close, the stage of the Globe, the cell of the poet and the  
workshop of  a  painter  or  a  scientist,  even the  memory of  language;  the  hag reminding of  the 
goddess of old, for example Circe in Homer’s Odyssee; Caliban being a chthonic god, also the 
animal nature of ourselves, and a simpler life of early times; Ariel the spirit, Latin spiritus Greek 
pneuma Hebrew ru-ach, the eternal spirit who serves the poet in the guise of Prospero for a while 
and is released when all is brought back to a good order so the land may prosper and its dwellers 
forgive the shortcomings and flaws of the poet and playwright

     Let your indulgence set me free.

The beauty of Miranda is the dazzling, enchanting beauty of the language of this play. Act 4 Scene 
1, Iris calling out for Ceres, Roman version of Greek Demeter, emanation of the goddess of old, the 
hag of the play restored to her ancient glory

     Ceres, most bounteous lady, thy rich leas

     Of wheat, rye, barley, vetches, oats, and peas,

     Thy turfy mountains, where live nibbling sheep,

     And flat meads thatch’d with stover them to keep,

     Thy banks with pioned and twilled brims,

     Which spongy April at thy best betrims,

     To make old nymphs chaste crowns, and thy broom groves

     Whose shadow the dismissed bachelor loves,

     Being lass-lorn; thy pole-clipt vineyard;

     And thy sea-marge, sterile and rocky-hard,

     Where thou thyself dost air;--the queen o’the sky,

     Whose watery arch and messenger am I,

     Bids thee leave these, and with her sovereign grace,

     Here on this grass-plot, in this very place,

     To come and sport:--her peacocks fly amain;

     Approach, rich Ceres, her to entertain.
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As You Like It    first version 1593, second version 1600
“When  a  man’s  verses  cannot  be  understood,  a  good  wit  not  seconded  by  the  forward  child 
Understanding, it strikes a man more dead than a great reckoning in a little room.”  Edward de Vere  
in the guise of the clown Touchstone, As You Like It

Touchstone, a clown, fool, motley, called a whetstone by Celia, rhymes, compares himself among 
the goats to Ovid among the Goths --- Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford, “a motley to the view” 
(while  Celia  might  echo  the  Queen’s  voice).  Touchstone  as  whetstone  reminds  of  Recorde’s 
mathematical treatise Whetstone of witte, London 1557, wherein the equation sign == is introduced, 
for what can be more equal than parallels? The play is another Whetstone of witte, anticipating, 
once more, Goethe’s world formula and ever turning key “all is equal, all unequal”

Audrey, loved by Touchstone who fondly calls her a foul slut --- audience [a modern equivalent 
being Peggy in the sitcom Married with Children, watching TV all day long … the first seasons are 
hilarious, and full of allusions – how many of them would still be understood in the year 2400?]

Oliver  Martext,  village vicar,  engaged to wed Audrey and Touchstone in a mock ceremony --- 
Martin Marprelate (pseudonym), a puritan zealot who published vitriolic pamphlets in 1588/89, 
rather the parody of a puritan (Kristen Poole), had the paradox effect of making theater production 
flourish

William,  a  country  fellow,  from  Arden,  25  years  old,  also  in  love  with  Audrey  ---  William 
Shakespeare from Stratford-upon-Avon (Kurt Kreiler), born 1564, son of Mary Arden whose father 
was the landowner Robert Arden of Wilmscote, may have been 25 years old when he left his family 
for London where he was mentioned as cashier of the Chamberlain’s Men in 1594

The clownish trio Touchstone – Audrey – William parodies Romeo – Juliet – Paris. Everybody is 
made fun of in this comic romance that comes to a happy ending, as we like it.

A first version of the play may stem from the early 1590s, while the second version, the one of the  
First Folio from 1623, would have been written for the jubilee of the Queen’s enthronization on 
November 17, 1600, with an inoculated satire out of an impending reason: Robert Devereux, Earl of 
Essex, former chief of the secret service, rival and enemy of Edward de Vere, had been banned from 
the court but now hoped to get back and gave the Queen a painting of his wife that was shown to 
the public on the same November 17, 1600. the now famous painting of Frances Walshingham as 
Mysterious Lady or Persian Lady

Rosalind --- on the level of the inoculated satire from 1600 Frances Walshingham as the Mysterious 
or Persian Lady, pregnant, wearing a long flower-decorated gown, standing before a proud walnut 
tree, embracing a weeping stag whose antlers are multiplied by branches of the tree, from which, on 
the other side, a nut is falling toward a framed poem written by Devereux who makes his wife speak 
and complain that she gets the rind while others get the fruit … Edward de Vere in the guise of the 
clown Touchstone turns her lament around, saying her husband is the rind and she the fruit

     Sweetest nut has the sourest rind

     Such a nut is Rosalind
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Orlando, a son of Rowland de Boys, writes sentimental love poems and hangs them on trees --- on 
the level of the inoculated satire from 1600 Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, compared to “a worm-
eaten nut” by Edward de Vere in the guise of Touchstone, Devereux véreux ‘worm-eaten’ versus de 
Vere veritas ‘truth’. Edward de Vere was jealous, because Henry Wriothesley, Earl of Southampton, 
who had an affair with his second wife, Elizabeth Trentham, left him for the admired Devereux, and 
so de Vere insinuates that Frances might be pregnant by Henry: “many a man has good horns and 
knows no end of them” (just one of many such remarks). Robert Devereux is the rival poet of the 
sonnets, while Henry Wriothesley is the beautiful young man. Now I believe that some of the poems 
are ambiguous, for example sonnet 20 that can also be read as high praise and mild chiding of 
Queen Elizabeth, or sonnet 83 mentioning “both your poets” – in one case de Vere and Devereux, in 
the other case the playwright and his actors who make the play together in the sense of Greek poieo 
‘I make’ and poiaesis, wherefrom English poetry and poet. Edward de Vere in the guise of a clown 
warns the Queen of the treacherous man: “O, that’s a brave man, he writes brave verses, speaks 
brave words, swears brave oaths, and breaks them bravely …” And he justifies the use of satire. 
Touchstone. “The more pity that fools may not speak wisely what wise men do foolishly.” Celia: 
“By my troth, thou sayest true, for since that little wit that fools have was silenced, the little foolery  
that wise men have makes a great show.” The satire was a warning. Devereux ignored it and went  
on organizing his rebellion. One year later he was beheaded for treason. His follower Henry, also 
condemned to the block, was saved in an extraordinary act of mercy, own, we may assume, to an 
intervention of Edward de Vere begging the Queen for the life of the still young man.

The Taming of the Shrew    1579
The Taming of the Shrew may be considered a paradox intervention. Relations are turned around. A 
drunken tinker is made lord, a boy his wife, Lucentio calls himself Cambio ‘Change’, his servant 
becomes the master, a pedant Lucentio’s father, Petruchio a fool, the sun the moon, an old man a 
young girl, the shrew Katherine a gentle woman, and the drunkard Christopher Sly, anti-hero of the 
Induction and a brief insertion near the begin, disappears and becomes the mirror image of the 
shrew Katherine, namely the Christopher Slys in the audience. You are the lord of your household? 
you got a shrew for a wife? you wish her tamed as Katherine on the stage, in the play we perform 
for you? gentle, kind, loving and subdued? Well then, prove yourself worth of the praise of men 
Katherine pronounced in her final speech! If you are sly, which I hope you are, you’ll get the hidden 
meaning.  Carry  your  wife  on  your  shoulders,  metaphorically  speaking,  like  Saint  Christopher 
carried the infant Christ across the river, wading through the water. Then she will consider you her 
lord and master, place her hand under your foot, support you in her way, that is.

Kurt Kreiler dates the play to 1579. I agree.

On a  sublevel,  the  playwright  as  author  of  comedies  and serious  plays  may be present  in  the 
‘brothers’ Petruchio and Lucentio, and the audience in the sisters Katharina Katherine Kate and 
Bianca, while the turning of a drunken tinker into a lord, called “the veriest antick in the world,” 
anticipates  the  elevation  of  the  illiterate  William  Shaksper  from  Stratford-Upon-Avon  to  the 
playwright maybe in 1589. Lucentio pretends that he has to change his name because he killed a 
man. This would anticipate the Tybalt incident in the play Romeo and Juliet from 1581/82, Romeo 
on the sublevel being the playwright, and his beloved Juliet the audience. And the Tybalt incident 
may reflect the Thomas Brincknell accident from 1567.
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King Lear

Also the  play King Lear  might  be self-referential,  reflecting on the  necessity  of  serious  plays, 
pondering what would happen if such plays were forbidden, the theaters closed. Here you are with 
my guesses

King Lear – symbol of Britain surrounded by the sea, the Celtic god Lir being the sea personified; 
Lear has an anagram in Real

Goneril – political power, finance

Albany – honoring Lord Burghley?

Regan – military power, army

Cordelia – theater, the French anagram cordiale meaning heartily, from the heart

France – honoring Pierre de Ronsard? (see also Love’s Labour’s Lost)

Gloster – audience, losing his eyes meaning the audience has no more plays to watch if theaters are 
closed

Edgar – serious plays

Edmund – plays that flatter power

Kent – actor

Fool – finding the difference in what is equal, and the equal in what is different (remember Goethe’s 
formula All is equal, all unequal …)

The tragedy begins with Cordelia saying that she loves the king according to her bond, after her 
sisters Goneril and Regan had made big and wordy confessions of their love. This means on the 
level of the subtext: politicians and military leaders are great in making patriotic statements, while 
art, being more critical, proves a deeper love. The play shows what happens if art were forbidden, 
and theaters closed. (For our time: what would happen if  the media were forbidden in the free 
west?) The play opens with Kent speaking, the actor in the role of the actor, and closes with Edgar 
speaking, one of his four final lines being

     Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say.

Near the begin Kent is pleading

     See better, Lear; and let me still remain

     The true blank of thine eye.

Lear, mourning Cordelia, utters his last words

     … Look on her,--look, her lips,--

     Look there, look there !--                 [Dies

No more breath comes from her lips, Cordelia died, and now the king dies. Edward de Vere defends 
the theater by writing one of the most marvelous plays ever, resembling the sound of a bell, rich in 
overtones, resounding on many levels of meaning. The play being self-referential – a play reflecting 
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on the role of plays – does not narrow its range of meanings, for also life itself is self-referential, the 
meaning of life being life according to Sigmund Freud.

Twelfth Night    turn of year 1589/90
Maria, Olivia’s woman, writes a fake love letter to Malvolio, steward to Oilivia, encoding the name 
of Olivia’s ‘darling’ in the letters M, O, A, I, which Malvolio recognizes as letters of his own name

     M-alvolio    M    first letter

     Malvoli-O    O    last letter

     m-A-lvolio    A    second letter

     malvol-I-o    I    second to last letter

By applying the same pattern to the name Vere we obtain

     V-ere    V    first letter

     Ver-E    E    last letter

     v-E-re    E    second letter

     ve-R-e    R    second to last letter

V, E, E, R, or  veer, to change direction or turn about or aside; shift, turn, or change from one 
course, position, inclination, etc., to another (Webster’s) – the very program of the Twelfth Night, 
indicating the turn of year, namely the twelfth night following the earliest midwinter day (winter 
solstice on December 20 or 21 or 22 or 23, earliest midwinter day Dec 20, first night 20/21, second 
night 21/22, third night 22/23, fourth night 23/24, fifth night 24/25, sixth night 25/26, seventh night 
26/27, eighth night 27/28, ninth night 28/29, tenth night 29/30, eleventh night 30/31, twelfth night 
between December 31 and January 1). Orsino loves Olivia who falls in love with Cesario who loves 
Orsino – an amorous merry-go-round symbolized by the ring Olivia sends to Cesario/Viola … Veer 
as anagram of Vere, a fine engrained signature, precisely encoded, the very program of the play.

Clown: “Nothing that is so is so.” The Clown in the guise of Sir Topas the curate: “Bonos dies, Sir 
Toby: for, as the old hermit of Prague, that never saw pen and ink, very wittily said to a niece of  
king Gorboduc, ‘That that is is;’ so I, being master parson, am master parson; for, what is that but 
that, and is but is?”

The Clown makes fun of dogmatism. He calls himself a corrupter of words, melting frozen concepts 
and views and opinions, anticipating, once more, Goethe’s ever turning key

     All is equal, all unequal …

The name of Sir Topas alludes to the mineral, crystal and gem topaz, highly appreciated for the 
remarkable variety of colors, from colorless and perfectly translucent to gray, green, red, honey-
yellow, brown, orange, rose, violet, blue, aquamarine and azure (consider that a clown was called a 
motley,  and Edward de Vere called himself  “a motley to  the view”).  Also the sizes vary,  from 
polished pingos de agua ‘water drops’ in river beds to perfectly formed crystals weighing over 150 
kilograms (Florence) and even 300 kilograms (New York). Moreover, the stone is cut and polished 
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to a variety of decorative shapes, pendeloques (pendants in the form of large drops), discs, ovals, 
squares and octagons. A topaz is a topaz, yet varies in size and shape and color …

Just before ‘bad meaning’ Malvolio (Italian male ‘bad’, voglio pronounced vollio ‘I want’) enters 
the stage, the Clown says

     ‘Better a witty fool than a foolish wit’

Malvolio offends the Clown, whereupon the Clown tries to drive the devil out of Malvolio

     Out, hyperbolical fiend!

Malvolio might stand for Martin Marprelate and his fellow puritans who tried to close the theaters  
and deprive the world of colors, as it were. If so, the play might have been written for the turn of 
year 1588/89, when Martin Marprelate was active, more precisely for New Years Eve – a hilarious 
comedy around a serious problem.

‘Puritan’, in the begin, was a derogatory term, and was preceded by the name ‘Precisionist’, for 
those rather extreme reformers of the faith knew precisely what is right and wrong, defining and 
confining everything in a pedantic way, so that they were also called ‘sticklers’ – That that is is, for 
what  is  that  but  that,  and  is  but  is?  The  word  Precisionist  goes  back  to  French  précis  Latin  
praecisius  praecidere  ‘to  cut  off’ prae-caedere  ‘to  cut’.  Now  consider  the  steward  Malvolio 
examining the fake love letter allegedly sent to him by his mistress Olivia: “By my life, this is my 
lady’s hand; these are her very C’s, her U’s, and her T’s; and thus makes she her great P’s. It is, in 
contempt of question, her hand.” Whereupon Sir Andrew Aguecheek: “Her C’s, her U’s, and her 
T’s, why that?” Because they yield CUT, the meaning of prae-caedere at the base of Precisionist, 
which term or name is indicated by the great P – those who know exactly what is right and what is  
wrong in the name of their precise belief … Precisionist and puritan pastors undertook exorcisms 
for demonic possession. In the play, the Clown performs a mock exorcism on Malvolio – “Out, 
hyperbolical fiend!” – and defines the dark house in which Malvolio is kept in an absurdly precise 
manner: “Why, it hath bay windows transparent as barricadoes, and the clearstories are as lustrous 
as ebony; and yet complainest thou of obstruction?

Traditionally, the twelfth night was the twelfth night following Christmas, December 25, namely the 
night  between  January  5  and  January  6,  Epiphany  of  Christ.  The  play  makes  mention  of 
midsummer, and of the twelfth night in December, so I believe that the night of this play is New 
Year’s Eve, the night between December 31 and January 1, the turn of year, according to the M A O 
I pattern Vere verE vEre veRe yielding VEER ‘to turn and shift’, programmatic anagram of the 
playwright’s family name. Jove is mentioned several times in the play, and may be a reference to 
the Roman Saturnalia that survive in modest form in our New Year’s Eve. The Saturnalia were the 
seven days preceding the winter solstice, beginning on December 17. During the Saturnalia, human 
relations  were  turned  around,  master  became  slave,  and  slave  master.  A steward  (Malvolio) 
believing that his mistress (Olivia) could have sent him a love letter is only imaginable during the 
Saturnalia, when everything was turned around, or then at New Year’s Eve as modest heir of the 
Roman Saturnalia.
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Measure for Measure    January 17, 1590
The Duke in Measure for Measure symbolizes government – not a person but a task; Isabella, 
“having the truth of honor in her,” Queen Elizabeth, Isabella Isabel- Elisab- Elizabeth; and Angelo, 
a hypocrite, is another Malvolio. The playwright tells the Queen that she should listen to her own 
heart, and not to those who make big words they can’t live by. Good government is present in the 
allegorical marriage of the wily Duke and honest Isabella who knows her inner pattern, has grace to 
stand, and virtue go (qualities in a ruler demanded by the Duke in his programmatic speech in Act 3 
Scene 2). Martin Marprelate – Malvolio of the Twelfth Night, Angelo in Measure for Measure – 
was active in 1588 and 89. The prank on Malvolio is staged by Maria, while Angelo would rather 
die  than marry his  former fiancée Mariana,  but  he must take her for his  wife.  This  means the 
playwright, pointing out the antagonism of Papists and Precisionists (Marian exiles) or Puritans in 
one play, forcing them together in the other play, is highlighting the religious conflict in one play, 
and ending it in a satirical way in the other play. The Twelfth Night would have been written for the 

turn  of  year  1588/89,  and  Measure  for  Measure,  full  of  praise  for  the  Queen,  for  the  30 th 

anniversary of her crowning on January 17. She was crowned on January 17, 1559, so the play 
would have been performed on January 17, 1589.

Love’s Labour’s Lost    late 1570s
Love’s Labour’s Lost, a play full of puns, might be a self-ironic poetology, and a contest between 
English, French, and Spanish literature, Edward de Vere being present in Fer-dinand, King of Na-
var-re, in Lord Ber-owne, in the schoolmaster Holo-fer-nes, and in Ver the Spring of the closing 
song,  while  the  princess  of  France  may  symbolize  French  poetry,  her  lady  Rosaline  perhaps 
Ronsard,  and  Don  Adriano  de  Armado,  a  fantastical  Spaniard,  Spanish  romances  of  chivalry. 
Edward de Vere places French poetry above and Spanish literature below him. As King Fer-dinand 
he seeks fame, as Lord Ber-owne he loves life,  and as Holo-fer-nes he reveals his own “fickle  
mind” in Act 4 Scene 2: “This is a gift that I have, simple, simple; a foolish extravagant spirit, full 
of forms, figures, shapes, objects, ideas, apprehensions, motions, revolutions: these are begot in the 
ventricule of memory, nourisht in the womb of  pia mater, and delivered upon the mellowing of 
occasion. But the gift is good in those in whom it is acute, and I am thankful for it.” (Bob Dylan 
said he always felt like a matchbox of too many matches.) The song of Ver the Spring at the end of 
the play indicates the late 1570s, when Edward de Vere believed his wife had betrayed him. The 
playwright is measuring his art with French poetry and hopes that he will reach the same level in a 
year and a day.

Narvarre might be a reference to Beringia of Navarra, who, as wife of Richard Lionheart, became 
Queen of England (note the similarity of Beringie and Berowne), while the persiflage on Spanish 
romances of chivalry might have inspired Miguel Cervantes to his famous novel, first part 1605, 
second  part  1615.  We  have  then  these  correspondences:  knight,  on  a  mission  to  rescue  the 
(enchanted) princess – Don Adriano de Armado, a fantastic Spaniard – Don Quixote // knave – page 
Moth – Sancho Panza // (enchanted) princess – Jaquenetta, a country wench – Dulcinea // horse – 
dancing horse – Rosinante (see the long dialogue between Armado and Moth in Act 1 Scene 2).
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All’s Well That Ends Well    1599 or 1600
Edward de Vere as Ber-tram follows Robert Devereux as Parolles in a military campaign to Ireland, 
the geography veiled by a change of direction, instead of from London to Ireland from Paris to 
Florence, leaving his task of writing plays and thus caring for the health of the kingdom, so to say,  
as Bertram abandoning his wife Helena who cured the king. The play contains sharp attacks on 
Robert  Devereux, Earl of Essex, whose failed campaign in Ireland consisted merely in burning 
down fields  and houses,  alluded to  by the Clown who evokes  the black prince alias  prince of 
darkness alias devil and his fire in Act 4 Scene 2. A further allusion to fire is Lafeu, French le feu 
meaning fire, and his “carbonadoed face” mentioned by the Clown, apparently a face blackened 
from exposure to fires instead of bearing a scar from a wound received in battle. Edward de Vere 
left Ireland in 1599, so the play would have been written in 1599 or 1600. Spooky is the mock 
process  made  to  Parolles  for  treason,  ending  in  a  death  sentence:  “off  with  his  head.”  Robert 
Devereux was beheaded for treason in 1601. The playwright doesn’t spare himself, he makes harsh 
comments on his alter ego Bertram, while the First Lord resumes good and bad in life in Act 4 
Scene 3: “The web of life is a mingled yarn, good and ill together, our virtues would be proud, if 
our faults whipt them not, and our crimes would despair, if they were not cherisht by our virtues.” A 
satirical element is Bertram, guise of Edward de Vere, appointed general of the king’s horse … 
Lafeu praises Bertram’s wife Helena, through her the art of the playwright

     … a wife

     Whose beauty did astonish the survey

     Of richest eyes; whose words all ears took captive;

     Whose dear perfection hearts that scorned to serve

     Humbly called mistress.

(Juliet, symbol of the audience, praised Romeo, another symbol of the playwright, for his “dear 
perfection”)

Helena bears a child, symbol of the new play, All’s Well That Ends Well, and the playwright as 
Bertram confesses his love for her

     I’ll love her dearly, ever, ever, dearly

Dearly ever ever dearly  *  ever dearly  *  e.ver  d-earl-y  *  E.Ver  –Earl-y  *  Edward de Vere, Earl 
of Oxford, Earle of Oxenforde, finally reconciled with his proper task of writing plays.

Comedy of Errors    1574 or 75, update 1593 or 94
Conspicuous in the Comedy of Errors are the many names beginning on A – Adriana and Aemilia of 
Ephesus,  Aegon  of  Syracuse,  Antipholus  of  Ephesus  and  Antipholus  of  Syracuse,  Aemilia  as 
Abbess, and Angelo … Ancient Ephesus was the city of the powerful goddess Artemis, her Roman 
equivalent being Diana,  encoded in Adriana Ardiana ArDiana Artemis/Diana,  while her kitchen 
wench , round as a globe, all countries on her body, evokes Gaia, earth personified, another mighty 
goddess.  Ephesus also  was  the  place  where  Paulus  formulated  and  established  Christendom, 
symbolized in Aemilia as Abbess, and in Angelo whose name means angel. Syracuse is the town of 
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Archimedes, a great mathematician and engineer of antiquity on whose work Renaissance thrived. 
So we have Artemis and Christendom, Archimedes and the Renaissance; a huge body of ancient 
religion that also invoked animal deities, and on top of it Christendom, and another huge body of 
ancient science and technology, and on top of it Renaissance – both double-bodies captured in the 
symbol of the centaur, alluded to by the hostel Centaur, and by the Antipholuses, Pholus having 
been the centaur who guarded the sacred wine in a cave, but, unluckily, handed it over to Hercules 
and thus brought doom over all centaurs. The Anti- in the name Antipholus means that both religion 
(Antipholus of Ephesus) and science (Antipholus of Syracuse) wisely keep their life-giving secret, 
their sacred wine, as it were, symbol of inspiration, but the Anti- also marks the antagonism of 
religion and science. Antipholus of Ephesus is excluded from his home, ends in Tartar, the deepest 
hell  of  the  Greeks,  and is  pinched  by an  exorcist,  whereas  Antipholus  of  Syracuse  survives  a 
shipwreck, and then has a lot of luck, owing to his open mind, engages himself in a witty dialogue 
with his Dromio instead of beating him as his brother does, and tells us toward the end of Act 2 
Scene 2 that science has to go through phases of great uncertainty and is basically an adventure 
(also a dangerous one, as the shipwreck proves)

     Am I in earth, in heaven, or in hell?

     Sleeping or waking? Mad or well advised?

     Known unto these, and to myself disguised!

     I’ll say as they say, and persever so,

     And in this mist at all adventures go.

He falls in love with Luciana, the rational and rationalizing sister of Adriana, her name containing 
Latin  lux  ‘light’,  anticipating  the  age  of  enlightment,  but  also  the  ambiguous  moral  of 
Protestantism. The early play would have been written in 1574 or 75, while the litigating heirs of 
France are own to an update from perhaps 1593 or 94.

The Adventures of Master F.I.    before 1573
Young Edward de Vere meeting Pierre de Ronsard

The first edition of the anthology A Hundreth sundrie Flowres bounde vp in one small Poesie – 
containing, embedded in other contributions, the first English novel, The Adventures of Master F. I., 
followed by forty-seven poems under the title Divers excellent devises for sundrie Gentlemen – was 
published anonymously in 1572 (old calendar) or 1573 (our modern calendar). An altered version 
followed in 1576 under the name of George Gascoigne, a soldier poet and friend of young Edward 
de Vere; fifty remaining copies of the second edition were confiscated. Kurt Kreiler ascribes the 
novel  and  the  following  forty-seven  poems  to  young  Edward  de  Vere  who  used  a  lot  of 
pseudonyms: Master F. I., Fortunatus Infoelix, Freeman Jones, Ferdinando Ieronimi, H. W. (editor), 
G. T. (commentator), A. B. (printer), Meritum petere grave, Si fortunatus infoelix, Spraeta tamen 
vivunt, Ferenda natura, Ball, Content, Phaeton, My lucke is losse, then also E. O. and Therle of Ox., 
and later, inspired by George Cascoigne, poet of the spear and pen, pushed by his adversary Gabriel  
Harvey and teased by his admirer Philip Spenser, William Shakespeare. Having read the novel, I 
noticed parallels to the play Love's Labour's Lost and dare propose the following key of symbols 
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Lady Elynor -- Queen Elizabeth, her husband -- her office

Lady Frances -- Poetry, also an admirer of Pierre de Ronsard and a mentor of young Edward de 
Vere, also Pierre de Ronsard himself (Rosaline of Love’s Labour’s Lost) 

Master F. I., Fortunatus Infoelix alias Freeman Jones aka Ferdinando Ieronimi -- young Edward de 
Vere 

The novel and the forty-seven subsequent poems, I dare say, report a meeting of Queen Elizabeth 
and Pierre de Ronsard, the French prince of poetry who got gifts also from Queen Elizabeth and 
Mary Queen of Scots, and young Edward de Vere in allegorical form, while Love's Labour's Lost 
renders the same hypothetical meeting as a play, in form of a self-ironic comedy. 

The Rose of France (a fable inspired by the novel The Advenrures of Master F. I., and by the play 
Love's Labour's Lost) A lady at the court of Queen Elizabeth and mentor of young Edward de Vere 
was very fond of the flower and rose poems of the immensely popular French 'prince of poetry' 
Pierre de Ronsard. Young Edward, inspired by these poems, wrote a couple of love poems himself, 
emulating Ronsard. His elegant and lively verses amazed his lady mentor to such a degree that she 
sent copies to France, and when Ronsard, invited by the Queen to receive a gift of honor, traveled to 
London, he asked to see the young man. This one,  mighty pleased, wrote a long poem for the 
occasion, some one hundred lines honoring Ronsard and alluding to his famous rose poems: The 
Rose of France. He recited his poem before the Queen and Ronsard, hoping for applause, perhaps in 
form of a spontaneous little French poem? But no, Ronsard replied cryptically that he won't limp in 
front of a limping man, and went on: Young Edward, you got an enormous talent, your agile wit 
finds occasion everywhere, your fair tongue makes the old play truant in your tale and the young 
ravish, and your discourse is sweet and voluble. And yet, your long poem is not really honoring me. 
You are rather like a young rider demonstrating all the tricks your dancing horse can do; a knight  
without a sword, frankly speaking. Find a worthy object for your talent, and send me the result in a 
twelvemonth. Let this be my experiment. And now I wish you good luck ... Young Edward was 
pleased and ashamed at the same time, and challenged as well. He accepted the experiment and 
wrote a draft of his novel The Adventures of Master F. I., turning his meeting with Ronsard into an 
allegory, wherein the Queen appears as Lady Elynor; her office as her husband; his lady mentor and 
Ronsard combined in Lady Frances; he himself in Fortunatus Infoelix, the unhappy fortunate; and 
his bragging as the riding episode, he without a rapier exhausting his horse in front of Lady Elynor 
and Lady Frances. He has an affair with Lady Elynor, is then rejected, and travels to Fontainbleau 
and Paris. Elynor is also the symbol of power; Lady Frances, a relative called my Trust and my 
Hope, is also the symbol of poetry. The affair with Elynor is a flirt with power and the dream of a  
political career, while the escape to Paris, home of Ronsard, is a return to the true destiny as a poet.

A flirt with power and the return to poetry is the veiled topic of the play The Two Gentlemen of  
Verona, while the evaluation of young Edward de Vere's place in literature is the hidden topic of 
Love's Labour's Lost from the late 1570s, featuring Ronsard, French prince of poetry, in the guise of 
the Princess of France and of Lady Rosaline (alluding to the famous rose poems), young Edward de 
Vere  in  the  guise  of  Ferdinand  (Ferdinando  Ieronimi)  King  of  Navarre  (birthplace  of  Queen 
Beringia  of  England,  also  referring  to  the  college  Navarre  in  Paris  where  young Ronsard  was 
educated from age of nine onward) and of Lord Berowne (alluding to Beringia, wife of Richard 
Lionheart) and of the schoolmaster Holifernes (Divers excellent devises, poem 46: "I Holyfernes") 
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and of Ver the Spring (poem 24: "The lustie Ver ... Springs now elsewhere"), while the fantastical 
Spaniard Don Arnoldo de Armado stands for the Spanish romances of chivalry. Don Arnoldo de 
Armado may have inspired Miguel Cervantes de Saavedra to his Alonso Quixano alias Don Quixote 
(Arnoldo A-o-o Alonso, Armado means armed and wearing an armor, while Quixote means the 
great Quixano and also names the part of an armor that covers the thighs). The plot of a lost play by 
Edward de Vere, The History of Cardenio, perhaps from 1580, is rendered in Cardenio's tale in the 
same novel Don Quixote (part 1, 1605). 

Sonnets in the light of Italian poetology  1601/02
(commemorating the lovers who had blessed his life) and Pericles (looking 
back on a literary life, honoring Pierre de Ronsard, Thomas Sackville, and 
William Shaksper)

What makes the plays by Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare so very 
attractive? They are veritable organisms of meaning, although large parts of 
meaning are veiled,  hidden and concealed,  but  then,  also most  organs are 
invisible, hidden inside the body, but we can guess that they work well from 
the well-functioning body mirrored in a well-functioning play. 

The poems he published under his name or title may may imitate or compete 
with Pierre de Ronsard, prince of poets, admired by the queen, and possibly his 
idol  as  a  young  aspiring  poet,  whereas  using  the  pseudonym  William 
Shakespeare

     William

     will I am

     a strong will personified

     Shakespeare

     shaking my spear

     wielding my sword

     which is my word

     my elegant and powerful word

he developed a freer style that may be characterized as fluent grammatical 
architecture, so

     That every word doth almost tell my name    (sonnet 76)

Now let us have a look at the cycle of 154 sonnets from the perspective of 
Italian poetology.

(part 1) 

Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Pötters relies on the medieval formula
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     Deus est sphaera

      God is present in the perfect shape of the sphere

in explaining the origin of the Italian sonetto invented by Giacomo da Lentini. 
The projection of a sphere on a plain is a circle. Imagine a circle of diameter 14. 
Using 22/7 for pi, the area is 154 and can be turned into a rectangle of the 
height 14 (same as diameter) and width 11. Now these are the numbers of the 
original sonetto: 14 lines of 11 pronounced syllables each.

Italian  poetry  speaks of  a double love,  erotic  and divine,  consider  Laura in 
Petrarca and Beatrice in Dante.

The cycle  of  154 (!)  sonnets  by Edward de Vere alias  William Shakespeare 
might even talk on three levels: of a human lover, of poetry, and of divine love.

Picture a circle of the circumference 154 (number corresponding to the area of 
the original circle of the sonetto, number of pronounced syllables in the original 
sonetto, number of sonnets by Shakespeare). Using 22/7 for pi again we have a 
diameter of 49. Subtract 49 from 154 and you get 105 (a number game in the 
spirit of Wilhelm Pötters' literary studies). Now let us look at the sonnets 49 and 
105. Opening lines of sonnet 49

     Against that time, if ever that time come,

     When I shall see thee frown on my defects

A young lover is addressed, but maybe also a young audience of the plays: we 
in our time who find out who the author of the famous work really is, Edward de 
Vere, heavily attacked by several critics.

Five lines of sonnet 105

     Kind is my love to-day, to-morrow kind,

     Still constant in a wondrous excellence;

     Therefore my verse to constancy defined,

     One thing expressing, leaves out difference.

     Fair, kind, and true, is all my argument

The motto "Fair, kind, and true" appears three times in sonnet 105. Here we 
find absolute love, seen from a divine perspective, where the equal unequal of 
human affairs converge in a single picture, a glimpse of which the author finds 
in his love of poetry and his "wondrous excellence" as a poet and playwright.

Reading Shakespeare as a modern author we often forget his background in the 
Middle Ages and the Renaissance.

(part 2)
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Having searched for a signature in letters, I finally found a strange coincidence 
of numbers that might be a signature in time.

While the original sonetto had 14 lines of 11 pronounced syllables each, in all 
154 pronounced syllables, the 154 Shakespearean sonnets have 14 lines of 10 
pronounced syllables each: a single poem 140, the whole cycle 21,560.

Now this  may  be  an  astronomical  number  denoting  time.  21,560  days  are 
practically 730 lunations or 59 years (exact numbers 730.090... and 59.0293... 
respectively).

Edward de Vere was born in 1550, and the sonnets were published in 1609 –– 
59 years later! Did he fix the year of publication in a secret will? He died in 
1604. The posthumous publisher called himself The Well-Wishing Adventvrer In 
Setting Forth. A good friend on a clandestine mission?

Time is a recurrent topic in the sonnets, addressed as Devouring Time in the 
opening of sonnet 19, while the final lines

     Yet, do thy worst, old Time: despite thy wrong,

     My love shall in my verse ever live young

have an echo in the publisher's dedication to

     OVR.EVER-LIVING.POET

A quote from sonnet 116

     Love's not Time's fool

Love can overcome everything, even time.

(part 3)

Wilhelm  Pötters  discovered  a  model  cosmos  in  Dante  Alighieri's  Divina 
Commedia, encoded in a mysterious number, a high number given as a phrase. 
In a letter from the late 1990s he asked me for help with early mathematics: 
how could Dante have approximated the cube root of 10 ? I told him how to 
generate good values from a poor and a mediocre one, and excellent values 
from a mediocre  and a  good one.  Here  two pi  sequences  that  explain  the 
principle and may speak for themselves

     4/1  (plus 3/1)  7/2  10/3  13/4  16/5  19/6  22/7  25/8

     3/1  (plus 22/7)  25/8  47/5  ...  311/99  333/106  355/113  377/120

Additive number patterns and sequences came in great variety and were also 
used for astronomical purposes. Let us check on the 59 years or 730 lunations 
or  21,560  days  insinuated  by  the  sonnets  -  154  poems  of  14  lines  of  10 
pronounced  syllables  each,  in  all  21,560  pronounced  syllables,  as  days 
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covering the time between the birth of Edward de Vere in 1550 and his literary 
rebirth in 1609, when the sonnets were published by a complice.

How many lunations are in 59 years? This problem can be solved with another 
additive  number  sequence that  relates  lunations  or  synodic  months  (l)  and 
years (y)

     l/y  37/3  99/8  136/11  235/19  371/30

     59  or  30 19 19 minus 3 3 3

     371 235 235 minus 37 37 37  or  730

59 years are practically 730 lunations.

How many days are 730 lunations or synodic months?

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ... lunations

  30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days

  30 59 89 118 148 177 207 236 266 ... days

  17 lunations counted that way are 502 days

  15 lunations counted that way are 443 days

  17 15 17 15 17 lunations

  17 32 40 64 81 lunations

  502 443 502 443 502 days

  502 945 1447 1890 2392 days

  9 lunations are 266 days

  64 lunations are 1,890 days

  73 lunations are 2,156 days

  730 lunations are 21,560 days

There is a whole mathematical cosmos below the level of Greek mathematics 
(including a systematic method of calculating the circle on the basis of  the 
Sacred  Triangle  3-4-5),  a  forgotten  treasure  of  simple  yet  clever  additive 
methods. Ample indirect evidence shows that they were still known to and used 
by Italian mathematicians, architects, artists and poets, among them Leonardo 
Fibonacci and Leon Battista Alberti, Petrarca and Dante.

Edward de Vere may have learned about those methods when in Italy, how to 
handle them, and apply them in a work of poetry.

Mathematics,  logic  of  building  and  maintaining,  can  also  be  a  help  in 
constructing and organizing a literary cosmos.
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(part 4)

"Then in the number let me pass untold" (sonnet 136). Here I do the contrary, 
make the numbers tell about the author. 

27 sonnets have 3,780 pronounced syllables, while 3,780 days are 128.002... 
or practically 128 lunations, a whole number of synodic months, in this case 
from empty moon to empty moon (German Leermond). A quote from sonnet 27 

     Looking on darkness which the blind do see: 

     Save that my soul's imaginary sight 

     Presents thy shadow to my sightless view, 

     Which, like a jewel hung in ghastly night, 

     Makes black night beautous, and her old face new. 

Here we have a moonless night, a whole number of lunations being over, while 
the memory of the full moon hanging like a jewel in the night sky evokes the 
face of the absent lover. 

60 sonnets have 8,400 pronounced syllables, while 8,400 days are 22.998... or 
practically 23 years. A long solar period comes to a close, 23 years. In sonnet 
60 we read of "our minutes" that "haste to an end" and of time's "cruel hand" 

     And yet, to time in hope my verse shall stand 

Not all numbers are meaningful, but some are, having inspired the poet and 
given the cycle of sonnets a structure. 

Dante  Alighieri  finished  each  canto  of  the  Divina  Commedia  with  a  line  of 
marvellous beauty. However, the very last line is missing. One more line, and 
the sum of all the lines would have been the number of the diameter of the so-
called Emporio, the outmost sphere holding the universe, the realm where the 
divine messenger comes from. Only God or the messenger of divine love could 
pronounce the final line of absolute beauty, truth, and perfection. 

In the sonnets we have a parallele in the shorter lines of sonnet 145 with 8 8 8 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 pronounced syllables, in all 113, 27 short of the regular 
140. If I calculated correctly, the pronounced syllable in the very center is the 
word 'new' in sonnet 76, evoking a new life in poetry, a second literary life 

     For as the sun is daily new and old 

     So is my love still telling what is told. 

The lunar and solar cycles are not really commensurable, nor are we in love. 
Sonnet 145 of the missing syllables is about ambiguity, resolved in a humoristic 
manner, but not really overcome. We can only ever get a glimpse of divine 
love, precious enough to make life worthwhile. 
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All 154 sonnets cover the years from the birth of Edward de Vere in 1550 to the 
publication of the sonnets in 1609. The later sonnets may be consulted as a 
linear calendar. Did he get ill in 1600 ? Mourning is a topic of sonnet 132. Did 
he expect to die in around 1605 ? The syllables are missing in sonnet 145. Did 
he write the sonnets against "Devouring Time" in 1601/02 ? The Will sonnets 
135 and 136 play around his alias William, "will of mine" perhaps Will's last will 
of having the sonnets published in 1609. 

Facing the end as a black moonless night, he commemorates the lovers who 
had blessed his life. 

Does beautiful sonnet 18 honor his wife Anne Burghley? If so, he married her as 
a pretty young woman of a warm nature and a mild temper. 

(part 5)

A word on sonnet 18, in my opinion the most beautiful poem in the whole cycle.

     May I compare thee to a summer's day?

Edward de Vere, looking back on his first wife Anne Cecile Burghley in 1601 - a 
young woman who had loved him and who had died early – compares her to a 
summer's day, indicating a warm natured girl and young woman. Summer can 
sometimes be too hot – maybe she loved him more than he deserved? And 
summer can be short. Her summer was, for she died prematurely, but she shall 
live on in his verse.

However, the poet, being honest, mentions ambivalence. His marriage was not 
a stormy love affair, indicated by the line

     Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May

In his poem Fond Desire he sees desire

     In pride and pomp of May

The poem is  the more conventional  version of  the first part  of  the story of 
Benedick  and  Beatrice  in  Much  Ado  About  Nothing.  Benedick  compares 
Beatrice to "the first of May." Considering the opening words of sonnet 18

     May I

we might have a pun: May I, May One, the first of May - also Edward de Vere a 
stormy lover of the May variety, shaking the darling buds of May, and perhaps 
confessing to extramarital love affairs.

It  has been said that Edward de Vere married Anne Cecile  Burghley out  of 
mercenary reasons.  This  might  partly be true,  and they apparently  were of 
different natures, but judging by the loving lines of sonnet 18 we can find real 
and deep affection for his first wife who died early but lives on in his most 
beautiful poem.
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  (part 6)

The calendar works for higher numbers.

Which sonnet corresponds to the year 1587 ?

Edward de Vere was born in 1550, so in 1587 he was 37 years old. The cycle of 
154  sonnets  covers  the  time  from  1550  to  1609  when  the  sonnets  were 
published, as planned beforehand in Will’s will. Divide 37 (age of de Vere in 
1587) by 59 (years from birth to literary rebirth) and multiply the intermediate 
result by 154 (number of all sonnets)

     37 / 59  times  154  equals  about 96.5

Sonnet number 96 corresponds to the year 1587.

And which sonnet corresponds to the year 1601 ?

In 1601, Edward de Vere was 51 years old. Divide 51 by 59 and multiply the 
result by 154

     51 / 59  times  154  equals  about 133

Sonnet 133 corresponds to the year 1601.

1587 and 1601 are important  years  in  the life  of  Queen Elizabeth and her 
supporter Edward de Vere, as will be shown in the next part.

  (part 7)

1587 and 1601 were years of hardship for Queen Elizabeth.

She had her cousin Mary Queen of Scots imprisoned for some fifteen years, and 
then beheaded for political treason in 1587, which caused her great sorrow and 
made her suffer for a long time. The year 1587 corresponds to sonnet 96 that 
speaks of a “throned queen” and forgives her faults, as if consoling her. Middle 
lines

     So are those errors that in thee are seen

     To truths translated, and for true things deem’d.

Her errors on the human level are political necessities – wrong personally but 
true to the kingdom.

In her later years the queen fell in love with Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, 
rival of Edward de Vere who ridiculed Essex and attacked him sharply in two 
plays. Finally, Devereux was beheaded in early 1601, another political decision 
against her heart that made the queen suffer and was the beginning of her 
end. Her pain also affected Edward de Vere. 1601 corresponds to sonnet 133, 
perhaps the most tormented one, speaking of three parties

     Of him, myself, and thee, I am forsaken;
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     A torment thrice threefold thus to be crossed.

Edward de Vere would have written the sonnets in 1601/02, when the queen’s 
health was rapidly declining. Supporting her in her last years may have been 
another major reason to write the cycle of poems, telling her that she will live 
on in his verse. He would have shown her the sonnets long before they were 
published. The queen died in 1603, mourned by Edward de Vere as Imogen in 
Cymbeline. He died one year later, in 1604, and the sonnets were published in 
1609, literary rebirth of the queen and her poet and the lovers who had made 
his life worth living.

  (part 8)

Pericles = Edward de Vere, looking back on his literary life in 1601/02 (the play 
complementing the sonnets, here interpreted by a set of poetical equations, in 
a more temporal order, contrary to the scenic order of the play)

Gower  as  Chorus = the  medieval  English  poet  John Gower,  dubbed “moral 
Gower” by Chaucer, wrote religious, moral, historical and political allegories, 
among them the long poem Confessio Amantis that revived an ancient tale and 
was adopted by Edward de Vere

Simonides, good king of Pentapolis = Pierre de Ronsard, prince of poets, here 
made a king, idol of young Edward de Vere who emulated Ronsard in his early 
poems, and in the poems he published under his real name and/or title (Love’s 
Labors Lost reports an actual encounter of Pierre de Ronsard and young Edward 
de Vere at the court of Queen Elizabeth); Penta- ‘five’ and -polis ‘town’ might 
refer to France that has roughly the shape of a pentagon, while Ronsard resided 
at the royal court in the capital Paris

Thaisa, daughter of Simonides = poems by Pierre de Ronsard, inspiring young 
Edward de Vere

Thaisa marries Pericles = Edward de Vere masters the classical style of Pierre 
de Ronsard

their daughter Marina is born, silver-voiced Marina = Edward de Vere finds his 
own voice via Pierre de Ronsard whose poems are personified by Thaisa, while 
Marina personifies the poems and the lyric side of the plays by Edward de Vere, 
metaphorically born on the high seas of life; a son of Thaisa and Pericles is 
mentioned in the epilogue of the play, he would then personify the militant side 
of the plays by Edward de Vere

changing language = the language of the play changes when Marina is born; 
autobiographical  reference:  early  poems imitate Pierre de Ronsard,  then he 
finds his own voice; early scenes perhaps written in the style of George Wilkins, 
Edward de Vere parodying himself as a young writer?
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Lycorida, nurse of Marina = Lycoris, a woman celebrated in the love-elegies of 
the Roman poet Gallus (Webster’s Unabridged)

Marina got a good education from Cleon = religious origin of poetry (consider 
the Biblical imagery and language in many Bob Dylan songs)

Cleon in his later years, his wife, and their daughter = puritans, their zealotry, 
and their pamphlets (in the epilogue of the play we are briefly told that Cleon 
and his wife died in their burning palace, meaning that zealotry can set the 
world on fire but in the end devours itself)

Marina abducted by Cleon = puritans fighting the theater, would have caused a 
writing crisis in Edward de Vere, symbolized by the seeming death of Thaisa

pirates bring Marina to Mytilene and place her in a brothel = bootleg versions 
of the plays by Edward de Vere performed in cheap theaters, or inns (maybe 
the one of George Wilkins that also was a brothel?)

Lysimachus, governor of Mytilene, visiting the brothel, falls in love with Marina 
=  young  William  Shaksper  from  Stratford-upon-Avon  comes  to  London, 
besotted with the theater, watches bawdy plays, then discovers the plays by 
Edward  de  Vere  and  falls  in  love  with  their  language,  Mytilene  on  Lesbos 
evoking  Sappho  whose  lyric  poems  are  still  fresh  in  tone  millennia  later, 
indicating again young Shakesper’s love of lyrics

Helicanus, grave and noble councillor, most wise in general, a figure of truth, of 
faith,  of  loyalty  =  Thomas  Sackville,  brought  to  the  attention  of  the 
Shakespeare  community  by  Sabrina  Feldman;  Helicanus  referring  to  Mount 
Helicon in Greece, once believed to be the abode of Apollo and the Muses, 
counterpart of the Parnassus

Helicanus  and  Lysimachus  lead  Marina  to  Pericles  =  Thomas  Sackville  and 
young William Shaksper reconcile Edward de Vere with his work and motivate 
him  to  write  again,  perhaps  helping  him  find  his  pseudonym  William 
Shakespeare (Sack- Shak sper, -ville Will iam) and proposing a first idea for a 
new theater that was later realized as the Globe ? Lysimachus refers both to 
Lysimachia nummularia ‘moneywort, twopenny grass’ and Lysimachos, brother 
in arms of Alexander the Great, indicating that young William Shakesper took 
over the finances and helped Edward de Vere defend the theater against the 
puritan zealots (Lysimachos, in his later life, became a tyrant who abused his 
authority, and something similar would have happened with William Shaksper 
who was chided for his transgression in As You Like It, where he, as dull William 
in  the  forest  of  Arden,  claims  Audrey  the  audience,  girlfriend  of  clown 
Touchstone, alias of Edward de Vere, for himself, provoking a verbal outburst 
which inspired a famous Monty Python sketch; but here, in Pericles, William 
Shaksper is praised for his help and support)
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Marina marries Lysimachus = Edward de Vere allows young William Shaksper to 
care for  his  work,  as financial  director  of  his  thespian enterprise,  and as a 
supporter against the puritan zealots

Antiochus  =  Robert  Devereux,  rival  poet  of  the  sonnets,  leader  of  the 
disastrous Irish campaign who let burn down fields and huts, later condemned 
for treason, too proud to apologize, and executed; sought glory also as a poet: 
Me pompae provexit apex ‘the summit of glory led me on’ or ‘Desire of renown 
he  does  devise’  –  his  poems,  personified  by  his  daughter,  have  the  only 
purpose of satisfying his desire for glory instead of engaging themselves in the 
world  and  for  life,  metaphorically  not  allowing  the  young  woman  to  get 
engaged with a fiancé; (Daniel books 7-9 in the Bible refer to the Syrian kings 
by the name of Antiochus,  appearing in  a vision as a beast of  a morphing 
shape, in one case breathing fire on a fiery throne, evoking Devereux in Ireland 
burning down fields and huts in the hope of gaining the throne of England); 
‘Antiochus’ was the name of ten Syrian kings, and the logic of the play requires 
that he represents not only Devereux but also earlier poets of the same sort 
who had just glory on their mind, one of them for a while impressing young 
Edward de Vere

Pericles wearing a rusty armor, on his shield painted a withering branch with 
green leaves at the top, and written the motto of his labor: In hoc spe vivo ‘In 
this hope I live’ = a different understanding of poetry by the playwright whose 
armor got rusty in the high seas of life: care for the green leaves, don’t let the 
whole branch go dry and wither away completely, support what vigor is left in 
the fresh green, nourish hope …

Edward de Vere would have been almost incredibly productive in his last years, 
writing (and working over) play for play for play and poem for poem, his “fyckle 
hed” and gift of the gap and rich experience accelerating each other, holding 
up time, pushing away the nearing end, overcoming time in blissful moments 
of a writer’s achievement.

  (part 9)

Now for the geography of the Pericles play:

Pericles governs Tyre, ancient Tyros, modern Sur in the Lebanon, also the town 
of councilor Helicanus –

Antiochus governs Antioch, ancient Antiocheia on the Orontes in Syria –

Cleon  governs  Tarsus,  ancient  Tarsos-Antiocheia  in  Cilicia,  southern  central 
Anatolia –

Artemis/Diana  had  been  worshipped  in  one  of  the  seven  ancient  world 
wonders,  namely  the  most  famous  temple  at  Ephesos  (larger  than  the 
Parthenon), Ionia, western shore of Anatolia –
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Lysimachos governs Mytilene on Lesbos –

Simonides governs Pentapolis in the Cyrenaica, Libya, maybe ancient Apollonia 
near Cyrene –

–  connect Tyre with both Mytilene and Ephesus and the lines will  cross the 
island  of  Cyprus  (while  the  connecting  line  Antiocheia-Apollonia  marks  the 
northern shore of Cyprus), island of the Greek love goddess Aphrodite whose 
Roman equivalent is Venus. Aphrodite was born from the sea (consider also 
Botticelli's Venus). Marina, born in a gale on the sea, personifies the lyric side 
of the plays by Edward de Vere, her connection with Aphrodite indicating love 
at the core of lyric poetry (Venus mentioned in the last sonnets).

Lesbos was the island of Sappho, the great poetress. Plutarch quoting Sarapion 
(Moralia, The Oracle at Delphi, Loeb Classical Library): "Do you not see what 
grace the songs of Sappho have, charming and bewitching all  who listen to 
them?"

Apollonia would evoke Apollo, brother of Artemis at Ephesus, god of classical 
beauty, playing the lyre, singing and dancing, associated with the Muses, while 
good  king  Simonides,  ruler  of  Pentapolis  (Apollonia?)  –  honoring  Pierre  de 
Ronsard, prince of poets, admired by Queen Elizabeth, idol of young Edward de 
Vere – might have been named for the distinguished lyric poet Simonides of 
Ceos  (Keos,  modern  Kea,  island  off  the  Attica,  westernmost  island  of  the 
Cyclades). Plato via Socrates: "It is not easy to disbelieve Simonides, for he is a 
wise man and divinely inspired." (High praise for Ronsard around the corner.) 
Plutarch:  "Simonides  calls  painting  silent  poetry  and  poetry  painting  that 
speaks."

  (part 10)

Searching for inconsistencies of my Pericles interpretation I focused on Cleon 
and  his  wife,  he  personifying  religion  and  she  puritan  zealotry.  Her  name 
Dionyza evokes Dionysos and his ecstatic cult. How can puritan zealotry and 
ecstasy go along? Here I have a problem.

Or do I ? Dionysos originally was a Phrygian vegetation god. His cult emerged 
in the dark age that followed the collapse of the Mycenaean culture and was 
mainly attended by women seeking temporary relieve from their hard life. And 
then, more importantly, religious or pseudo-religious zealotry can turn into an 
ecstasy of self-righteousness that shocks even Cleon and makes him say

     ... Thou art like the harpy,

     Which to betray, dost with thine angel's face,

     Seize with thy eagle's talons.
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Dionyza tries to have Marina murdered. Pericles' daughter Marina personifies 
the lyric side of the plays by Edward de Vere. The attack on her symbolizes the 
puritans trying to close the Elizabethan theaters.

Pericles had once helped Cleon, meaning that religion owes a lot to the arts. 
Now religion or rather puritan zealotry turns against Pericles' daughter Marina, 
but  she  prevails,  owing  to  her  fine  human  qualities.  Religious  or  pseudo-
religious zealotry is again a menace in our time, giving the play relevance for 
the present.

(part 11)

Thaisa, wife of Pericles, evokes Thais, a courtesan, mistress of Alexander the 
Great and Ptolemy. Young and beautiful courtesans at Rome in the Renaissance 
had  the  status  of  pop  stars,  above  all  Imperia,  mistress  of  the  zillionaire 
Agostino Chigi (a financial Alexander the Great, as it were), favorite model of 
young Raphael who showed her as Sappho in the corner of the lyrical poets on 
the Parnassus in a stanza of the Vatican, and as the most lovely Galatea in 
Agostino  Chigi's  Villa  Farnesina.  Ptolemy  on  his  turn  evokes  Ptolemaean 
astronomy.

Cleon invoking sun and moon makes me think of the calendar of the sonnets, a 
lunisolar  calendar  of  59  years  or  730 lunations,  from the  year  1550 when 
Edward de Vere was born to the prefixed year 1609 when the sonnets were 
published, a calendar valid for the higher numbers of the sonnets, for example 
sonnet 107 corresponding to the turn of year 1590/91

     1550 plus 59 times 107/154  equals  1590.99...

Sonnet 107 mentions an eclipse of the moon that made some false prophets 
announce the end of the world (as again in this year, 2015). Has there been a 
lunar eclipse around the end of 1590 and beginning of 1591? Or is the eclipse 
of the moon a symbol of something else?

Cleon  personified  religion,  his  wife  puritan  zealotry,  and  their  daughter  for 
whom lovely Marina should die puritan pamphlets attacking the theater – a 
metaphorical eclipse of the moon, a shadow creeping over 'her' bright face, 
Mar-tin Mar-prelate casting his shadow over Mar-ina ...

     The mortal moon hath her eclipse endured

Nothing happened, the kind face in the night sky was fully restored, Marina 
returned to life, the theater blossomed again.

However, a certain ambiguity remains. While sonnet 107 claims that the poet 
and playwright won't waver in fear and love, the puritan attack was such a big 
menace that it made Edward de Vere alias Pericles give up on literature alias 
Marina, if only for a while.
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  (part 12)

Helicanus appears already in Gower's Confessio Amantis that was adopted by 
Edward de Vere and required only few modifications.

Edward de Vere would have seen Thomas Sackville in Gower's Helicanus, and 
may have smiled over a line in a Sackville poem

     I never drank from Parnassus spring

No, dear friend and collaborator, you are not from Parnassus but from Helicon 
where you drank from Hippocrene, the spring of poetic inspiration sacred to the 
Muses! I will make you Helicanus of my Pericles play, good noble Lord Helicane, 
grave and noble councillor, most wise in general, a figure of truth, of faith, of 
loyalty. How do you like that?

Mount Parnassus above Delphi in southern central Greece was the abode of 
Apollo  and the  Muses.  They had another  abode in  Mount  Helicon,  Boeotia, 
above the Gulf  of  Corinth.  On top of  the mountain  stood a  sanctuary  with 
statues of the nine Muses, nearby was their dancing ground, somewhere else 
their grove, and they played their games in Thespiai at the eastern foot of the 
mountain, wherefrom the adjective thespian. While the Parnassus watches over 
Delphi and its famous oracle, the first Sibyl was reared by the Helicon Muses. 
Apollo loved her, and gave her the gifts of prophecy and a long life. In a song of 
her  own  she  says  "that  even  after  her  death  she  shall  not  cease  from 
prophesying, but that she shall  go round and round in the moon, becoming 
what is called the face that appears in the moon" (Sarapion quoted by Plutarch, 
Moralia, The Oracles at Delphi,  Loeb Classical Library; remember Mar-ina as 
face of the moon eclipsed by Mar-tin Mar-prelate). The springs Aganippe and 
Hippocrene were sacred to the Helicon Muses. Pegasus, the winged horse of 
poetry,  once  flew  over  the  Helicon,  kicked  a  rock,  and  thus  created  the 
Hippocrene spring. So if Thomas Sackville didn't drink from Parnassus spring, 
he surely drank from the Hippocrene spring on Mount Helicon, and this made 
Edward de Vere smile when he made Thomas Sackville a figure in his play.

Parnassus and Helicon are counterparts  –  maybe mirrored in the relation of 
Edward de Vere and Thomas Sackville?

Edward de Vere is ‘bound by one letter’, and so is Thomas Sackville according 
to Sabrina Feldman

     Edward de VerE   EE

     Thomas Sackville, Lord BuckhursT   TT

Funny that  THE WELL-WISHING ADVENTVRER IN SETTING FORTH the sonnets calls 
himself  T.T.  Could  he  have  been  Thomas  Sackville,  preparing  the  cycle  of 
sonnets for their publication? And if so, did he work over and finish some of the 
late plays by Edward de Vere?
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  (part 13)

If Edward de Vere alias Pericles corresponds to Mount Parnassos, 2457 m, and 
Thomas  Sackville  to  Mount  Helicon,  1748  m,  William  Shaksper  might 
correspond to Lake Lysimacheia in Aetolia, part of a wide draining system that 
may go along with William's care for the financial aspects of the old boy group's 
thespian enterprise (Lysimacheia nummularia 'moneywort, twopenny grass').

Parnassos, higher than Helicon, has a parallel in the play. The men of Tyre wish 
to crown Helicanus, but this one orders them to wait for Pericles, meaning the 
crown belongs to Edward de Vere.

As for the oracle at Delphi watched over by Parnassus, the utterings of Pythia 
(Apollo speaking via his priestess) are more than ambigous, and this may be 
mirrored in the 'knotted language' of the plays and poems. Plutarch, Moralia, 
The E at Delphi (Loeb Classical Library): "It seems that our beloved Apollo finds 
a  remedy  and  a  solution  for  the  problems  connected  with  our  life  by  the 
oracular responses which he gives to those who consult him (... and are) by 
nature inclined to the love of knowledge, thus creating in the soul a craving 
onward to the truth ..."

The letter E has many meanings in Plutarch: five, sun god Apollo, if (only), thou 
art. E also is the letter binding the name of Edward de VerE. Pentapolis, town of 
Simonides/Ronsard,  contains  penta-  'five'.  (Clusters  of  associations  are  the 
medium of the poetic mind.)

Most important in the above quote is the formula epi taen alaetheian 'onward 
to the truth'. Nobody knows and owns the truth, but we can approach it, slowly, 
by and by, step for step for step, never really getting there.

Absolute Marina, godlike Marina, comes close to perfection, but also she has 
her  flaws,  "a  rough  tongue  and  shrewd  knowledge  of  the  world"(Hilary 
Spurling). Lucrece 853/4

     But no perfection is so absolute,

     That some imperfection does not pollute.

Marina personifying the lyric side of the plays and poems prevails over Philoten 
who personifies puritan pamphlets, her name a corrupt form of Philotheos ‘God 
loving’. Religious fanaticism can be seen as a betrayal of transcendence (we 
know exactly who God is and what He wants, He wants what we want, He is our 
mighty  henchman).  Art  pleads for  a human measure,  longing for  truth and 
perfection but knowing that we will never really reach and achieve them.

The same lesson is  conveyed by the mathematical  underpinnings of  Italian 
literature, from Giacomo da Lentini via Francesco Petrarca to Dante Alighieri. 
The last line of each canto in the Divina Commedia is of a special beauty, while 
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the very last line that would complete the cosmic number of the long poem is 
missing, the line of the divine messenger.

  (part 14)

Artemis was born on Mount Cynthos on Delos, ergo Cynthia, her emblem the 
moon, eye of Cynthia, also the emblem of her Roman alter ego Diana, in the 
play Queen Elizabeth, while the most famous temple at Ephesus, one of the 
seven ancient world wonders, represents the court of Elizabeth – and if  the 
buildings of stone should crumble, the plays and poems made of words will 
last,  and be an eternal  home for  the  queen immortalized by  the  poet  and 
playwright. Marina joining Diana means that Edward de Vere’s poems and plays 
are dedicated to the queen.

Cerimon  appears  already  in  Gower’s  Confessio  Amantis,  where  he  is  the 
husband of Thaisa. Edward de Vere made her the daughter of Simonides and 
husband of Pericles. Cerimon calls Thaisa back into life. His name evokes the 
tragic poet Chaeremon. Plutarch quotes a line by him

     Wine mixes with the manner of each guest

People understand an oracle  (wine)  along their  situation  in  life  (mixing the 
wine), which can also be said of a poem or play. Cerimon in the play of Pericles 
may be the guise of a poet who made young Edward de Vere discover and love 
the poems by Pierre de Ronsard.

Timon of Athens

Timon of Athens might personify the genius of a society based on an overall 
balance of give and get. Genius gives freely, being most generous by nature, 
finding reward in itself, but still needs a basic sustenance. Timon gives freely, 
but when he is in need himself he gets nothing from his false friends. He turns 
bitter, retires to a cave, finds gold, and pays general Alcibiades to sack Athens. 
Then he writes an epitaph on himself, as inscription for the stone of his tomb 
by  the  sea,  and  writes  it  as  an  oracle.  His  false  friends  are  delivered  to 
Alcibiades, who, then, spares Athens. Meanwhile Timon died. Alcibiades reads 
the epitaph from a wax impression taken by a soldier. It says that we should 
not ask for the man buried here, and then calls his name, Timon. What is the 
sense of that? We should not ask for the name but in the next line we are given 
the name ... Apparently Timon is not just a man called Timon but an allegorical 
figure, in my opinion the genius of a society based on the law of give and get, 
which is blatantly violated by the false friends of Timon – but life's equation 
finds a solution, if not a favorable one then one against us, and if it must take a 
very long and weird and completely unpredictable detour, as in the case of 
Timon and his false friends. Very close to the end, Alcibiades pronounces what 
may be the key line of the play

     Make war breed peace, and peace stint war
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Life's equation will be solved one way or another, so better make it in favor of a 
society, along its genius. And then Alcibiades mentions in the final lines "noble 
Timon: of whose memory / Hereafter more." But nothing follows. The play ends. 
Apparently it was not finished. Or was it? Aren't we thinking about society and 
its genius that makes it work?

Timon is an allegorical figure in a philosophical play that might be a late answer 
to Solon who proposed (strongly simplified) timocracy as rulership of golden 
souls that guarantees productivity. The lords ruling Athens in the play are no 
golden souls, apart from noble Timon; however, when he is abandoned by his 
false friends, leaves Athens and dwells in a cave, his soul turns into gold that 
buys  him  timoria  'revenge'.  Government  was  a  main  concern  of  Greek 
philosophy.  Edward  de  Vere  alias  William  Shakespeare,  as  a  young  man 
envisioning a career in business and law – symbolized by Romeo's first love 
Rosaline,  personification of  the mercantile capital  Venice that rose from the 
saline (lagoon) -, then becoming a playwright, insinuates a deep law holding 
society together: an overall balance of give and get as life's equation that will 
be solved one way or another. Let us organize our societies in such a way that 
a favorable solution can take over,  also in the case of  the emerging global 
society.

Sir Walter Raleigh proposed a commonwealth of nobles that may have been a 
revival  of  Solon’s  timocracy,  rulership  of  golden  souls  who  guarantee 
productivity.  The  play  Timon of  Athens  reveals  this  concept  of  rulership  as 
naïve:  none  of  the  lords  in  the  play  has  a  golden  soul,  apart  from Timon, 
however,  the  metaphorical  gold  falls  from  him  in  the  cave  and  buys  him 
revenge, Greek timoria – Timon timocracy timoria. We need institutions that 
hold society together and make it work. 

A hunch of  evolution in around 1600 ?   Herball,  The Tempest, 
Voynich ms

The rebus on the title page of The Herball or Generall Historie of Plantes by 
Lord Burghley’s gardener John Gerarde, London 1597 (google for "herball" 
and  focus  on  the  plinth  of  the  pillar  on  the  right  side),  is  an  elaborate 
calligraphic composition of centered elements: a long vertical arrow that can 
be seen as ideogram of a spear; its top combined with 4E (unequal horizontal 
bars enhancing the right slope of the arrowhead, ideogram of a spearhead); 
below OR; and below that a large W combined with a large A (horizontal bar 
lacking).

A couple of years ago Mark Griffiths explained the intricate Herbal rebus as 
emblem of William Shakespeare from Stratford-upon-Avon. It can more easily 
be read as emblem of Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare.

The following lines from a poem by John Marston
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     ... Far fly thy fame,

     Most, most of me beloved, whose silent name

     One letter bounds

have been related to

     E d w a r d   d e   v e r E

4E as four letters E can also refer to

     E d w a r d   d E   v E r E

The large W may stand for Will, the long shaft of the arrow or spear may stand 
for I, and the large A may stand for Am, together

     Will I Am  ***  William

     holding or shaking a spear

     William Shakespeare

Consider the word plays around Will  and will  in the sonnets 135 and 136. 
'William Shakespeare' is a telling pseudonym

     William

     will I am  ***

     a strong will personified

     Shakespeare

     shaking my spear

     wielding my sword

     which is my word

     my elegant and powerful word

In all

     Edward de Vere  (of the four Es, by one letter bound)

     or  (alias)

     William Shakespeare

The man on the right side, seen as William Shakespeare by Mark Griffiths, 
might be an idealized representation of Edward de Vere, by then 47 years old, 
as a young man. I'd say it goes along with the official portrait of Edward de 
Vere  vere2.JPG  

The Voynich ms, understood as Francis Bacon's fake report of a sailor who had 
gone lost in the Southern Seas and arrived per chance on the shore of New 
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Atlantis, would date from 1605/6 and may somehow be connected with a play 
Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare, The Tempest, no later than 1604.

A couple of years ago 'Dr. HotSalt' remarked in sci.lang that four words at the 
top of Voynich 77r might name the four elements earth water air fire (which 
led to my readable transliteration revealing a half-automatic writing in what I 
call  pseudo-Polynesian, Polynesia in the wide literal sense of Many Islands, 
region of the many islands in the Southern Seas). Now the four elements are 
also  present  in  The  Tempest.  Caliban  personifies  water  (via  his  fish 
appearance) and earth (anagram cannibal indicating that the earth 'devours' 
the creatures it produces and nourishes - from dust to dust). Ariel personifies 
air (pneuma ruach spirit) and fire (St. Elmo's fire and Jupiter's lightning). On 
the same key page 77r is a strange tree with an animal and a woman, symbol 
of animals and human beings descending from the same tree of life? Caliban 
evolves from fish via ape and savage to a wise man, still bound to nature, as 
we all are.

The  Voynich  abounds  in  drawings  of  herbs,  while  the  island  of  Caliban, 
temporarily taken over by Prospero, has a lush vegetation praised by Iris and 
Ceres in lines of great beauty (beginning of 4:1). Moreover it seems that John 
Gerarde  secretly  dedicated  his  Herball  (1597)  to  Edward  de  Vere  alias 
WilliamShakespeare (consider the alternative reading of the rebus on the title 
page). Could there be a hunch of evolution also in the Herball?

Prospero honors Leonardo da Vinci as inventor, and human creativity per se 
that produces ever more artificial things from the primeval elements = helped 
by Caliban and Ariel. Miranda symbolizes art, and her lover Ferdinand politics 
- which is why they play at chess, not really the occupation of young lovers on 
their honeymoon, but appropriate for the relation of art and politics. (Bacon 
might  have  seen  himself  in  all  three  roles  or  fields  of  Prospero  inventor, 
Miranda art, and Ferdinand politics.)

Caveat. A play has more levels than I can mention here. While mathematical 
logic is based on the formula  a = a  the logic of art follows Goethe's formula 
'all is equal, all unequal ...'  known to artists of all times. In this logic a symbol 
can  mean  something  and  something  else  and  again  something  different. 
Caliban for example has more meanings than said above, and a counterpart in 
the kitchen-wench in The Comedy of Errors 3:2, parody on the Greek earth 
goddess Gaia.

     'Ban, 'Ban, Ca-Caliban

The syncopic line of drunken Caliban stammering his name could have been 
de Vere's attempt at imitating a southern islander's native language combined 
with the sound of a beaten tambourine

     Ban Ban  -ban
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and thus a fine intuition about the etymology of English word German Wort as 
combination of English fur Ancient Greek byrsa 'hide, fur, leather' and English 
tone German Ton, here the sound made by the fur of a beaten tambourine. 
English word is akin to Latin verbum that may combine byr- in the form of ver- 
with  onomatopoeic  -bum analoguous  to  German Bumm and English  boom, 
while 'tambourine' combines tam doubled in tam-tam Hindi tamtam with byr- 
in  the  form  of  bour-,  tambourines  having  accompanied  the  rhythmic  and 
melodic singsong of shamans and shamanesses ...

Bacon would have tried to go back to early writing via half-automatic writing. 
Here a sample of my transliteration, Voynich 87r, second paragraph

     Pihuavihà ven ihuu senven ihan envà

     àihuuus iukià kuaves akiuan kailia

     luas iliuà ihavà kauuuukà s iavà vero

     vero ihan ikuà aluan iuas aluua vero

     ihas iuan iuas iliuà sero dailiuan vero

     àquuas ihuan viuuan

Occasionally one recognizes a word or has the illusion of a word: Italian vero 
'true', Latin aqua 'water', French vie 'life' – true water of life and rejuvenation.

Italian or Latin vero appears frequently in the above transliteration of  the 
Voynich. Edward de Vere's family motto vero nihil veritas ‘true nothing but the 
truth’ had been altered by him to  vero nihil  verius ‘nothing truer than the 
truth’. Francis Bacon was Baron Verulam

     Vere  vero  veritas  vero  verius  Verulam  vero

If ver- in veritas vero verius derives from the same byr- then perhaps from a 
fur showing its true colors, of from a fur indicating the rank of its bearer, for 
example the royal cape of ermine, or from a fur bag containing a token of 
someone's identity – in the case of Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare 
his leather-bound word that speaks for a courtier who had been raised in a 
household with a big library. Sonnet 76

     ... every word doth almost tell my name
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